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INTRODUCTION TO VETERINARY ACUPUNCTURE 
Frances E. Baker, DVM

Introduction

Now in today's 21st Century global society most everyone is aware of the centuries-old Asian medical therapy
known as acupuncture. With our exponential growth in knowledge and communication it's fairly common now to find
many people who've had some contact with this health care modality or knows someone who has. With increased
media attention acupuncture can be, if it is not already, a household word. 

Many discerning members of the pet-owning public who desire more than mainstream health care have sought
acupuncture for themselves and are also interested in the same degree of quality health care for their pets. A working
knowledge of veterinary acupuncture is useful in order to answer pet owners' questions about it, enable the
practitioner to refer a patient for appropriate acupuncture therapy by a veterinary acupuncturist, or to help the
practitioner obtain additional training in this highly useful modality.

What Is Acupuncture and Why Would I Use It?

Traditional Chinese Veterinary Medicine (TCVM) is a very broad therapeutic concept which encompasses not
only acupuncture but also herbal therapies, food therapies, and specific massage techniques which, when utilized
together, result in optimum patient care and restoration and maintenance of health. Acupuncture is a part of TCVM
in which flexible filiform needles are used to pierce the skin and stimulate known points on the body which have a
characteristic vascular and neurological anatomy in order to elicit a specific response.

A broader application of the acupuncture concept includes using not only acupuncture needles but a variety of
stimuli at these acupuncture points. These points may be stimulated by the presence of the needles themselves,
manual manipulation of the needles while in place, applying heat in the form of Moxa (a burning herb) to the needle,
injection of a variety of liquid stimuli, and by attachment of electrodes for the conduction of electrical current to the
needles. Acupuncture points may also be stimulated non-invasively by the application of manual pressure to the
points, by the use of laser light on the points and by the application of aromatic oils absorbed through the skin.

Why use acupuncture? As research has shown, point stimulation by these methods results in many responses by
the patient. These include release of neurotransmitters, histamine and endorphins, thus triggering a cascade of
metabolic events at the cellular level. These will result in many observable phenomena including but not limited to
increased bowel motility, pain relief, cessation of nausea, improved vascular supply, etc. A variety of medical
conditions may be treated in this manner, as will be discussed. The practitioner's clinical judgment and experience
determine when and how to apply acupuncture treatment to each patient, as in many instances drug therapies and/or
surgery are inappropriate or no longer effective. Acupuncture provides one more therapeutic arrow in the
practitioner's quiver.

Clinical Application of Acupuncture Techniques

In veterinary medicine, the majority of patients who receive acupuncture tend to have orthopedic and
musculoskeletal problems. Many times these patients are older animals who have slowly developed arthritides and
suffer from joint, limb and back pain. Often pharmaceutical therapies have failed these patients or they are no longer
metabolically capable of receiving many of the analgesics which have unacceptable and dangerous side effects.
Acupuncture provides a much safer, effective and satisfactory treatment and often allows pharmaceutical treatment
to be minimized or discontinued. Response to acupuncture therapy, if effective in these patients, is readily observable
to the patient's family who often report that the pet has resumed activities that they had formerly enjoyed but had
ceased for some time due to pain.

Neurological compromise resulting in limited mobility can also respond to acupuncture therapy when treated
aggressively and early in its onset. Intervertebral disc disease with disc herniation into the spinal canal can be treated
with acupuncture if surgery is not an option. Paresis and/or paralysis can be reversed, particularly with
electroacupuncture, if therapy is done daily. Severe traumatic injuries, such as being hit by a car, resulting in
peripheral nerve damage, may also respond to electroacupuncture treatment. Recovery times can be shortened
considerably and return of nerve function achieved, however if the nerves have been completely severed this will not
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occur.
Patients who have seizures may also respond to acupuncture, both during an acute seizure episode and during the

interval between seizures. In addition to other holistic methods, insertion of gold beads into acupuncture points for
permanent point stimulation can help to decrease seizure frequency and severity as well as help to diminish effective
drug dosages for improved seizure control with fewer drug side effects.

Many elderly patients have compromised cardiac, renal and hepatic functions, typically monitored with periodic
serum chemistry profiles. Acupuncture, when applied with the appropriate nutritional and herbal support, helps to
stabilize the patient and increase the quality of the limited amount of life they have left. Often animals will obviously
feel much better clinically after receiving acupuncture, yet many times serum chemistry profiles have not yet
normalized, and often never do, yet the quality of life is much improved.

The immune-compromised patients may also have a response to acupuncture with increased feeling of well being
and increased immunocyte production. More stability of their condition can be achieved with fewer “ups and downs”
experienced.

OK, How Does Acupuncture Work?

Through centuries of observation and anatomical dissection of war casualties the, ancient Chinese determined the
location of acupuncture points on the body surface and the trajectories of the acupuncture “channel” or “meridian”
pathways along which acupuncture energy (Qi, pronounced “Chi”) flows, both at the surface and deep within the
body. These are well documented on point location charts and points are given their Chinese name according to their
description, location or function, many times in eloquent and poetic fashion. Little did the Chinese know that more
recent anatomical study would reveal that acupuncture points, while located in depressions on the body, are
superficial places where a nerve, artery and vein are in very close proximity to each other. These are areas of
decreased electrical resistance (or conversely, increased electrical conductivity). This very design allows for the
potential for more than one of the postulated mechanisms of action (neural and humoral) of acupuncture to be
effective. When visualizing acupuncture points along their respective meridian pathways, it is much like thinking of
the points themselves being similar to electrical wall plug outlets at which acupuncture energy may be accessed, along
a pathway trajectory akin to “connecting the dots.”

Several mechanisms of action of acupuncture have been proposed and scientifically researched. It is useful to be
able to provide these explanations to inquiring clients who are curious and wish to know more in order to make
informed decisions about whether to choose acupuncture for their pet.

1. Neural Opiate Theory-Most notably seen with electroacupuncture, endogenous opiate compounds such as
endorphins and enkephalins are released into the CNS, which alters the perception of pain. By varying the
electrical frequency utilized the type of opiate released by the body is also varied. This often results in
profound drowsiness or sleep.

2. Neural Non-Opiate Theory-Acupuncture stimulation utilizes the alpha, beta and delta nerve fibers that synapse
on inhibitory neurons so that pain perception is prevented prior to its arrival on C fibers, thus serving as a
“gate” so that higher neural centers do not perceive the pain.

3. Humoral Theory-Several substances such as endogenous opiates, interferon, hormones such as cortisol and
the reproductive hormones, and serotonin are released into the bloodstream by acupuncture stimulation.
Research has shown that because of this mechanism, two experimentally conjoined animals will experience
the same acupuncture effect even though only one is being treated.

4. Autonomic Theory-Using somatovisceral afferent nerves from specific acupuncture points the corresponding
internal organs may be affected due to nerve overlap in the spinal cord. This also corresponds with the
phenomenon of referred pain.

5. Bioelectric Theory-Because acupuncture points and meridians are more locally conductive to electrical charge,
a current will flow preferentially along the meridian, changing the electromagnetic field of the body.
Acupuncture points, due to their decreased electrical resistance (i.e. increased conductivity) enhance the
transmission. By placement of an acupuncture needle at these points to interrupt the current, pain is stopped.
It has also been determined that acupuncture meridians conduct sodium ions and when these are stimulated
to flow to areas of sodium deficiency cellular lysis is inhibited and thus pain is relieved. These applications
of electrical theory lend themselves practically to use of certain devices and magnetic products such as beds
and blankets to enhance bone fracture healing and treatment of arthritis.

6. Local Mechanisms Theory-Insertion of an acupuncture needle elicits in the local tissue release of substances
such as kinins, complement and coagulation factors, histamine and bradykinins. This will result in muscle
contraction and needle retention by the fibers, and local tissue sensations such as warmth, distention and a
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heavy feeling.
Most likely, during a single acupuncture session, multiple mechanisms of action actually occur, overlapping in

their effectiveness, thus collectively contributing to the overall success and duration of the treatment.
From a TCVM perspective, acupuncture stimulation results in moving Qi. Qi energy is not added by the needle,

but instead is moved, away from areas of stagnation and toward areas of deficiency. While the Chinese did not have
an understanding of the Kreb's cycle, hormones, enzyme facilitated metabolic reactions or neurotransmitters, they
had a firm grasp of Qi, in all of its diverse forms. In Chinese thought, moving Qi is how acupuncture works.

OK, What Can Be Used to Perform Acupuncture?

As mentioned earlier there are a variety of ways in which acupuncture can be performed in order to move Qi.
Practitioner judgment and experience as well as the nature of the individual patient on a case by case basis all factor
in to which technique is to be applied. 

Classical Dry needle acupuncture is perhaps the best known method used. Filiform needles which taper to an
extremely sharp point (no beveled or cutting edge) are inserted at the acupuncture points and either left alone in place
for the desired time or they may be tapped, twirled, or used in a pecking motion by hand for more intense stimulation.
There is minimal discomfort to the pet upon needle insertion since the needles taper and spread the tissue fibers
gently apart rather than cutting them. Wide awake animals rarely object to needle placement and only occasionally
require use of a muzzle or sedation. Needles may be placed to their proper depth, according to the animal's anatomy
and retained in place for anywhere from 5 to 25 minutes, depending on the ailment, the age of the patient and the
desired result. Some Japanese acupuncture techniques require only a rapid insertion and withdrawal of the needle,
with no retention time necessary.

With dry needles in place, Electroacupuncture may be performed by attaching electrical leads from a medical
electrostimulator to the needles and utilizing current for therapy. The patient must remain quite still and calm for
anywhere from 15-30 minutes for therapy to be effective and care must be taken that needles do not fall out as the
animal will notify the practitioner that they are experiencing a mild shock sensation. Many patients enjoy substantial
endorphin release and pain relief resulting in profound drowsiness and sleep during a treatment session.

Another method of stimulation of inserted dry needles is with the application of the burning herb Moxa. This
method uses the application of heat directly to the metal needle shaft. The heat is conducted down the needle into
the skin and serves to warm the patient from the interior. Some animals will begin to pant as they warm up. Typically
Moxa is used during colder weather or in colder climates, although a cold patient may require its use in any season
or climate. Many elderly, arthritic patients benefit from this method. Pet owners may be taught to use Moxa at home
without needles (non-invasive) at acupuncture points for interim maintenance treatments. Care must be taken to avoid
scorching the pet's haircoat or dropping hot ash on the skin. Care must also be taken particularly with cats or with
pet owners who are prone to asthma, as the burning of Moxa can trigger an asthmatic episode. Moxa is made from
the herb Artemisia vulgaris, which has a very characteristic odor when burned.

Aquapuncture does require the use of beveled hypodermic needles for injection of a wide variety of solutions at
the acupuncture points for a variety of types of stimulation. Generally, needles 25 gauge or smaller (to 29 gauge) are
acceptably tolerated in animals. Many effective substances such as Vitamin B12 may be injected at the acupuncture
point. Customarily, approximately .05-.10 ml is used at the point for small animals, while 0.5 ml may be used for
large animals and livestock. Substances such as Vitamin B12 may be used in full concentration (“straight”), diluted
with other substances such as procaine or lidocaine, or even combined with the patient's own blood. This is an
autosanguis technique and the topic of another lecture. Other substances used may be saline and/or homeopathic
remedies. Occasionally actual pharmaceutical drugs, hormones or vaccines may be utilized, though arguably these
should have an effect of their own independent of any acupuncture response.

Aseptic insertion of Gold Bead Implants below the skin at acupuncture points serves as a permanent therapeutic
method for animals who will require lifetime therapy. These would include those with unrelenting seizure activity
or those with advanced or severe arthritic changes such as hip dysplasia or spondylosis. Typically, the patient is
anesthetized, clipped and surgically prepped. Tiny beads or even hand cut bits of extremely high quality jeweler's
gold wire (22 to 24 carat) are inserted through a 14 gauge needle directed manually by a stylus. Depending on
practitioner preference anywhere from 1 to 5 beads are used per acupuncture point. These remain at their designated
locations and do not migrate, thus stimulating the point by their physical presence and the gold itself also provides
an electrical charge which attracts opposite ions to itself thus balancing the charge of the tissue to normal.

For non-invasive therapy acupressure (the stimulation of points by hand) is simple and easily done in practically
any treatment environment, with no materials or equipment required. For this reason a pet owner may be taught to
apply acupressure at home for interim maintenance of therapy. Colored markers may be used to denote acupuncture
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points for clients less well versed in animal anatomy to consistently relocate the proper points. Constant steady
pressure or alternating clockwise/counterclockwise rotation at the point may be used.

Infrared Laser light is also applied non-invasively, although it may be argued that the light does penetrate to a
shallow level just below the skin to stimulate the points. Depending upon the desired treatment result, a variety of
laser frequency settings are available on numerous laser devices, generally applied to the area of the point for very
brief times, usually less than 2 minutes. For excessively painful animals or those who are overly fractious and resist
needle placement (some cats!) laser can be very beneficial and much safer to both the patient and the doctor.

Topical application of Aromatic oils to thinly haired or clippered areas of animal skin at acupuncture points allows
transdermal absorption of the product for point stimulation. Thorough knowledge of the oils and their oral safety in
animals is best to allow appropriate usage and minimize any gastrointestinal upset should the animal lick the area
of application.

OK, So Who Is Performing Veterinary Acupuncture?

Currently in the United States there are nearly 500 veterinary acupuncturists practicing nationwide. The majority
of these doctors are members of the American Academy of Veterinary Acupuncture (AAVA) and the International
Veterinary Acupuncture Society (IVAS) and as such receive continuing education in acupuncture and TCVM. IVAS
is a global community of veterinary acupuncturists should referrals need to be made outside the United States. 

To contact AAVA: 
The American Academy of Veterinary Acupuncture
100 Roscommon Drive, Suite 320
Middletown, CT 6457
860-635-6300 8:30am-6:00pm EST 
www.AAVA.org

http://www.AAVA.org
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To contact IVAS:
The International Veterinary Acupuncture Society
P. O. Box 271395
Fort Collins, CO 80527-1395
USA
970-266-0666 office
970-266-0777 FAX
www.IVAS.org

But Wait, I Want to Learn More!

There are 4 opportunities to learn veterinary acupuncture in the United States. Selection of a course of training
will depend upon the individual veterinarian's needs including location, time of year, class size, etc.

IVAS Basic Acupuncture Course-Currently offered in Tampa, FL beginning October 2006 and ending March
2007. The 2007-2008 Course will be offered in San Antonio, TX. This consists of four 4 1/2 day modules, one each
in October, November, January and February with a 2 day examination in March. The IVAS Basic Course is the
oldest post-graduate veterinary acupuncture training and provides a well rounded foundation in large and small
animal and exotic/pocket pet acupuncture. Both TCVM and scientific evidence based concepts are taught. IVAS
certification entails satisfactory completion of the following: both the written and practical examinations, a case
report, and 40 hours of internship with IVAS approved veterinary acupuncturists

Chi College-offered by Dr. Xuisheng Xie in Reddick, FL, sessions variable throughout the year. Dr. Xie allows
educational tracking for small animal, large animal or mixed animal practice.

CSU-in Fort Collins, CO. Offers evidence based, scientific approach to acupuncture only with no TCVM
education.

Tufts-in Boston, MA. Offers an acupuncture course on an alternate-year basis.
Most of the courses are comparable in price, but vary with the time of year they are offered. Class sizes are

variable. Any student of each of the acupuncture courses may sit for the IVAS certification examination, and all may
join AAVA.
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INTRODUCTION TO VETERINARY HOMEOPATHY
Frances E. Baker, DVM

Veterinary medicine enjoys the additional therapeutic modality of Homeopathy which, although first elucidated
in human beings over 200 years ago, has been successfully applied to our animal patients. Having beginnings in
Europe in the late 1700's, homeopathy became a global entity, with several American medical schools training
homeopathic physicians. However at this time there are no medical schools in the United States currently teaching
homeopathy to physicians.

 The father of modern Homeopathy is the German physician Dr. Samuel Hahnemann. This brilliant and
multitalented scholar was also fluent in several languages including French, Italian, English, Greek and Latin. While
practicing the medicine of his day, a very harmful method of polypharmacy, Hahnemann became frustrated with its
shortcomings and his inability to help heal illnesses occurring even in his very own children, which ultimately caused
him to abandon his medical practice in order to become a translator of medical texts. During his translation of a
Materia Medica he found reference to the use of Peruvian Bark (known as “China”-pronounced “kee-na”) in the
treatment of malarial fevers. Intrigued, Hahnemann used the substance on himself and noted that in its raw form
China caused the same symptoms as the malarial disease for which it was used to treat, and that upon discontinuing
taking it the symptoms resolved. This self-experiment became his first “proving” and in the next several years
Hahnemann documented hundreds more provings using healthy individuals, compiling the wealth of observations
that he distilled into symptom notations known as “rubrics”. Hahnemann hypothesized that if a substance in its raw
form (the material dose or “mother tincture”) caused specific symptoms in the healthy person, then could it not be
used in an extremely dilute form to treat those same symptoms manifested in sick individuals by other diseases.

This led to the dilution and potentization of homeopathic substances to help guide the body to heal itself of disease
while minimizing unacceptable side effects. More about potentization shortly.

From this foundation stems the phrase often referred to as “Like Cures Like”, the translation of “Similia similibus
curentur”, or Hahnemann's Law of Similars which holds that substances in their usual or toxic doses are able in very
dilute doses to stimulate the body's Life Force to heal itself of the same symptoms that the substance in its raw form
can cause.

Hahnemann's major writing, The Organon of Medicine, explains in minute detail his fundamental concepts of the
body, health, disease, and the curing of disease. He describes the body's basic healthy essence or Life Force, the
presence of illness or disease at the level of the Life Force, the creation of dis-ease by mistunement of the Life Force,
and the re-establishment of health in the Life Force aided by homeopathic medicines. The physical symptoms seen
in an illness are how the underlying disease at the level of the Life Force has expressed itself. Thus, this individual
expression of disease symptoms by a single Life Force by definition makes each living being's illness uniquely its
own, requiring individualized treatment specific to that being. This is why many times patients will appear to have
the “same” disease, such as parvovirus enteritis, yet based upon their varying individual symptom-pictures, they will
require different homeopathic remedies for their treatment to maximize the likelihood of recovery of each and every
patient. Conversely, mainstream veterinary medicine tends to treat all parvovirus cases similarly, as though it was
one illness. This method does not maximize the potential for each patient's recovery as it fails to take into account
the variation of each individual's Life Force, the manner in which it manifested the disease and its ability (or lack
thereof) to heal itself.

It is for this very reason that when a homeopath “takes a case” an extremely thorough history taking is required.
This is a fact-finding mission of the ultimate degree. All symptoms, be they major or minor, recent or old, frequent
or intermittent, are manifestations of that particular Life Force, how that Life Force expressed itself and responded
to its mistunement. A detailed history is essential, since there are a multitude of factors that can cause the Life Force
to become mistuned. In our animal patients common causes are medical drugs, vaccines, toxins, poor diets,
environmental pollution and the environmental stress of their households in upheaval. Unsurprisingly, it is not
uncommon to observe animals who, to their detriment, act as environmental “filters” to their owners and as a result
suffer the same Life Force mistunement as their owner does, thus manifesting many of that person's same symptoms.
So it is not unusual to see multiple cases of cancer in one household.
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So, What Is a Homeopathic Remedy?

There are a multitude of remedies in the homeopathic pharmacy. Virtually any substance on Earth may be
considered to be a remedy, however classical homeopathy recognizes those remedies for which there exist provings
in healthy individuals, most of which were performed in Hahnemann's time and documented by him. Potentially, any
substance may be subject to proving, provided that there may be willing healthy persons on whom they may be
proven, and there is arguably a shortage of those.

Proven homeopathic remedies, for the most part, are animal, mineral, or vegetable in origin. These include animal
toxins, heavy metals, and poisonous plants, thus necessitating the most dilute doses possible in order to avoid the
obvious deleterious effects of these. `

How are homeopathic dilutions made? The initial solution is made by dissolving the crude substance in alcohol
resulting in creation of the mother tincture. The very first dilution of a substance is taken from this basic original
concentration. One part (for example, one milliliter) of the material substance is mixed with nine parts (milliliters)
pure water and forcefully agitated 100 times. This creates a 1X dilution. The next dilution is made by taking one part
(milliliter) from this 1X dilution and mixing it with nine parts (milliliters) pure water and agitating this proportion
100 times. This creates a 2X dilution. To make “C” potencies one part of the substance is diluted in 99 parts water
and agitated 100 times. This agitation step is termed “succussion” and is extremely important. This succussion
provides the release of the energy from the atoms of the original substance and thus the potentization or increase in
strength of the dilution. By following this procedure repeatedly, remedies are made that have been serially diluted
many hundreds of times to result in homeopathic potencies in which none of the original material remains. The
energy of the material is what is now present in the solution, and it is the application of this energy of the very
specific material to the mistuned Life Force that guides it to heal itself. By removing the basic material of the remedy
the occurrence of unacceptable side effects is minimized.

A material is serially succussed and thus potentized to many desired levels of potency. Therefore a remedy can
exist in potencies designated by Roman numerals such as 3X, 12C, 200C, 1M, 10M, and the LM's. This sequence
reflects an increase in potencies (strengths) from lowest to highest.

What do the remedies look like? There are two forms in which remedies are sold, wet and dry. The liquid
remedies are preserved in alcohol in amber dropper bottles with glass droppers. These are very easy to administer
directly into the patient's mouth, although they are less palatable due to the presence of the alcohol. The dry form is
small sugar pellets of varying sizes on which the liquid remedy is sprayed and allowed to dry. In general the lower
potencies may be found on the larger sized pellets, while the higher potencies tend to be on the very small ones.
Pellets may be crushed and placed directly into the patient's mouth or dissolved in purified water and syringed into
the mouth. Neither form should be mixed in the patient's food, but rather should be given independently of meal time
to maximize their efficacy.

How does a remedy act on the patient? Each will have a primary and a secondary effect. The primary effect
of a remedy is the direct influence that it has on the body and the secondary effect is the body's own response to the
remedy. This secondary effect is extremely similar to how the body would respond alone in its attempt to heal itself
from illness, thus when the correct remedy is chosen this is termed the “similimum”. It is very important to choose
the correct remedy (similimum), therefore as much information about the patient as possible is needed from the
history to find the remedy that best matches the patient's symptoms.

It is also important to not use a remedy that is identical to the illness. This is termed “isopathy”. This method of
treatment is too much the same and can result in exacerbation of the symptoms and thus worsening of the disease.
An example of this would be to use the remedy Rhus toxocarum to treat a case of poison ivy since this is the source
from which Rhus tox is obtained. It may be possible to employ the remedy Apis mellifica instead for that case of
poison ivy, since Apis, being made from honeybee venom, similarly causes the same symptoms of localized redness,
swelling and painful itching/stinging sensations that occur.. Another potential remedy to use would be Urtica urens,
made from Stinging Nettle. The choice of which remedy to use depends upon the individual symptoms manifested
by each different patient. This is why detailed history taking and close observation are very important to lead to the
correct choice of remedy. Some remedies are close, but not close enough, to maximize a rapid, satisfactory healing
response.

This begs the question of “Why not use several remedies all at once that are close or similar in action, to cover
all the bases?” Classical homeopathy fine-tunes the prescription so that this sort of shot-gun therapy is avoided. This
way, the Life Force does not receive “too much information” thus becoming confused or stagnated, and the
prescribing homeopath is able to observe precisely what effect each individual remedy has upon the patient. It is
preferable to administer one remedy, observe for a response (or lack thereof), re-evaluate the case, and administer
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a second remedy if required. Sometimes all that is necessary is to change the potency of the original remedy and
observe for its effect.

What kind of effect can be observed? Many results can occur. 
1. As is always possible, there may be no visible effect from the remedy. It may not have been the most

appropriate choice, OR it may not have been the appropriate potency. Clinical experience will help the
prescriber decide which route to choose as the next step, i.e. changing the potency vs. changing to a new
remedy.

2. Sometimes there will be a short-lived flare-up of symptoms as the Life Force is moved into action. This is
called an Aggravation and typically is very brief, commonly less than a day or two. Usually the patient
continues to feel good during the flare-up. Clients should be counseled to be patient and “ride it out” to wait
for improvement, lest they hasten to administer pharmaceuticals to subdue the symptoms and suppress the
healing process. Following this episode symptoms gradually abate as healing progresses.

3. A dramatic, transient improvement in symptoms may occur, especially for as long as the remedy is continued,
with a return of symptoms (usually worse) when the remedy is stopped. This is considered Palliation, and
requires the continued use of the remedy in order to maintain absence of the symptoms. Sometimes, in
end-stage ailments, this may be an acceptable method of treatment if there is no possibility of a cure. 

4. It is possible for symptoms to disappear but the health of the patient fails to improve. In fact, the patient may
worsen in a different way, with the appearance of new symptom(s), sometimes manifested behaviorally. This
is Suppression, and is the most harmful of the treatment outcomes.

5. The most desirable result of treatment is that of a Cure. Cures are seen when the patient's symptoms diminish
and overall health and well-being improve. Care should be taken to continue treatment long enough so that
symptoms do not return to the original or near-original levels prior to treatment, for then the patient is only
partially cured.

Classical homeopathic prescribing follows the guidelines of using one single remedy at a time. This method avoids
confusion and lends precision and efficacy to the treatment. Therefore remedies and remedy potencies are not mixed.
It is also preferred to utilize homeopathy, if it is selected to be the treatment of choice, as the sole treatment modality,
not to be combined with other methods such as acupuncture, Chinese or Western herbs, or allopathic pharmaceuticals.
These are all very potent treatment methods in their own right, which interfere with or over-ride homeopathic
remedies. In general it is acceptable to use chiropractic therapy, massage, reiki, improved diet/nutrition and a variety
of supplements in combination with homeopathy if they do not interfere with remedy action.

The scope of this presentation does not include a discussion of Homotoxicology, but this topic merits a brief
sidebar for a point of clarification at this juncture. Homotoxicology is an entirely separate treatment modality,
completely independent of and not to be confused with homeopathy. While it is true that homotoxicology does utilize
homeopathic preparations of remedies, these products are commonly found in multiple combined potencies and also
in combination with many other remedies and remedy potencies as well. These products are therapeutically applied
in a much different prescribing fashion than classical single homeopathic remedies, and this technique is not to be
confused with classical homeopathic prescribing.

Ok, So How Is a Remedy Chosen?

When a homeopathic case is begun, the prescriber seeks to gather as much information about the patient as
possible. A thorough questioning covers numerous topics that can yield abundant details that might not typically have
been considered worthwhile in mainstream medicine. With experience, the homeopath will instinctively learn how
to properly present the correct questions so as to elicit pure, precise information about all aspects of the patient. The
kind of information desired will pertain to the minutia of the main complaint as well as include details about
behaviors, influence of temperature on symptoms, times of day or night that a symptom is worse or better, any odd,
unusual, unique, and peculiar observations and the like. There are two areas in which prescribing for humans differs
from prescribing for animals. The first deals with the nature of sensations, such as pain. Humans are able to describe
in great detail how a pain is perceived, whether it be dull, aching, throbbing, stabbing, constant, intermittent, sharp,
lancinating, tearing, etc., while an animal may only be able to demonstrate by its behavior that it hurts. The second
area encompasses the mental state of the patient. Veterinarians are only able to surmise what our patients' mental state
might be, and typically only from close observation of their behaviors and body language. In both of these two areas,
there is some degree of error involved when the prescriber takes the liberty of anthropomorphizing for their patient,
thus leading to more attempts at trial and error in the prescription process.

When the pertinent information is gathered, the most significant facts are formed into symptom synopses called
“rubrics”. Large collections of rubrics are found in a very organized manner in a variety of reference texts called
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“repertories”, which allow the prescriber to reference each rubric and determine the appropriate remedies for each.
Remedies are given 3 levels of importance in a rubric, so that the remedies most often fitting the symptom are noted
in bolder type, while those remedies used less often are in smaller type. Each rubric is cross referenced with the
others in the patient's case until the best fitting remedies are determined. The prescriber then consults a Materia
Medica to study each of the remedies to determine the most appropriate one that fits their patient.

When the remedy is chosen, the potency of that remedy to administer is then determined by several factors. The
prescriber's clinical experience will be useful in evaluating the quality of the patient's Life Force and its ability to
respond to a certain potency. The nature of the illness, whether it is acute or chronic in onset, and the necessity of
a rapid response also influence potency choice, and sometimes simply the availability of which potency is on the
prescriber's shelf is the deciding factor.

How Much? How Often?

A very general guideline for dosing is to use the lower potencies with greater frequency with acute prescribing
and to use the moderate to higher potencies less frequently or even only once in chronic prescribing. For example,
when prescribing for a bee sting on the patient's face, a remedy of 6C potency might be administered every 15
minutes initially. But when prescribing for a patient with a recurring urinary tract infection a remedy of 30C or 200C
may be given one time and then observe for any changes that might indicate improvement or the need to re-evaluate
and re-prescribe. The special case regarding use of the LM potencies is an exception to this rule and beyond the scope
of this lecture.

Usually just a few (3-5) of the dry pellets are sufficient for a dose, and a similar number of drops of the liquid
form is also adequate for the vast majority of patients. There is no need to administer a large quantity of the remedy
in relation to the size/weight of the patient since it is the energy or potency of the remedy that is being used, not the
amount of the original material. So, in general, the same volume of dose is appropriate whether the patient be budgie
or Belgian.

An Assortment of Remedies

There are numerous Materia Medica reference texts which contain well documented writings about the proven
remedies. Reading several of these references allows the prescriber to understand the nature and essence of each
remedy, and to understand the manner in which it is to be utilized. The remedies are listed alphabetically by their
Latin names (for the plants and animals their genus and species names) with their common name included below it.
Each remedy has its characteristic symptoms listed in the same order as all the others, beginning with a very general
description of symptoms, including those of the Mind, followed by specific symptoms categorized by body part.
Included here are a few well known remedies and some of their applications.

Animal Sources
Apis mellifica: This remedy is made from honeybees. The sting of the honeybee results in the characteristic

redness, swelling and stinging/burning sensation at the local area where the sting occurs. Thus, this remedy is
appropriate for ailments in which these symptoms occur and may be used in any tissue where serous inflammation
and effusion are seen. Inflamed oral mucus membranes, urinary tracts, connective tissue of the eye, itchy hives on
the skin, etc. are examples of instances where Apis might be considered.

Crotalus horridus: This remedy is from the rattlesnake. The venom causes deterioration and decomposition of
the blood, therefore the remedy may be used in cases of sepsis, jaundice and hemorrhages that are dark and not
clotted. Intraocular hemorrhage, nosebleeds, tarry diarrhea and bleeding gastric ulcers may require this remedy.

Lac caninum: This remedy is from dog's milk and is appropriate for mastitis, drying up a lactation, nasal
discharges, and for sore throats.

Mineral Sources
Arsenicum album: Yes, this is made from arsenic. This is for weakness, restlessness, and exhaustion. Also for

burning, tearing eyes, bleeding gums, extreme thirst, urinary tract infections, and asthma.
Calcarea carbonica: This remedy is literally “carbonate of lime” and may be found in seashells. It is commonly

used for cases of impaired nutrition, especially of bones. Patients crave eating indigestible items.
Aurum metallicum: This remedy is made from gold. Of great use in severely depressed mental conditions and

despondency. Also good for photophobia, cardiac arrhythmias, and rapid, feeble, irregular pulses.

Vegetable (Plant) Sources
Arnica Montana: This remedy is from the Leopard's Bane plant. It is very useful in cases of blunt trauma where

there is bruising and much pain.
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Bellis perennis: Made from the Daisy. For soreness and bruising of muscles and deep organs especially following
surgery.

Hypericum: From St. John's Wort. This is best used for crushing injuries of nerves, especially tips of toes and
fingers. It is also very good for post operative pain.

These are just a very few examples of the kinds of substances which have been tested in “proving” and as a result
are sources of homeopathic remedies which have been used for a very long time, longer than the pharmaceuticals in
use today. As may be observed, the above examples run the gamut of highly toxic to very benign to economically
valuable. All of them are common and well known. In addition to these there are the more exotic and obscure
remedies, just a few of which are Hekla lava, Skookum-Chuck, X-Ray, and Ambra grisea.

Count Me In, I Want to Learn More!

Most veterinarians in the US and Canada who utilize Classical Homeopathy have received their training from one
primary source. Dr Richard Pitcairn of Eugene, Oregon, offers a multi-module basic course in Veterinary
Homeopathy. This foundation course provides the attendee the history, background concepts and functional “nuts
and bolts” with which to successfully practice veterinary homeopathy. For more information contact Dr. Pitcairn at
the Animal Natural Health Center Education Programs (888-290-8454) www.drpitcairn.com Another valuable
resource, the Academy of Veterinary Homeopathy (AVH), provides a national network and support community of
homeopathic veterinarians, with a newsletter, a large annual meeting and also a lecture track in conjunction with this
conference. Office@The AVH.org   http://www.theAVH.org
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POINTERS TO CASE TAKING AND CASE ORGANIZATION
Larry A. Bernstein VMD

I thought I would take some time to discuss a method I use to classify clients and some methods of case taking
and case handling as it relates to the type of situation often seen in the office or on the phone. Hopefully, some of
these insights can help you when faced with a similar situations in everyday homeopathic practice.

Where to begin an intake will depend on the type of case, the energy of the case and even the economics, energy
and mindset of the client. It may, in many cases, greatly depend on what they want to talk about first.

You will hear this a few times this afternoon, since I often use the analogy of a plane in flight that loses power.
If it is in a slow, gentle descent from a high altitude, one has much more time and leeway in attempting to remedy
the situation whereas a plane in a crash-dive does not afford that luxury of time.

The personality of the client may affect how the case must be first taken. We all have seen the two extremes; on
one end of the spectrum is the client that acts as if they are giving a deposition where the rules are never volunteer
information and only respond to the questions in the narrowest sense. At the other end of the spectrum is the client
that will give you reams of information from the ingredients of every item the animal has ever eaten or has come in
contact with and reveal a medical history that starts with the mother's ultrasound and goes into more detail than one
could ever digest. Fortunately, most clients lie to the middle of these two extremes.

There are also those tag teams with the whole family in the office or on a conference call and bounce from idea
to idea (or they bring in 4 dogs and talk about them interchangeably). We also are challenged by the "Deflector" who
wants to answer the questions with comments about every other animal they ever owned and little about this patient.
We will discuss techniques we use to guide and elicit meaningful information from many of these challenges.

Over the years, we all develop methods for trying to understand the case in front of us and that depends on gaining
useful information about the patient and successfully navigating the challenge of case management. 

The first thing I try to determine is the true emergency nature of the case and a feeling for the rate things are
deteriorating. If you have to delve into a case as an "emergency" it usually tends to narrow your totality and sharpen
your focus down to the symptom manifestations that make this an emergency. 

I have created classifications to help me better understand the client dynamics and these can aid in case taking
and management. They are neither negative or positive, just my judgment as to the way my cases tend to distribute.
1. The Client With a Real Emergency Case - This is the case that has reached what appears to be an imminent , life

threatened stage. It could be a case that has been treated for a long time in either paradigm but, regardless of
reason, it is an immediate situation from a medical perspective. 

If it is not an true medical emergency case, it usually breaks down into one of these other categories;
2. The Client With an It's an Emergency to Them Case - This is the case that has a non-emergency but serious life

threatened basis. An example might be a case of just diagnosed lymphoma where the client wants to avoid chemo
from health concerns or even finances. This is a client with a case that needs to be seen or talked to quickly
because they can't fight the fear of waiting and oncologist's pressure for more than a few days. The illness is real
but the crisis is often the clients' need rather than the patients'. This is usually not the case of Lymphoma already
started on medication since those pesky nodes are already getting smaller and it is no longer an emergency - those
may just want to add supplemental support to the real cure, the chemo.

3. The Client Seeking A New Direction- they have an animal that has had chronic issues, has been treated
conventionally and the owners have decided that they want to find a healthier way OR they are not having success
they desire and want to find something that may work better.

4. The Client Left With Little Hope - These " Desperate " Clients have an animal that has a likely terminal situation
and they are looking for hope and healing. This can include your tumor cases, chronic renal or liver failure and
a host of other situations.

5. The Client that Feels They Know Homeopathy but Does Not- This "I Practice Homeopathy" Client has been doing
holistic things for their animal, often has multiple modalities going at once and can range from the serious to the
faddist but the latter is more often the case. These are not to be confused with the following.
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6. The Client that Truly Understands and Has Experience - This "Enlightened" Client has found the path either
through prior experience with their current animals, a previous animal or themselves and want to take better or
proper care of their animal - often from the very start.

Each of these clients has their own unique benefits and liabilities and by better understanding their situation, we
can do a better job of understanding their case, helping them and their animals and try to stay balanced at the same
time.

No matter which type of client, I usually start out the same way. I like to have them describe the immediate reason
for the call or visit and the circumstances surrounding this issue. I allow them to talk and usually just observe the
animal in the room or listen quietly on the phone. Be patient and allow them to show you the path into the case. I
make brief notes of significant events or questions I want to address later but try to immerse myself in their story to
get a feel for the energy of the case. I usually audio record any phone conversations (with their permission as it is
given in our authorization) so I can go back and clarify any points I may have missed since it is harder to listen and
visualize AND take detailed noted as we try to weave a story.

Once the initial rush of information is exhausted, (or if a reasonable time has passed since you will need to put
the brakes on some clients or they will jump around for the entire visit), I go back and try to break the case into a
sequence of events and create a timeline. This better helps me understand the case details and also will often serve
as a reminder to the client about events in the case they omitted.

I will ask them to recall any times the animal was required to stay at the veterinarian overnight or they had to visit
the emergency clinic. This often triggers a whole new stream of events and hence, symptoms. We will be discussing
the use of the time line in more detail in a bit.

By now one can, hopefully, begin to see where the energy or the affinity of the case lies. If there are no apparent
affinities, I ask the client where they feel the animal's weak spots are and that will often bring out some interesting
responses. I have come to believe that most cases will show an affinity and that can be a very powerful tool in
choosing a remedy. 

For those of you just getting started, the affinity can be thought of as is the organ system or systems and themes
that run through a case. Just like babies that are usually colicky or croupy, a case will tend to focus in specific areas.
The joints, the G.I. system, the emotional or nervous system, reproductive, hormonal are some examples. Most
remedies show a focus or affinity for one area or the other and it can help you to focus down on the best remedy for
the case. A great, inexpensive, Materia Medica for affinities of remedies is Phatak's Materia Medica.

During this initial phase I often start to develop a list of potential remedies in my head. This is something we have
been told not to do - that we should, merely gather the characteristic symptoms without any thought to a remedy. I
have found I frequently break that commandment but after almost twenty years of doing this, I cannot help but make
remedy associations. I even find myself watching movies or TV shows and thinking "what remedy would I give that
person?" hat may reveal a remedy I need but it seems to be something that just happened as I delved deeper and
deeper into homeopathy. You start to think in those terms.

During the intake, I keep adding or dismissing different remedies from the "most likely list" as the story unfolds,
This will allow me to ask confirmatory questions about those or related remedies as we go along but I consciously
avoid the trap of choosing a remedy and then building a case for it. 

Too many a time, I have ended the intake and entered the characteristic symptoms in Radar or MacRep and had
remedies surface in the repertorizatin, that I had not been considering. This has happened enough that I know my add
and discard technique is not the final remedy decider but more a way of exploring the nooks and crannies in a case.

As I said earlier, I feel that affinities are very important in a case but I have learned never eliminate a remedy that
does not coincide with the affinities of the case. If I feel that a certain remedy or group of remedies runs through the
case but the main affinities for that remedy have not surfaced in the interview, I know I may not be seeing the
situation as clearly as I should and I dive back in. 

For example, it is unusual to see a phosphorus or lycopodium case without any G.I. history. I have seen cases
where those remedies are still effective without the apparent affinities surfacing in the history or symptom list. It
often turns out later that the history was there but was forgotten or never understood by the client and not elicited
until later in the case.

It is often amazing how blind to situation a client may be. A typical conversation can go like this:
Does he get any stomach upsets or diarrhea? Never! What do you feed him? Baked boneless, skinless chicken

breast. How about other foods? No NEVER since they give him diarrhea and make him vomit. 

This demonstrates an important caveat... beware of the trap of compensation! For example, I once had a lovely couple
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with a 14 year old female Schnauzer that was diagnosed with severe heart block and bradycardia that was not
medication responsive. The cardiologist strongly recommended a pacemaker. I had known the couple and their dog
for years from a chiropractic perspective. They came to me feeling she was she was too old for that kind of
intervention so we started to treat Chrissie. On my initial intake I asked how far she walked and was told 2 blocks
before she gets tired.

 Over the next year and multiple remedies Chrissie was "doing wonderfully" during our consults.
 A year later I asked again, how far does she walk now since she is doing so well? With a look of horror on their

faces they replied, "Walk? Oh no, we don't let her walk - we carry her outside to do her business then back onto her
bed or the sofa. We never let her walk"

But Chrissie was doing great. 
We see the same thing with the diarrhea (or not) dog. It never had loose stool or vomited, as long as it had its

baked chicken breast and nothing else. These demonstrate that client compensation (or enabling) can occur in many
cases and can be an insidious form of palliation in a case. All the food allergy cases that are more and more restricted
diets are another good example of this concept. That is not to say we put them on a full spectrum diet if they come
to us in this state but we try to work toward it as the case progresses. I think homeopathy has the potential to help a
person lose there anaphylactic bee venom allergy but suggest they NOT take a job as a bee keeper the day after their
first remedy.

Next we will look at specific client models and discuss some methods to get the case under control and get a
handle on finding the truth in the case and the most appropriate remedy.

The Crisis Clients always want to fix the immediate problem. They often cannot see and do not want to hear about
the present situation being the result of a history of suppression. These are the clients that spend two hours relating
issues, explaining what they have already done and once you have prescribed a remedy their first question might be
"So, what is this remedy for?" They usually have difficulty seeing the bigger picture, and can require a lot of client
education or they never get it.

These may turn out to be the kind of cases where the client quits quickly if there is not a miraculous and
immediate response. You find yourself reassuring and repeatedly talking them into sticking with it and that can be
very tiring. Try to avoid this kind of case (which can be difficult as these cases seem to be more common these days)
unless you can manage their expectations and just keep plugging away. These will often do better with a more
superficial remedy that gives some immediate response and allows them to see the value of homeopathy so they
receive a positive initial impression. I like to use the analogy of the animal hanging off the ledge by its fingernails.
The goal is to get them back on the ledge and then inch them away from the edge. They seem to get this analogy
better than many others I have tried and discarded. 

I may give a more acute remedy that I know will help quickly (even just a better appetite or energy boost) and then
introduce the deeper, more chronic remedy after the initial boost of the remedy and supplements since, without that
boost, we may never get a chance to do more. 

The Desperate Client - These bring liberation and sadness at the same time. Sadness as the situation is usually
grave, the pathology extremely advanced and they are on multiple medications. Liberation since I do not have to
always be thinking in the allopathic paradigm along with the homeopathic. These cases usually have very compliant
clients that don't understand a thing you are doing at first and then start to "get it" over the next few weeks. I find
these cases are delicate and may need a more layered approach but, conversely, I do have good success "going for
the gold" in many of these cases. That means I look to the deep remedy that seems to be the remedy they needed when
the case was developing but be careful of the potency.

Remember Kent?s reaction number one in his Prognosis After Observing the Action of the Remedy (chapter 35
of his "Lectures on Homeopathic Philosophy") . There the patient went into a long aggravation, a decline and died
because the ?antipsoric was too deep, it has established destruction. In this state the vital reaction was impossible,
He was an incurable case.? 

These cases have a lot of organic pathology and may be toxic on many levels. If using a deep remedy it is best
to begin with an LM potency at a double or triple dilution for the first dose and do not repeat arbitrarily. You can
always repeat or increase the potency if the reaction is wanting but too strong a push can send them reeling and you
may never get them back under control. Paradoxically, you may later find, especially in tumor cases, that you may
get a better response to very high potencies but start low AND SLOW first!

It may be reasonable to consider these will later be hospice cases but that discussion is best done delicately if at
all in the beginning. You may well plant some seeds as we will explore later but avoid pessimism.

Also avoid false hope and guarantees. I explain that during the initial intake I want to discuss allopathic and
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pathology and odds and what we may expect but I usually tell them once we finish this intake and they leave we are
ONLY thinking cure unless the patient shows they do not have the inner strength left. This is not false bravado but
experience with what appeared to be fragile terminal cases that improved wonderfully on homeopathy. Now I expect
improvement unless shown otherwise. I think it is wonderful and amazing what hope and energy those magical cases
can give you to cope with the ones that are not as fortunate.

Next we will meet (or have all met) ...
The Client that Feels They Know Homeopathy but Actually Does Not a.k.a. "The Dabbler" , They can be another

management headache as they have usually treated themselves or their animals with multiple modalities on a very
superficial basis for many years and are sure of their expertise and understanding of homeopathy. 

Some may talk in rubrics. They make me think of some people cases that have had psycho therapy and are always
explaining their pathology in those terms instead of relating what they are really feeling or experiencing. 

On a side note... every once in a while, you will treat this patient with minimal success and the client grabs a
remedy from a book and it works better than anything you have prescribed. Learn from it as that is all you can do and
know the greater good is served by the animal's improvement and not feeding your ego. Sort of like when you refer
a case to a colleague when you are stuck. You really do want them to find the remedy you missed but part of you is
still hoping you really did not miss anything. But I digress. The point is we are all still learning and always should
be. 

Most of the time, understanding the appropriate remedies in these cases is often easy but getting a chance to
properly use it or trying to have the client refrain from repetition or interfering can be a nightmare. However, I still
go on the hypothesis that, on some level, these clients are truly focused (sometimes overly) on their animals and I
listen carefully to what they are saying. 

I also take their remedy suggestions to heart as it is not good practice to be always discussing the errors in their
approach and sometimes they need to see a remedy not work before they can open up and trust your expertise. I like
to guide them to the best remedy and make sure they are actively involved in the observation and recording of the
remedy responses.

In other words, I treat the case homeopathically as well as the patient. What do I mean by this? 
We actually give them a homeopathic dose of what they are doing. Are they detail people? Then ask for more

structured reporting. Make their needs work for the case. Often showing them how you would like a report formatted,
having them take videos and charting results are all things that can help you better understand the case, understand
where their emphasis is and will often fulfill their caring needs. Later as their needs have been validated (or they see
how much case time it consumes) it will start to taper, focus in and become more productive.

It is very common for these clients to feel better when more involved in the "process" and, since they are part of
the decisions, they have even more interest in seeing things succeed and the situation is a partnership and not
adversarial. 

These cases may also take a few sessions to get on track as they are usually fragile until your relationship is
cemented and the client has confidence to allow you to manage the case. There is a variant on this class of client that
will not make a move without asking you. You just need to take command in those cases. 

Finally, I save the best for last, the Client that Truly Understands and Has Experience a.k.a. "The Enlightened".
One always loves this client. You have usually worked together previously and understand each other's language and
needs. It can be a new young animal or one they have acquired (perhaps a rescue) so it may range from a simple "let's
get started case" to one with substantial health challenges. What is nice is, no matter where you are in the case, you
do not have to convince this client to hang in there, or explain the concepts behind homeopathy and that allows you
to focus on the case at hand.

As I mentioned earlier, the most valuable tool I have is the time line. Building a time line is one of the most
effective way of advancing your understanding of a case, The time line method can adapt to almost any situation. You
may have those clients that do best when starting their history from the zygote forward or one that feels the immediate
concerns need explored first. 

You can allow the immediate issue client to explain what is happening now and then slowly build from the present
backwards. This commonly involves the high points of their medical history and then you can start fleshing out the
skeleton of the story. It helps us understand the causality or correlation of events with the symptom expression.

For example, this is very helpful when you see a relatively stable state that began to deteriorate suddenly. Why
did this occur? Was this a normal expression of entropy? Was it the progression of the underlying chronic disease
state over time or was there an associated causality? 

By filling in the story about how they may have gotten from state A to state B, it enhances your understanding.
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I recently saw a case that had gotten bad in the past few months after years of being "stable". According to the owner
nothing new happened at home, nothing else went on with the dog, but I knew there had to be something to knock
this dog off its trajectory and kept coming back to the last few months and lo and behold, they recalled that he seemed
well at his last checkup when he had his required rabies vaccination in the week prior to the onset of the new
symptoms.

 Usually they are not all this easy and we know that the rabies was most likely the trigger or final straw and not
the absolute cause of all that went wrong but it did give me a "never well since" that allowed for a good prescription.
That sense of something missing allowed me to more fully explore and expand a time gap that was not initially
significant to the client except for being the interval between two states. Sometimes, filling in these gaps about what
was going on at the time can lead you to see a definite pattern. Sometimes there is nothing in the way of the obvious
and one must consider that this state is the result of disease progression and the patient has a less favorable prognosis
than one who is pushed over the edge by an outside force.

Building a time line can help you understand the energy and find the missing parts of a case. This can be better
achieved by proper management of the client during and after the intake. Once you better see the energy of the client,
the patient and the overall case you can see causality and the affinities and these all help you move toward the most
appropriate remedy and prescription and that is one of the main goals of what we do.

We will now go over the handling of complex cases and then discuss dealing with cases that are destined to die,
which can often be a true healing time for a family.
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COMPLEX CASES IN HOMEOPATHIC PRACTICE
Larry A. Bernstein VMD

A complex case may consist of:
A case with a great deal of allopathic intervention. This can be past tense or currently ongoing. 
A case with advanced organic tissue pathology ? necessitating the need for continuation of allopathic medication

and visits and also limiting the potential response to homeopathic therapy
A case in an environment with multiple animals or owners that are ongoing obstacles within the case. This will

be explored in more detail next hour but the two subjects for this morning do tend to blend there will,
obviously, be overlap.

A case with multiple treatment modalities. We often see cases that are being treated with tons of different
supplements, energy work, communicators and so much more!

A case where the owner(s) are not familiar, versed, informed or even comfortable with our approach. 
Let us start with this last case first as one would wonder why we would even take on such a case. Part of this goes
to the rigorous screening process we have in our practice. I have heard many times that it is work to get in to see me.
I want it to be work, I do not want it to be easy. I feel that homeopathic and holistic practice in general is much more
successful and rewarding when there is a positive team effort among ALL the care-givers.
We have a web site with extensive reading material ? two documents are required, our homeopathic primer and our
consultation guide. We ask our potential clients to read these, fill out a brief questionnaire and fax a copy of our
authorization. We have even started charging a non refundable $35 fee for setting up the file. They do get full credit
on this on the first invoice but it weeds out the shoppers. Karen was making up files, talking to people and spending
hours and then it was - Oh I changed my mind or some such thing. Now we seem to only get the more serious (at least
in terms of seeing us) client.

Only then do we call them and set an appointment. This saves us a lot of time and tends to weed out the most
uncooperative ones right from the start. We do, of course, make exceptions for those where this would place an undue
hardship or critical emergencies referred from other homeopaths (and the ones I hear on the machine as I am usually
forbidden to listen to the new client messages because, once I hear the plea, I cannot say no).

The main reason for this screening process it to make sure the client is willing to do more than just pay the bill
for the care. They need to be active if we are to have the best chance of success. When a potential client says they
are too busy to read the material, it sends up a warning flag that this will definitely be a more difficult case should
you still decide to (or have no choice) in taking it on.

Taking on really tough cases and clients may seem lucrative in a starting practice but it will usually cost more than
it generates so be wary.

We do take these cases on since they can be referred by other veterinarians, or a good client, or your mother
(always a joy to get the call ?I was talking to you mother and she mentioned??).

We like to approach these cases by scheduling extra time so we can take extra care in explaining what we need
to do to accomplish their goals. On the flip side, sometimes we need to just play doctor and set up a rigid schedule
of therapy without allowing too much self deviation on their parts. Also getting them back in the office or on the
phone weekly for a while may get them in the swing.

The next difficult case from a similar perspective is the client that has nothing to say. AS we alluded to last hour,
it seems that you are the prosecuting attorney with a hostile witness. They are unwilling or unable to share anything
besides lab reports, medications and answer the most basic questions. These clients are a challenge, of course, but
it often comes from their pathology, fear and anxiety and if you can connect on that level you can often break open
a case that, on the surface, appears to have very little upon which to prescribe. I have had numerous cases where that
situation itself IS the case breaker!

We do see many cases where the client is open and willing and it is the physical case itself that is the tough one.
The animal comes in with a standing cardiology appointment, a standing ophthalmology appointment and a standing
dermatology appointment. Sometimes were referred by the oncologist they are also seeing. 

These cases can and are treated every day and many with success. The important thing is to maintain
communication with the client while not being too negative. Since we are doing work that has the potential to cure
just about anything, it seems counter-productive to be constantly discussing the down side of a case. AS I discussed
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earlier, I usually reserve ?the talk? for the initial consultation and then get cure in my mind. We do need to stay
careful and not allow the client to see positive shifts as complete cures. We have to GENTLY snap then back to the
real situation as called for.

The homeopathy in these cases is more complicated but is still based on the exact same principles we were taught
since the beginning, take the case, examine the characteristic aspects and prescribe upon them, Monitor the patient
and adjust the dose or the remedy as indicated. Since there are often many obstacles and maintaining factors, we are
often faced with one of three choices:

1. We can eliminate the obstacle.
2. Try to compromise and work around it.
3. Lower our expectations of success and communicate this with the client. 

I often have them make the decision ? for example ?if we stop the prednisone, the lymph nodes may get bigger
but it will give the remedy a better chance of working, what do YOU feel is best for YOUR situation?? They may
be adamantly opposed, open to a complete stoppage of medications or, more likely, a limited time to see if we can
make headway in other avenues. 

My main point is that these are going to be tough cases, you have a compromised vital force, you have multiple
obstacles to cure, and you usually have few, if any, characteristic symptoms. 

This is where a good solid relationship, a supportive and open relationship can make the difference between a
success and a failure. An animal that dies peacefully six weeks after coming to you may be a very successful case
? if the client has felt they have tried everything reasonable, that you really did care and they slowly came to grips
with the impeding loss. These ?transition or hospice? cases can be some of the most emotionally rewarding in our
practice as will be discussed next hour. 

I have seen hospice cases, where I expected the end to take a few weeks at most, still running around YEARS later
which is why I approach each case as curable until shown otherwise.

Cases that are on a great deal of allopathic medications can be frustrating and one needs to determine if the meds
are for life-sustaining purposes or aggravating symptom suppressing purposes. An example would be the use of
steroids for itching ? to me this is not a life sustaining use as opposed to steroids for Addison?s disease ? for example.
These kinds of meds, seizure meds, heart meds and diuretics are all things that we see in our complicated cases. These
require a solid allopathic knowledge of the organ pathology, course of the organic disease and pharmacology to
monitor these drugs, their effect and know when you can taper or stop as the case progresses. I find VIN (Veterinary
Information Network) invaluable in keeping up with the conventional aspects of these things and well worth the cost
(not cheap at $600 plus a year).

Finally we come to the case of multiple animals that are feeding the situation. Speaking of feeding) that is a whole
other area that can present immense obstacles and complicate any case but that is a subject for another time.

Many multiple animal households require you to treat some or all the animals in the house to gain ground. Three
cats are fighting, one cat is marking, we see all these permutations and realize that each patient does not live in a
vacuum.

It seems that a number of the cases that come to us as veterinary homeopaths are already under considerable
allopathic care. I have been practicing veterinary medicine for over thirty years and homeopathy for eighteen. In that
time I have seen a number of changes but I have, recently, been stunned by the amount of procedures and medications
being administered to our animal population. I have also been stunned at the prices being charged for these items but
that is another hour unto itself. Today I would like to share thoughts and guidelines I use to help handle these kinds
of cases.

When first evaluating these (medicated) cases, I look at three main factors
 Factor one: Whether the current level of medication is patient appropriate and if not, is it the patient?s condition,

the veterinarian or the client that is driving the need for medicaments. 
This will affect the entire disposition of the case. If it is the patient, then the need factor becomes very important,

if it is the client, we will usually have considerable difficulty stopping or decreasing the meds. 
If it is the veterinarian, we can easily end up in a tug of war, with the client and patient in the middle. 
Understanding this very large potential obstacle to cure will help us determine how aggressive we need to be

?up-front? about controlling the case or our expectations.
Factor two: How severe is the current pathology and what can we reasonably expect in the way of improvement

and duration? 
Here one must have a good, solid understanding of the allopathic diagnosis, pathology, disease parameters and

conventional prognosis. When you deal with these complex cases, it is essential that you be on top of your game both
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homeopathically and allopathically. 
Factor Three. What medications and other obstacles are life-essential and which can be phased down or out? There

are so many ?new? treatment protocols and uses for medications that I find it good practice to double check yourself
on the internet (I use VIN) before making comments on another veterinarian?s treatment regimen when discussing
medical options for these complex cases.

Once the housekeeping is out of the way and we have decided to approach the case homeopathically, I always ask
the client to have the veterinarian fax the client records. This helps eliminate the error of acting on second hand
information and makes sure the veterinarian is aware of the consultation. I usually do not call unless it is a direct
referral as this sometimes creates ego-centric dynamics.

After reviewing the records, I will create the time line to see how fast the case has been shifting or declining. As
stated earlier, metaphorically, this is like a plane whose engines have failed. It is headed to earth and can be in a
gentle glide or a nose dive. Depending on where the case falls (no pun intended) on this continuum, we can decide
how fast and how hard we have to push.

Often these have been long term, slowly declining cases and have been on an ever increasing spectrum of drugs.
In these cases we like to separate the essential from the optional medications (digitalis versus ciproheptadine as an
example) and try to remove the non-essential medications right away. This tests the client?s resolve, allows them to
see that these meds were not actually helping and allows our remedy to act more effectively. 

Many of these cases require more of a layered approach homeopathically than we usually like to use. The deeper
constitutional remedy might not be appropriate at the start. Please remember Kent?s reaction number one in his
Prognosis After Observing the Action of the Remedy There the patient went into a long aggravation, a decline and
died because the ?antipsoric was too deep, it has established destruction. In this state the vital reaction was
impossible, He was an incurable case.? 

Many of these cases will look like nux-v or another less chronic remedy. We often will initially, administer a
remedy that is related to the case and is in the medicaments rubric (under Generalities) to start the case. We like to
use an LM if available but are comfortable with a 12C or even a 30C in most cases. This can help the patient?s sense
of well being, often show a positive side to the client and get a better idea of the state of the vital force and the client.
Given time, we can slowly move onto a deeper remedy ? most often an antipsoric given as an LM. We are trying to
decrease most of the conventional medications as we slowly strengthen and deepen our homeopathic influence over
the vital force.

A clear understanding of the potential natural progress of the disease complex is critical in helping one to
understand the changes that will occur in the patient under care. Is that symptom a return of an old symptom, a new
symptom, a healing reaction, the worsening of the underlying disease state, an effect of the medication? These are
decisions that you will need to make and understanding the situation from an allopathic, as well as, a homeopathic
perspective will help you decide how to decide in many cases.

We are often tempted to make our decisions using physical examination symptoms, x-rays, lab results, ultrasonic
evaluations and so on. These will not usually help us focus on particular rubrics but may help us better understand
the focus of the energy of the case. 

There are however, a number of these cases where that approach becomes disingenuous to the case and one must
evaluate all of that, toss it aside and go back to only looking at the homeopathic aspects of the case.

I may tell my client that Hahnemann or Kent did not have easy access to x-rays, MRI?s and lab work, so they did
not come into play in their case approaches. In some cases it is best to look at the symptom picture of the patient, the
historical rubrics, and the causality. Then make your best prescription from only the more fundamental homeopathic
portion of the case. Never forget that these case can be amorphous blobs of symptoms and you may need to see the
case before the medication and latest deterioration, i.e. look at the cat before the cardiomyopathy.

As the case progresses, things often become less fragile, less chaotic (more ordered as Kent would say) and the
crisis calls come less frequently. These may be twice a day cases for a while, then every other day, then weekly cases.
I have a number that go on to do very well for a very, very long time.

These cases require good communication with all parties concerned, a delicate touch, good allopathic knowledge
or resources and a comfort level in homeopathy that allows you to slowly (or rapidly) move them under the influence
of a homeopathic remedy knowing full well that there may be medicaments in the picture for most, if not all of the
case. They are not for the faint of heart, they require a substantial commitment of time, availability and resources and
may benefit by having the input from some of your more seasoned colleagues.
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DEALING WITH THE END STAGE AND HOSPICE PATIENT
Larry A. Bernstein VMD

No matter how much energy, skill, desire and attention we bring to a case, it is inevitable we will have cases
destined to die. It is something we all know as doctors and healers but the way we deal and help the family deal has
changed radically over the past 20 or so years. Gone (hopefully) is the sterile, clinical stainless steel exam table with
the final IV injection done without much regard for the feelings of the animal or the family. We are generally moving
beyond that cold clinical duty and into an area of compassion and consideration. At least, that is what we should be
doing and I know many here practice in the new paradigm. 

Karen and I have dealt with what we used to call transitional cases for over twenty years and, in that time, we have
experienced a lot, but the wonder of a death that brings true healing to a family or a situation still is an amazing thing
to watch and share.

There is nothing one can say or do that stops this from being a very difficult and painful time for an owner but
there is a great deal one can do to help make this easier and significant in a special way.

This process often starts long before the actual passing. As we get to know the client and patient and get a sense
of the prognosis in a case, it may become clear that we will have to help them cross this bridge and we begin to
prepare the client for that time. Here are some things we have found that work in our practice.

First, we never force the discussion on a client unless they are in complete denial and then we are very gradual
about it. As we mentioned earlier, the management of client expectations is paramount. An animal's passing is a
difficult and emotional time for most invested clients and, sadly, some resort to anger and blame to "deal" with the
emotional pain. Sometimes, it seems easier to be angry at the doctor for not saving your pet than to face the loss head
on. 

I know this sounds about as non holistic a statement as one could make but it is a good place to start this
discussion. One cannot have been in practice for any length of time and not know of these cases and be aware that
good client communication is a way to avoid this trap. 

Another trap is the client that takes any improvement as a sign of complete future cure. Just because the cat ate
a few bites for the first time in a week does not mean it will be completely cured and there are clients that think like
this so be careful to be encouraging but manage expectations. 

When the time starts to get close, most clients seem to appreciate your being frank with them as to the actual
process. We explain that the final days or week can be messy. Usually, their biggest concern is "if it is time". We
discuss the possibility that their animal might go to sleep one night and not wake up and how that would actually be
a blessing as they are not forced to decide life or death. When it comes to the "how will I know?" phase we have some
pretty hard fast rules. 

When you look in their eyes, one almost always knows!
When in doubt you err on the side of life! It is much easier to deal with the question of "did I wait too long?" than

the issue of "Did I quit too soon?"
I usually tell them the story of one of our Cavaliers, Emmie. She was in extreme heart failure and we had

exhausted everything holistic (and pretty much drug wise also) and it was about 2 A.M. when she stretched out on
the bed, gasping. Karen and I decided it was time to let her move on and I went downstairs to get my black bag. It
is always a good idea to have everything you need in one easy to carry place. When I got back upstairs Karen asked
if I was sure since Emmie had kissed her. I pretty much went ballistic telling her I had no idea and I was headed out
of town and I did not want her to deal with this alone - rant, rant, rant. 

I then sat down and thought about what I would tell a client, calmed down and we decided to wait. We doubled
her lasix, added some other support and Emmie rallied for another month. At that point she came on the bed again
about 2 A.M. with very labored breathing, One look in her eyes and we both KNEW it was time and I went in the
other room to get some alcohol for her vein. By the time I came back 2 minutes later, Emmie had passed. We were
sad and it was hard but we also had that extra month during which she ate and cuddled and seemed comfortable. We
both felt better about not quitting on her on her. We were very sad but could hold our heads high.

I also explain that one almost always knows. It is something you all understand but for a client to make that leap
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of faith takes time and trust. We also know that the animal is often ready to leave before the client is ready to let go.
Do we consider that we are being unfair to our patient? Sometimes but usually the few days the animal has to tolerate
is worth so much to the whole case that we look upon it as their gift to their owner while they make the transition to
the death. It helps to tell the client that they need to give their clinging to life animal permission to go and mean it.
This can be an important psychological step in the process and sometimes the animal actually listens and was just
waiting until their person was ready.

Many times, our patients have a few rough days and then pass on their own at home. I am sure that at least a third
do this. This is a good time to talk about the use of homeopathic remedies for euthanasia - in my experience remedies
can ease the passing but not kill an animal that is not ready to go in these situations. One caveat for people just
beginning homeopathic practice... remember that remedies can kill patients with an aggravation (to paraphrase Kent
in his Materia Medica lecture on Hepar - I would rather be in a room full of men slashing with razors than in the
hands of an incompetent high potency prescriber) but the inappropriate use of high potencies in patients with organic
pathology is another subject for another time.

Arsenicum is the most frequently seen remedy to aid in the transition as the patient reaches the final stages and
pulsatilla, tarantula, strammonium are all mentioned in the literature but the remedy they are showing is the remedy
to give. I would have to say that Arsenicum is by far the most common and also coincides with the agitation and
restlessness many end stage cases exhibit in the dark hours past midnight.

When asked if a remedy will put their animal to sleep, I usually tell them it will not unless the animal is ready,
it is more like permission to let go. We have also seen that the closer one is to death, the clearer the remedy picture
becomes and often a core remedy is revealed on the death bed. We have occasionally given that indicated remedy
to help them pass and gone to bed expecting to render condolences in the morning only to hear that Fluffy woke up
with energy and ate for the first time in days. It is rare but it has happened in our practice so be prepared for anything.

One major mistake practitioners make is to not follow through after the death. There are alwys some clients that
shut down and want no contact but most appreciate a call (Karen does that in our practice) and we always try to
remember a hand written note of condolence. The AHVMA, AVH and AVMA all have memorial funds as do many
local animal rescue organizations. A memorial donation is also a good way of letting your client know that they and
their pet were valued.

We all have different ways of dealing with these case, patients and clients and your method must be tailored to
you and your practice but always remember how difficult this is for that client. There is nothing else in their lives
at that point, this case is their only focus and, no matter how much we have going on, we need to remember this when
they are demanding or agitated and not react in any way besides compassionately.
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GEMMOTHERAPY FOR GENERAL PRACTICE AND EXAMPLES
OF ITS USE

Stephen R. Blake, DVM

"The witch doctor succeeds for the same reasons all the rest of us doctors succeed. For each patient
carries his own doctor inside himself. They come to us not knowing this truth. We are at our best when we
give the doctor who resides within each patient a chance to go to work."  Albert Schweitzer

    
How elegantly Dr. Schweitzer stated this most important fact over 100 years ago. We as healers are here to

awaken the doctor within, and in the process do no harm. That means using gentle means, rather than harsh, toxic
drugs and/or often-unnecessary surgeries, to achieve this healing. An underused modality is the use of
Gemmotherapy. 

The beauty of Gemmotherapy is that it is a gentle system of medicine that provides both a quantum and neutonian
healing potential for our patients. 
    The purpose of this lecture is to empower the practitioner to feel confident to integrate this modality into his or
her practice and feel comfortable in doing so. I have known about this system of medicine for over 30 years and have
used it extensively in my practice for the past 10 years with amazing results. 
     I use this modality in every patient I see. I show the client how to use it both in a treatment format, as well as a
preventative manner as well. We will discuss how to use Gemmotherapy and Five Element theory to set up these
treatment and preventative protocols so any client can follow use compliance. 
   Gemmotherapy is a drainage system developed in Europe over 30 years ago. Preliminary research on using plant
buds therapeutically was started by Dr. Pol Henry of Belgium in the 1950’s. Max Tetau, M.D., after extensive clinical
research on immature plant materials, introduced the therapeutic technique known as Gemmotherapy in 1971.
    The buds or young shoots of the immature plants are macerated and extracted with glycerin for 21 days, then made
into a1X potency. These extracts are high in growth factors, which contain the phyto-hormones, auxins and
gibberellins. These active ingredients are presents in the buds, but begin to disappear as the plant matures. Auxins
have a fetal hormonal action, which is found only in the buds of plants. Gibberellins stimulate RNA and protein
synthesis. They are also only present in the buds and not in the whole plant. Researchers have found that utilization
of this process releases the greatest amount of healing potential from the plants. 
There are 60 plants utilized in the system of Gemmotherapy I use from Boiron. Each of these plant extracts has very
specific actions on any living organism. Much like homeopathic remedies, they can be used to help many organ and
organ systems. They work well in combination and are well tolerated by both the animal and the caregivers. 
   I have a rule in my practice that I have used for decades. I only use products on animals that have been thoroughly
tested on people and found to be safe. Testing on animals is at best subjective and harmful to animals much of the
time. By testing on humans, we are able to get a more scientific evaluation of action and results we are observing in
our patients. 
   The main principle behind Gemmotherapy is drainage and detoxification of the organism at its cellular level. By
accomplishing this process, we give the doctor who 
resides within each patient a chance to go to work. Drainage in our patients has changed since the times of
Hahnemann, Kent or Hering’s times.  Hormones, vaccinations, drugs and petrochemicals are rampant in our society
as compared to Hahnemann, Kent and Hering’s time. The toxins that are a product of our environment, miasms and
our own metabolic processes can block replication of normal cells. Without these cell replications, we have organ
failure, which is the disease process we see in our practices. 
   The definition of HEALTH and HEALING I share with all of my patients is very simple. HEALTH and HEALING
are optimum cell replication. Gemmotherapy simply assists the doctor that resides within each patient to increase the
drainage process so that healthy cells have a chance to replicate, and the doctor within is thereby working on ‘healing
thyself.’ 
   Dr. Max Tetau states: "When an emunctory of the organism, that is an excretory system such as the kidneys, the
liver, etc., is inadequate or blocked, when a glandular or tissulary system is deficient, when a well individualized
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treatment conforming to the simillimum of the patient does not give the hopeful results, but on the contrary presents
aggravations or the appearance of new troubles, it is necessary to stimulate the organs of elimination by means of
medications whose organic tropism or physiological affinities are known... page 41.
   I have utilized classical homeopathy, acupuncture, glandular therapy, nutrition, and aromatherapy and Bach flowers
for over 25 years. Many times the cases were not progressing and no matter what I tried, there was a factor none of
my modalities could remedy. It wasn’t until I discovered Gemmotherapy that I was able to help these otherwise
incurables. By no means am I suggesting this system is a cureall, because there is no such animal that I have
discovered in 30 years of looking for one. I am sharing with you another tool that can complement any modality you
are presently utilizing, including conventional modalities of surgery and pharmaceuticals. 
  After evaluating each patient individually and assessing their current level of toxicity, I select one to eight
Gemmotherapies and have them administer them at a frequency suited to their animal’s particular needs and
responses to treatment. 
  If a patient has a great deal of physical pathology, I recommend 1 to 5 drops and rotate them, so that on any one
given day they only get one Gemmotherapy at a time. In very sensitive patients, I will dilute one drop in a gallon of
water to a ½ cup of water and have the client administer a single drop and wait to see the response of the animal to
the Gemmotherapy chosen. 
   It is extremely important to make sure the client understands what healing is all about, so they act and do not react
to symptoms their pet generates in the process of healing. The concept of starting and stopping a remedy must be
explained to them so they do not treat too fast and make the patient uncomfortable by accelerating the detoxification
process too quickly.
   If I see a patient react to the dose I have prescribed, I stop the remedy immediately and allow the dose to act, much
like in homeopathy and then once I see the results, I move forward with the use of the remedy. I explain to the client
that our goal is to get to a point where we can give a few drops of the Gemmotherapy with no detectable physical or
emotional response to the medicine for a week and then we are ready to proceed to maintenance, which I will explain
later in this paper.
   The beauty of this system is you can start them on this program along with your other programs and get a
complementary effect. The chronic debilitated cases should be started out slowly. And it is essential here to make
sure you inform your client of the potential healing phases or ‘provings,’ which simply put means symptomatic
worsening of the case before they get better. I have found that dosing between 1 and 5 drops 1 to 2 times per day will
prevent this. If you have an ultra-sensitive patient, I would suggest mixing one drop in a gallon to half cup spring
water and giving one drop of this mixture until you are comfortable with the reaction. I then reduce the amount of
water and gradually increase the dose of the remedy until I reach 5 drops per day with no adverse reaction. At this
point if there are no more symptoms of the original disease state, I have them stop and go to a maintenance dose of
5 drops once per week thereafter as a preventive aspect of the program. Areas of the body most impacted negatively
by our environment need continued support to prevent them from rebuilding toxins which can inhibit the body’s
ability to replicate cells. Since most toxins impact the cardiovascular (heart/small intestine), digestive system
(stomach, spleen), lung/large intestine, kidney/bladder and liver/gallbladder, these are prime areas of concentration
for your drainage treatment and prevention.
   My experience with Gemmotherapy in the equine is limited to my phone consultation clients who consult with me
on care of their horse via phone and computer. My findings have been the same as in the dog, bird, cat, reptiles, etc;
it helps all animals in all the species I have employed as part of their care. I recommend you give it orally in a treat
or in their food at a dose of 5 to 20 drops per treatment. They tolerate it very well and I have yet to have any
rejections by my horse patients. If I have a horse that does not like it orally, I have the client massage it into the area
of concern or into the inside of their ears (All the acupuncture points for the entire body are found in this location)
When I use it topically, I refer to it as Gemmo Acupuncture and it is very effective. Once the patient is clear of
symptoms, I recommend going on a maintenance dose of once per week for helping to prevent a return of
degenerative predisposition of each patient.

Tips for the Use of Gemmotherapy in General Practice

The most important part of any drainage-system application is explaining to your clients the purpose of the
medicine you are prescribing. I explain that each Gemmotherapy is specific for detoxing and strengthening the
particular organ system that needs drainage and support. I also explain that they may get worse before they get better
and if this should happen I have them stop the remedy and wait until they are stable before beginning the remedy
again. I explain to them we are seeing the body responding to the medicine and they will feel better once the toxins
are flushed from their bodies. The beauty of this system is that it is simple, gentle and easy to explain. I have them
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refer to my web site and book, Gemmotherapy, the gentle way to healing Animals by Stephen R. Blake , DVM, CVA,
CVH to help them better understand our goals and to save us both a great deal of time in going over this information
during the intake process. 

Dose and Dosing

I recommend a very low dose for my patients, unlike the literature on humans. I use 1 to 2 drops per dose for cats
and 5 to 10 drops for dogs and horses respectively per dose. I have found putting it in the food to be the easiest way
to administer it and for client compliance. 95% of the time this works well. For those patients that are more
discerning, I have the owner massage it into their ears and have found this to work very well. I tell the cat owners to
ask the cat for permission to massage their ears and then put the dose on the tip of their finger and massage the inside
of the ear. Do not put the drops directly into the ear. Cats do not like anything dropped into their ears but they do like
having their ears massaged. The remedy is absorbed transdermally and make take a little longer to see the effect.

Ultra-sensitive Patients.

    We are all aware of our ultra-sensitive patients who overreact. In these cases I recommend that the client put one
drop of the Gemmotherapy in a gallon to a 1/2 cup of water and give one drop of the mixture to start with. Repeat
once per day for three days. If there is no aggravation, decrease the volume of water by half and repeat the same
three-day process. Do this until you are down to 1 ounce and then try going to one drop per day or the dose you are
trying to achieve. This allows a more gradual detoxification process, which helps the more sensitive patients we have
in our practices. If they do get an aggravation, I explain to them this is a healing response and we need to go slower.
I will have them back off for a few days until they are feeling well again and then resume where I left off. Continue
this until there is no aggravation and the patient is responding at a rate that is sub-clinical to the observer.

Protocols for the Use of Gemmotherapy

In my practice, I have established a protocol of using the particular Gemmotherapy that is needed to support an
organ or organs that need detoxing and support. I put them on a daily routine until there are no clinical symptoms of
the dis-ease and then put them on a maintenance dose of once per week from that time on.

My experience has taught me that each patient has a particular predisposition or dispositions to dis-ease. Putting
them on weekly maintenance Gemmotherapy has helped prevent further pathology from developing as they are
exposed to physical and emotional stress throughout their lives. I instruct them to go back on daily doses if they
should relapse during the course of their healing process.

In the past 10 years of using this drainage system, I have found that the following Gemmotherapies are the ones
I use day in and day out in my practice. Learn these and you will find your animals improving more rapidly and
staying healthier when challenged with the toxicity of this world. 

Black Currant (Ribes nigrum)
This is an excellent detoxing and strengthening gemmo for the adrenal glands. I dose it at one to four times per

day as needed for any allergic condition. It is an excellent substitute for cortisone, antihistamines or any other
anti-inflammatory product you may be using. I find it very helpful in puritis cases I am working on to help manage
the itching while I am detoxing and balancing their immune systems. Stimulates the adrenal cortex, stimulates the
adrenal gland, anti-inflammatory, asthma, allergies, chronic fatigue, automimmune diseases, anaphylaxis and
hypoadrenalism. 

Bloodtwig Dogberry (Cornus sanquinea)
This is indicated for any thyroid-related problem. I have used it in hypo, hyper and cancers of the thyroid gland.

It is an excellent adjunct therapy for helping detox and strengthens the thyroid gland. I dose at twice per day. Drainer
for the thyroid, drains endocrine system, anti-necrotic, and good for hemorrhages due to anticoalgulants.

Common Juniper (Juniperus communis)
For liver-related problems, I recommend Common Juniper. Young shoots of juniper are active in marked hepatic

insufficiency with markedly disturbed laboratory tests. Juniper is the medication for the very deficient liver in the
phase of decompensation: jaundice, various types of cirrhosis etc. I recommend a dose once per day for 6 weeks and
then once per week thereafter for prevention for the remainder of their lives. If I have a chronic degenerative hepatitis
or cancer I continue them on it for life. It is a drainer for both the liver and the kidney, detoxifies the kidney and liver,
anti-inflammatory, cancer (EXCEPT THE KIDNEY), obesity and allergies.

English Hawthorn (Crataegus Oxyacantha)
For cardiac-related disease I recommend European Hawthorne. Excellent regulator of cardiac movement, which
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is slow. Increases myocardial tone, in particular in the left side of the heart. Has a sedative effect on all pericardial
pain. Indicated in cardiac insufficiency and associated symptoms, cardiac spasms, tachycardias, cardiomyopathy and
arrhythmias, as well as in pericardial pain. I dose at twice per day depending on the need of the patient. I have been
able to get cardiac patients off all medications utilizing this particular Gemmotherapy. Heat drainer, cardiovascular
disease, regulates blood pressure, strengthens hthends the heart, palpitations from anxiety and thyroid issues.

European Oak (Quercus pedonculata)
Use this remedy to help balance the adrenal glands and male hormones. I use this in neutered males to help

establish a better hormonal balance secondary to their castration. It is excellent for deficient adrenal glands and can
help in Addison’s disease cases. It is excellent for strengthening the mucosa in cases of periodontal disease cases.
I recommend twice per day. Testosterone precursor, bifromyalgaia, chronic fatigue, yin tonic, build more muscle in
females, obesity and impotence.

European Walnut (Juglans regia)
This is an excellent drainer and support for the pancreas. I recommend 2 drops a day in cats; 5 drops in dogs; and

10 drops in horses twice per day to help balance their blood sugars. Deepseated infections, cancer (EXCEPT THE
KIDNEY), pancreatic issues of any kind, hypogammaglobulinemia, destroy microbes/parasits, chronic bronchitis and
pancreatitis.

Fig Tree (Ficus carica)
  This is the most incredible remedy for any GI-related illness. I have used it for IBD, colitis, acute or chronic
diarrheas and any form of vomiting. I dose them once per meal or as needed for vomiting and diarrhea to effect.
Excellent for stomach and duodenum, drainer for the digestive system, antibacterial, repair for the mucus membranes,
gastritis , peptic ulcers, dysbiosis, obesity and warts..

Giant Redwood (Sequoia gigantean)
This particular remedy is excellent for weakness of anything below the waist of an animal. I have found it

excellent for urinary incontinence, paraparesis and paralysis of the rear limbs, endurance. I have had several
prostatitis cases which responded immediately to the use of the Gemmo and have continued to have no further
problems. I dose twice per day. Precursor of estrogens, good for spayed animals who have weight or incontinence
issues post ovariohysterectomy, prostitc(BPH) and adenomas of the prostate, osteoporosis, dysmenorrheal, uterine
fibroied, adrenal atrophy and it is also a testosterone precursor (good for castrated males with deficiency issues post
castration)

Lime Tree (Tilia tomentosa)
For any neurological diseases, I recommend Lime Tree at a dose of 1 to 4 times per day as needed. I have utilized

this many times in behavior conditions and found it to be very effective in calming the nervous system so that the
animal can act instead of react. This is an excellent remedy for epilepsy, rabies miasms, vaccine-related neurological
disease, ADHD and phobias. Drains the nervous system, autoimmune issues, insomnia, diuretic thyroid disorders and
colitis.

Mountain Pine (Pinus Montana)
For any spinal-related disease, I recommend a one to four times per day dosing regiment. This will strengthen and
detox the spine and any small joint-related problems. This is an excellent remedy for any problems related to the
spine. I have used it in disc-related paralysis, spinal trauma, spondylosis, degenerative myelopathy, degenerative
arthritis and chronic back issues. Drainer for joints, regenerates cartilage and is also a drainer for the liver and
lymphatics.

Rowan Tree (Sorbus domestica)
This is excellent as a drainer for the ears, nose and throat. I use it in all ear, nose and throat cases to assist the body

in clearing any toxins which may be blocking the efforts of the body to heal in these areas. I have used it for hearing
loss, chronic otitis, nasal discharge, tonsillitis and chronic choking conditions. The dose at twice per day or as needed
for choking. Varicose veins, venous circulation, tonifeis venious system, strengthens vein valves, restless legs, edema
of the legs, lymphatic drainer for the head region, drains head tumors, hemorrhoids and phlebitis

Wild Woodvine (Ampelopsis weitchi)
For any joint-related problems, IE hip dysplasia, anterior cruciate ruptures, sprains/strains, degenerative arthritis,

cartilage damage, etc., I recommend Wild Woodvine at a same dose as the Mountain pine. It rebuilds and repairs
joints, treats ankylospondylosis, rheumatoid arthritis and prevents scoliosis. 
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Gemmotheray Prevention/maintenance/five Element Theory

At the conference, I will go into specifics on how you can use Gemmotherapy and TCM Five Element Therapy.
The idea of this part of the lecture will be to help your clients keep their pets healthier throughout the year and for
you to truly empower them to help awaken the doctor within their pets.

There are many more of these phytotherapies that you can learn about. You need to monitor your patients and
understand what the remedies are doing so you can adjust your treatment accordingly. To find our more about these
products you can go to my website www.thepetwhisperer.com . I recommend to my readers and clients that they work
with a veterinarian and if he/she is not familiar with Gemmotherapy have him or her email me at
drblakegemmo@aol.com and I will help them in any way I can.  
   “The sole purpose of the physician is to awaken the doctor within.” Let this be your focus in learning how to use
nutraceuticals in your practices. 
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HOOF WALL GROWTH, BIOLOGY AND FUNCTION
Robert M. Bowker, VMD, PhD

Structural architecture of equine hoof wall is well known and can be subdivided into three distinct morphological
layers. The external layer-stratum externum-is thin and superficial and remains relatively unchanged during its distal
descent. The stratum medium comprises the bulk and is believed to be the primary support structure of the adult
horse's hoof wall and is produced almost entirely by the basal epidermal cells lining the coronary groove. A small
contribution to the inner hoof wall arises at the base of the primary epidermal laminae (PEL) from the crest of the
dermal papillae between the bases of the keratinized PEL. Associated with this horn are cap horn tubules, which
become integrated into the inner wall of the hoof. These layers of the horn wall are a mixture of tubular and
intertubular horn that descend towards the ground surface over a time period of 6 months to a year and a half. As the
hoof wall descends to the ground the basal epidermal cells lining the secondary epidermal laminae (SEL) are believed
to proliferate sufficiently to permit the keratinized hoof wall to move past the more stationary keratinocytes attached
to the basement membrane of the SEL. However, evidence of extensive proliferation along the inner hoof wall is
lacking. While most early reports suggested that the PEL and the SEL of the adult horse are virtually identical along
the inner hoof wall, more recent works indicate that in mature equine hoof, there are morphological differences with
an increase in size of the laminar junction and SEL at distal wall levels. Previous work from our laboratory
questioned the idea that the coronet is the only significant source of wall growth in the young foal; rather are there
other mechanisms that the hoof wall uses to grow from the up-side down cone of the young newborn foal to the
right-side up cone of the adult horse? Because the developing hoof wall is growing not only in a proximal to distal
direction but also circumferentially, we believed that traditional views of wall growth from the coronet were unable
to adequately explain an increase girth of the young foal foot. We discovered that during the first few weeks of life
the PEL appear to bifurcate along their length, initially at the toe and then around the wall perimeter, as the foot
interacts with the ground surface and begins to growth in circumference. Such a process may provide a hypothetical
mechanism of how the foot can respond to increased wall loading during the transition from non-weight bearing of
the fetus to that of the ambulatory young foal, and possibly in the adult hoof. In addition, it may also explain the
observations of regional variation in laminar density in adult racehorse feet. By documenting the development of hoof
wall tissue in growing feet, we may also gain insight about how adult feet continue to respond to changing
environmental forces throughout the life of the horse as the hoof wall tissues are very adaptive and do respond to any
influence applied to them.

This presentation is from studies in our laboratory on the inner hoof wall as to how it may grow and respond to
forces being applied to the wall itself. Our findings indicate that the hoof wall of the young growing foal has some
major structural differences in areas of the inner hoof from that of the adult wall and that it is not merely a
miniaturized version of an adult hoof. The findings suggest that significant growth of the inner hoof wall can be
explained by a mechanism other than cellular proliferation from the coronet.

In sections from term fetuses and foals the dorsal wall thickness was significantly greater proximally than distally,
being 65% of the mean thickness in the proximal sections (p< 0.01). At the most proximal section examined with
formed laminae, the average hoof wall thickness was 6.7 +/- 0.9 mm, and decreased significantly to 5.2 +/- 0.7 mm,
4.5 +/- 0.5 mm, and finally 3.5 mm, in distal sections, respectively in those foals less than five months of age. This
difference was still evident in foals up to a year in age. 

In proximal levels, the length of the SEL progressively increased along the PEL from the apex towards its base.
While in more distal sections a reverse trend was observed. This difference in relative lengths of the SEL resulted
in significant differences in keratinocyte population in these two zones of the PEL with more SEL keratinocytes being
at the base of the PEL, while distally more SEL cells were present at the PEL apex (P< 0.05). Also, the general
morphology of the PEL was observed to be different at the toe and the medial and lateral quarters of the same hoof
wall as seen in older foal feet, similar to the adult where the foot is influenced by the environment to become
relatively asymmetrical. In these feet the conformation of the hoof wall was not perfectly symmetrical but the lateral
side of the young foot was sloping slightly as compared to the medial side of the hoof. At high power (200X)
microscopic examination quantitative analysis showed that the overall morphological features of the base PEL at the
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medial quarters was significantly different than at the toe and the lateral quarters. The base width was significantly
wider at the medial quarters and the length to width ratio revealed the laminae were wider throughout the length of
the near the base parts than the PEL at the lateral quarters. The PEL on the lateral quarters had a more narrow length
with that at the toe being intermediate between these PEL at the quarters. The relative numbers of keratinocytes per
SEL was also different with fewer cells per SEL than at the lateral quarters. 

In the adult hoof wall the changes present were not as dramatic as that of the foal due in part to the rapid growth
of the foal hoof wall, but they were still significant. Total number of PEL around the perimeter of the hoof including
the bars ranged from 450 to 601with a mean number of PEL being 534 +/- 57.4. When examining the wall one
observes differences in the PEL around the wall depending upon the symmetry of the foot: with asymmetric hood
the PEL density is greater on the flared/sloping side of the foot, as well as the reverse flare located diagonally
opposite to the flare than compared to the more steep sides of the hoof The histologic examination of the wall showed
wavy PELs as ell as SEL. In hooves with thick walls at the toe the PEL had very short SEL around the apical ends
of the PEL. The laminar morphologies varied. 

The laminae morphology of the bars often differed from that of the hoof wall. 
The present study has demonstrated that relative density of the hoof wall PEL are not homogeneously distributed

around the perimeter of the hoof wall, nor are they homogeneous in the morphological features as they have the
ability to adapt and respond to the biomechanical forces impinging upon them. The PEL are concentrated in those
areas of the foot that appear to be stressed or appearing to receive excessive loading of the inner hoof wall areas. In
the present study the toe and the quarters of the foot with the flared and "reverse flared" configurations were the
zones of the hoof wall with greater density of PEL along its perimeter. In the other hoof areas or non-flared zones
the PEL had greater interlaminar spacing than the flared side of the foot. In the present population of racing horses
the majority of feet had the flared side of the foot in the lateral toe quarter, while the "reverse flare" was located
diagonally towards the medial heel quarter of the foot. These observations suggest that the hoof wall is very adaptable
and responsive to the loads being applied to the hoof wall perimeter. 

These findings of the present study of hoof wall in the term fetus, newborn foal and older foal up to a year of age
and of the adult horses has demonstrated that significant morphological differences are present between proximal
and distal levels of the dorsal hoof wall. The wall structure at all ages examined has a greater disparity in structural
morphology between proximal to distal levels than that observed in the adult horse. These observed differences
indicate that the hooves of the newborn and young foal are not merely a miniaturized version of the adult hoof, but
suggest that there other, or perhaps more easily detectable, growth processes may be occurring in the hoof walls of
the foal. These observations suggest that hoof wall growth and adaptive changes may be more complicated than is
currently appreciated by veterinary scientists and hoof care professionals. 

Bowker RM. The growth and adaptive capabilities of the hoof wall and sole: functional changes in response to stress. 49th Annu Conv Assoc

Equine Pract 2003; 146-168.Bidwell LA, Bowker RM. Evaluation of changes in architecture of the stratum internum of the hoof wall from

fetal, newborn, to yearling horses. Am J Vet Res 2006; 67: 1947-1955.

Lancaster, LS, Bowker, RM, Mauer, WA. Density and morphological features of primary epidermal laminae in the feet of three-year-old racing

Quarter Horses, Am J Vet Res 2007, 11-19. 
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FUNCTIONAL BIOLOGY OF PALMAR FOOT
Robert M. Bowker, VMD, PhD

   The equine foot has through evolution become elongated and strengthened to support the weight of the horse. What
factors comprise a "strong" foot may vary from individual to individual, but most discussions would probably revolve
around "good conformation", including thick walled hooves and soles that resist drying and have "normal" growth
qualities with bars being well developed along with the frog. Even though these descriptions are somewhat vague
and can vary, most people can appreciate and understand this concept of a "strong" or "healthy foot", but these
descriptions usually only include the external parts of the foot, specifically the visible structures, and little or no
mention being made of the possibility that the internal structures of the foot may somehow contribute to a concept
of a "healthy foot". Our research over the past few years has been concluding that the hoof wall is not the primary
loading structure but rather should have only a minor role in the weight bearing capacity of the horse! However, as
we all were taught that the wall IS the loading structure of the horse and such heresy though is usually relegated to
the last page of the newspapers. What we wish to present to you today is our findings, which is consistent with the
idea of the internal foot supporting the load rather than the peripheral wall structure; the internal composition varies
from horse to horse even though the anatomy is virtually identical with the palmar foot (and frog) and the coffin bone
being crucial to a "healthy foot". This variation in structure seems to contribute to those horses living their entire lives
without any major foot problems while other horses seem as if they were born to only have chronic foot problems.
Thus we have simplistically defined a "healthy or good-footed" horse as one that lives well into their 20's or 30's
without any chronic foot problems such as navicular syndrome, while the "unhealthy or bad-footed" horse is usually
euthanized early in life due to a long history of chronic lameness problems. While most people would agree that the
conformation of the horse foot is likely influenced by genetic factors, we believe that the environment has an equal
or perhaps even greater influence in determining the relative health of the foot. "Conformation" of the horse foot is
merely a "point in time", as these internal structures of the foot appear to continually change and adapt over time from
birth to the aged horse finally dies. 

The Palmar Foot
he palmar foot consists of specific sensory detectors and connective tissue structures functioning to support the

limb during stance, to provide propulsion during movement and to contribute to the dissipation of the energies during
foot impact. These palmar foot tissues enable an efficient interaction of the foot with the ground surface. The sensory
structures present in the most caudal parts of the foot detect sudden abrupt movements of the foot, such as that during
ground contact- the Pacinian corpuscles. Such sensory information is rapidly conveyed to the spinal cord to be
integrated into the neural reflex network needed during locomotion. Such detectors enable the horse to negotiate the
variable ground surfaces as the horse races across the countryside by smoothly extending the limbs and joints prior
to the next footfall. During stance other sensory structures enable the horse to "feel" and "appreciate" the environment
that it is standing on, as we believe that the horse wishes to stand on comfortable surfaces! The touch and pressure
receptors present in the foot allow the horse to seek out "comfortable" surfaces as these surfaces change the
physiology and vascular perfusion within the foot. 

The overall anatomy of the palmar foot has often been described, but usually not in terms of "good-footed" horses
and "bad-footed" horses. These descriptions have evolved as we have found that significant differences are present
in the structural elements of the foot of these two horse groups. The medial and lateral cartilages of the foot extend
from the caudal edge of the distal phalanx to the bulbs of the heel as large vertically oriented sheets with the digital
or plantar cushion being between these two sheets. The lateral cartilage is primarily hyaline cartilage in horses
younger horses (4-6 yrs) with the medial (axial) boundary beginning to form fibrocartilaginous 'add-ons" when the
foot is being stimulated properly. The lateral cartilage when thickened, creates a fibrocartilaginous support for the
horse during both movement and stance, thereby increasing the foot's ability to dissipate energy and providing greater
and stronger "internal surface area" during of loading the foot, respectively. 

 Associated with the cartilage of the foot is an extensive venous vasculature that joins the venous network under
the distal phalanx and with the dermis of the foot. Each foot cartilage is perforated by vascular foramina with the
relative number being related to the thickness of the lateral cartilages. In "good-footed" horses with thick lateral
cartilages greater numbers of vascular channels which may exceed 25-30 channels per two lateral cartilages, while
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in "bad-footed" horses the vascular channels at that same foot levels may only be 3-5 channels or less. Within these
vascular channels are coursing veins which have numerous interconnections between smaller venules creating an
extensive network of microvessels- veno-venoanastomoses - with fewer microvessels appearing to being present in
feet having thinner lateral cartilages. Physiologically, the microvessels have an extensive presence of substance P
receptors present in their walls; substance P is a potent vasodilator in the horse's foot. Activation of these receptors
plays an important role in controlling the perfusion of the horse's foot during movements during energy dissipation
and during stance. In addition, we believe that activation of these microvascular receptors via the release of substance
P by the touch receptors contributes to the horse achieving a "comfortable" position when standing. 

The healthy palmar foot also includes a "good" digital cushion. The digital cushion lies between the lateral
cartilages of the foot and above the frog and epidermal bars and consists of a meshwork of collagen and elastic fiber
bundles with areas of proteoglycans and adipose tissue. After 4-5 years of age the composition of the digital cushion
can undergo a gradual change from the above composition to one containing extensive bundles of fibrocartilage
throughout the digital cushion. This fibrocartilage network arises from the frog- the swollen area an inch of so behind
the apex of the frog; this swollen area in many feet never has the opportunity to develop as it is removed during the
"neatening" process of frog by farriers and trimmers alike. With the stimulation of the frog and solar surface of the
foot the forming fibrocartilage begins to fill up frog centrally and then to the digital cushion progressing proximally
beyond the level of the navicular bone in rare instances. This transformation of the digital cushion permits the internal
foot to function more efficiently in its dissipation of energy during ground impact as we believe that the impact
energies are transferred through the fibrocatilage to microvasculature within the lateral cartilage as well as those
microvessels present between the interconnection cartilage between the two lateral cartilage. 

As alluded to above the shape of the foot influences the development of a healthy palmar foot and how the foot
is trimmed will contribute to the efficiency of the foot's ability to dissipate energy. In "good-footed' horses initial heel
bulb contact is important as well as that of the frog with the bars and sole having support roles via the dirt plug,
making ground contact. At initial heel contact the specific sensory receptors are activated for locomoting, while other
areas of the sole engage other sensory touch and pressure receptors to effect responses of vasodilation and foot
perfusion more efficiently. In the problematic foot toe or sole first landing is often present while the frog usually does
not make ground contact, especially with high angled heels. The bars are often more upright indicative on varyingly
contracted foot, rather than having an oblique angle with the ground surface. In these types of feet the load support
is preferentially loaded peripherally, similar to the peripheral loaded device. In other feet that have a long toe or an
underrun heel the area of ground contact is usually further forward under the palmar process of the distal phalanx
rather than the more caudal palmar foot. In these latter types of feet the hydraulic mechanism in the palmar foot is
not efficient in energy dissipation, resulting in greater percentage of the impact energy being transferred to the bones
and ligaments of the foot. Such inefficient energy dissipation system may gradually produce certain lameness
conditions in the foot.

Trimming to foot should embrace the efficient usage of the foot: do not touch the frog, or the sole and trim the
bars to sole level during trimming! Trim exteriorly to the white line, beveling the wall so only a thin rim of hoof is
present. Such a foot should engage the solar structures for loading with a dirt-plug present and permit heel first
landing -all-important ingredients promoting a good functionally palmar foot. 
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OSTEOPOROSIS AS AN UNRECOGNIZED CLINICAL PROBLEM
IN THE EQUINE FOOT 

Robert M Bowker, VMD, PhD and Tara Calvert-Jackson

The demands placed upon the equine foot are greatest during loading of the limb and over the years extensive
research effort towards understanding the biology of the foot during the movements and diseased conditions has
progressed. From Equine Foot Biology 101, our understanding is that the hoof wall is the main support structure of
the horse, which suspends the coffin bone and also provides protection for the more internal tissues. This support
mechanism occurs via the extensive inner lining of the hoof wall: the vertically oriented sheets called epidermal
laminae. These laminae consisting of approximately 600 vertical sheets extend around the wall into the heels and bars
along the solar surface and project towards the coffin bone. Such an anatomical arrangement provides a large surface
area seemingly to support the horse. This interpretation of the laminar function seems to have merit when the foot
is peripherally loaded either with a shoe or when the hoof wall extends a significant distance beyond the sole surface
and the horse is standing or moving on a firm surface.  Under these conditions common sense tells us and from
imprints of a standing horse that much or most all of the horse's weight must be supported through the hoof wall when
it contacts the ground surface. However, in the real world of many pastured domestic and of most feral horses the
hoof wall does not appear to significantly support the weight of the horse, but only a relatively small amount (i.e.,
5-15% to 20%) due to the dirt plug present under their foot or to the conformable surface (small rocks, lava rock, etc)
that they may be walking or standing on. Under these conditions the majority of the weight is distributed over the
sole with a much smaller percentage (for example 5-15% or some small percentage) being placed upon the hoof wall.
This paradigm of foot loading is just the opposite of a peripherally loaded foot; however, in both situations the foot
will adapt to these two extreme examples, but the tissue responses will be different: (1) in the first case the hoof is
the primary loading structure while the sole and internal foot have secondary roles, while in (2) the sole and internal
foot are the primary loading structures and the hoof is the secondary loading tissue. Biomechanicially, the direction
of the physical forces being applied to these tissues towards the foot tissues will be different in each instance. In
terms of biomechanical stress, (defined as load (weight) per unit area (load/area), the tissues of the internal foot
experience less of stress when the same load is spread over a larger area (i.e. sneaker mode), in contrast to a loaded
foot with a smaller surface area (i.e. high heel mode). Thus one can see that this relative percentage of solar versus
hoof wall can vary from footfall to foot fall depending upon whether the dirt plug falls out or remains intact within
the solar surface of the foot and what their next step is and what surface will they be stepping on, etc! These
biomechanical forces during loading are directly related to the stresses on internal tissues and to the "degrees of
comfort"; generally with greater loading areas the foot tissues have decreased stresses but have greater comfort!!!

Now a primary question come to mind is "What are the effects upon the coffin bone"? We believe that by
preferentially loading the solar surface of the foot rather than the loading the hoof wall of the foot, more and more
bone will be deposited within the coffin bone (or more conservatively will not be lost) resulting in greater bone
density. Such greater bone density is better able to support the weight of the horse and hence better to insure the
long-term health of the foot (Wolff's law is in action), rather than the opposite of a gradual bone loss and eventually
having to euthanize the horse due to chronic foot problems. Clinically any positive hoof tester response has been
associated with a "laminitis" diagnosis s even though the tissues between the prongs include bone, corium and hoof
wall! In preliminary evidence (more than 300 coffin bones and forelimb and hind limbs bones from more than 50
horses of known ages and breeds), we can summarize our data to date:  (1) different coffin bone densities exist, (2)
a range of bone weights and densities exist with the forefeet having a wider range than to hind foot bones, and (3)
the structural variations in coffin bone morphologies may be related to overall health of the foot. 

Osteoporosis, a multifactorial disease in humans, is characterized by a reduction in bone mass and in the structural
architecture of the bone. In the U.S. the disease is present in more than half of the people over 50 years of age with
a smaller percentage being affected clinically (i.e. microfractures and pain to obvious hip and limb fractures) Bone
undergoes constant remodeling of trabeculae and bone cortices throughout the life of the organism, and due to both
"proper" and "improper" loading, along with hormonal influences. When the loading becomes asymmetrical (or
uneven balance), then both the hoof wall and the bone begin to adapt and respond by depositing more horn and bone
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on one side of the foot and actually removing horn and bone from other side of foot. Such an imbalanced loading and
unloading of the bone will eventually become "clinically significant" as the cortical and trabecular bone become less
dense on one side of the foot until it can no longer support the load of the horse especially during exercise or
workouts.  These changes are seen in all regions of the coffin bone. While not as yet recognized clinically
osteoporosis is an important reason as to why many horses have chronic foot problems.
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DIABETES- A HOMOTOXICOLOGICAL VIEWPOINT
PJ Broadfoot, DVM

Diabetes.  A Disease of “expanding proportions” is a lifestyle disease of man and animal. There has been a trend
toward increased food intake in past decades, overloading the liver, matrix, and pancreas. In the past 30 yrs, the
incidence has nearly tripled in the Northeastern United States in humans. It is on the rise in animals, as well,
particularly in the feline population. Conservatively, the incidence is 1 in 400 dogs and cats. By some estimates,
diabetes has increased over 700% in the last 50 years in humans

Diabetes and Hormone Levels

Glucagon: From alpha 2 cells Purpose of this hormone is to assist insulin in regulating blood glucose. It’s action
forces many cells of the body to release (or produce) glucose (increasing blood sugar).

Somatostatin: Purpose is to regulate the production and excretion of other endocrine glands.
Action: Slows down production of insulin, glucagon, gastrin, and other endocrine hormones
Pancreatic Functions: [1] to produce pancreatic endocrine hormones (e.g., insulin & glucagon), [2] to produce

pancreatic digestive enzymes. 
Insulin-from Beta cells Purpose: Regulate blood glucose 
Action: Forces many cells to absorb and use glucose leading to decreased blood sugar Facilitates intracellular

movement of Potassium and Phosphorous. Insulin’s Main Role is not to control blood sugar. Control is mostly in an
upward direction, not a downward direction. i.e. Systems are set up to keep blood sugar from falling too low.

Matrix Factors: Sugaring of the backbone of the proteoglycans can overload the matrix. Glucose can bind to all
biological substances- resulting in glycosylation, known as AGES- advanced glyosylation end products. Excess
protein can also block insulin receptors, as well as excess Fatty acids.

Matrix structure comprises a meshwork of high polymer sugar protein complexes- proteoglycans ( PG’s),
Glycosaminoglycans( GAG’s), Network forming glycoproteins, Fibronectin, laminin, chondronectin, Structural
glycoproteins- collagen , elastin. A matrix blockade occurs in diabetes. Thus, blocked connective tissue does not
allow nourishment to pass. 

Effects of Aging can occur w/ Stress- Cortisol or exogenous steroids. Cortisol and Insulin Production increase
w/ age, and the effects of this cortisol are far reaching, interfering w/ Matrix regulation, Brain tissue, Gut and liver
function, immune system, mitochondrial function and insulin metabolism. Fibronectin- increases with age and in
diabetes. This Increase results in retarded transport of insulin from beta cells of pancreas, across the cell membranes,
due to clogging of the matrix. & an increased insulin transport time of up to 225 minutes. Meanwhile, the pancreas
keeps churning out insulin, and an eventual hypoglycemia results. Initially there is a wide swing between hyper and
hypoglycemias. 

Fat Communication: Adipose tissue is now known to communicate with the central nervous system via leptin
whereas adipocytes can cross-talk with surrounding cells within the tissue itself. There is a two-way communication
between Fat cells and Neurons

Leptin Signalling Research reveals that the two most important organs that will determine whether one becomes
(type 2, insulin resistant) diabetic or not, are the liver and the brain. Fat, and leptin, strongly influence chronic
inflammation, and therefore diseases associated with this, including heart disease, Alzheimer's, and diabetes. Fat, by
way of leptin, is really in the driver's seat. Leptin is in control of subconscious survival! Leptin problems enforce
low-thyroid symptoms by turning off activation of thyroid hormone at the cellular level.  Thyroid hormone levels may
be normal. 

Low Thyroid: Symptoms may manifest as such, as low body temperature, fatigue, weight gain, hair loss,
constipation, depression, dry skin, rough skin on elbows, brittle hair, energy drops in the afternoon, and/or elevated
cholesterol. Symptoms may remain until Leptin signalling is repaired.

Insulin Resistance: Excess lipid may be to blame for insulin resistance – Not lipids that are stored in fat cells, but
those that accumulate in tissues like skeletal muscle, liver, and pancreatic beta cells. 

 Fat Metabolism and Heart Disease: Insulin, Inflammation & Hypertension are related, in that insulin and leptin
have contrasting effects on membrane fluidity in erythrocytes. Insulin decreases the membrane fluidity of
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erythrocytes, mediated by intracellular calcium. Leptin improves membrane fluidity in erythrocytes through a nitric
oxide-dependent mechanism. The proliferative effect of leptin has been reported on hematopoietic, embryonic
fibroblast, and pancreatic ß cell lines. There is an increased risk of heart problems when air pollution levels are high
(over 13 million diabetic Americans) An 11-13% decrease in diabetics' vascular reactivity occurs on days when
sulfate particle or black carbon concentrations are higher than normal, which increases heart attack & stroke risk

Type 1 Diabetes (formerly Juvenile Diabetes) is primarily an autoimmune syndrome, of the Th1 state,
characterized by progressive loss of function of beta cells of pancreas.

Type 2 Diabetes (formerly senile diabetes) is characterized by Insulin resistance of tissues, initially. Later, the
pancreas “burns out” and the patient becomes insulin dependent. There is a failure of receptor sites to uptake insulin,
and a clogging of mucous membranes, matrix, and cell surfaces is seen. Amyloidosis of islet of Langerhans may be
accelerated by the use of oral hypoglycemics. 

Diabetic Complications: Cataracts (dogs) , Recurrent pancreatitis, UTIs, Skin and Respiratory infections, Diabetic
neuropathy - in cats, sometimes a plantigrade stance, also associated with hypokalemia, Diabetic ketoacidosis- life
threatening cascade. 

Factors contributing to Diabetes: Sedentary lifestyles, Low estrogen, Progesterone e.g. Megace/Ovaban in cats,
Obesity, Heavy Metals, e.g. Aluminum, Insulin Resistance, Inflammation

The Role of Inflammation in Diabetes: Th1 cells are a pro-inflammatory response to intracellular organisms:
viruses, bacteria and parasites. Th1 dominant diseases include: Type 1 diabetes, Hashimoto’s disease, Multiple
Sclerosis , Crohn’s disease and Sarcoidosis . Activating cytokines : TNF, IL-1b, IL-2, IL-6, IL-12, IFN-a, IFN-g, TGF.

Other Factors in Diabetes 

Milk has been implicated in humans. Antibodies to bovine insulin, bovine serum albumin, and bovine beta casein
have been identified. Nitrosamines used as food preservatives. Dysbiosis leading to hepatic overload and pancreatic
damage. Soybased formula and IDDM- Soy can be diabetogenic. IDDM & autoimmune thyroiditis patients were more
likely to have been fed soy-based formulas than controls. Wheat and Diabetes- A protein in wheat may play a role
in the development of type 1 diabetes. Current research sheds light on autoimmune responses d.t. dietary components
& wheat is one of the major players in food allergy in animals. Zn metabolism, Zinc depletion, particularly in Type 1
with poor GI uptake and utilization. Zinc facilitates glucose transport. Zinc/Chemical interference–antibiotics? Excess
Copper and Cadmium interfere with Zinc. Prostate has very high uptake of Zinc. Trials with prostate powder have
shown promise in diabetes. 

Recurrent pancreatitis from stress, hepatic overload. 
Known Causes of Pancreatitis (Human Data): Azathioprine, sulfonamides, corticosteroids, nonsteroidal

anti-inflammatories (NSAIDs), and tetracyclines. Infections: mumps, hepatitis virus, rubella, Epstein-Barr virus and
cytomegalovirus. Fatty Liver Syndromes. Idiopathic Hepatic Lipidosis in Felines (Similar to NASH in Humans)
Disturbed Enterohepatic cycle. Other Autoaggression, d.t suppression of normal body response to microbial invasion-
e.g. fever and inflammation, leaving the body open to viral and bacterial residency. Vaccinosis - Antibodies to
fibronectin have been detected post vaccine. 

Trojan horses: Viruses may attach to insulin receptors on pancreatic Beta cell membranes, and use the insulin
production to reproduce, becoming incorporated with the insulin. When the immune apparatus is “aware” of the
invader, it may destroy the Insulin producing B-cells. This may also occur due to suppression of normal body
response to microbial invasion- fever and inflammation. Thus causing a Progressive Vicariation! In humans-
Coxsackie viruses have been heavily implicated. A 1960s study showed 60% of newly diagnosed diabetics had
antibodies to this virus. This suggests some viability for the use of Coxsackie virus nosode- found in Solidago
compositum. Viral Triggers in Animals are unknown factors, but there are implications for Picornaviruses in humans.
Other known human diabetogenic viruses: Coxsackie B, Rubella, cytomealovirus, Echovirus Type 4.
 Viral triggers in animals? Experimental induction in mice has been accomplished w/ viral infection. Picornaviruses
in animals include: Foot and mouth disease, Canine calicivirus , Feline picornavirus, Hepatitis A of primates, Other
enteroviruses or rhinoviruses, 

Testing- Prediabetic : Insulin output, Triglycerides incr. Carbohydrates–if greater than tissues can utilize, levels
elevate , HDL: if low, insulin resistance, VLDL (very low density lipoproteins) are markers for insulin resistance.
Testing Diabetics- Blood glucose, Urinary glucose output, Fructosamine, Glycosylated Hemoglobin

Concurrent Abnormalities include Elevated liver enzymes, Elevated pancreatic enzymes, Renal dysfunction,
Acid-Base dysregulation, Electrolyte dyscrasias- sodium, potassium, phosphorous, Decreased Thyroid Hormone,
Elevated lipids and cholesterol and ketones.

Clinical Signs: Polyuria/Polydipsia, Ravenous appetite, Weight loss, Weakness-–diabetic neuropathy, Also
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plantigrade stance due to hypokalemia from polyuria/polydipsia, Recurrent infections

Homotox: Supportive Therapy-,Type 1 
Syzygium comp, Aesculus comp
for peripheral circulatory problems Galium 

Pancreatic Repair Pancreas suis Found in Hepar, Mucosa comp, Syzygium comp. Pancreatinum In BHI Pancreas
Mucosa compositum- for “cell washing” Leptandra compositum 

Momordica compositum - The herb Momordica charantia has been shown to help regenerate the Beta cells in
Type I Diabetes, by providing the insulin like substance P-insulin (polypeptide-P) which lowers blood sugar
Tissue regeneration: Thyroidea comp Catalyst: Glyoxal comp

Treatment possibilities: metabolic quadrant Thalamus compositum may hold some intriguing possibilities, given the
interaction of Leptin and Thalamic control Decreased sensitivity of thalamus leads to obesity/corpulence, prediabetic
states, diabetic dyslipidemia, arteriosclerosis

Constitutional treatment: Graphites homaccord, Echinacea compositum- Autosanguis for recurrent pancreatitis

 Adjunctives : Placenta compositum- for central regulation and peripheral circulatory control, 
Rendimax- For latent tissue acidosis
Alpha lipoic acid Alpha lipoic acid is made by our bodies and used to metabolize food and for energy production.
Given as a supplement, it can help lower blood sugar
Lymphomyosot- for clearing of the mesenchyme 

“Possibility for a Lymph therapy with Diabetic Polyneuropathy” By Angelika-Regine Dietz, MD
Translated from Biologische Medizin, Vol 29, No 1, 2000 The author was awarded the 1999 Hans-Heinrich
Reckeweg Prize 

“Matrix Therapy with Type II Diabetes “ This study focused on Lymphomyosot as a drainage remedy for the edema
and sensitivity problems associated with diabetic neuropathy and ALSO on the positive effects Lymphomyosot has
on the matrix.

Statistics on Diabetes Type II: It has become epidemic in the US and in many industrialized nations in the world.
Diabetes has increased more than 5 times in the past 35 years. 8,000,000+ people in the US have diabetes; 95% of
these have type II diabetes. There are more than 23,000,000 Americans that have preclinical diabetes, or impaired
glucose tolerance. Diabetes has been estimated to cost 150 billion dollars annually in the US; 15% of overall health
care costs.

Diabetic Polyneuropathy consists of edema in either the lower leg or foot, causing feelings of numbness and tingling,
malfunctioning of temperature and pain control, pain at night; “burning feet syndrome”, deficits in sensitivity.
Because this is an issue in the matrix, whereby the paths between the blood vessels and the lymph cells are impaired,
this affects the ability of the matrix to communicate information because the exchange and filter function has been
impaired. The matrix, operating as a molecular sieve, needs to be as permeable as possible.

Lymph Therapy in Case of Diabetic Polyneuropathy* (1) 
How was the impact of Lymphomyosot assessed? “Neurological tuning fork” to test the functionality of nerve fibers
and temperature perception. Ultrasound on lower leg edema Nuclear magnetic angiography of lower leg edema to
check the vascular system in selected cases

Results within the groups:
Group 1 (Lymphomyosot only): patients showed good improvement of the sensibility disorders
Group 2 (Lymphomyosot and alpha lipoic acid) showed very good sensibility improvement and improved

utilization of alpha lipoic acid
Group 3 (alpha lipoic acid only) showed only minor improvement in sensibility
Other good stats
75% of patients experienced complete relief from pain in Lymphomyosot groups Groups 1 and 2: edema was

reduced significantly Group 3: no significant changes in edema
Results “The findings of this study conclude that with patients with diabetes type II, the known risks can be

reduced and the prognosis for the vascular, lymph and nerve disorders can be improved through
Lymphomyosot”
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Matrix therapy
“Neurological losses can be attributed to metabolic and inflammatory processes in the matrix region. This matrix
therapy - a drainage therapy with Lymphomyosot – will enhance both the functionality of the lymph system and the
filtering function of the matrix.” 

Lymphomyosot Results
• Lymphomyosot reduces edema (<3/8)
• Lymphomyosot is superior to a-lipoic acid in improving sensitivity (³4/8 compared to <2.5/8)
• Lymphomyosot plus a-lipoic acid results in max. improvement of sensitivity (³5-6/8)
• Lymphomyosot reduces pain (pain-free: 75% of groups I and II)
• Edema are detectable prior to vascular lesions during the early stage of polyneuropathy

Other Strategies: 
Solidago compositum contains a coxsackie virus nosode. Also excellent for kidney and adrenal support. 
Hepar compositum for liver support. (a mitigating factor in diabetes) 
Alpha lipoic acid- excellent adjunct, as it improves transport of glucose. 
Rendimax for tissue acidosis
Gymnema sylvestre , 
Zinc, 
Coenzyme Q10 for mitochondrial support, 
Catalysts- Coenzyme, Ubichinon, Glyoxal 

Standard Therapy Type 2 
Usually treated with oral hypoglycemics- Sulfonylureals- e.g. Glipizide, Glucatrol, Glimepiridine; Biguanidines-
Metformin, Glucophage ; Thiozalinediones- Rezulin, Avandia . Some of these have been associated with severe liver
disease and death in humans. Acarbose- to slow absorption of glucose after meals.
"The Greatest Medical Scandal Ever?" In 2001, 32.6 million prescriptions for sulfonylureas were given to Americans.
2.72 million Americans take sulfonylureas each year (assuming prescriptions are given every month).
Multiply this by the relative increase in death rate from taking the drugs (29 per 1,000 patients per year), the number
of extra deaths in the United States each year that can be attributed to sulfonylureas is 78,880 deaths/year. "Assuming
their use in Europe is similar, we can establish that sulfonylureas are likely to be killing almost 158,000 people each
year -- in the U.S. and Europe alone"
Sulfonurea Side Effects: Convulsions (seizures) Low blood sugar, Fast heartbeat, Headache, Nausea, Nervousness
, Unusual weight gain, Peeling of the skin, Chest pain, Sore throat , General feeling of illness, Fever, Thinning of the
skin , Unusual tiredness or weakness 

Homotox Primary Goal is to Restore Function
Pancreatic support, Organ remedies, Catalysts
Treatment : Insulin resistance Syzygium comp, Glyoxal comp, Hepar comp, Mucosa Comp
BHI Circulation, Aesculus comp, Secale , Lymphomyosot 
Anterior Pituitary extracts ( Placenta compositum)
Glyoxal compositum 
Chromium/Vanadium- increase insulin sensitivity found in Pineapples, tomatoes, broccoli, and white potatoes
Adjunctives: Detox- Detox Kit: Lymphomyosot , Nux Vomica Homaccord, Berberis 
Solidago 

Diabetic Case, Type 1
Canine, Willie H., Insulin dependent – diagnosed elsewhere One year duration of disease 9 yr old mixed breed

Glucose controlled, but energy quite low Chronic bladder infections Early cataracts
 5/13/03 Mucosa, Traumeel injections  Cocktail- Lymph/Galium/Szygium/Aesculus comp. Glucose Support Formula

w/ alpha lipoic acid. Algae, Enzymes, Probiotics, IVD HiFactor Diet
 Willie showed a steep rise in energy levels, nearly immediately (to the point where the owners had to clear off the

coffee tables, or he would do it for them!) Had an initial rise in blood glucose (perhaps evidence of matrix
clearing?) Reduced need for insulin- required a downward adjustment of medication

 7/03 Urinary tract infection,
 Dicural 136 mg, Uricleanse and Infection tablets, D-mannose powder and Cranberry comfort. No recurrences

Had cataract surgery in October of 03. Blood glucose of 47 necessitated a lowering of dosage 
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Diabetes Type 2
Feline- Princess G. Overweight spayed female. 6 yr old Long history of chronic antibiotic use, and some steroids for

chronically itchy ears. Chronic cystiti.s Annual vaccines- FVRCP, Rabies, FeLeuk. Steadily rising weight, despite
the changes to Light formula diets. Weighed in at about 16 pounds. Previous checks- negative for excess blood
glucose 

2/10 Seen elsewhere for acute diabetic attack. Started on insulin. Glucose on presentation was >1000 
3/22/01 Owners presented Princess for other options. Glucose 61 Started on: Glucose support formula Hepar

Enzymes. EVD low pH diet
4/25 Thyreoidea autosanguis: A continuous drop in glucose was seen over the ensuing months. Insulin was

discontinued after a gradual wean down. Energy is good Attitude- bright and active Still greatly overweight.
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GENERAL ENDOCRINOLOGY AND HOMOTOXICOLOGY
PJ Broadfoot, DVM

Neuroendocrine system disease is increasingly becoming a challenge for practitioners. An understanding of
hormone regulation is integral to our ability to treat these daunting issues.

Control is upstream to the pituitary (stimulating hormones) and hypothalamus (regulating hormones) and
downstream via metabolic pathways in relationship to the cofactors in their synthesis & also downstream via liver
and other cellular detoxification pathways. It is an immensely complex interplay between the hypothalamic-
pituitary-hormonal axis (HPA) , immune system, Mucosal surfaces (particularly the gut), liver, nervous system, and
neural reflexes. 

Hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis controls secretion of glucocorticoids from adrenals . Stress causes
acute elevations in circulating glucocorticoid levels, which regulating a variety of physiological processes. For
example, they provide adequate substrate for increased metabolic need and help to sustain blood pressure and depress
immune function. 

Neuroendocrine cells are found in the hypothalamus at the base of the third ventricle in the brain. They control
most anterior pituitary cells, thus regulate functions like responses to stress, cold, sleep, and the reproductive system.
The neurons send processes to the pituitary stalk, and the releasing or inhibiting hormones are released into the blood
stream, then carried by portal vessels to the pituitary cells where they may stimulate, inhibit, or maintain the function
of a particular cell type. Regulation of the HPA shows diurnal variation( sleep wake cycle) and exhibits negative
feedback from adrenal steroids or stress

Sign of HPAA Imbalances are Autonomic, Metabolic: Fat and Carbohydrate,Water and Electrolyte metabolism,
brain and cognitive dysfunction, & catabolic states.

Decreased HPA activity manifests in adrenal insufficiency, atypical/ seasonal depression, CFS/FMS,
hypothyroidism, Post-glucocorticoid therapy, Post- Cushing syndrome, Postpartum period, Post-chronic stress,
Rheumatoid arthritis

Hypoactivity of HPA axis cause: Fatigue, Inflammation, Autoimmune disease, Myocardial infarction, Apathy ,
Anorexia, Weight loss, Insomnia, Weakness, Loss of libido, Pain, Asthma, Allergies,Loss of mental concentration

Hyperactivity of the HPA axis results in Anxiety, Agitation, Insomnia, High cholesterol, Increased
triglycerides,Fatigue, Depression, Hypertension, Central obesity, GI tract disorders, Loss of muscle tone,
Osteoporosis, Loss of immune function, Poor recovery from illness or injury, Infertility, Reduced kidney function.

HPA: regeneration therapies include: Thalamus comp, Placenta comp, Tonsilla comp, DHEA daily three months
(stay within the physiological range), Licorice root ( inhibits 11 hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase) . Potassium levels
should be monitored. Astragalus Membranaceus, Vit B5 250-1000 mg per day. Catalysts: Coenzyme comp,
Ubichinon, Glyoxal

Hypoadrenalism(Addison’s) therapies to consider are Berberis Homaccord, Glandula Suprarenalis, Galium Heel,
Astralagus Membranaceus, Vit B5 

Hyperadrenalism(Cushing’s) therapies to consider include Graphites Homaccord, Hormeel, Lymphomyosot,
Astralagus Membranaceus, Vit B5 Cognitive Behavior therapy

The General Adaptation Syndrome as proposed by Hans Selye, and proven by research, shows it to be a three
phase development consisting of an alarm stage, a stage of resistance, followed by a stage of exhaustion, all of which
is mediated by the hypothalamus and HPA. Pattern of Stress Response shows Increased noradrenalin, Increased
dopamine, and Decreased serotonin, which manifests in Sympathetic dominance (adrenergic component), Loss of
parasympathetic tone, and a decrease in hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal cortex axis activity. Also seen is a decrease
in secretion of growth hormone, prolactin and androgens, an increase in ACTH, CRH, cortisol, estrogens and
somatostatin & increased Th2 immune activity .

Effects of cortisol on tissues are far reaching and impact matrix regulation, brain function, mitochondrial activity,
insulin metabolism and gut and liver function.

Treatment after cortisone or chronic cortisol output, include: Thyroidea comp, Pulsatilla comp, Lymphomyosot,
Placenta comp ( Hypophysis), Pulsatilla compositum
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Syndromes of Metabolitc Dysregulation in order of progressive seriousness are Reactive Hypoglycemia, then insulin
resistance, then NASH, then Diabetes mellitus Type 2. Syndromes of Metabolic Dysregulation include the dreaded
Feline Hepatic Lipidosis. Most patients are obese, and disease occurs usually, secondary to nutritional, metabolic
or toxic injury to the liver. It is strongly associated with diabetes, hyperthyroidism, heart disease, kidney disease,
chronic feline lower urinary tract disease, chronic upper respiratory disease, cancer, and pancreatitis. About 50% of
cases, are 'idiopathic,' Stress induced. 

Neuroendocrine & Immune Function

Cell communication - The basis of life. For the smooth operation of all physiological processes in the organism,
all of the approximately 60 trillion cells of the body need to be able to communicate. This complex communication
occurs via two chemical substances: Cytokines & Cell surface molecules. A delicate Th1/Th2 balance, under the
primary control of DHEA and CORTISOL are maintained in healthy systems. Cytokines maintain a communication
network between the individual cell types including the nervous system. Cytokines are released in the course of
normal cell functions, especially in response to particular stimulus: e.g. antigens, immune complexes, complement,
enzymes, other cytokines.

Loss of Hypothalamic Sensitivity occurs via a progressive loss of sensitivity to inhibition by hormones and other
signaling substances by the four homoeostatic systems in the body --> in growth, development and aging. Living
organisms are characterized by their capacity to: (1) reproduce, (2) adapt, (3) regulate the flow of energy, (4) protect
themselves. Thus regulatory control systems (homeostats) regulate and attempt to maintain homeostasis (balance)
in each of these critical areas. 

Aging and stress combine to accelerate changes in the adaptive homeostat, resulting in the age-related disease,
hyperadaptosis. 

Interactions between the neuroendocrine system and the thymus gland. Thymus is responsible for the proliferation
and differentiation of immature stem cells into mature, virus and bacteria-killing T-lymphocytes. Thymic hormones
decrease with age, as does the effectiveness of the body’s T-cell population. Changes in the T-cells are directly
responsible for most age-related changes in the immune system. Thymic Hormones induce Stem Cell Maturation.

Syndromes of Immune Regulation can result from acute infections or inflammations, which progress to subacute,
then chronic recurrent infections, and eventually cross the biological divide and result in impaired immune
processing, which manifest in such diverse health concerns as Allergy, immunodeficiencies, autoimmunities, and
ultimately cancer. 

Treatment pyramid in these cases include attention to enterohepatic and matrix resuscitation via the Detox kit
(Nux Vomica Homaccord, Berberis Homaccord, and Lymphomyosot), And Pulsatilla compositum. Mitochondrial
support comes via the catalysts, Coenzyme, Ubichinon and Galium Heel. Repair of the neuroendocrine system can
be accomplished via Thyroidea, and particular attention to the adrenals (via Glandula suprarenalis suis), comes via
Thalamus comp and/ or Testis comp, as well as Ovarium comp, and the Immune arm can be bolstered w/ Tonsilla
compositum (which also contains Glandula suprarenalis suis, Hypothalamus suis, and Funiculus umbilicalis suis).

CNS imbalance can be improved by the judicious use of Placenta compositum, Thalamus compositum, and such
issues as sleep disturbance & altered pain threshold can be addressed by these.

Fibromyalgia is a complex connective tissue disorder, first addressed w/ Detox Homeopathics, then Thyroidea
compositum & Pulsatilla compositum to increase metabolism of the matrix, along w/ Ubichinon compositum to
rebalance matrix pH and toxicity.

Inflammation and the Gut. The GI is the second largest organ by mass in your body, second only to the muscles.
Gut bacteria ( make up 2½ to 3 pounds weight. These bacteria are connected to the rest of the body by the lymphatic
system and the hepato-portal blood supply. Abnormal messages- communicated from the gut bacteria to the receptor
sites on the mucosal lining of the gut modify the pro and anti-inflammatory balance.

Treatment of Vicious Cycles, such as the Leaky gut syndrome include the “Four R Treatment” 
1) Remove: Parasites,pathogens. Use a minimal rotation diet & avoid modern malnutrition and fad diets) 
2) Replace and repair: Functional foods Amino acids, glutamine
3) Reinoculate: successful strains Bifidobacterium bifidus, Lactobacillus DDS, Acidophilus casei
4) Repair: Mucosa compositum ( HEEL)
 

Treatment possibilities for Enterohepatic resuscitation are Supportive: via BHI Body Pure & the Detox kit .
Regenerative: Hepar compositum, Solidago compositum, Pulsatilla compositum

The Energy Homeostat 
Living systems are essentially energy-converting machines which run on fuel (food). Dysfunction of the energy
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homeostat results in a decline in physical activity and metabolic rate, along with reduced energy, fatigue, then
age-related diseases of: (1) diabetes, (2) obesity, (3) essential hypertension, (4) atherosclerosis, (5) depression and
(6) fatigue. 

Chronic disease treatment goals: Treat the initiating problem, e.g. hidden focal infections that are causing the matrix
dysregulation. Re-establish regulation capacity in ECM.

• restore mitochondrial function
• regulate matrix pH
• clear toxic metal, chemical and other bio-toxins
• restore cytokine and other cell communication factor balance
• improve life style, diet, and exercise
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THYROID DISORDERS- HOMOTOX APPROACH
PJ Broadfoot, DVM

Thyroid issues have become increasingly common in our veterinary practices. The hormonal cascade is very
complex and subject to external and internal damage. Many hormones are derived from amino acids, primarily
tyrosine and phenylalanine. Hormones arise in one tissue or gland and travel via circulation to target tissues. There
is often a cascade effect in terms of stimulus for release, effects and feedback.

Production of Hormones and Feedback Controls : Thyroid stimulating hormone, after release from hypothalamus,
binds to thyroid follicular cells. Thyroid disease is a multi- factored process that can be associated with: Iodine
deficiencies in hypothyroidism (humans), Iodine Excess in hyperthyroidism, Selenium deficiency – Se is necessary
for deiodination of T4. Also critical in the anti-oxidant protective pathway of Glutathione. This causes increase in
circulating blood thyroid hormones, but a decrease in actual tissue hormone. We can see normal levels, but clinical
signs are suggestive of dysfunction. BHA, BHT, Ethoxyquin all impair bioavailability of Vit.A, E, and Selenium. T3
and T4- production decrease with age. Hyperinsulinemia --> decreased cAMP, which carries the TSH, TRH across
the cell membranes--> low T3, T4 production.

Infectious diseases such as Yersinia Enterocolitica in humans (shown in a Greek study) or Viral diseases can cause
Subacute thyroiditis, in which inflammation leaves the thyroid “leaky” and subject to damage. Other diseases can
be implicated, especially those that induce other autoimmune reactions. E.g. Hepatitis C in humans has been linked
to autoimmune hypothyroidism .

Environmental Triggers, such as radiation- microwaves, computers, cell phones, Chemicals- PBB, Biphenyls,
Phenolics, or Mercury predisposes to Th2 disease and autoimmunity as these are thyrotoxic. In cats- canned cat food,
particularly fish, or giblets and liver have been identified as triggers. There was a 2-3X increase in hyperthyroidism
in one study, in which researchers found an altered expression of protein ratios, and a significant increase in oncogene
marker C-ras. Foods that came in “pop-top” cans were over represented. Halogen Compounds such as Fluoride,
Chlorine, Bromine, which are elementally much the same as Iodine, and interfere with iodine function, are major
factors. Thyroid damage occurs when these block iodine receptors in thyroid gland. Fluorine and heavy metals affect
G-proteins of cells and binding sites, cause inhibition of TSH output from pituitary gland, and decreased manufacture
of thyroid hormones, by interfering with the iodination process. In addition they bind with amide enzymes damaging
activity, and can cause precipitating autoaggression by protein distortion. More troublesome, are mutagenic effects,
due to damaged DNA repair.

Dietary Factors. Thyroid function requires many cofactors, including Vitamin A, Vitamin E, Vitamin C, Vitamins
B2, B3, and B6, Zinc. We often see deficiency in B1 and magnesium. With concurrent adrenal stress, B5 may be in
short supply. Unsaturated oils- lipid peroxidation causes free radical production and mitochondrial damage

Drug Interactions can cause a decrease in T3, T4 transport. Offending drugs include: Estrogens, Mitotane,
Androgens, Steroids, Furosemide, Salicylates. Other drugs can decrease TH-including Sulfas, Lithium, Iodides.
Decreased TSH can result from Steroids & Dopamine. Decreased T4 Absorption is seen with Sucralfate, Ferrous
sulfate, Alum. Hydroxide. An increased T3,T4 metabolism can result from Phenobarbitol, , Phenytoin, Steroidals.
Any drugs that affect cytochrome P450 of liver, which is thyroid dependent, such as Antihistamines may also cause
some risks.

Hyperthyroidism syndromes include Graves Disease, Hashimoto’s, and De Quervain’s (Viral)- in humans. It is
possible that there are as yet unknown viral triggers in animals. Hypothyroidism is often considered idiopathic. In
late stages, Hashimoto’s results in hypo function.

Canine Autoimmune Thyroiditis is being increasingly recognized. A serious factor in this, is Rabies vaccine,
which has caused known autoaggression, where by high levels of antithyroid antibodies can be found, post-vx. This
is a highly heritable trait, (Jean Dodds DVM). It can also be seen secondary to multisystemic autoimmune syndromes
e.g. Rickettsial diseases- Ehrlichia, etc. (In humans: mycoplasma, Candida, e-coli, cytomegalovirus, Epstein-Barr,
Herpes, etc.) In addition, polyglandular autoimmune syndromes AIHA, ITP, Von Willebrands, et.al. affect bone
marrow, skin, kidneys, joints, bowel, CNS and blood systems. On testing, we can often identify increases in
Antithyroglobulin Antibody with immunofluorescence positivity for anti-thyroglobulin antibody. Patients with
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Hashimoto's thyroiditis may also have other autoimmune conditions including Grave's disease, SLE, rheumatoid
arthritis, pernicious anemia, and Sjogren's syndrome. Hashimoto's thyroiditis initially leads to painless enlargement
of the thyroid, followed by atrophy years later.

Diagnostics
Blood levels of circulating thyroid cascade hormones. TgAA- Thyroglobulin autoantibody: Susceptible breeds:

Irish Setter, Old English Sheepdog, German Shepherd, Doberman, Boxer, Labrador Retriever, American Cocker
Spaniel, Golden Retriever, Shetland Sheepdog. Free T4 is more diagnostic in canines. T4 can be lowered in
Non-thyroidal illness (particularly in cats). As stated previously, keep in mind interference with T4 levels, due to drug
therapy: Sulfas, NSAIDs, Steroids, Anticonvulsants. Thyroid Scans are quite useful, when available, as well.

CLINICAL SIGNS OF CANINE HYPOTHYROIDISM: Cellular Metabolism weakness / stiffness / laryngeal
paralysis / facial paralysis / tragic expression / knuckling or dragging feet / muscle wasting / megaesophagus / head
tilt / drooping eyelids; Neuromuscular seizures / mental dullness / exercise intolerance / neurologic signs
polyneuropathy / lethargy / weight gain / cold intolerance / mood swings hyperexcitability / stunted growth / chronic
infections; Dermatologic dry, scaly skin and dandruff / coarse, dull coat / bilateral symmetrical hair loss / rat tail,
puppy coat / hyperpigmentation / seborrhea or greasy skin pyoderma or skin infections / myxedema / chronic
offensive skin odor; Reproductive infertility of either sex / lack of libido / testicular atrophy / hypospermia aspermia
/ prolonged interestrus interval / absence of heat cycles / silent heats / pseudopregnancy / weak, dying or stillborn
pups; Cardiac slow heart rate (bradycardia) / cardiac arrhythmias / cardiomyopathies; Gastrointestinal constipation
/ diarrhea / vomiting; Hematological bleeding / bone marrow failure / low red blood cells / low white blood cells /
low platelets; Ocular corneal lipid deposits / corneal ulceration / uveitis Keratococonjunctivitis / sicca or dry eye /
infections of eyelid glands (Meibomian gland) ; Other Associated lgA deficiency / loss of smell (dysosmia) / loss of
taste / glycosuria / chronic active hepatitis / other endocrinopathies adrenal, pancreatic, parathyroidW 

Canine Hypothyroidism- short list Clinical Presentation: Decreased body temperature, Weight gain- “Spongy matrix”,
lethargy, cold Intolerance, dry skin. AND- Check levels in any dog with aberrant behavior changes- aggression,
mentation, seizures. Dogs can express any number of the non-specific multisystem signs of thyroid dysfunction. 

The most common cause of canine thyroid disease is autoimmune thyroiditis (est. 90% of cases), that develops
in genetically susceptible individuals and is characterized by the presence of antithyroid antibodies in the blood or
tissues. Thyroiditis is believed to start around puberty, and gradually progresses through mid-life and old age to
become clinically expressed hypothyroidism once thyroid glandular reserve has been depleted. Affected patients
become more susceptible to immune-mediated or other diseases affecting various target tissues and we need to
recognize the subtle signs of early thyroid dysfunction in dogs as prevalence of the autoimmune form of the condition
has increased with 50+ breeds genetically predisposed to develop thyroid disease. In breeding animals, a bitch with
antithyroid antibodies in her blood may pass these in her colostrum. Also, any dog having circulating antithyroid
antibodies can eventually develop clinical symptoms of thyroid or other autoimmune diseases. So obviously this is
important for breeding 

Genetic Screening Screening is initiated at sexual maturity between 10-14 months in males & during the first
anestrus period for females following first heat cycle, to negate any influence of sex hormones on thyroid function. 
i.e. 12-16 weeks from the onset of the previous heat. (Other genetic screening e.g, for Von Willebrand's disease or
other wellness and reproductive checkups should also be scheduled in anestrus.) Annual Recheck results can be
compared to baseline, to evaluate developing thyroid dysfunction and allow for early treatment. Young dogs (less
than 15-18 months of age) should have thyroid baseline levels in the upper 1/2 to 1/3 of the adult normal ranges.
Lower levels may indicate early stages of thyroiditis in susceptible breeds.

Treatment of Thyroid Disease 
Provide thyroid supplementation for dogs showing the typical signs of thyroid disease. Treatment of dogs showing

the early stages of thyroiditis (based on the testing described above) to correct the underlying thyroid imbalance,
reduces the risk of developing other related immune-mediated disorders, and may control progression of thyroiditis
to depletion and exhaustion of the thyroid gland.

Thyroid Hormone Replacement: Treatment of choice T4 hormone (L-thyroxine) bid Soloxine (Daniels) Synthroid
(Flint) T3 hormone (triiodothyronine) more toxic as T3 is the intercellular hormone, whereas most of T4 must be first
converted to T3 before it achieves its metabolic effect. If the patient can’t convert T4 to T3, it will need both T4 and
T3 therapy. Generally- give from 2/3 to a full dose of T4 and a 1/3 dosage of T3 (i.e.,  0.1 mg per 10-20 pounds of
T4 plus 1 ugm per pound of T3 bid 
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Frequency of Treatment Half-life of T4 in the dog is about 10-12 hours (much shorter than humans); for T3, it's
only 6-8 hours. Thus, about half of the hormone is metabolized and excreted from the body within 12 hours.  BID
dosing aids in controlling thyroiditis because it shuts off pituitary production of TSH by negative feedback Thyroid
follicular cells become quiescent and are less likely to stimulate production of the antithyroid antibodies responsible
for the disease. 

Followup Testing : Follow-up testing after initiating treatment after four to eight weeks of therapy. The sample
should be taken 4-6 hours after the morning dosage and optimum results will show thyroid values in the upper third
of normal ranges at the peak time of absorption. Dosage can then be adjusted accordingly if needed. Dogs on long
term therapy with thyroid hormones should be monitored with complete panels (not just T4 as you need to be sure
the dog's body is converting the T4 medication properly to T3) on a regular basis (every 6-12 months). If therapy is
withdrawn, retest after 30 days, as it takes the thyroid gland up to 30 days to recover its full potential

Biological Energy Production (90%) of the energy needs are met by oxidative phosphorylation , a vastly efficient
system for producing energy required to maintain the structure and function, and to regulate body temperature in
mammals. The overall consumption of oxygen and the generation of energy is called respiration, measured by the
production of heat energy and called the basal metabolic rate (BMR). At the neuroendocrine level, BMR is regulated
by thyroid hormone in two closely linked metabolic processes: the citric acid cycle, which is anaerobic & the electron
transport chain, which is aerobic. This takes place entirely in mitochondria!! When thyroid hormone levels increase,
thyroid receptors in the cell nucleus increase DNA transcription --> increased synthesis of specific mitochondrial
proteins which up-regulates mitochondrial energy production. Decreases in thyroid hormone shut down synthesis of
these proteins and down-regulate mitochondrial energy production.Mitochondrial function is an essential aspect of
the regulation of basal metabolic rate. Decreased thyroid hormone or mitochondrial dysfunction can lower BMR and
induce the symptoms of hypothyroidism (cold hands and feet, sensitivity to cold, psychological depression, cognitive
difficulties, dry skin, scaly scalp, brittle hair, etc.) Non-thyroid-related mitochondrial insufficiency could account for
the high incidence of symptoms in individuals with otherwise-normal thyroid hormone levels. Subclinical
hypothyroidism could actually be mitochondrial insufficiency.

Mitochondriosis Decreased mitochondrial energy production reduces the capacity of the cell to function.
Depending on the cell populations affected, this may decrease body temperature, lower immune function, impair
growth, decrease DNA repair, impair hearing, weaken muscles, decrease steroid and neurotransmitter synthesis, and
lower nervous system electrical potentials. All are factors which are associated with both mitochondrial diseases and
hypothyroidism.

Other Western Therapeutics: Cytomel (T3) for refractory cases especially for those w/ liver disease. Run titers
before vaccinations, particularly in at risk breeds. Correction of any vitamin or mineral imbalances. L-Tyrosine,
B-complex, Vit. A,E,C, Zinc, Fatty acids. Hypoallergenic Diets. Liver Support is essential.

Feline Hyperthyroidism. 

Clinical Signs include polyphagia, (usually), weight loss, poor hair coat, tachycardia- often in excess of 220 bpm,
hyperactivity, irritability, enlargement of thyroids- palpable if not descended into thoracic cavity, thromboembolism-
e.g. Saddle thrombi, and other concurrent disease- liver, kidney, muscle. Cats are the only non-human species that
develop spontaneous thyrotoxicosis .
 
Hyperthyroid Therapy: 

Surgical removal of thyroid- Risks include hypoparathyroidism, hypothyroidism, laryngeal Paralysis.
Methimazole- side effects include vomiting, diarrhea, facial excoriation, hepatopathy, autoaggression, blood

dsycrasias- thrombocytopenia, Agranulocytosis. Ipodate has been used for cats that don’t tolerate
Methimazole. (Side note. Every case we have seen on methimazole eventually had renal failure!) Radioactive
iodide- permanent, effective. Disadvantages: cost and availability. Cardiac, and other drugs for concurrent
problems

Six-Phase Table of the HORMONE SYSTEM Hyperthyroidism/ Thyrotoxicosis (Struma) is found in several phases:
Excretion, Inflammation, Impregnation. Hypothyroidism is seen in the Degeneration Phase
 
Homotoxicological Therapeutics for Hyperthyroidism: 

Glonoin (cardiac support), 
Secondary remedies: Galium, Ypsiloheel – for central regulatory function. 
Phase remedies: Thyreoidea, Coenzyme, Ubichinon 
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Adjunctive Therapies include correction of any vitamin or mineral imbalances. Fatty acids. Hypoallergenic Diets.
Liver Support. Thymus Therapy. In thyroid disease, particularly autoimmune induced problems, and attendant
mitochondrial dysfunction, should bring to mind the use of Thymus support remedies as it is the balance point
for the immune reactivity. Thymus suis, Hepar and Thyreoidea comp.

Adrenal Therapy: The opposing and rebalancing glands to the Thyroid, are the adrenals. Depletion of the adrenals
with age, cause functional and structural disorders. Lymphomyosot, Strumeel, and Thyreoidea comp are of value
in this regard.

 Thyroid: Parathyroid With aging, thyroid hypofunction accompanies parathyroid hyperfunction, resulting in osseous
decalcification and calcium deposition in soft tissues, such as arterial walls. cAMP influences cellular response
to polypeptide hormones. Thalamus comp and Viscum comp. Thyroidea comp.

 
Further Therapeutics Thyreoidea Comp + Galium as an autosanguis . Stimulate tissue respiration to Improve

oxidative repair- reduce free radicals and cell toxicity, which is central to cancer avoidance and therapy. Catalysts-
resuscitation of mitochondria and hepatic enzymes come from the use of Coenzyme comp, Ubichinon comp, and
Glyoxal . Abropernol is useful for circulatory support & glandular swelling. 

Sample case: Hypothyroidism Degeneration Phase. Main remedy: Strumeel Secondary remedies: Lymphomyosot,
China, Phase Remedies: Thyreoidea, Coenzyme, Ubichinon . Suppose we want to “antidote” Fluoride- Search
Calc.Fluor We find Abropernol, Cutis comp, Galium, Thyreoidea comp. Choose appropriate remedies e.g.
Abropernol has an indication for struma colloides 

Feline Hyperthyroid Case 

2/1/00 Samantha G. 14 yr old Yellow Tabby Domestic Medium Hair. 
Presented for weight loss, coughing, aging changes, degenerative condition. Chronic vomiting, and hairballs. Clinical

Findings: Thin, aged cat. Weight loss. Afebrile. “Crabby” Pulse >200 Palpable thyroids T4- 5.6 (normal 2.1-2.5)
Alb. 2.4 (2.9-3.9) TP 8.2 (5.4-7.9) Globulin 6.1 (2.4-4.4)

Therapy This was “pre-autosanguis” for me. Gelsemium/Glonoin/Strumeel cocktail. AFA Algae, probiotics,
Prozyme, DMG 5/2000 Biopuncture H7, B15, B22, LI-11, CV22, ST36, CV4 w/ Thyreoidea comp. 10/2000 added
Aesculus/Secale 

 10/2000 Nux vomica H, China, Carbo for general malaise. This cat improved over the next month, eating better, and
with more personable temperament.

 12/2000 Continued therapy, and added Hepar comp, intermittently to support liver function. 
 Outcome: Maintained decent weight, and remained a good family pet. Euthanized in July of 2001, at the age of 16.

This regimen bought a year and a half in an aged feline, at good quality of life. The owners found this to be a
viable option to conventional therapy, such as radioactive iodide, given the cat’s age and condition.

Current Considerations:  If presented w/ this case today, I would do an autosanguis for support. 1) Traumeel 2)
Galium 3) Thyreoidea 4) Thalamus comp 5) Coenzyme 6) Ubichinon Take home cocktail w/ AS: Galium/
Strumeel/ Traumeel/ Glonoin & Ypsiloheel 

Brief Summary of Homotox Possibilities: 
 Hyperthyroidism: Glonoin homaccord- cardiac, Thyreoidea compositum , Galium heel, Strumeel , Traumeel  Beware

of: Lymphomyosot , Engystol N
 Hypothyroidism: Thyreoidea comp, Lymphomyosot- for myxedema , Berberis- adrenal support, Hormeel , Molybdan

Comp- Mineral donor, Galium- Non-specific defense in chronic disease Contains Thuja for vaccinosis 

Further Studies and References: 
Practitioners Handbook of Homotoxicology 
Biotherapeutic Index (Ordinatio), 
Fundamentals of Homotoxicology – Herzberger, 
Homotoxicology and Ground Regulation Systems -H. Heine, 
Geriatrics and Homotoxicology- Bianchi
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ACUPUNCTURE IN THE EQUINE ATHLETE
Maurice Casey, III, DVM

Introduction

1. I like to consider myself a Horseman as well as a Veterinarian. I was a horseman long before I was a Veterinarian,
and each endeavor has made me better at being the other. If you are not a “horseman” you need to start becoming
one. As Robin Williams says in the film Good Will Hunting, “just because you read a book about doing
something, doesn’t mean you know how to do it”. You need to start riding the discipline you work on, go to the
track and watch the grooms work on horses, watch the horses gallop in the morning, and watch them cool out.
Notice the difference in how each horse moves, bends, and jumps and still accomplish their goals. All of this is
knowledge that will make you a better Veterinarian. How the horse moves, bends, and performs will depend on
many different conditions. They include soundness, mental attitude, nutrition, hormonal excess/deficiencies,
shoeing, the horse’s athletic ability, and the rider’s ability. Your ability to evaluate and balance these issues will
in essence decide whether you are a successful Veterinarian or not. 

2. In my practice I use Eastern and Western medicine in combination both diagnostically and therapeutically. This
approach works best for my clients. Western and Eastern medicine are not dynamically opposed to each other,
they complement each other. Acupuncture is another arrow in our quiver. When a horse is sick, I will give him
antibiotics but I also stimulate his immune points (TH5, GV14, Marvin Cain’s points, for example) so that he will
be able to assist the antibiotics to work more effectively. He will then recover more quickly than if either modality
is used alone. There have been many discussions about the ill effects from overuse of antibiotics and vaccines and
some of you may no longer use them in your practice. I think many of these problems come from treating
symptoms “the headache” instead of the cause. You must find the cause, “the mother mushroom” and treat that.
Then all the symptoms, “the headaches”, will disappear. You will know when you are starting to accomplish this
when the number of needles you are using starts to decrease. This is one of the great advantage of Traditional
Chinese Medicine (TCM) over Western/ allopathic medicine. In TCM, we are constantly searching for the cause
of the symptoms present. As they say in the 5 element approach, “you must treat the mother and then the child
will stop crying”. In Western Medicine, practitioners have become Symptom “Doctors”, they just treat the child.
If you just treat the symptoms, it will be very good for your business short term. Your patients will improve for
short periods of time and they will be back continually for additional treatments. Eventually they will decide that
other therapy is needed and will no longer use your practice for their horses. 

Initial Examination of Your Patient

1. The first thing you need to do is observe and evaluate the horse while he is standing in his stall. Is he happy? Does
he come forward to inspect you? Is his food bucket empty? Is their manure in the stall and what is its consistency?
Is his stall dug up? These are all important pieces of the puzzle you are trying to solve. While I am doing this, I
usually ask the owner how old the horse is, what his job is, and what level he is competing at? Is he in work and
how much work is he doing? It makes a huge difference as to whether the horse is just resting in pasture,
competing at training level or has just done a one star event. Often times, a sore horse that is just out in pasture
is a much bigger problem than a sore horse that has just competed in the Old Dominion 100 mile endurance race.
I do not ask the owner/trainer what is wrong with the horse. If they start to tell me, I ask them to please wait until
I get done examining the horse. I want to know what the horse says is wrong not what the owner says. Next, I go
into the stall and introduce myself to the horse by stroking his eyes for a minute or so then I put my hand lightly
over a nostril and letting him smell me. I may repeat this several times over a minute or two. I do this until he
relaxes. You need to get the horse to relax. You can not accurately examine a tense horse. If he is not relaxed then
his acupuncture points will not respond to palpation. 

2. If the horse has been brought to me for evaluation, I have the owner put him in a stall. I let them relax for 5
minutes before I start my examination. I then repeat what I have stated above.

3. Conformation. Evaluate the entire horse. Is he bent? Are his muscles atrophied? Are his feet equal size and shape?
Is his shoeing new or past due? Just because he doesn’t “look the type” doesn’t mean he can’t do the job. Do not
let his conformation influence your decision about whether you can help a horse or not. John Henry was a famous
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race horse that won $6.5 million dollars and won Gr I Stakes races through 9 years of age. He was sold at auction
3 times early in his life. The highest price he ever was sold at auction for was $1800! Based on his auction price,
his conformation must have been less than perfect to say the least. Use the horse’s conformation as a template to
add to your acupuncture point evaluation as to why he may be having a particular problem. Periodically people
bring me horses with “knocked down hips” and want me to “put them back” to there normal position. This is a
condition where the Tuber Sacrale has been injured and the Tuber Coxa are no longer level. You can not “adjust”
these horses and ever have them equal again as the ligaments have been stretched or torn. You can acupuncture
these injuries successfully and make them non painful. As long as there is no pain on palpation at Bai Hui, the
condition will not be a problem and the horse will be able to compete successfully. Therapy usually consists of
some adjustments and acupuncture treatments. Points that would be beneficial for this injury are Bai hua, BL27,
and BL40 (master point of lower back), and BL67. If there is atrophy of his gluteal muscles, then
hemoacupuncture at those points would be very beneficial as well as at BL30, BL32 and BL54. I usually repeat
this at 2 week intervals until the horse is pain free and moving properly. 

4. Evaluate your patient with hoof testers first. You should be using hoof testers on most, if not all of your patients.
I find if I start my acupuncture evaluation first, I tend to forget about using my hoof testers. You are missing a lot
of information if you are not using your hoof testers on each of your clients. Make sure you use them on all 4 feet.
Remember, if your feet hurt so does everything else. You can also evaluate the shoeing when you pick out the
hooves to use your hoof testers. You may want to evaluate LI 18 (diagnostic point for the foot) first and then see
how the hoof testers correlate to your acupuncture point response. You should constantly test and retest your
acupuncture diagnostic points for their effectiveness. Don’t just take someone’s word for it. 

5. You need to know what the athletic discipline of your patient is. Each discipline has its own Achilles’ heel and
you need to be familiar with what those are. However, don’t paint yourself into a corner. When a client brings you
a lame Steeple Chase horse don’t go, “Oh, here comes another tendon/suspensory injury”. By the same token, if
someone brings you a lame steeple chase horse and you don’t evaluate the tendon/suspensory apparatus of that
horse, you have done your patient a major disservice and may be looking at a malpractice suit.

6. You need to ask what the object/goal of the owner/trainer for this horse is. Can this horse meet that goal? You will
not know the answer to this question until you evaluate and treat this horse several times. Make sure you and the
owner/trainer are trying to achieve the same goal. Make sure you inform them that it will probably take at least
2 treatments before you really have an answer for them. Sometimes the trainer/owner is so focused on one issue
that they miss the whole picture. I have had clients bring me upper level event prospects they have bought for their
teenage daughter because they are refusing jumps. Often times, the problem is temperament or the rider is over
faced rather than a lameness issue. Some of these horses are way too advanced for amateur riders and I had to
have talks with parents about the safety of their children. Make sure you are looking at the whole picture when
evaluating a horse. 

7. After evaluating the horse in his stall, introducing myself to him, evaluating his response to hoof testers, and
getting my answers to the above questions, I am now ready to evaluate the whole horse acupuncturally. I start by
checking his TMJ (ST7), then his poll (GB20). I evaluate LI16, SI9 and then passively flex his joints on the front
limbs. Mentally I am comparing how his response on his acupuncture points correlates with his passive flexions.
I look for a discrepancy between right and left limb for each joint. I then go and evaluate the meridians that run
down the neck. These include TH, LI, SI, GB, ST, and BL meridians. If there is a very reactive meridian such as
TH, I will bleed the ting point and then re evaluate the meridian. If there is a blockage in the meridian, it will
immediately clear after bleeding the ting point. Next I go down the BL meridian and evaluate the Bach shu points
and make mental notes. I continue my palpation down the BL meridian paying particular attention between BL25
and BL40. I evaluate the GV meridian from GV 14 back to GV 2. Painful response of palpation of the GV
meridian can indicate ill fitting Saddles, malalignments, and kissing spine disease to mention a few spinal
conditions. Remember, that the spine is like a Slinky. A “kink” in one area of the spine will have an effect on the
entire spine. I would like to mention that with the popularity of Digital Radiography, Kissing Spine Disease has
become the “flavor of the month” diagnosis among many of our allopathic Veterinarians. If you have active,
pathological kissing spine disease, the horse will be extremely painful on palpation of those spinous processes.
I treat these cases with adjustments and acupuncture at the GV points corresponding to the painful area. Most,
if not all horses, will have radiographic “kissing spine” lesions but they are not pathologic. As long as these
radiographic lesions are not painful to palpation, they are of no athletic concern. Next I evaluate the hind limb
joints with passive flexions. Does the horse pick up each leg with ease? Does he quickly take weight off the leg
he was standing on when you put the other limb down? I also palpate the flexor tendons and the suspensory
ligaments and evaluate their response to palpation. Be careful in your evaluation of proximal suspensory injuries,
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as often times they do not palpate sore. These will usually require a local block with mepivicain to diagnose. I then
evaluate the Dorsal Tuber Coxa (DTC) (old GB 27) point, the three classical hip points (Huan hou is the “whirl
bone” point), Dr. Caine’s Immune triangle, as well as GB 32 and GB 33, and the Sacro Iliac point, Yan Chi. The
Sacro Iliac point is located by placing the palm of your hand over the tuber coxa and reaching towards Bai hui.
You will fall into a large hole just before reaching the outer bladder meridian. I evaluate the horse on each side
of his body and look for differences in the response to palpation of these points. 

8. Now the owner is going to say “what is wrong with him?” Your response should be, “I don’t know yet.” At this
time, you should have a preliminary differential diagnosis list in your mind. Starting with what you think are the
most reactive points, treat them distally and see if they go away. Slowly work your way through the differential
list until you clear everything out. Usually the last painful area to clear is the “cause” and the rest were just
secondary problems. Often times the main cause was not the most reactive area on your initial exam. That is
because the most recent injury (usually secondary) is going to be the most reactive. Old, chronic injuries are not
usually excruciatingly painful. Remember, when making a diagnosis “A sore back” or “he is really sore all over”
is NOT a diagnosis, it is an observation. It is also probably the complaint that the owner has made as to why they
are bringing you the horse. They already know the horse has a sore back or is painful all over. 

9. Equine Protozoal Equine (EPM) is real, it exists, so don’t be afraid to make the diagnosis. I prefer to treat it with
hemo acupuncture combined with either western EPM medication or Herbs, depending on the owner’s desires
as well as Vitamin E/ Folic acid. Points I use are; LI 3, TH 5, Marvin Cain’s front alarm point (just dorsal to KI
27) and his Immune triangle located on the left pelvic region. GB32 is another very good point to treat with hemo
acupuncture for EPM as well as Bai hui. I like to retreat these points in 3 weeks. I expect a significant
improvement at the second treatment. Symptoms of EPM are weak hind end response to tail pulls, hit marks on
the fetlock or higher of hind limbs, difficulty going down hill, reactivity to Cain’s front alarm point and his
Immune triangle on the left hip (I have pictures of these points in my case reports), and the complaint of “he is
funny behind when I ride him”. 

Some General Indications of Different Athletic Problems

1. 90% of the “Difficult/ Resistant” horses are in pain. The other 10% are temperament issues. When you encounter
one of these difficult horses, try to make a quick assessment of his problem if possible. Then based on your
assessment, treat a Ting point, XueFu (ovary point), or do a cervical/ spinal adjustment. Most of these difficult
horses will respond to a very minimal number of needles. Once they are more comfortable, you can further
evaluate these horses more thoroughly as described previously. 

2. The neck is the shock absorber of the horse and is their main mode of balance. I rarely evaluate a horse that does
not have some cervical involvement contributing to their problems. The spine is like a slinky and one part can not
be affected without having an effect on the rest of the spine. Dressage horses and Event horses are very prone to
neck injuries. I always start with SI3/BL62 for any problem with the spine (GV meridian) or any bilateral
problems along the BL meridian. That point combination opens the GV meridian and is amazing in its results.
After placing needles in those points, I wait for 60 seconds or for the horse to “exhale” and then I re-evaluate him.
I will treat local points on the neck, Bai hui, GV 14, GV 4, GV 3, depending on where the initial pain was
palpated. I want to impress upon you that without the ability to balance with his neck, a horse will not be able to
compete successfully. Make sure you evaluate every horse’s neck. Can he bend his neck equally in both directions,
is he painful at the poll, and is he reactive on palpation of his cervical vertebrae? You will improve a lot of your
patients if all you do is fix their necks. 

3. Stifles canter/lope. Stifle injuries do not like to trot. They drag their hind toes at the walk and trot. The horse will
tend to abduct the limb like a Chihuahua when his stifles are bothering him. Horses with stifle injuries are difficult
for the farrier to shoe. They do not like to stretch their hind leg out behind them. My first acupuncture successes
were “fixing horses” so the farrier could shoe them. BL 37 is a fairly accurate diagnostic point for stifle issues.
I usually find the following points helpful with stifle issues. LIV 8, ST 45, GB 28, and ST 36. Remember, luxating
stifles are NOT painful so you will not pick these up on your palpation. This is a weakness due to conformation
defect (usually very straight hind leg horses), EPM, or immaturity. These horses will not, in my experience, be
reactive to palpation of their acupuncture points. This is one of the few conditions that you will have to either see
the horse luxate while being ridden or you pick up on it while conversing with the rider. Ask them, “Does this
horse fall out behind every now and then when you are riding him?” They will say “well not all the time but some
times he will.” These horses I will treat with LIV 8, ST 45, GB 28 and GB 34 (influential point of ligaments and
tendons). I will also have the farrier place 2 degree heel wedges on the hind feet. I also evaluate them for EPM
and treat accordingly if I feel it is a contributing factor. I put these horses in regular daily work trotting ground
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poles to strengthen their quadricep muscles. I would just like to say that as Veterinarians we do not use physical
therapy enough on our patients. Michelle Tilgman is doing a fantastic job of bringing this to the fore front of
Veterinary Medicine by helping injured dogs. We need to help incorporate her techniques into the equine world.

4. Hock problems swing in and hit the medial aspect of the opposite hind pastern. They wear the lateral branch of
the shoe faster than the medial aspect of the shoe. Hock problems do not mind being shod. They do not like to
canter and will usually cross canter or buck at the canter. In addition, I use DTC point (Marvin Caine’s GB 27),
BL 35, and BL 39 as diagnostic points. Occasionally, I will use flexion tests, although one is flexing all of the
joints in the hind leg when doing this. I then correlate the response of both. I prefer to have two of the three points
mentioned positive on palpation along with history and hitting himself on the medial hind pastern before I am
convinced of a hock issue. LIV 4, BL 60, SP 5, ST 45, and KI 3 are all points that can be used for hock DJD. My
personal points for hock issues are BL 18, DTC (old GB27), LIV 1 and LIV 4. The majority of the time, I find
hock issues to be secondary problems and not primary. If you look at the conformation of the hind leg, the force
propelled through the hind leg changes directions at the hock. Therefore, anytime you find lameness in the hind
leg, you will usually get pain in the hock joint as well. That is why it is so important to find and treat the cause
of the problem and not the symptom.

5. Stifles injuries do not like to be stretched out behind. These horses with stifle pain are tough to shoe BUT hips and
Sacro Iliac injuries can exhibit similar discomfort. Hips are a very under diagnosed injury. Another term for hip
injuries is “Whirl Bone Disease.” Many of the horses that are brought to me for “hock issues” are actually hip
injuries. They are fairly easy to diagnose. Palpate the classical point Huan hou located just dorsal to the greater
trochanter. It is amazing how painful these horses can be on palpation. I will usually adjust these horses and then
treat GB 44, and the 3 classical points of the hip joint. If this does not resolve the problem, I will then use a 5 inch
spinal needle at BL 35 and direct it towards Bai hui. I will inject 5cc of McKay’s solution. I then have the horse
walk for 5 minutes and recheck him on palpation of his acupuncture points. If the diagnosis was correct, he will
be totally non reactive to palpation of the previous painful points. He stays in work and rarely needs a second
treatment. One can also use a 20% solution of DMSO and Vitamin B 12 to “inject” this injury.

6. Sacro Iliac injury can mimic any of the above issues, but are usually described as “under achievers” or “something
isn’t right behind.” This is a very common injury among athletic horses and you should be diagnosing this
frequently. This is probably the number one injury that is referred to my practice. Sacro Iliac injuries cause
Sciatica. 85% of the Sacro Iliac injuries I see are right hind injuries. Rest will usually not heal these injuries. If
you turn these horses out in pasture for rest, they will be good for 2 weeks after putting them back in work and
then the injury will start to bother them again. You have to treat them with Acupuncture or Acupuncture in
combination with pelvic adjustments. Shock wave therapy will fix them for 9 to 12 days and then they are sore
again. You diagnose this injury with palpation. If you cup the heel of your hand over the Tuber Coxa and extend
your fingers towards Bai hui, your 3rd finger will fall into a hole about 1/3 of the way towards Bai Hui. This is
Yan Chi, the sacro iliac point. Once you get comfortable palpating this point you may find it easier to diagnose
this injury by reaching across from the opposite side and palpate back towards you. I would like to credit my good
friend Dr. Ian Harrison for showing me this technique for diagnosing the injury. When clients bring him horses
with obscure hind limb problems, he immediately palpates the sacro iliac point as I have described and if it is
positive he refers them to me before he will evaluate them any further. I usually adjust these horses pelvis and
treat BL 25, BL 40, Yan Chi, BL 30, and Bai hui. Depending on the case, I will use electro acupuncture from
BL25 to BL40, Hemo acupuncture with these points, or vitamin B12 aqua puncture with these points. I will repeat
treatments at 2 week intervals. Most of these will be quite comfortable and in full work by the third treatment.

7. Saddle fit. Know how to fit a saddle. If your “shoes fit” you do not need to wear socks. The same is true for a
saddle. A saddle is like a Tee pee. If it is too narrow it will set up too high on the withers and pinch the withers.
If it is too wide it will press down on top of the spine/withers and irritate the spinous processes of T4 to T7
vertebrae. GV13 to GV10 as well as BL12 to BL14 may be reactive with a saddle fit issue. 

8. STRESS is a major component of Athletic horse’s inability to achieve success. Fillies seem to be particularly
susceptible to stress, particularly emotional stress. Look in the feed bucket, is this horse eating? Are they happy?
Happy horses beat unhappy horses! You have to make them so they are happy doing their job. Some of the first
issues you will see with stress related problems are stomach ulcers and tying up. Points I use for stress are PC 6,
GV 20, YinTang, TH 1, BL 21 (tagamet point), and BL 22 (hormonal issues). 

9. If you have a hindend lameness, you almost always have corresponding diagonal front limb lameness. You are over
loading the front end because the horse is now pulling with the diagonal front limb instead of pushing with the
diagonal hind limb. Since it is easy to see the front end head bob, the “symptom” instead of the “cause” is usually
treated by traditional western practitioners. Any time you evaluate a horse for front end lameness make sure that
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you evaluate the whole horse and rule out any hind end involvement. Acupuncture is very effective at evaluating
hind limb problems. Points that can be indicative of different hind end problems are: BL37 (stifle), Huan ho (whirl
bone/hip), BL39, BL35, and DTC (Caine’s GB27) point (I consider these as hock points), Yan Chi (sciatica), and
Bai hui for Sacral issues. Bowed Tendons occur when a horse is very fatigued and the muscular support system
is no longer helping support the horse. You usually have a corresponding hind limb lameness that is over loading
the limb that bows. That is why after you rest the horse for 9 months, he goes back in training and rebows. This
is because nobody has evaluated and fixed the hind limb problem which is the cause of the front limb problem.
You must fix the hind end problem if the horse is going to have a chance to compete again and not re injure his
front tendon. Magnetic therapy is great for bowed tendons. I personally like Respond’s Pulse Magnetic Boot to
increase healing and shorten down time. Electro stimulation therapy is also very beneficial for healing bowed
tendons. The electro stim pads are placed on the lateral aspect of the radius, immediately above the carpus, and
on the palmar aspect of the radius immediately above the accessory carpal bone. This is done for 20 minutes daily
for up to three months. While this seems long and tedious, it is 6 months faster than conventional allopathic
therapy for bowed tendons. Acupuncture points GB 34 (influential point of ligaments and sinew), Ting points
(usually SI and LI), SI 4, SI 9, and BL 19 are useful points in the treatment of bowed tendons. 

10. Heat means something. Heat is the first sign of injury. Learn to feel for it and respect its presence. Remember,
if a horse “breaks down” we have failed as Veterinarians! Acupuncture evaluation does a great job of finding a
problem before it is “broken”. If you get a positive reaction on a particular acupuncture point, say LI 16 or SI 9,
and then find heat in the fetlock joint, don’t ignore it just because the horse trots sound. He is telling you a
problem is brewing and you better do something before it is a problem. I try to get my owners/ trainers to let me
“run my hands over the horse” a day or so after they race or compete. I am always trying to find the “bruise”
before it becomes a “break”. “Find it small so you don’t have to treat it Big”.

11. Stress Flexion tests mean nothing unless the horse is lame (in my opinion). I can’t tell you how many sound
horses I have examined, that are positive to flexions, but keep on doing their job. Stress flexion tests mimic what?
They stress the horse joint during flexion which is when the limb is non weight bearing during flight. If we wanted
to improve the significance of stress tests, we should stress the limb/joint in “extension” which would mimic the
limb during its weight bearing phase. This could be done by holding up a limb for 2 minutes and then jog the horse
off and evaluate the limb he was standing on for soundness. If the joint is inflamed, the horse will be off in his
gate and your stress flexion tests then mean something. The horse should be resistant to flexion of the inflamed
joint immediately not after 45 seconds. 

Acupuncture

1. Acupuncture is nothing magical. It does not fix everything, I wish it did. It is another arrow in your quiver that is
a very effective therapy and complements allopathic therapy.

2. I know of NO POINT that is definitively diagnostic for any symptom. Every point is a local as well as a distal point
for some other problem. 

3. You should ask yourself “why did I use that point?” every time you use it. It is very easy to become complacent
and just start treating every horse the same. Obviously, horses doing the same athletic endeavor will have similar
problems but they will not all be the same. 

4. Ting Points. Very powerful points. They are the Alpha/ Omega points of the meridians. All meridians either start
or end at the Ting points. They are the Circuit breakers of the electrical impulse of the meridians. Some
practitioners just bleed them, some like to use needles, and some like to needle Yin Ting points and bleed Yang
Ting points. I use the later technique most of the time.

5. The Four Command Points: ST 36 (abdomen), BL 40 (Back), LU 7 (Head and back of neck), LI 4 (Face and
Mouth). If you are not using them regularly in your therapy, you should consider adding them t por yootoucrol. 

6. Source Points: They regulate source Qi on each of the 12 paired meridians. They are intimately connected to the
triple burner which has the function of moving Qi form its source (CV 6 “Sea of Qi”) to the rest of the body. Don’t
you think it would be beneficial to increase Qi in an athlete? The 12 Source Points are: LU 9, LI 4, ST 42, SP 3,
HT 7, SI 4, BL 64, KI 3, PC 7, TH 4, GB 40, and LIV 3. For example, I like to use SI 4 in my protocol for any
horse showing suspensory/tendon pain/ injury. I use this point in my protocol because the SI meridian runs
directly over the flexor tendons/ suspensory ligament in the region that they tear/bow. .

7. Bach shu points: I like to use these points more for diagnosis than for treatment. I usually try to treat distally and
then recheck the Bach shu point to evaluate the response. For example, if BL 21 (tagamet point) is reactive on a
suspected stomach ulcer horse, I will treat ST 45 and then after 60 seconds or so re evaluate BL 21. As I
mentioned before, all of these points can have several indications. For example, a race horse with pulmonary
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hemorrhage, BL 20 may be reactive (Spleen keeps the blood in its vessels), BL20 may also be reactive with
exertional rhabdomyolitis as the spleen controls the muscles, BL20 has also been referred to as a stifle point, and
it can be a local point in a saddle fit issue. So, you have to work your way through each of these reactive points
methodically. Treat distally and then recheck again and again until you put the pieces of the puzzle together. You
can not just say “oh, this is a stifle”.

8. 5 Element: If you are a strict 5 Element practitioner, make sure you are not “whipping the horse to go with one
needle and Pulling the horse to a halt with the other needles”. Remember, ask yourself “why am I using this point”
before you put the needle in. The basis of the 5 Element Theory is “Treat the mother and the child will stop
crying”. Do not forget to use the KO cycle in the 5 element. It can be very profound in its results. Remember, I
do not think you can just cook book very many conditions. Each condition will have variable factors such as
nutrition, stabling, stress, additional Veterinary involvement, etc. That will effect the points used for that condition

9. 8 principle theory. Does the problem appear to be an: Excess/ Deficiency, Exterior/ Interior, Hot/ Cold, Yang/ Yin?
I think this is a very good thought process to use immediately after your evaluation and before you adjust or place
any needles.

10. Needle type. I use primarily BD 25 gauge 1 ½ inch injection needles. I use B12 and inject 1cc to 2cc per point.
However, I have recently come to the conclusion that points on the BL meridian between BL25 and BL32 you
need to use a longer needle than 1 ½ inch in length. I often times will use a 3 inch 28 gauge acupuncture needle
if possible. The reason I say if possible is a fair number of horses will tense their muscles and it becomes quite
difficult to insert these long acupuncture needles. These I will just use the injection needles. I find that by using
the 3” needles in this region, I need fewer needles than if I use the 1 ½” needles. 

11. Hemo acupuncture: This is very effective in treating injuries and the treatment seems to last quite a long time.
I use this often times when there is atrophy in a region, when I think there is an immune involvement or if the case
is one of long standing duration. 

12. Electro acupuncture: This is a very effective therapeutic modality. Unfortunately, due to time constraints, I do
not use it as frequently as I should. If you are seeing a patient back for a second or third time with no real lasting
improvement, you should consider using electro acupuncture. I occasionally will cross the midline with electricity
but usually treat on one side of it. I have not had any deleterious results when I have crossed the midline with the
electricity but it has not always been as effective as treating on the one side. If we think of our meridian system,
then it would make more sense to treat along the meridian than crossing the midline from one meridian to the
other.

13. Aqua puncture: very effective and quick but injection needles are not always long enough to treat some points.
You should be able to feel Da Chi with your needle after inserting it. Treat distally first and then after the reactive
points have “cleared” reinforce with local point therapy.

14. Tongue diagnosis: My vision in dark stalls is not what it used to be. I still think you can obtain some valuable
information evaluating the tongue. Is it wet or dry? What is its color? Very good indication of internal heat or cold
as well as blood stagnation (blue).

15. Pulse diagnosis: I do not use this modality as there is generally to much action around the horse when I work on
them. I use it as a “plan B” diagnostic tool when I am stumped and the horse and I are alone in the stall. 

16. Kinesiology or “energy evaluation” of points. I like to use this modality on ting point evaluation particularly if
I am not sure of what is going on with horse. You must totally clear your mind and have no preconceived thoughts
as to what you want or think the problem is. I will then place a needle in the reactive ting point and just leave the
horse alone for 5 minutes. Then I will come back and recheck the horse again and treat accordingly. 

17. If you find no pain response or reaction to your acupuncture point evaluation,  what do you do? I like to take these
horses out and watch them lounge. You may pick up that this horse is “catching his stifle”. You may see him off
on the  opposite limb of the circle he is traveling in (right fore circling left), this can be an  indication of a
proximal suspensory injury. Nether the proximal suspensory  injury nor the stifles catching will be positive on
acupuncture diagnosis in my  experience. Watch for signs of ataxia. If they are ataxic from EPM, they should be
responsive on Marvin Caine’s immune points, PC 9 will often be painful on palpation as well. However, wobblers
will not be positive on any of the immune points. After about 10 minutes on the lounge line, take the horse back
in the stall and re evaluate him. You will be surprised how many of these horses now react  on palpation of their
acupuncture points now that they have stretched and relaxed a little. 

18. If he is reactive to touch all over, what do I do? These horses hate to be brushed. They want to bite when you
palpate their front acupuncture points (LI 16, SI 9) and they want to kick when you palpate their Bach Shu points.
Evaluate their immune points, if positive, treat with hemo acupuncture and if they are now good, you have an
immune problem. The points I use for immune problems are TH 5, LIV 3, Marvin Cain’s front immune alarm
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point and his immune triage on the left hip. If you treat Marvin Cain’s immune points and he is still reactive you
have a myositis problem. This can be do to Rhabdomyolysis, spinal malalignment, hormonal (thyroid), or infection
(Lyme Disease). I adjust these horses spine, treat ST 45 and TH 1 (bleed) and evaluate horse again in 2 minutes.
If no improvement, I put them on Doxocycline for Lyme disease infections. If they are better after treating these
two points, I will put them on one of the exertional rhabdomyolitis formulas (Azoturx, herbal, Harthills) and try
adjusting their feed if the trainer’s are receptive. Most of the time, the very reactive horses are Lyme Disease
horses. I usually put them on Doxocycline for 10 to 21 days. After 5 days on the Doxocycline, if the diagnosis is
correct, they will have a new horse. 

19. Equine Rhabdomyolysis Syndrome: I would like to talk about this for a minute as I think this is a frequently
missed diagnosis. I feel very strongly that if you are good with your palpation of the horse’s Bladder meridian,
you will pick up this syndrome before it becomes the actual “tying up.” The muscles along the Bladder meridian
will feel like wood instead of a slight “doughy” consistency. Many times I have gone over a horse and asked “does
she ever tie up?” Often the response is “she used to” or “she did for the first time last week.” It has been my
experience that in at least 80% of the horses that exhibit this syndrome, tying up is secondary not primary. Most
of these horses have a chronic problem that has become “one too many straws on the camels back”. Many of these
horses are stomach ulcer horses. Palpate the Stomach Alarm point (CV 12) and ST 24 (alarm point of the Large
Intestine ) and see if the horse is reactive. Please look for the “Mother Mushroom” in these horses. Tying up is
often the symptom and not the cause. If you have a horse that is “tied up”, hold his nose like a twitch and then
slide a needle through (like you are “piercing his nose). This is the classical point Chou jin. It works pretty
effectively short term and you can use it on an event horse during competition with out a drug test problem. I like
to treat ST 45, TH 1, BL 20, and BL 22 for this problem. I also treat Liver points as the appearance of tying up
is “a wooden horse”. LIV 3 and BL 18 are beneficial points and bleeding LIV 1 is very helpful. There seems to
be an increase in Tying up syndrome during the early spring of the year. That would be when we are changing
from Water to Wood in the 5 Element seasons. Earth will also be affected as Spleen hates damp and cold. This
may be why I find that so many of the horses with this symptom also have stomach ulcers. Fear may also play a
role in this syndrome. Many of these horses know they are going to have an episode if they go out and work. This
fear increases the stress in these horses which as we already talked about, has a negative domino effect in the
athlete. Treating Yin tang, and PC 6 are beneficial in helping these horses relax and not be so fearful of exercising.

20. Fear is a component that we need to be aware of in all athletic horses. Race horse flipping in the paddock or the
gates, event horses that won’t go into the box for cross country, dressage horses that won’t go in the ring. Fear
is real and must be assessed and treated. I find that many of the race horses that wash out badly and flip in the
paddock or gates are bad bleeders. They are afraid they are going to drown when they race. Evaluate their points
for bleeding, LU2, SP21. Scope them after they work or race. The event horses have usually been over faced or
pushed to fast through the divisions and their confidence is blown. They maybe in pain and don’t think they can
handle the jumps. You need to evaluate them and find out why they afraid. Many of the dressage horses have been
pushed to upper level competitions too fast or they are in pain. Try and find the “mother mushroom” and see if
their fears can not be alleviated by addressing their lameness issues. Points that help pre event for fear are: Yin
Tang (I like this point very much and it is easy to needle). GV 20 (some horse are difficult to needle at this point
as your hand is near their ears), PC 6, HT 9, PC 9.

21. Throat problems. These would include Dorsal Displacement of the Soft Palate, collapsing Pharynx, and Laryngeal
Hemiplegia. These are very common problems is the racing Thoroughbred and Event horses. I adjust the poll on
these horses to make sure there is not a nerve impingement associated with these problems. Electro Acupuncture
is the treatment of choice. I treat SI 16, LI 18, CV 23, CV 21, and LI ting point (bleed). I run electricity from LI
18 to LI 18 and SI 16 to SI 16 for 20 minutes. I like to treat the horse 24 hrs to 48 hrs out from their athletic event.
I like to treat sales yearlings 1x a week for 3 to 4 weeks just prior to the sales.

22. Exercise induced pulmonary hemorrhage. I think this is a multi faceted problem. Fear, Stomach Ulcers, Tying
Up, Lung infections, and High blood pressure are just a few of the components involved in this syndrome. Many
of the horses that wash out in the paddock are “Bleeders”. They know they are going to “drown” when they come
out of the starting gate. Points to treat are SP ting point, BL20, SP 21, SP 6, LIV 3 (earth point), HT 7 (earth
point), and Yin tang. I like to prerace these horses with the herbal formula Yunnan Paiyao. I give one bottle of
this formula a day starting at 3 days out from the event. 
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Case Reports:

Dressage
1. Tigger 7yr old Hanovarian G. has been shown all year competing for year end awards at upper levels. He is Sore

Rt Poll and Rt. BL 19 to BL32. Adjusted poll everything cleared.
Acup Rt BL 19 and BL 40
Poll was main problem. Can’t shock absorb and entire Rt hind end was secondary
Needled to re enforce local area
Off 2days, day three long and loose and go on. Massage poll 2 minutes daily before riding. He was rechecked in

3 weeks and no abnormalities were found. Owner asked if we could treat him prophylactically? I treated LI16,
SI9, BL25, (Bilaterally) and Bai hui.

2. Duchessa is an 8yr old Oldenburg Mare used for dressage. She has a very long back (bicycle built for 2) with roach
back in lumbar regoin. Her gluteal muscles are atrophied bilaterally. 
She is very sore on her BL meridian from BL 23 to BL 40 bilateral, L is worse.
Adjusted Spine.
Acupuncture. GB25, Xue Fu, Heomoacupuncture BL 27, 32, 24 ,Bilateral, Bai Hui.
Rt side has cleared out but Left side improved 60% but still reactive, adjusted sacrum, now very good.
Off 2 days (turn out is good), day three long and loose, and then day 4 back to work

3. Mr. B 12 yr old Dutch warm blood G.
Sore Spine. 
Adjusted spine, acupuncture at SI 3/ BL 62 and Bai Hui
He is very comfortable after treatment.
Off tomorrow, long and loose next day, then go on

4. Murphy 10 yr old TB Gelding 
History of being stiff and also rooting with his head after a working for moderate amount of time
Sore C 2, both hips (Houn ho) and Lumbar (BL 20 to BL 27 bilateral) and Lumbar Spine (GV5 to Bai hui)
Adjusted neck and hips
Acupuncture local C 2 points, TH I,/ ST 45 and BL 25 (Bilateral)
I use the combination of TH I/ ST 45 when I think there is a myositis component to a problem.
The neck is causing the majority of his problems (can’t shock absorb, locks neck and ventro flexes his back. This

causes his hind end to be extended out behind instead of up under him. Thus he cannot come up under
himself and push. Remember, the horse is a rear engine machine, he must be able to drive with his hind end.

P: Off 2 days, then long and loose. Massage left C 2 two minutes daily.
 Recheck in 2 weeks and no problems were found. The owner is very happy.

TB flat racing: 
1. Butler TB 4yr G Dk Bay

Racing in 2 days evaluate and treat for DDSP as well.
Sore Sacrum. (Bai hui), Lumbo/sacral (BL22 to BL30 (Bilateral) and Rt stifle (BL 37)
Adjusted his pelvis
Acupuncture for breathing( EA LI 18 to LI 18, CV 23, ST 9); points for sacrum, BL 25, 40 GB 28 ST 45 Bai Hui
Now good except Left Stifle is very reactive
Acupuncture GB 28 left, BL 37 still reactive, treat LIV 8, now good
A: Stifle is primary, Left the most sensitive, everything else is secondary
P: Walk into race

2. Grey TB 4yr old G
Entered in race tomorrow. He is very nervous in the paddock and washes out badly. Evaluated acupuncture points,

no real response
Treated Yin Tang with B12 aqua puncture and dry needle at PC6 approximately 36hrs out from race.
Horse won and was more relaxed and only broke a mild sweat in the paddock.

3. 4yr old TB filly. Entered in race 48hrs. Sore rt. Sacro iliac. Adjusted pelvis. Acupuncture BL40. BL25, Yan Chi,
Bai hui. SI 16, LI 18, CV 23, LI 1, treated for breathing. Filly won 7 furlong allowance race.
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4. 8yr old Steeple Chase horse. Complaint of sore back. This horse becomes a puzzle with many pieces as we work
through him. On palpation he is sore to palpation of his withers and bilaterally over the lumbar area. I treat SI 3,
BL 62, and Bai hui. The lumbar clears out and now he is reactive to palpation of both hips. I treat GB 34, now
Cain’s Immune points are very reactive (not reactive on initial exam), I treat them with hemo acupuncture. Rt hip
and Rt BL 18 are reactive. I adjust the right hip and hemo acupuncture BL 18 and the hip triangle. Everything is
good except his withers are still slightly reactive and his PC alarm point is now very reactive. This is a very good
case to show you that things are not always simple and easy. You must recheck the whole horse each time you
clear out one problem with your needles. Presently my diagnosis is that we have two problems, early EPM
(because PC alarm is so reactive), and the right hip. I placed this horse on the herbal supplementation “Protokill”
and will recheck in two weeks. He will be off for 2 days, long and loose on his first ride back, and then keep in
light to moderate training till rechecked. 

5. Doc, 8yr old Fox hunter. Very uncomfortable during his last fox hunt (2 days ago). Now very crabby to brush. On
visual exam, he is very stoic in the stall. On palpation of his cervical meridians, SI9, and the BL meridian, he
wants to turn and bite and kick. TH1 and ST45 treated and horse exhaled and was completely normal to palpation
of his previous reactive acupuncture points. Placed on Doxocycline 100mg 10 pills 2 xs daily for 10 days. My
diagnosis is that this horse had myositis probably secondary to chronic Lyme disease. Do to the stress of the hard
hunt (4hrs non stop fast hunt) the chronic phase of the Lyme disease had become active again.

6. Go Figure. This horse is back for a recheck after being treated with hemo acupuncture and 30 days of Potokill herb
for EPM. He was initially sore to palpation over most of his body. He was very reactive to Cain’s Immune points
and the PC alarm point. On recheck he is very good on palpation of his Immune points and PC alarm point. There
is no indication of proprioceptive deficits when he is circled tightly. He is reactive to palpation of his left hip
(huan ho). I adjusted his left hip. BL25 (bilaterally) and Bai hui were treated with aqua puncture. He was very
good after his treatment

7. Chee Chee is an Appaloosa mare fox hunter.
She is sore to palpation down her spine (GV meridian) from GV4 to GV2 and her right BL meridian from BL18 to

BL25. This is a very difficult horse to treat. I adjusted her spine and treated SI3 and BL62 and every thing cleared
out. Owner had a great hunt two days later.

8. SS, this is a 5yr old Bay TB show hunter. She has just come back from a successful show at Raleigh, N.C. and her
back seems sore. On examination she is sore in her left lumbar and left hip. She is reactive to palpation of C3
vertebrae. I adjusted her neck and every thing cleared. I treated local cervical points, GB25, Xuefu (both these
points are on the Dai mai meridian and I like to treat ovary points on most mares), and the left hip triage. 

9. Bonnie 9yr old Clyde/TB fox hunter mare.
She is sore down her spine (GV meridian) from GV 12 to Bai hui, and her right BL20 to BL30. I adjusted her
spine, acupuncture SI 3 and BL 62 and Bai hui. Now both hips are reactive. I treated BL40 bilateral and now she
is good. On examination of her saddle, it does not fit. So here is an issue where we have a saddle that is too narrow
pinching her withers and causing spine and lumbo sacral issues. Owner bought a Crosby wide tree saddle and is
fox hunting with out incident at present time.
 

10. Mitch is a 10yr old event horse competing at the Prelim level. He has started jumping to the right and is refusing
to go into the start gate for cross country.
Sore poll and his right Sacro Iliac
Poll and Pelvis adjusted
Acupuncture GB ting, GB25, Xufue, BL25, (Bilateral), Yan Chi, BL 40 and Bai hui. Horse is very comfortable

after treating and is now jumping straight. 
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NEUROLOGY FOR THE COMMON JOE/JANE—THERE AND
BACK AGAIN IN FUNCTIONAL NEUROLOGY 

Carl J DeStefano DC, DACNB
Neurology is for all of us. It’s the hub of the wheel for all health care both conventional and complementary. It

provides a framework and language that brings us together as we apply our differing approaches to animal health.
Neurology is the science that can provide common ground for the countless philosophies of disease and its treatment.

Neurology is for all of us. The Joes and Janes. We’re not talking a “neurology” specialty here. Were talking about
understanding some basic concepts in neuro-science and neurology that can provide a deeper insight into what is
really happening with our patients. Central integration of incoming sensory information will determine motor output.
This motor output describes both an animal’s ability to stand and move in a changing environment and to respond
to this changing environment with appropriate autonomic responses. 

The following outline will be used to discuss how we might begin to look at our patients from a new or additional
perspective. Since all biological function is controlled and monitored through the CNS some basic knowledge of how
the system works is worth considering. Certainly there are other “outside” factors (trauma, poisons etc.) affecting
health. It is my goal to present a neurology that will be useful to us “Common Joe and Janes” on our path to provide
the best care possible.

Myopathies

Neuro-muscular junction
• Myasthenia gravis…exercised induced muscle weakness

Peripheral Nerve
• Metabolic
• Infectious
• Mechanical, entrapment or traction.
• Involvement defined by the peripheral distribution to muscles and/or cutaneous.

Nerve Root (Radicular)
• Sensory vs. Motor root or both. 
• Motor harder to localize except for paraspinal muscles which are segmentally innervated
• Sensory root involvement likely to cause cutaneous pain or paresthesias.
• Disc or other space occupying lesion, IVF encroachment, traction or infection.

Motor Neuron Disease
• Specific to certain breeds
• Genetic, metabolic, infectious?

Spinal Cord Motor Pathways
• Corticospinal and Rubrospinal…….dorsolateral funicullis
• Reticulospinal, vestibulospinal and ventral Corticospinal….ventral funicullis
• Space occupying lesion, spinal stenosis, venous ballottement, long axis traction (VFST, DFST).

Brain Stem Motor Pathways
• CST ventrolateral in mesencephalon and ventral in pons and medulla. Contralateral rear foot lateral, front foot

medial.
• Rubrospinal mediolateral in pons and medulla. 
• Reticulospinal ventolateral pons and medulla but dorsal to CSTs.
• Vestibulospinal dorsally from origin at pontomedullary junction to mediolaterally in medulla.
• Motor nuclei and pathways of CN’s 3,4,5,6,7,9,10,11, and 12 for lesion localization. 

Cerebellum
• Flocculonodular lobe for eye movements….nystagmus, eye deviations.
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• Midline vermal and Fastigial nucleus for midline stabilization. Central ataxia or titubation.
• Intermediate zone or paravermal zone with Interposed nucleus for proximal muscle and distal muscle

coordination and efferent copy. Ataxia, dysmetric movement.
• Lateral zone or Dentate nucleus for learned motor plans (Feed-forward) and cognitive function. Ataxia,

dysmetric movement.

Basal Nuclei (Ganglia)
• Contralateral spontaneous movements, tremors and rigidity and slowness of motor activity. Specific symptoms

will be characteristic of the area of the Basal ganglia involved. Caudate, putamen, globus pallidus, ventral
tegmentum of mesencephalon (including substantia nigra), subthalamic nucleus, nucleus accumbens and motor
thalamus.

Limbic System including Hypothalamus 
• Inappropriate behavioral response to sensory stimuli including autonomic response.
• Frontal lobe integration to limbicly mediated response is critical as it gates limbic output.

Internal Capsule
• Anterior limb and posterior limb carry motor output from frontal cortex. Anterior carries motor fibers to

brainstem. Posterior limb is corticospinal. Genu is corticobulbar.
• Lesions affecting motor component of posterior limb cause contralateral motor paralysis and spasticity without

loss of cognitive function. Stroke here common.

Motor Cortex
• Somatotopically oriented with rear feet medial in longitudinal fissure and head lateral.
• Lesions of stroke, hemorrhage, trauma, space occupying lesion, and infection affect contralateral motor function

with or without accompanying cognitive loss.

Sensory Cortex
• Somatotopically oriented with rear feet medial in longitudinal fissure and head lateral.
• Lesions here affect contralateral sensory modalities. The type of sensory modality lost is dependent on

populations of neurons affected by the lesion. Often accompanied by cognitive change. 

Thalamus
• Mostly a sensory organ.
• With influences from cortex, limbic system, and hypothalamus the thalamus gates sensory information to the

sensory cortex.
• Lesions here create profound, widespread sensory deficits!

Brainstem Sensory Pathways
• Spinal lemniscus…….fibers from the anterolateral system travel ventrolaterally and give off collaterals along

the way to the thalamus. Pain and temperature modalities from the contralateral face and body are oriented
with the caudal segments lateral and the head medial.

• medial lemniscus….fibers from the dorsal columns cross in the caudal medulla as internal arcuate fibers and
travel medially through the medulla and pons. In the midbrain the fibers move dorsolaterally as they climb to
the thalamus.

• Medial lemniscus….In the medulla the fibers are oriented with information from the rear limbs being carried
ventrally and the front limbs carried dorsally. After the ponto-medullary junction the fibers carrying
information from the rear legs are lateral and the front legs medial.

• The Dorsal spino-cerebellar and Cunneocerebellar pathways remain dorsolateral from the cord and enter the
cerebellum via the inferior cerebellar peduncle in the medulla.

• The Ventral spino-cerebellar pathway stays lateral as it passes through the medulla and pontine tegmentum. The
fibers pass dorsally as they enter the superior cerebellar peduncle for entry to the cerebellum.

• The Lateral lemniscus is a pathway from the contralateral cochlear nuclei and travels lateral to the medial
lemniscus and medial to the spinal lemniscus.

• Sensory nuclei and fibers from CN’s 5,7,8,9 and 10 for lesion localization.
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Spinal Cord Sensory Pathways
• Anterolateral system…..ventrolateral cord carrying contralateral pain and temperature. Caudal segments lateral

and neck medial.
• Dorsal columns……dorsal cord carrying joint position sense, fine touch and vibration. Neck/shoulder lateral

and caudal segments medial.
• Cunneocerebellar….dorsal cord with dorsal columns.
• Dorsal spino-cerebellar….dorsolateral cord
• Ventral spino-cerebellar….ventrolateral cord carrying non-conscious proprioception from the contralateral side.
• Space occupying lesion, spinal stenosis, venous ballottement, long axis traction (VFST, DFST)

Sensory Root
• Sensory root involvement likely to cause cutaneous pain or paresthesias along a dermatomal distribution.
• Disc or other space occupying lesion, IVF encroachment, traction or infection.
• Sensory loss may be harder to diagnosis due to overlap of sensory innervations.

Peripheral Nerve
• Metabolic
• Infectious
• Mechanical, entrapment or traction.
• Lesions of sensory cutaneous branches of peripheral nerves cause anesthesia, hyperesthesia or dysesthesia over

distribution of nerve.
Receptor

• Not dependent on a frequency of firing for survival.
• Loss of appropriate sensory input to receptor leads to decreased frequencies of firing of post-synaptic pools.

Dysafferentation syndromes as in segmental dysfunction, vertebral subluxation complex, and fixation.

Plan for Therapeutic Intervention
1. Determine longitudinal level of the lesion.
2. Determine the side.
3. Pathology vs. physiological
4. Integrate appropriate receptor based therapies to alter central frequencies of firing
5. Integrate proper medical, nutritional or other complementary therapies to enhance innate healing.
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NEMENHAH ADOPTION PRINCIPALS AND EXPLANATIONS AS
RELATED TO VETERINARY MEDICINE

Roger L. De Haan, DVM, MTS, CVC

What does adoption into an Indian Band have to do with veterinary medicine? That is a good question. To answer
that question it depends on your perspective of how you practice and whether you need extra legal protection because
you are practicing more and more alternative medicine and less and less orthodox medicine. Should CODEX and the
FDA come under greater influence, enacting laws that box in natural medicine and putting our chosen way of life
and practice at risk, is there any system that would offer at least some level of protection? And if we as health
practitioners use or manufacture health products that someday become legally threatened, is there a legal system that
could protect that right? And the answers are yes. Worldwide Indigenous cultures have recently gained rights and
laws which recognize them as nations within nations, with rights and laws that supersede modern laws because they
are based in pre-conquest indigenous cultural practices and beliefs.

A History
The principal current leader is Chief Cloudpiler, an Indian who is 3/4 German/Dutch-probably more German

regarding features. He also is 1/4 Indian and traces to a recognized Indian Chief. He has also been declared President
and CEO of a Native American Traditional Organization by a current Chief of a Federally Recognized Tribe and is
recognized as such by other Medicine Men and Holy People. The Chief himself is/was a Board Certified
Naturopathic. He was accused and convicted of a felony in the associated with the practice of natural medicine, tried,
sentenced and jailed. After the sentencing the judge discovered he was of Indian decent. The judge told him: IF I had
known you were of Indian descent and you had pleaded your case on that basis you would be a free man today.

This was the impetus to Chief Cloudpiler discover the meaning of his Indian ancestry, its history, and why it might
have protected him. He was not a practicing Indian at that time. He discovered several important facts in the process
of his discovery and research.

• That religion and medicine are one in Native American Traditional Belief.
• That religion is protected under the Constitution and under the Native American Free Exercise of Religion Act

1993 - American Indian Religious Freedom Restoration Amendments 2000.
• No government agency may regulate Native American Religion.
• That Congress made a LAW where tribal beliefs, medicine and healing were uniquely. NAFERA constitutes a

Treaty between Congress and the Native American Tribes. The FDA has no jurisdiction over their religious
or healing practices, nor do the courts. These laws have been tested in local, state and federal court and won
under "pre-eminent treaty"--that Indians are free to practice their religion--keeping in mind that religion and
natural medicine/healing are one and the same. The courts may not have an opinion therefore in any case
regarding the practice of religion. This is true under both the Constitution as well as pre-eminent treaty. These
cases have been dismissed when they have come to court.

Current International Law is also strongly on the side of the Indigenous Peoples and Groups. In a real sense they
are a country within a country, with their own laws regarding practices and beliefs regarding religion, healing, lands
and ceremony. These laws have also been tested in court and won. The federal government is not allowed opinion
regarding religion and the rights of indigenous people and Judges are required to color their rulings according to
international law. ADOPTION into the tribes is based on centuries old legal precedence and is recognized as legal
by all courts of law. The following are the key requirements and commitments to be adopted into the Band:

1. They are adopting into the Band only those who are healers or on the healing path.
2. The adoptees must go through training and the Elected Principle Medicine Chief spiritually adopts them

through ceremony which is culminated at the yearly Great Council. 
3. They must also complete two required courses, MM10l and MM102. MM101 has to do with the Bundle

Ceremony and its understanding. Protection begins with adoption, but is also defined by each person's personal
Medicine Bundle Ceremony. MM101 shares ideas of how to incorporate one's own beliefs to create a personal
medicine bundle.
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MM102 is a rather complete course on the principles of healing, herbs, health and related subjects, which
prerequisites include completing a written test.

4. There are several basic precepts each adoptee must agree too:
a. "First do no harm."
b. Obey the laws of the state in other areas, i.e. they will not defend a crime like theft, murder, rape, illegal

drugs etc. Protection is only in the area of natural healing.
c. That natural healing is part of one's personal belief system, andthat healing is spiritual in nature.
d. That they will complete the curriculum as a member of the Nemenhah Band.
e. That they will support the Band with generous voluntary donations, according to their means and as they

feel led.
f. That they will sustain and support the activities of their Local Lodge.
g. That one is a healer or called to be a healer and is on the healing path.

Regarding the historical Nemenhah Band, their heritage as healers included travel throughout the Americans to
add to their knowledge various healing modalities learned from other Indian healers and tribes. The principles and
teaching of this Band were archived in 1957 and go back to around 250 BC. Thus the knowledge of medicine and
healing was always emerging. Because healing was and is a process of "emergence", therefore any present or future
belief system and healing system could be adopted and adapted as valid Nemenhah native healing. This is important
in that new modalities are recognized as they have emerged. Thus all forms of natural healing are covered and
included when they are submitted and approved by the Peli Curriculum Council. This includes homeopathy, energy
medicine, acupuncture, magnetic therapy, flower essence therapy and prayer as just a few examples. Cloudpiler
believes God has provided a window of opportunity and protection to those who desire to be adopted into the
Nemenhah Band as Medicine Men or Women. This particular Band is therefore distinctive from other typical tribes
and Bands, in that its primary purpose is to protect healers under the Constitution, Federal Law, as well as current
international law and treaties with indigenous Indian tribes.

Two books that teach these principals are: "Indigenous Peoples and International Law," Second Edition, James
Anaya, Oxford University Press, 2004. And also: "Political Theory and the Rights of Indigenous Peoples" edited by
Duncan, Patton and Sanders, Cambridge University Press, 2000.

Therefore the alternative and complementary health practice protection provided by the Nemenhah Band is based
on pre-eminent international treaty laws that go beyond the American Constitution, while yet being under its
protection. Also significant are recent Law affirmed by Acts of Congress as recently as the 90's. The fact that they
are also based on international treaty and international law add significant prestige and clout to these indigenous
rights. We have learned that the Nemenhah "village of healers" code goes back thousands of years. These codes and
histories are now recognized by international law as valid as pre-eminent rights predating the present colonial era.
When we add up all of these unique protections for the indigenous tribes (whether full blooded, mixed blood, or
adopted), they still have teeth. CODEX and other draconian laws are gradually being enforced worldwide. Would
it not be wise to take advantage of these legal rights, no matter what belief system you adhere to? The aforesaid recent
treaties and international laws have stood the test of legal review and challenge in court and won, not only in the US,
but throughout the Americas. We cannot guarantee that will continue forever. However each layer of protection has
an added benefit. And of course this still assumes we are ethical, honest and true healers as we practice our gift and
calling in a very exciting and yet critical time in history, where the foundations of society seem to be in constant
upheaval.

Why Consider Adoption?
Most of the people I have met practicing natural healing do it not as a job but as a calling. To have your livelihood

threatened, your source of income destroyed, the gift that allows you to help others suppressed, and possibly the
fulfillment of your very destiny threatened--can be serious and unjust.

I was told last year by two natural healers from Minnesota that the FDA has delivered official papers to 2,500
small herbal business owners, practitioners and manufacturers. They are required to sign these papers or spend 5
years in jail. The papers require them to come under FDA jurisdiction. So far they have not signed. They are working
on a grass roots effort along with Senator Ron Paul--who has submitted legislation to protect them from the FDA-but
only if it passes Congress. This is the type of stress, business pressure and unconstitutional dragnet that seems to be
building. I do not yet know the outcome of that situation. Is there protection available from this type of harassment?
Or if one by some unforeseen turn of events loses their professional license, can one still practice as a medicine
man/women and legally help animals at that level of expertise? The answer seems to be yes.

As a Nemenhah member one does not come under FDA jurisdiction. National and international treaties protect
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Nemenhah members from FDA as well as CODEX jurisdiction under the principal of indigenous self-determination.
In addition, if member's manufacture ethical healing products that are certified and labeled with the Nemenhah "seal",
they have special legal protection afforded Indigenous Native Indian Medicine Men or Woman. In the past we have
been taught that only a state licensed medical professional was allowed to diagnose and prescribe. Those who practice
so many of the "unregulated" natural healing therapies simply needed to be careful how they spoke, what words and
terms they used during consulting. Words like "diagnose" and "prescribe" were not to be used. New laws have now
been passed which basically make all forms of natural medicine illegal. This COULD include some of the practices
alternative veterinarians' use which will be deemed as "unproven." What you say and how you say it is no longer the
issue. "They" are not enforcing these new laws, but could a knock someday come to your door? Religious exemptions
may no longer viable options either if mandatory vaccines come into the picture. Of course now I am enlarging this
to vaccinations that may be required for you and your family. If you have a reason to believe those vaccinations may
be detrimental, you may not be protected as an American citizen. As the laws are presently written Nemenhah
adoption could offer that protection. So from what I can tell, this adoption, as long as one also follows the other steps
and requirements of spiritual adoption by the Band, could be the key to avoiding mandatory vaccinations, assuming
that is your choice.

Chief Cloudpiler also explains: "Tribal Adoption creates taxable entities. We do not want our Spiritual Adoption
to be confused with Tribal Adoption. The Nemenhah Spiritual Adoption creates Members, much in the same way
Christians are "baptized" into their denominations. Spiritual Adoption is only protected because it is an ancient
"religious" practice."

About the Ceremony

The ceremony is typically a 10am to 4pm type of day. Teaching about how and why each adopted person is
protected is given. The ceremony and medicine bundle are the cornerstones of the adoption / protection process.
Think of a ceremony as a time of personal prayer, connection to the Creator. The medicine bundle is a culmination
of items and artifacts that represent the various natural treatments or therapies that you do. Remember that your
personal medicine bundle is technically what keeps you protected and legal should a legal issue arise. The chief
demonstrates how he has adapted his own belief system with some of his ancestral knowledge and created his own
medicine bundle and personal ceremony. Again, it is a demonstration of how the chief does it, but one is totally free
to practice their own belief system.

Each member writes out their own personal and unique ceremony (prayer) according to their personal faith and
belief; in their own words, as each is led by the Spirit and which conforms to their personal conviction. No healer
in this Band is to judge the belief or faith of any other member. The key is that we deeply "own" and believe what
we are doing before our Creator. Therefore one does not follow a dogma or belief system of a man, chief or Band-but
instead must answer to his/her own conscience, heart and spirit.

It was interesting to me that the teachings, prayers and ceremony of Chief Cloudpiler were distinctly
Judeo/Christian. The ceremony included a pack, gem stones, healing items that represented his belief system; and
a pipe ceremony, which made it distinctively Indian. Being distinctively Indian is the KEY, of course, for our legal
protection. The Chief then went through his own ceremony in English, with several Indian phrases that were
significant to him, as a demonstration and teaching. In speaking and sharing his personal conviction, the chief
frequently cited distinctive spiritual terminology and principals. He then passed the pipe. Each took a puff while
speaking either audibly or silently his or her own ceremony words of conviction as a healer. While each participant
of this ceremony partook of the pipe, it is not mandatory that you partake or use a pipe in your personal ceremony.
I personally felt very comfortable with the chief as well as the ceremony. As I listened, I realized that to be a member,
I did not have to change any spiritual, religious or theological belief. And actually that truth is an integral part of the
precepts and teachings emphasized by the Chief as well as the Band and its Constitution.

A Recent Case Verifying the Protection that comes with Adoption
A recent case was cited from California, where a 17 year old home-schooler came down with Cancer. Diagnosed

as malignant melanoma, under California law he required surgery, chemo and radiation as the medically recognized
solution. The son's personal belief and choice was to seek help elsewhere, therefore they went to Mexico where the
boy was healed. The doctor was angry and turned them over to the state. The boy had already been declared "cured"
by three independent oncologists in the San Diego area. This was presented in court. No matter, the boy was taken
over as a ward of the state. The boy was strapped to a chair and forcibly vaccinated with every vaccine he had missed
since childhood. The mother was jailed.

When the case came up for final decision, someone remembered this family had been adopted into the Indian Band
three years earlier. They had forgotten this, did not have their papers with them, nor did they realize this would have
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been useful for this "criminal" situation. The papers were sent by Email to a lawyer who was part of the Band. He
asked to present evidence as a "friend of the court". The judge asked her to step forward, whereupon she handed the
papers to the judge. Looking them over the judge recessed the court for two hours, dismissing all other cases for the
day, a very unusual step. After spending the rest of the day re-examining the evidence, the judge stated that she
"cannot rule in this case as I want to..." angrily told the state the case was dismissed, they had no jurisdiction over
this family. This was a total turn around as the judge had already told the state she would be ruling in their favor. In
a similar case the judge declared "never bring to my court another case like this again ever!" Recently in Ohio, a
Nemenhah Medicine Woman was commanded to show cause why she should not be immediately arrested for Practice
of Medicine Without a License. The proceeding came to an abrupt end when she showed proof that she was
practicing her healing religion as a Nemenhah Medicine Woman. In conclusion, the purpose of this Indigenous Group
is to protect healers as well as to bring the sacred back into natural healing. As an Indigenous Group that is nomadic;
they are a nation within a nation. They already have their own judges and attorneys who are members and natural
healers. As indigenous members with a proven Indian bloodline they have set up their own Constitution. Councils
and courts of law. They are able to do this because national and international laws require:

1. They have a permanent population and membership: in their constitution they allow permanent
membership determined by the ancient religious principal of ADOPTION.
2. They have a defined territory-meaning pre-conquest territory and not where they are living at
the moment.
3. They have a government, which in this case is a popular council democracy, where decisions
are by consensus within the councils.
4. They have the ability to enter into relationships and treaty with other nation states, Bands,
tribes and peoples.

Court Rulings in Favor of the Nemenhah Band
State of Utah vs James FE Mooney (Okelvueha Native American Church of Utah) Utah Supreme Court found

unanimously in favor of Mooney. Ruling in favor for Oklevueha Native American Church. Nemenhah Band is
synonymous with Okelvueha Native American Church of Sanpete.

Gonzales vs O Centro de Espiritu Vegetal - before the United States Supreme Court. Unanimous finding in favor
of the Native American Church.

California vs Laurie Jessop - California Dependency Court, case dismissed.
Bureau of Land Management vs Maca Oyate Sundance Society of Nemenhah Band. Settled out of court.

Management of not the 80 acres in question but 500 acres was awarded to the Nemenhah.
FDA proceedings dropped against Chanantea - manufacturer of Nemenhah Certified Sacrament.
Chief Cloudpiler recently reported that: "The Nemenhah Band was assailed last year by the Ohio State Board of

Medical Examiners through one of our members. Now, this is important because Ohio State has become the most
ANTI-HEALTH-FREEDOM State in the Union ! The Medical Examiners there have a massive power base, if only
because many of the top Big Pharma companies have moved their offices, or created corporate presences in Ohio .
A hands down, easy win in Ohio is the biggest news since the Supreme Court gave the deep six to Gonzales in his
case against the UDV.

 In the case of Katie Miller, Berlin , OH . the Ohio State Medical Examiner began investigating her for the
"practice of medicine without license" last year. I instructed her to inform them that she was a Nemenhah Medicine
Woman, which she did. Whereupon, she was subpoenaed to appear and give cause why criminal charges should not
be filed against her. She was a little panicky, but I was able to calm her down and teach her what to do and say. When
she appeared, she showed her credentials along with my letter, the Board also had a letter from me. She says they had
a very pleasant conversation and then the Board asked her what SHE wanted them to do. She told them and they all
parted company without any action at all."

Chief Cloudpiler comments: We don't want there to be many of these cases, and we are constantly giving thanks
that there are not. Enough is, after all, enough.

Conclusions 
If you would like to look further into Nemenhah Band adoption, please check ut the following website:

www.nemenhah.org. Within that website you will find information, the constitution, the address and more.
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Figure 1. Interaction of nutrigenom ics and nutri-genetics

on consumption of foods and health.

Figure 2. Illustration of how genes and nutrients contribute to

the molecular dieatry signature. 

NUTRIGENOMICS AS IT RELATES TO THE SKIN
W. Jean Dodds, DVM and Bruno Stefanon, PhD

Introduction
Nutrigenomics (nutritional genomics) is an emerging science that studies the molecular relationships between

nutrition and the response of genes in promoting health. It is an important component of functional medicine, and
examines how foods and other compounds affect our genes. (FIGURE 1) 

Nutrigenomics is linked to the concept that optimal nutrition can be designed based on an individual's unique
genetic makeup or genotype. Accordingly, nutrition research has shifted from epidemiology and physiology to
molecular biology and genetics. Food components interact at the level of the genome, where they act by "up- or
down-regulating" target genes. Different diets elicit different patterns of gene and protein expression as well as
metabolite production; these are termed molecular dietary signatures. (FIGURE 2) 

Nutrigenetics, a subcategory of nutrigenomics, is the retrospective analysis of genetic variations among individuals
with regard to their clinical response to specific nutrients.

On this basis, diets for animals should be designed and tailored to the genome or genomic profile of individuals
in order to optimize physiological homeostasis, disease prevention and treatment, and productive, athletic, obedience
or reproductive performances. This approach individualizes dietary intervention to prevent, mitigate or cure chronic
diseases.

The Gut-Skin Connection Wholesome food compositions, when combined with a variety of herbs and other
nutraceuticals, are known to promote health and healing of chronic bowel and interrelated skin disorders. Diet offers
a potent mechanism to alter the cellular environment, especially in the gastrointestinal tract. Simple examples are the
oligosaccharides and probiotics used to promote gut health, and the omega-3 fatty acids used to enhance the health
of skin. This approach is designed to re-balance intestinal dysbiosis and in doing so also support the metabolism and
vital functions of the skin. 

Phytotherapy, which uses plant and plant extracts as macro- and micro-ingredients in foods are not only beneficial
but also have a wide range of biological activities, have low toxicity, and exhibit few side effects, even in the
hypersensitive patient. Other nutrients from protein and fuit and vegetable sources are also important. 
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Background 
To address the increasing incidence and recognition of diet-related diseases in humans and animals, the role of

diet and nutrition continues to be a major focus of study. Nutrition research is studying how dietary constituents can
optimize and maintain cellular, tissue, organ and whole body homeostasis, in order to prevent disease. This
necessitates an understanding of how nutrients act and interact at the molecular level [i.e. at the level of the gene,
protein and metabolism]. Accordingly, nutrition research has shifted from epidemiology and physiology to molecular
biology and genetics.
Nutrigenomics involves the characterization of gene products and the physiological function and interactions of these
products. It also involves how nutrients impact on the production and action of specific gene products and how these
proteins in turn affect the response to nutrients. 

The development of nutrigenomics has been aided by powerful advances in genetic research. Genetic variability,
the inter-individual differences in genetics, can affect metabolism as well as an individual's phenotype. Genetic
disorders of nutritional metabolism can cause pathophysiological effects that have been identified through
examination of genetic polymorphisms. Simple examples would be the genes associated with obesity or diabetes in
various species, and vitamin B12-deficiency in Giant Schnauzers.

As there are thousands of potential gene polymorphisms which could cause only minor deviations in nutritional
biochemistry, scientific efforts are fosused on those changes of clinical significance. The tools to study the
physiological impact of these deviations include those that measure the transcriptome, such as DNA microarray,
single nucleotide polymorphism arrays [SNPs] and genotyping. Tools that measure the proteome are less developed,
and include gel electrophoresis, chromatography and mass spectrometry. Even less developed are methods for
assessing the metabolome such as nuclear magnetic resonance imaging and mass spectrometry, in combination with
gas and liquid chromatography.

Rationale and Aims 
Nutrients relay signals that tell a specific cell in the body about the diet. Key factors in this process are the

peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors (PPAR). Increased dieatry fat, non-esterified fatty acids (NEFA),
carbohydrates, and protein-enriched diets influence the transcription of genes like fatty acid synthase that activate
the PPAR system. Direct modulation of gene expression by nutrients can be applied to help prevent conditions such
as obesity and diabetes. 

Further, a sensory system in the cell interprets information from nutrients about the dietary environment. Once
the nutrient interacts with this sensory system, it changes gene (genomics) and protein (proteomics) expression and
metabolite production (metabolomics) accordingly. Nutrigenomics describes the patterns of these effects, which
represent the molecular dietary signatures. 

Part of the approach of nutrigenomics involves identifying markers of the early phase of diet -related diseases,
so that nutritional intervention can return the patient to a healthy state. Another aim of nutrigenomics is being able
to demonstrate the effect of biologically active food components on health, which should lead to the design of
functional foods that will keep individuals according to their own specific needs.

Applying Nutrigenomics to Companion Animals
Recently, veterinary and nutrition scientists have begun applying animal genomics to the field of nutrition.

Nutritional genomics and proteomics will play a vital role in the future of pet foods. Functional genomics will emerge
as important areas of study, now that genome maps for the dog and cat are available. 

Compared with the dog, where the genome is smaller in overall size than that of humans and is split into many
more chromosomes (~ 2.7 vs 3.3 billion nucleotides, and 39 vs 23 haploid chromosome number, respectively), the
genome of the cat is more similar to that of humans (both have ~ 3.3 billion nucleotides, and 19 vs 23 haploid
chromosome number, respectively). 

Studying and monitoring the health of dogs and cats parallels that of humans. Close to 500 canine and 300 feline
genetic diseases have been described to date. Molecular biological techniques have been used for several decades
to identify the cause of single gene disorders in animals, which allows for prevention and treatment strategies.
Currently, at least 30 canine disease genes have been cloned and characterized. This has lead to development of
genetic mutation-based tests for diagnosis and carrier detection. Use of these tests permits elimination of carriers from
the breeding population, which ultimately decreases or eliminates the incidence of disease. 

However, while determination of the DNA sequences of single gene mutations is feasible today, identifying the
genetic loci responsible for complex genetic diseases is a much more difficult task. Nevertheless, dogs and cats serve
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as excellent animal models for the nutritional diseases of other animal species and humans. Although a genetic
component exists for these conditions, nutrition plays a major role in the development and/or treatment of many of
them.

Changing lifestyles in urban populations has led to a significant increase in obesity and diabetes mellitus in
humans and companion animals. The negative health outcomes of obesity and diabetes observed in humans are also
seen in dogs and cats. These are just two common examples of animal diseases having both a nutritional causal and
therapeutic component.

Use of canine and feline genetic maps will enhance understanding of nutrient metabolic pathways for optimizing
the nutritional and health status of individual animals. Certain dietary constituents such as vitamins A and D, zinc,
and fatty acids can influence gene expression directly, whereas others such as dietary fiber can have an indirect effect
through changes in hormonal signaling, mechanical stimuli, or metabolites produced from gut microflora. 

Manipulation of the diet is an effective indirect way of changing the microflora of the gut to treat intestinal
disorders, but it also contributes directly by changing the type of nutrient exposed to gut lining cells that can then alter
gene function and the subsequent intermediary metabolism of nutrients within the body. 

Changing Basic Diet & Supplement Groups
Some of the changes needed to improve overall nutrition through regulating gene expression can be grouped as

follows: 
Increasing dietary fat. Dietary fat has profound effects on gene expression, as do specific fatty acid-regulated

transcription factors. The PPARs, mentioned above, are members of the steroid and thyroid nuclear receptor
"superfamily", and the physiological response to fatty acids at the cellular level depends upon the quantity, type and
duration of fat ingested. Aditionally, these mechanisms also control both carbohydrate and lipid metabolism, cell
differentiation and growth, as well as cytokine, adhesion molecules, and eicosanoid production. [Eicosanoids are
signalling molecules that exert control over many body functions, including inflammation and immunity, and act as
messengers in the central nervous system. They fall into 4 classes: prostaglandins, prostacyclins, thromboxanes, and
leukotrienes.] 

Providing dietary carbohydrates. Transcription of the fatty acid synthase gene is significantly affected by dietary
carbohydrates both independently and also through the effect of insulin. 

sing protein-rich diets. Except in the liver, diets rich in protein reduce the mRNA necessary for expression of the
fatty acid synthase gene in fat cells, which results in the moderation of total body fat. 

Increasing intake of oils and essential fatty acids. Diets high in oleic acid or omega-3 fatty acids downregulate
fatty acid metabolism and reduce fat mass. Dietary essential fatty acids are the precursors of eicosanoids, including
prostaglandins, which are involved in immune modulation. Thus, multiple steps in receptor-mediated signalling
pathways can be modulated by dietary fatty acids.The expression of PPARs is nutritionally regulated by a high-fat
diet, fasting and linoleic acid.

Conjugated linoleic acids are potent activators of PPARs, and one of their richest sources is milk. 
 Optimizing bivalent metals is important as they strongly influence gene expression. Examples are parenteral and

oral zinc or cadmium, which enhance the expression of certain metalogenes in the intestine. Cadmium acts also in
prolonging the half-life of the mRNA of this gene in hepatocytes. Iron is also an active bivalent metal in the
transferrin and ferrin pathways. 

Balancing vitamin needs. Vitamins can also influence gene expression. Vitamin A exerts its regulatory function
as retinol and retinoic acid. The most important target tissues are the adrenal glands, testes, cerebellum, kidneys,
prostate, cerebral cortex, skin and viscera. Other vitamins involved in gene expression are the active form of vitamin
D, biotin, and the carotenoid antioxidant, lutein. 

Linking Diet with Skin Health and Disease 
When eaten and metabolized, different foods produce different metabolic wastes and by- products. With the

exception of fruits and nuts or seeds, most foods are acid forming. These acids promote skin diseases. When
individual people or animals ingest more fruits and seeds, their diet produces alkaline by-products which promote
health and prevent disease. The goal then is to create a healthy acid-base balance in the body through optimizing
nutiritional management. 

Many skin problems arise from dietary imbalance, which is manifested in the skin by itching, pustules, rashes,
erythema, furunculosis, bumps, hives, blisters and swellings. Malnutrition, improper food use, and food intolerance
or allergies are among the major causes of poor skin condition and disease. However, the effect of diet on the skin
is often overestimated because of the common habit of medical and veterinary professionals in ascribing almost all
skin lesions to a bowel disease or disorder.
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Certain foods may cause skin urticarial lesions, within a few minutes to several days after ingestion. If food
ingestion is followed by priuritis, sometimes intense, within hours to several days of eating an offending food
ingredient, the animal should be worked up for contributing underlying diseases such as diabetes, and liver, kidney,
or gastrointestinal diseases, especially irritable bowel syndrome. 

Functional Foods and Supplements
So-called "functional" food ingredients and herbal supplements are now being incorporated into animal as well

as human foods. The effects of these nutrients are being studied by gene expression profiling. Identifying and
implementing genotype-nutrient interactions will require more complex adaptation and nutrient design. The nature
of these interactions will have to be determined and taken into account when formulating diets for an individual's
given genotype.

Examples of nutrients currently added to pet foods include those intended to improve joint health such as
glucosamine, chondroitin sulfate, and mussel); protect the body from free radical damage such as vitamin E,
ß-carotene, and selenium; improve skin such as omega-3 fatty acids; and gut health such as oligosaccharides and
probiotics. 

Today, there are also pet foods designed for the animal's life stages (e.g. puppy, adult and geriatric}, body type
(e.g. toy, large and giant breeds), and life style (e.g. active, growth and performance). But, the claimed benefits
provided by these "designer diets" may be well-suited for one dog and not for another . As genetic polymorphisms
are identified that affect nutritional status and disease in combination with the biomarkers used for their detection,
it should be possible to formulate diets not only for the prevention of structural abnormalities, but also for more
complex diseases such as diabetes, cancer, aging, behavioural changes, and heart disease.

Examples of Applying Nutrigenomics

Example 1. Turmeric (curcumin) is an anti-arthrosis natural plant extract fed to a group of 20 dogs, 10 healthy
and 10 unhealthy dogs affected by arthrosis. The compound is fed for 15 days. Before and after the period of
administration, a blood sample is drawn and used for a transcriptome analysis (gene expression) using a commercial
oligomicroarray containing 44,000 probes. The number of genes which significantly varied after the treatment was
73, when compared to those of the group of healthy animals that received a placebo.

Data mining indicated that this 73-gene variation of gene expression involved the Gene Ontology (GO) pathway
response to stress, external stimuli, immune system process and cell communication. These genes formed a distinct
cluster or molecular dietary signature, which significantly differed from the level of expression of the placebo fed
control group of dogs. Further, they represented the action and response of the organism to the dietary compound.
No other dietary compounds tested to date have produced the identical molecular dietary signature when administered
to dogs.

However, in comparing the individual responses of each dog receiving turmeric, 5 of the 10 dogs responded
differently to dietary administration of this plant extract. Genotyping of these 5 individuals revealed a single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) of the canine CYP1A2 gene that resulted in a deficiency of cytochrome p450
activity. Thus, 2 molecular dietary signatures were obtained for turmeric, one for each identified genotype. 

Example 2. The functional genomic profile (FGP) of a population of 20 mixed breed dogs, from 2 to 4 years old,
in healthy clinical condition and considered normal, was measured using a pathway-specific microarray. This FGP
comprises the molecular dietary signature of normal, healthy dogs.

A second population of 30 dogs suffering liver diseases was screened. The expression profile of the dogs was
clustered in two patterns, according to the severity of clinical symptoms, as severe (18 dogs) and mild (12 dogs) liver
disease. The functional genomic profile of the two populations differed, with severely affected dogs showing a higher
increase of detoxifying and antioxidant enzymes than the mildly affected dogs. This FGP comprises the molecular
dietary signature of liver disease of 2 genotypes of variable severity.

The two genotyped populations of dogs with severe (18) and mild (12) liver disease were fed orally with a
standardized extract of Sylibum marianum [milk thistle] , for 15 days. The mRNA of individuals animals from the
severe and mild illness groups was analysed for gene expressions using the pathway-specific microarray. Gene
expression profiles of individuals from these two populations of unhealthy dogs after 15 days of sylimarin treatment
showed a different pattern, indicating a different state of their liver disease. Sylimarin, one of the main bioactive
compounds of the Sylibum plant is known to cleanse the liver and spare liver metabolism. 

Gene over-expression was demonstrated in those dogs with severe liver disease. Administration of sylimarin
restored the normal values of the genes, which were clustered together. By contrast, sylimarin administration to the
dogs with mild liver disease was unable to restore the normal condition, and did not change the pattern of gene
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expression seen before the treatment. 
Example 3. Individual samples were analysed from 20 normal healthy sheep of the Sardinian breed and 20 normal

healthy sheep of the Bergamsca breed. The animals were female, clinically healthy, not pregnant and not lactating
and in normal body condition score. The age of the sheep ranged from 3-5 years. The animals were fed a maintenance
ration, based on hay and concentrate.

A second population of 20 individual sheep was selected from these two breed flocks, Sardinian and Bergamasca
(10 of each breed), for having the inflammatory condition of laminitis. Demographics of these sheep were the same
as the healthy sheep from these flocks. The animals were fed a maintenance ration, based on hay and concentrate,
supplemented with dry extract of Echinacea angustifolia for 20 days. The mRNA from the individual healthy and
unhealthy sheep of each breed and their individual gene expressions were analysed using a custom microarray.

The number of genes which significantly differed in the individual sheep was 20 between genotypes and 12
between data sets. The two genotypes of the individual normal healthy sheep showed different basal values of
expression for the 20 genes, demonstrating the individual effect of the two different breeds. The administration of
Echinacea angustifolia for 20 days was unable to restore the individual affected Sardinian sheep to the normal
condition. Conversely, the individual affected sheep of the Bergamasca breed responded positively to the treatment,
so that the levels of gene expression were similar to those of individual normal healthy animals of this same breed.
Thus, the addition of Echinacea angustifolia to the diet of lame sheep having one genotype produced a different
therapeutic response than that seen in lame sheep of a different genotype. Nevertheless, this nutrient added to the feed
can restore the health of unhealthy sheep of the genotype found in the Bergamasca breed. 

Summary

In summary, animal nutrition professionals need to be able to prescribe or recommend nutrients and diet
formulations on the basis of more precise knowledge of how nutrients or food components interact at the level of the
genome, where these constituents act by "up- or down-regulating" target genes. Diets for animals should be designed
and tailored to the genome or genomic profile of individuals in order to optimize physiological homeostasis, disease
prevention and treatment, and productive, athletic, obedience or reproductive performances. 

The molecular dietary signature of an individual describes the pattern of the interaction between the nutritional
environment and genome, also termed nutrigenomics. The basic concept is that chemical nutrients affect gene
expressions in a specific mode by switching from health to a pathophysical condition or vice versa. The advancement
of knowledge about human and animal genomes and the breadth of biotechnology offer the opportunity to
individualize dietary intervention to prevent, mitigate or cure chronic diseases. The concept applies not only to
companion animals and laboratory animals, but also to nutrient-genome interactions in farm animals. 
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PRACTICAL UNDERSTANDING OF THYROID DISEASE
W. Jean Dodds, DVM 

Introduction

Hypothyroidism is the most common endocrine disorder of canines, and up to 80% of cases result from
autoimmune (lymphocytic) thyroiditis. The heritable nature of this disorder poses significant genetic implications
for breeding stock.  Thus, accurate diagnosis of the early compensatory stages of canine autoimmune thyroiditis
leading up to hypothyroidism affords important genetic and clinical options for prompt intervention and case
management. 

Although thyroid dysfunction is the most frequently recognized endocrine disorder of pet animals, it is often
difficult to make a definitive diagnosis.  As the thyroid gland regulates metabolism of all body cellular functions,
reduced thyroid function can produce a wide range of clinical manifestations. Many clinical signs mimic those of
other causes and so recognition of the condition and interpretation of thyroid function tests can be problematic (Table
1). 

Baseline Thyroid Profiles

A complete baseline thyroid profile is measured and typically includes total T4, total T3, free T4, free T3, T3AA
and T4AA, and can include cTSH and/or TgAA. The TgAA assay is especially important in screening breeding stock
for heritable autoimmune thyroid disease. 

The normal reference ranges for thyroid analytes of healthy adult animals tend to be similar for most breeds of
companion animals. Exceptions are the sighthound and giant breeds of dogs which have lower basal levels. Typical
thyroid levels for healthy sighthounds, such as retired racing greyhounds, are at or just below the established
laboratory reference ranges, whereas healthy giant breeds have optimal levels around the midpoint of these ranges.

Similarly, because young animals are still growing and adolescents are maturing, optimal thyroid levels are
expected to be in the upper half of the references ranges. For geriatric animals, basal metabolism is usually slowing
down, and so optimal thyroid levels are likely to be closer to midrange or even slightly lower.

Genetic Screening for Thyroid Disease
Most cases of thyroiditis have elevated serum TgAA levels, whereas only about 20-40% of cases have elevated
circulating T3 and/or T4 AA.  Thus, the presence of elevated T3 and/or T4 AA confirms a diagnosis of autoimmune
thyroiditis but underestimates its prevalence, as negative (non-elevated) autoantibody levels do not rule out
thyroiditis. Measuring TgAA levels also permits early recognition of the disorder, and facilitates genetic counselling
(Table 2). Affected dogs should not be used for breeding. 

The commercial TgAA test can give false negative results if the dog has received thyroid supplement within the
previous 90 days, thereby allowing unscrupulous owners to test dogs while on treatment to assert there normalcy,
or to obtain certification with health registries such as the OFA Thyroid Registry. False negative TgAA results also
can occur in about 8% of dogs verified to have high T3AA and/or T4AA. Furthermore, false positive TgAA results
may be obtained if the dog has been vaccinated within the previous 30-45 days, or in some cases of non-thyroidal
illness. Vaccination of pet and research dogs with polyvalent vaccines containing rabies virus or rabies vaccine alone
was recently shown to induce production of antithyroglobulin autoantibodies, a provocative and important finding
with implications for the subsequent development of hypothyroidism. 

A population study of 287,948 dogs published by the MSU Animal Health Diagnostic Laboratory showed that:
Circulating thyroid hormone autoantibodies (T3AA and/or T4AA)) were found in 18,135 of these dogs (6.3%). The
10 breeds with the highest prevalence of thyroid AA from their study were: Pointer, English Setter, English Pointer,
Skye Terrier, German Wirehaired Pointer, Old English Sheepdog, Boxer, Maltese, Kuvasz, and Petit Basset Griffon
Vendeen. Prevalence was associated with body weight and was highest in dogs 2-4 years old. Females were
significantly more likely to have thyroid AA than males. 

A bitch with circulating thyroid AA has the potential to pass these along to the puppies transplacentally as well
as via the colostrum.  Furthermore, any dog having thyroid AA may eventually develop clinical symptoms of thyroid
disease and/or be susceptible to other autoimmune diseases.  Thyroid screening is thus very important for selecting
potential breeding stock as well as for clinical diagnosis.

Thyroid testing for genetic screening purposes is less likely to be meaningful before puberty.  Screening is
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initiated, therefore, once healthy dogs and bitches have reached sexual maturity (between 10-14 months in males and
during the first anestrous period for females following their maiden heat).  As the female sexual cycle is quiescent
during anestrus, any influence of sex hormones on baseline thyroid function will be minimized.  This period generally
begins 12 weeks from the onset of the previous heat and lasts one month or longer.  The interpretation of results from
baseline thyroid profiles in intact females will be more reliable when they are tested in anestrus.  In fact, genetic
screening of intact females for other disorders such as von Willebrand disease (vWD), hip dysplasia, and wellness
or reproductive checkups (vaginal cultures, hormone testing) is best scheduled during anestrus.  Once the initial
thyroid profile is obtained, dogs and bitches should be rechecked on an annual basis to assess their thyroid function
and overall health.  Generation of annual test results provides comparisons that permit early recognition of developing
thyroid dysfunction.  This allows for early treatment to avoid the appearance or advancement of clinical signs
associated with hypothyroidism. 

Canine autoimuune thyroid disease is very similar to Hashimoto's thyroiditis of humans, which has been shown
to be associated with human major histocompatibility complex (MHC) tissue types. A similar association with canine
MHC genes in hypothyroid dogs has recently been reported in Doberman Pinschers, English Setters and Rhodesian
Ridgebacks, who share a rare dog leukocyte antigen (DLA) class II haplotype which contains a unique
DLA-DQA1*00101 genetic determinant. While the presence of this determinant doubles the risk of a dog developing
hypothyroidism, it was not found in boxers affected with thyroiditis, nor was it found in the Shih Tzu, Yorkshire
Terrier, or Siberian Husky, although more studies are needed in these and other susceptible breeds to establish their
true status with respect to this marker DLA antigen. This exciting finding of a common genetic determinant
associated with thyroid disease in several breeds hopefully will lead to development of a genetic marker test to
identify affected breeding stock and allow for selective breeding to reduce disease incidence in pure-bred dogs.

Polyglandular Autoimmunity

Individuals genetically susceptible to autoimmune thyroid disease may also become more susceptible to
immune-mediated diseases affecting other target tissues and organs, especially the bone marrow, liver, adrenal gland,
pancreas, skin, kidney, joints, bowel, and central nervous system. The resulting "polyglandular autoimmune
syndrome" of humans is becoming more commonly recognized in the dog, and probably occurs in other species as
well. The syndrome tends to run in families and is believed to have an inherited basis. Multiple endocrine glands and
nonendocrine systems become involved in a systemic immune-mediated process. This multiple endocrinopathy often
occurs in patients with underlying autoimmune thyroid disease (hypo- or hyperthyroidism) and concurrent Addison's
disease, diabetes, reproductive gonadal failure, skin disease and alopecia, and malabsorption syndrome. The most
common nonendocrinologic autoimmune disorders associated with this syndrome are autoimmune hemolytic anemia
(AIHA), idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura (ITP), chronic active hepatitis, and immune-complex
glomerulonephritis (systemic lupus erythematosus; SLE).

The most commonly recognized polyglandular endocrinopathy of dogs is Schmidt's syndrome (thyroiditis and
Addison's disease).  Examples of breeds genetically predisposed to this disorder include the Standard Poodle, Old
English Sheepdog, Bearded Collie, Portuguese Water Dog, Nova Scotia Duck Tolling Retriever, and Leonberger,
although any breed or mixed breed can be affected.  Our study cohort of 162 cases of autoimmune blood and
endocrine disorders in Old English Sheepdogs (1980-1989) included 115 AIHA and/or ITP, 99 thyroid disease, 23
Addison's disease, 7 vaccine reactions, 3 SLE, 2 diabetes, 1 rheumatoid arthritis and 1 hypoparathyroidism.  The
group comprised 110 females (15 spayed) and 52 males (3 neutered).  Seven of the most recent 103 cases had two
or more endocrine disorders, and 101 of the 108 cases where pedigrees were available showed a familial relationship
going back several generations. Data from surveying the Bearded Collie breed reported 55 hypothyroid, 17 Addison's
disease, and 31 polyglandular autoimmunity (5 were hypothyroid). 

Aberrant Behavior and Thyroid Dysfunction

The principal reason for pet euthanasia stems not from disease, but undesirable behavior.  While this abnormal
behavior can have a variety of medical causes, it also can reflect underlying problems of a psychological nature.  

An association between behavioral and psychologic changes and thyroid dysfunction has been recognized in
humans since the 19th century. In a recent study, 66% of people with attention deficit-hyperactivity disorder were
found to be hypothyroid, and supplementing their thyroid levels was largely curative. Furthermore, an association
has recently been established between aberrant behavior and thyroid dysfunction in the dog, and has been noticed
in cats with hyperthyroidism. Typical clinical signs include unprovoked aggression towards other animals and/or
people, sudden onset of seizure disorder in adulthood, disorientation, moodiness, erratic temperament, periods of
hyperactivity, hypoattentiveness, depression, fearfulness and phobias, anxiety, submissiveness, passivity,
compulsiveness, and irritability.  After episodes, most of the animals appeared to come out of a trance like state, and
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were unaware of their bizarre behavior.
The mechanism whereby diminished thyroid function affects behavior is unclear. Hypothyroid patients have

reduced cortisol clearance, as well as suppressed TSH output and  lowered production of thyroid hormones.
Constantly elevated levels of circulating cortisol mimic the condition of an animal in a constant state of stress. In
people and seemingly in dogs, mental function is impaired and the animal is likely to respond to stress in a
stereotypical rather than  reasoned fashion. Chronic stress in humans has been implicated in the pathogenesis of
affective disorders such as depression. Major depression has been shown in imaging studies to produce changes in
neural activity or volume in areas of the brain which regulate aggressive and other behaviors. Dopamine and serotonin
receptors have been clearly demonstrated to be involved in aggressive pathways in the CNS. Hypothyroid rats have
increased turnover of serotonin and dopamine receptors, and increased sensitivity to ambient neurotransmitter levels.

Investigators in recent years have noted the sudden onset of behavioral changes in dogs around the time of puberty
or as young adults.  Most of the dogs have been purebreds or crossbreeds, with an apparent predilection for certain
breeds.  For a significant proportion of  these animals, neutering does not alter the symptoms and in some cases the
behaviors intensify. The seasonal effects of allergies to inhalants and ectoparasites such as fleas and ticks, followed
by the onset of skin and coat disorders including pyoderma, allergic dermatitis, alopecia, and intense itching, have
also been linked to changes in behavior.

Many of these dogs belong to a certain group of breeds or dog families susceptible to a variety of immune
problems and allergies (e.g. Golden Retriever, Akita, Rottweiler, Doberman Pinscher, English Springer Spaniel,
Shetland Sheepdog, and German Shepherd Dog).  The clinical signs in these animals, before they show the sudden
onset of behavioral aggression, can include minor problems such as inattentiveness, fearfulness, seasonal allergies,
skin and coat disorders, and intense itching.  These may be early subtle signs of thyroid dysfunction, with no other
typical signs of thyroid disease being manifested.

 The typical history starts out with a quite, well-mannered and sweet-natured puppy or young adult dog.  The
animal was outgoing, attended training classes for obedience, working, or dog show events, and came from a
reputable breeder whose kennel has had no prior history of producing animals with behavioral problems.  At the onset
of puberty or thereafter, however, sudden changes in personality are observed.  Typical signs can be incessant
whining, nervousness, schizoid behavior, fear in the presence of strangers, hyperventilating and undue sweating,
disorientation, and failure to be attentive.  This can progress to sudden unprovoked aggressiveness in unfamiliar
situations with animals, people and especially with children.

Another group of dogs show seizure or seizure-like disorders of sudden onset that can occur at any time from
puberty to mid-life.  These dogs appear perfectly healthy outwardly, have normal hair coats and energy, but suddenly
seizure for no apparent reason.  The seizures are often spaced several weeks to months apart, may coincide with the
full moon, and can appear in brief clusters.  In some cases the animals become aggressive and attack those around
them shortly before or after having one of the seizures. Two recent cases involved young dogs referred for sudden
onset seizure disorder shortly after puberty. Both dogs were found to have early onset  autoimmune thyroiditis, which
was clinically responsive to thyroid supplementation, to the extent that anticonvulsant medications could be gradually
withdrawn.  The numbers of animals showing various types of aberrant behavior are increasing in frequency over
the last decade.

In dogs with aberrant aggression, a large collaborative study between our group and Dr. Dodman and colleagues
at Tufts University School of Veterinary Medicine has shown a favorable response to thyroid replacement therapy
within the first week of treatment, whereas it took about three weeks to correct their metabolic deficit. Dramatic
reversal of behavior with resumption of previous problems has occurred in some cases if only a single dose is missed.
A similar pattern of aggression responsive to thyroid replacement has been reported in a horse.

Results of complete thyroid diagnostic profiling were analyzed on the first 634 canine cases of aberrant behavior,
compiled by this author in collaboration with Drs. Nicholas Dodman, Linda Aronson, and Jean DeNapoli of Tufts
University School of Veterinary Medicine, North Grafton, MA.  Ninety percent (568 dogs) were purebreds and 10%
were mixed breeds. There was no sex predilection found in this case cohort, whether or not the animals were intact
or neutered. Sixty-three percent of the dogs had thyroid dysfunction as judged by finding 3 or more abnormal results
on the comprehensive thyroid profile. The major categories of aberrant behavior were aggression (40% of cases),
seizures (30%), fearfulness (9%), and hyperactivity (7%); some dogs exhibited  more than one of these behaviors.
Within these 4 categories, thyroid dysfunction was found in 62% of the aggressive dogs, 77% of seizuring dogs, 47%
of fearful dogs, and 31% of hyperactive dogs.

Outcomes of treatment intervention with standard twice daily doses of thyroid replacement were evaluated in 95
cases, and showed a significant behavioral improvement in 61% of the dogs. Of  these, 58 dogs had greater than 50%
improvement in their behavior as judged by a predefined 6-point subjective scale (34 were improved > 75%), and
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another 23 dogs had >25 but <50% improvement. Only 10 dogs experienced no appreciable change, and 2 dogs had
a worsening of their behavior. When compared to 20 cases of dominance aggression treated with conventional
behavior or other habit modification over the same time period, only 11 dogs improved more than 25%, and of the
remaining 9 cases, 3 failed to improve and 3 were euthanized or placed in another home. These initial results are so
promising that complete thyroid diagnostic profiling and treatment with thyroid supplement, where indicated, is
warranted for all cases presenting with aberrant behavior.

Our ongoing study now includes over 1500 cases of dogs presented to veterinary clinics for aberrant behavior.
The first 499 cases have been analyzed independently by a neural network correlative statistical program. Results
showed a significant relationship between thyroid dysfunction and seizure disorder, and thyroid dysfunction and
dog-to-human aggression. 

Collectively, these findings confirm the importance of including a complete thyroid antibody profile as part of
the laboratory and clinical work up of any behavioral case.
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Table 1.  CLINICAL  SIGNS OF CANINE HYPOTHYROIDISM
           
Alterations in Cellular Metabolism
lethargy weight gain or weight loss
mental dullness cold intolerance
exercise intolerance mood swings
neurologic signs hyperexcitability
   polyneuropathy stunted growth   
   seizures chronic infections

Neuromuscular Problems
weakness              knuckling or dragging feet
stiffness              muscle wasting
laryngeal paralysis megaesophagus
facial paralysis head tilt
"tragic" expression drooping eyelids
incontinence ruptured cruciate ligament

 
 Dermatologic Diseases

chronic offensive skin odor dry, scaly skin and dandruff 
coarse, dull coat bilaterally symmetrical hair loss
"rat tail"; "puppy coat"  seborrhea with greasy skin   

  hyperpigmentation   seborrhea with dry skin
pyoderma or skin infections  myxedema

Reproductive Disorders
infertility     prolonged interestrus interval
lack of libido              absence of heat cycles
testicular atrophy silent heats
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hypospermia  pseudopregnancy
aspermia weak, dying or stillborn pups

Cardiac Abnormalities
cardiac arrhythmias cardiomyopathy
slow heart rate (bradycardia)

Gastrointestinal Disorders
constipation inappetance or picky eater
diarrhea                vomiting
inflammatory bowel disease flatulence

 Hematologic Disorders
bleeding
bone marrow failure
          low red blood cells (anemia), white blood cells, platelets

Ocular Diseases
corneal lipid deposits corneal ulceration
uveitis              keratoconjunctivitis sicca or "dry eye"
infections of eyelid glands Vogt-Koyanagi-Harada syndrome

  (Meibomian gland)

Other Associated Disorders
IgA deficiency              loss of smell (dysosmia)
loss of taste              glycosuria
other endocrinopathies chronic  or reactive hepatitis 
        adrenal
        pancreatic
        parathyroid

Table 2. DIAGNOSIS OF THYROID DISEASE   
• Complete Basic Thyroid  5 Profile                            
      -- T4, T3, FT4, FT3, TgAA        
• Additional Tests                                      

--  T3AA, T4AA ,TgAA; TSH (optional)         
• Older Tests (T4, T4 + T3)                   
    Serum T4 and/or T3 alone are not reliable for diagnosis because:                            

-- overdiagnose hypothyroidism      
-- underdiagnose hyperthyroidism   
-- fail to dectect early compensatory disease and thyroiditis               
-- influenced by nonthyroidal illness and certain drugs 

•  Newer Tests                          
Free (Unbound) T4         

Less likely to be influenced by nonthyroidal illness or drugs                                   
Valid -- equilibrium dialysis                 

– solid-phase analog RIA        
-- chemiluminescence solid-phase

Less reliable  -- liquid-phase analog RIA                                                

Endogenous Canine TSH
In primary hypothyroidism, as free T4 levels fall, pituitary output of TSH rises                                        

 --  elevated TSH usually indicates primary thyroid disease
-- reulatory control in dogs also by growth hormone, unlike people

 -- 30% discordancy observed between expected and actual findings                                                       
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   -- published normal ranges may need revising           
  -- affected by concomitant chronic renal disease                      
  

Canine TgAA
Thyroglobulin autoantibodies are present in serum of 
cases with lymphocytic thyroiditis.                         

   -- positive results confirm diagnosis ; 8% false negative                          
   -- 20-40% of cases have circulating T3 and/or T4AA       
   -- allows for early diagnosis and genetic counseling    

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Q. When do classical clinical signs of canine hypothyroidism appear  ? 
A. The classical clinical signs with low thyroid values occur only after 70% or more of thyroid tissue has been

destroyed or damaged.  Other clinical and behavioral changes can present during the early phase.
 
Q.  Are basal thyroid levels the same for animals over the age and breed spectrum  ?

A. No.    All animals are not the same. 
•  Puppies have higher basal thyroid levels than adults
•  Geriatrics have lower basal thyroid levels than adults
•  Large / giant breeds have lower basal thyroid levels 
•  Sighthounds as a group have much lower basal thyroid levels 

Q.  How does one screen effectively for canine thyroid dysfunction  ? 
A. Accurate assessment requires: 

•   Complete thyroid antibody profile preferred

Q.  What tests should be included in the complete thyroid profile ?
A. At least the majority of the following:

•  T4, freeT4, T3, freeT3
•  TgAA (important if breeding or for breeds at risk for thyroiditis)
•  T3 Autoantibody (T3AA) and T4 Autoantibody (T4AA)
•  cTSH poorly predictive (~ 70%) compared to humans

Q.  What are some things that can affect basal thyroid activity ? 
A. Results may be affected by the following: 

•  Basal levels affected by certain drugs
•   Basal levels lowered by estrogen; raised by progesterone 

             [sex hormonal cycle effects]. Test during anestrus.
•  Thyroid levels are suppressed slightly (up to 25%) by corticosteroids, sulfonamides, and  Phenobarbital
•  Rabies vaccination within previous 45 days can elevate TgAA by ~ 25%

Q.   Is T4 alone a sufficient screening test for canine hypothyroidism ? 
A.  No, T4 alone can give misleading  results.  It can overdiagnose hypothyroidism 

in the presence of non-thyroidal illness or use of certain drugs; underdiagnose hyperthyroidism  in cats or from
thyroxine overdosage; inaccurately assess adequacy of thyroxine therapy; and  fail to detect autoimmune thyroiditis.

Q.  How is freeT4 measured accurately ?  
A. While endocrinologists  may favor the equilibrium dialysis (ED) method for measuring free T4, because earlier

analog methods were less accurate, newer technology offers other accurate methodology.   These new assays are also
faster and less costly . 

Q.  What is the diagnostic importance of measuring canine endogenous TSH  ? 
A. The cTSH test gives relatively poor predictability for primary hypothyroidism in dogs [~ 70%] vs people
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[95%], because the dog has another pathway to regulate the pituitary-thyroid-hypothalamic axis via growth hormone.
False negatives and false positives (i.e. discordant results) occur in ~ 30% of cases. New research just published has
shown that unlike humans where growth hormone has minimal influence on thyroid regulatory control, the dog uses
this additional important regulatory pathway along with endogenous TSH.  

Q.  When are blood samples drawn for testing dogs on thyroxine therapy ?
A. Blood samples should be drawn 4-6 hrs post-pill for BID Rx.

•   Blood samples drawn 8-10 hrs post-pill for SID Rx (horses)
•   Minimum testing needed is T4 and freeT4 
•   Thyroid antibody profile preferred; a must for thyroiditis cases

 
Q. Should thyroxine be given twice daily or will once daily suffice ?  

A. Dividing the daily dose q 12 hrs avoids "peak and valley" effect
•   Achieves better steady state over 24 hrs; half life 12-16 hrs
•   Dosing once daily results in undesirable cardiovascular stress
•   Dosing should be given directly by mouth rather than in food bowl

Q. Should thyroxine be given with or away from food ?  
A. Because thyroxine binds to calcium and soy, it should be given at least an hour before or three hours after each

meal, to ensure proper absorption. 

Q.  After discontinuing thyroxine therapy, how long a wait is needed to accurately assess thyroid function ?  
A. A minimum of 6 weeks is needed off thyroxine before an accurate assessment of basal thyroid capacity can

be made. 

Q.  Why do some dogs over-supplemented with thyroxine still test hypothyroid  ?  
A.  Because the body can increase thyroxine turnover rate and excrete it faster to avoid thyrotoxicosis.

Q. Screening for canine autoimmune thyroiditis
A. Dogs taking thyroxine must be off this drug for at least 90 days to get accurate TgAA results for thyroiditis.

Testing requires: 
•  Complete thyroid antibody profile 
•  Test intact females during anestrus
•   Need T3AA, T4AA, TgAA;  not  just freeT4, TSH, TgAA
•  OFA Thyroid Registry is only a limited panel
•  About 8% of  TgAA negative cases are T3AA and/or T4AA positive 

Q.  How is canine autoimmune thyroiditis treated ? 
A. Thyroxine therapy will inhibit TSH output from the pituitary gland by negative feedback,which reduces further

destruction of thyroid tissue by self-directed targeted lymphocytic attack.
•  Treat all cases  positive for T3AA and/or T4AA, or TgAA
•  Don't wait until dog gets ill or has aberrant behavior
•  If only low-grade TgAA  positive , retest profile in 2-4 mos
•  Treat with thyroxine BID; retest profile in 4-6 mos
•  Always monitor with  the full thyroid antibody profile

Q.  Should dogs with autoimmune thyroiditis be used for breeding ?  
A. No, regardless of the presence or absence of clinical or behavioral issues.

•   Heritable trait, regardless of clinical status
•   Screen relatives annually from puberty; females during anestrus
•   Consider for breeding, if negative, after age three

Q. What about testing older cats ?
A. Testing older cats is similar to older dogs. 
•   Basal thyroid levels in older cats should be lower than adults
•   Other illnesses often lower T4, masking hyperthyroidism 
•   Minimum testing needed is T4 and freeT4
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•   FT4 by ED method can be high in cases of GI, renal, and liver disease  
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VACCINE ISSUES REVISITED
W. Jean Dodds, DVM

Background

There is no doubt that application of modern vaccine technology has permitted us to protect companion animals
effectively against serious infectious diseases.

Viral disease and recent vaccination with single or combination modified live-virus (MLV) vaccines, especially
those containing distemper virus, adenovirus 1 or 2, and parvovirus are increasingly recognized contributors, albeit
relatively rare,  to immune-mediated blood disease, bone marrow failure, and organ dysfunction.  Potent adjuvanted
killed vaccines like those for rabies virus also can trigger immediate and delayed (vaccinosis) adverse vaccine
reactions. Genetic predisposition to these disorders in humans has been linked to the leucocyte antigen D-related gene
locus of the major histocompatibility complex, and is likely to have parallel associations in domestic animals.
 It must be recognized, however, that we have the luxury of asking such questions today only because the risk of
disease has been effectively reduced by the widespread use of vaccination programs.

Adverse Events Associated with Vaccination

The clinical signs associated with vaccine reactions typically include fever, stiffness, sore joints and abdominal
tenderness, susceptibility to infections, neurological disorders and encephalitis, collapse with autoagglutinated red
blood cells and icterus (autoimmune hemolytic anemia, AIHA, also called immune-mediated hemolytic anemia,
IMHA), or generalized petechiae and ecchymotic  hemorrhages (immune-mediated thrombocytopenia , ITP).  Hepatic
enzymes may be markedly elevated, and liver or kidney failure may occur by itself or accompany bone marrow
suppression.  

Furthermore, MLV vaccination has been associated with the development of transient seizures in puppies and
adult dogs of breeds or cross-breeds susceptible to immune-mediated diseases especially those involving hematologic
or endocrine tissues (e.g. AIHA, ITP, autoimmune thyroiditis). Post-vaccinal polyneuropathy is a recognized entity
associated occasionally with the use of distemper, parvovirus, rabies and presumably other vaccines.   This can result
in various clinical signs including muscular atrophy, inhibition or interruption of neuronal control of tissue and organ
function, muscular excitation, inco-ordination and weakness, as well as seizures. 

Certain breeds or families of dogs appear to be more susceptible to adverse vaccine reactions, particularly
post-vaccinal seizures, high fevers, and painful episodes of hypertrophic osteodystrophy (HOD).   Therefore, we have
the responsibility to advise companion animal breeders and caregivers of the potential for genetically susceptible
littermates and relatives to be at increased risk for similar adverse vaccine reactions.  In popular (or rare) inbred and
line-bred animals, the breed in general can be at increased risk as illustrated in the examples below.

Polyvalent MLV vaccines which multiply in the host elicit a stronger antigenic challenge to the animal and should
mount a more effective and sustained immune response.  However, this can overwhelm the immunocompromised
or even a healthy host that has ongoing exposure to other environmental stimuli as well as a genetic predisposition
that promotes adverse response to viral challenge.  The recently weaned young puppy or kitten being placed in a new
environment may be at particular risk.  Furthermore, while the frequency of vaccinations is usually spaced 2-3 weeks
apart, some veterinarians have advocated vaccination once a week in stressful situations; a practice makes little sense
scientifically or medically. 

An augmented immune response to vaccination is seen in dogs with pre-existing inhalant allergies (atopy) to
pollens.  Furthermore, the increasing current problems with allergic and immunological diseases have been linked
to the introduction of MLV vaccines more than 20 years ago.  While other environmental factors no doubt have a
contributing role, the introduction of these vaccine antigens and their environmental shedding may provide the final
insult that exceeds the immunological tolerance threshold of some individuals in the pet population.  The accumulated
evidence indicates that vaccination protocols should no longer be considered as a "one size fits all" program. 

In cats, while adverse vaccine reactions may be less common, aggressive tumors (fibrosarcomas) can occasionally
arise at the site of vaccination. A recent study from Italy reported finding similar tumors in dogs at the injection sites
of vaccinations (Vascellari et al, 2003). These investigators stated that their "study identified distinct similarities
between canine fibrosarcomas from presumed injection sites and feline post-vaccinal fibrosarcomas, suggesting the
possibility of the development of post-injection 
sarcomas not only in cats, but also in dogs".
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Additionally, vaccination of pet and research dogs with polyvalent vaccines containing rabies virus or rabies
vaccine alone was shown to induce production of antithyroglobulin autoantibodies, a provocative and important
finding with implications for the subsequent development of hypothyroidism (Scott-Moncrieff et al, 2002).  

For these special cases, appropriate alternatives to current vaccine practices include: 
1) measuring serum antibody titers; 
2) avoidance of unnecessary vaccines or over vaccinating; 
3) caution in vaccinating sick or febrile individuals; and 
4) tailoring a specific minimal vaccination protocol for dogs of breeds or families known to be at increased

risk for adverse reactions.   
5) considerations include starting the vaccination series later, such as at nine or ten weeks of age when the

immune system is more able to handle antigenic challenge; 
6) alerting the caregiver to pay particular attention to the puppy's behavior and overall health after the second

or subsequent boosters; and 
7) avoiding revaccination of individuals already experiencing a significant adverse event. Littermates of

affected puppies should be closely monitored after receiving additional vaccines in a puppy series, as they
too are at higher risk. 

Serologic Vaccine Titer Testing 

Some veterinarians have challenged the validity of using vaccine titer testing to assess the immunologic status
of animals against the common, clinically important infectious diseases.  

With all due respect, this represents a misunderstanding of what has been called the "fallacy of titer testing",
because research has shown that once an animal's titer stabilizes it is likely to remain constant for many years.
Properly immunized animals have sterilizing immunity that not only prevents clinical disease but also prevents
infection, and only the presence of antibody can prevent infection. As stated by eminent expert Dr. Ronald Schultz
in discussing the value of vaccine titer testing, these tests "show that an animal with a positive test has sterilizing
immunity and should be protected from infection.  If that animal were vaccinated it would not respond with a
significant increase in antibody titer, but may develop a hypersensitivity to vaccine components (e.g. fetal bovine
serum). Furthermore, the animal doesn't need to be revaccinated and should not be revaccinated since the vaccine
could cause an adverse reaction (hypersensitivity disorder). You should avoid vaccinating animals that are already
protected.  It is often said that the antibody level detected is "only a snapshot in time". That's simply not true; it is
more a "motion picture that plays for years".  

Furthermore, protection as indicated by a positive titer result is not likely to suddenly drop-off unless an animal
develops a medical problem such as cancer or receives high or prolonged doses of immunosuppressive drugs.  Viral
vaccines prompt an immune response that lasts much longer than that elicited by classic antigen.  Lack of distinction
between the two kinds of responses may be why practitioners think titers can suddenly disappear.

But, not all vaccines produce sterilizing immunity. Those that do include: distemper virus, adenovirus, and
parvovirus in the dog, and panleukopenia virus in the cat.  Examples of vaccines that produced non-sterile immunity
would be leptospirosis, bordetella, rabies virus, herpesvirus and calicivirus --- the latter two being upper respiratory
viruses of cats.  While non-sterile immunity may not protect the animal from infection, it should keep the infection
from progressing to severe clinical disease.

Therefore, interpreting titers correctly depends upon the disease in question. Some titers must reach a certain level
to indicate immunity, but with other agents like those that produce sterile immunity, the presence of any measurable
antibody shows protection.  The positive titer test result is fairly straightforward, but a negative titer test result is
more difficult to interpret, because a negative titer is not the same thing as a zero titer and it doesn't necessarily mean
that animal is unprotected.  A negative result usually means the titer has failed to reach the threshold of providing
sterile immunity. This is an important distinction, because for the clinically important distemper and parvovirus
diseases of dogs, and panleukopenia of cats, a negative or zero antibody titer indicates that the animal is not protected
against canine parvovirus and may not be protected against canine distemper virus or feline panleukopenia virus.

Finally, what does more than a decade of experience with vaccine titer testing reveal ?  Published studies in
refereed journals show that 90-98% of dogs and cats that have been properly vaccinated develop good measurable
antibody titers to the infectious agent measured. So, in contrast to the concerns of some practitioners, using vaccine
titer testing as a means to assess vaccine-induced protection  will likely result in the animal avoiding needless and
unwise booster vaccinations.

Our recent study (Twark and Dodds, 2000), evaluated 1441 dogs for CPV antibody titer and 1379 dogs for CDV
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antibody titer. Of these, 95.1 % were judged to have adequate CPV titers, and nearly all (97.6 %) had adequate CDV
titers. Vaccine histories were available for 444 dogs (CPV) and 433 dogs (CDV). Only 43 dogs had been vaccinated
within the previous year, with the majority of dogs (268 or 60%) having received a booster vaccination 1-2 years
beforehand. On the basis of our data, we concluded that annual revaccination is unnecessary. Similar findings and
conclusions have been published recently for dogs in New Zealand (Kyle et al, 2002), and cats (Scott and Geissinger,
1999; Lappin et al, 2002).  Comprehensive studies of the duration of serologic response to five viral vaccine antigens
in dogs and three viral vaccine antigens in cats were recently published by researchers at Pfizer Animal Health
(Mouzin et al, 2004). 

When an adequate immune memory has already been established, there is little reason to introduce unnecessary
antigen, adjuvant, and preservatives by administering booster vaccines.  By titering annually, one can assess whether
a given animal's humoral immune response has fallen below levels of adequate immune memory. In that event, an
appropriate vaccine booster can be administered. 

Other Issues with over Vaccination

Other issues arise from over vaccination, as the increased cost in time and dollars spent needs to be considered,
despite the well-intentioned solicitation of clients to encourage annual booster vaccinations so that pets also can
receive a wellness examination.  Giving annual boosters when they are not necessary has the client paying for a
service which is likely to be of little benefit to the pet's existing level of protection against these infectious diseases.
It also increases the risk of adverse reactions from the repeated exposure to foreign substances.    

Compliance or Resistence to Current Vaccine Guidelines?

For more than a decade, the issues discussed above on overvaccination and vaccine safety for companion animals
have been raised by vaccinologists and veterinary clinicians.  But, how has this still controversial knowledge
impacted the veterinary profession and pet owner today? Have veterinarians really embraced the national policies
on vaccination guidelines?  Does the public trust veterinarians to be up-to-date on these issues or are they unsure?
Do they believe veterinarians have a conflict of interest if they seek the income from annual booster vaccinations?
Given media information regarding autism and measles vaccination, the public is more aware and worried about
vaccine safety.

Some veterinarians today still tell their clients there is no scientific evidence linking vaccinations with adverse
effects and serious illness. This is ignorance, and confuses an impressionable client. On the other hand, vaccine
zealots abound with hysteria and misinformation. None of these polarized views is helpful.

Veterinarians are still routinely vaccinating ill dogs and those with chronic diseases or prior adverse vaccine
reactions. This is especially problematic for rabies boosters, as many colleagues believe they have no legal
alternative, even though the product label states it's intended for healthy animals.   See www.rabieschallengefund.org

NEW BREAKTHROUGHS
Failure to standardize the legal mandate for rabies vaccinations nationwide is medically and scientifically

unwarranted. The fact that individual states, counties and cities elect to mandate annual rabies boosters despite
federally licensed three-year rabies vaccines is misguided. 

Now that Arkansas and Rhode Island have passed  new rabies laws authorizing a 3-year rabies protocol for dogs
and cats, Alabama remains the only state that still requires them to be vaccinated annually against rabies. But this
state is in the process of changing to three years as well.  However, some individual cities and counties (e.g. Bell
County, TX) still require annual rabies booster vaccination.  For Cheyenne, WY and Wichita, KS, pressure from the
public and the local veterinary associations effected a recent change to every three years.  

Despite these recent changes, the practice of rabies booster vaccination in these states and local areas has been
left as optional at the discretion of the client's veterinarian. So this is a Catch-22 situation, because if the veterinarian
still believes the rabies booster should be given annually instead of as licensed, they usually can talk their client into
doing so. 

Rabies Vaccines and the Usda/cvb

Rabies vaccines are the most common group of biological products identified in adverse event reports received
by the USDA's Center for Veterinary Biologics (CVB).  Currently, 14 rabies vaccines are labeled for use in dogs.
These vaccines must meet the standard requirements established in the Title 9 Code of Federal Regulations. This
requires that the vaccine provide a protected fraction of = 83% when comparing vaccinated animals versus control
animals. Also, all rabies vaccines are evaluated for safety prior to licensure, which includes performance of a field
safety trial. Additionally, each serial of rabies vaccine is tested for potency by use of the National Institutes of Health
potency test or another test approved by the CVB, and is tested for safety in the host and laboratory animals.
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Safety Review
Before licensure, a product must be shown to be safe through a combination of safety evaluations. The field safety

trial is the most comprehensive evaluation and has the objective of assessing the safety of the product in its target
population under the conditions of its intended use. However, safety studies before licensure may not detect all safety
concerns for a number of reasons, as follows: insufficient number of animals for low frequency events, insufficient
duration of observation, sensitivities of subpopulations (eg, breed, reproductive status, and unintended species), or
interactions with concomitantly administered products.

State and Local Authority for Rabies Control Programs
 Although the CVB licenses veterinary biological products for use in the prevention of rabies, it is the state and
local authorities govern and administer their respective rabies animal control programs. Some of these programs allow
exemptions to the vaccination requirements, if medical concerns exist related to potential adverse events, but more
commonly, others do not allow exemptions, regardless of the justification.

Reporting Adverse Vaccine Reactions

There is no mandatory reporting of adverse reactions in veterinary medicine.  The 2007 World Small Animal
Veterinary Association (WSAVA) Vaccine Guidelines states that there is:  "gross under-reporting of
vaccine-associated adverse events which impedes knowledge of the ongoing safety of these products."   
http://www.wsava.org/SAC.htm,    

Even in humans, where mandatory reporting of adverse vaccine reactions is required, Dr. David Kessler, former
head of the Food & Drug Administration, reported that "only about 1% of serious events are reported to the FDA".
[JAMA .269:.2785, 1993]. This problem of under-reporting has persisted for many years. 

Despite the serious under-reporting of vaccinal adverse reactions, the 2008 Report from the USDA's CVB
[JAVMA 232:1000-1002, 2008], states that between April 1, 2004 and March 31, 2007, they "requested
manufacturers of rabies vaccines to provide adverse event report summaries for their products.  During this period,
nearly 10,000 adverse event reports (all animal species) were received by manufacturers of rabies vaccines.
Approximately 65% of the manufacturer's reports involved dogs."

The USDA/CVB 2008 Report further states that "Rabies vaccines are the most common group of biological
products identified in adverse event reports received by the CVB."   During the 3-year period covered in this report,
the CVB received 246 adverse event reports for dogs in which a rabies vaccine was identified as one of the products
administered. Reports were assessed for causality, and of these: 

217 reports were considered possibly related to = 1 of the vaccines given, 7 were considered unlikely, and 22 were
assessed as unknown. Of reports with age information (n = 206), 21.4% of the dogs were = 6 months old, 33.5%
were > 6 months old but  = 2 years old, and 45.1% were > 2 years old. Of reports with sex information (n = 209),
54.5% of the dogs were female. 
The following clinical terms were listed "to describe possibly related adverse events in dogs vaccinated against

rabies " and reported to the USDA/CVB between April 1, 2004-March 31, 2007. For 217 adverse event reports - the
clinical term is followed by the % of dogs affected:

Vomiting-28.1%; facial swelling-26.3%; injection site swelling or lump-19.4%; lethargy-12%; urticaria-10.1%;
circulatory shock-8.3%; injection site pain-7.4%; pruritus-7.4%; injection site alopecia or hair loss-6.9%;
death-5.5%; lack of consciousness-5.5; diarrhea-4.6%; hypersensitivity (not specified)-4.6%; fever-4.1%;,
anaphylaxis-2.8%; ataxia-2.8%; lameness-2.8%; general signs of pain-2.3%; hyperactivity-2.3%; injection site
scab or crust-2.3%;, muscle tremor-2.3%; tachycardia-2.3%; and thrombocytopenia-2.3%.
The overall adverse report rate for rabies vaccines was determined to be 8.3 reports/100,000 doses sold.  Adverse

events considered possibly related to vaccination included acute hypersensitivity (59%); local reactions (27%);
systemic reactions, which refers to short-term lethargy, fever, general pain, anorexia, or behavioral changes, with or
without gastrointestinal disturbances starting within 3 days after vaccination (9%); autoimmune disorders (3%); and
other (2%). In nearly 72% of the dogs of these reports, other vaccine or medicinal products were administered in
conjunction with the rabies vaccine. In those instances, it was generally not possible to determine which product or
products might be most closely linked to the adverse event.  Additionally, in some instances, dogs had > 1 clinical
sign, resulting in the coding of several clinical signs in a single report.

But, IF one applied the only 1% estimated reporting figure of "serious" events from the former head of the FDA
to the 10,000 adverse events reported for animal rabies vaccines, 65% of which were in dogs, then the actual number
of dogs that had adverse reactions to the vaccine could be as high as 650,000 in that 3 year period with 3,575 (5.5%)
of the dogs dying from their adverse reaction.
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Treatment of Vaccinosis

The diagnosis of vaccinosis is an exclusionary one -- i.e. nothing will be found upon other testing to explain the
symptoms.  The animal is given the oral homeopathics, Thuja (for all vaccines other than rabies), and Lyssin to detox
the rabies "miasm".  IF there are no holistic veterinarians in the area, these homeopathics can be obtained from
www.naturalrearing.com. 

Our therapy typically uses steroids in tapering doses over 4-6 weeks to stop the inflammatory process and clinical
symptoms.  Therapy  begins with an injection of dexamethasone phosphate first, and if the animal improves right
away, is continued with prednisone  at 0.5 mg per pound twice daily for 5-7 days, then tapered gradually over the next
month to every other day. The use of steroids will cause an increase in water intake and urination, but the animal
should be able to handle the drug at these tapering doses for a few weeks.  IF a holistic veterinarian wants to try an
alternative therapy to steroids, this approach can also work.  Try it for several days to see if it will work. 

We advise that these patients receive no further vaccine boosters, except for rabies, where exemption can be
sought on a case-by-case basis but may not be granted in the specific locale. 
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CANINE VACCINE ADVERSE EVENTS  *
• retrospective cohort study; 1.25 million dogs vaccinated at 360 veterinary hospitals
• 38 adverse events per 10,000 dogs vaccinated
• inversely related to dog weight
• vaccines prescribed on a 1-dose-fits-all basis, rather than by body weight.  
• increased for dogs up to 2 yr of age, then declined
• greater for neutered versus sexually intact dogs 
• increased as number of vaccines given together increased
• increased after the 3 rd or 4 th vaccination
• genetic predisposition to adverse events documented                                 

      *   from Moore et al, JAVMA  227:1102-1108, 2005

VACCINE CONCLUSIONS FOR CANINES  *
Factors that increase risk of adverse events 3 days after vaccination:
• young adult age 
• small-breed size
•  neutering
• multiple vaccines given per visit  

      These risks should be communicated to clients                           
* from Moore et al, JAVMA 227:1102-1108, 2005

FELINE VACCINE ADVERSE EVENTS  *
• retrospective cohort study; 0.5 million cats vaccinated at 329 veterinary hospitals
• 51.6  adverse events per 10,000 cats vaccinated
• inversely related to cat weight
• increased for cats about 1 yr of age
• greater for neutered versus sexually intact cats 
• increased as number of vaccines given together increased
• Lethargy with or without fever was most common sign                              
      *   from Moore et al, JAVMA 231:94-100, 2007

VACCINE CONCLUSIONS FOR FELINES  *
Factors that increase risk of adverse events 30 days after vaccination:

• young adult age 
•  neutering
•  multiple vaccines given per visit  
These risks should be communicated to clients, and the number of vaccines administered concurrently limited

    *  from Moore et al, JAVMA 231:94-100, 2007

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS *
Q. Is there risk of overvaccinating with vaccines not needed for a specific animal ?
A. Yes. Vaccines contain material designed to challenge the immune system of the pet, and so can cause adverse

reactions.  They should not be given needlessly, and should be tailered to the pet's individual needs. 

Q. Are the initial series of puppy core vaccines immunosuppressive ?
A. Yes. This period of immuno suppression from MLV canine distemper and hepatitis vaccines coincides with the

time of vaccine-induced viremia, from days 3 to 10 after vaccination.

Q. Can smaller doses of vaccines be given to toy dog breeds ?
A.  Yes, they can, although some vaccinologists believe that the whole amonut should be given because it represents

the minimum immunizing dose. My view is that a half dose of vaccines, other than rabies, as required by law,
should suffice and would be safer. 

Q. Can anesthetized patients be vaccinated ?
A.   This is not preferred, because a hypersensitivity reaction  with vomiting and aspiration could occur and anesthetic

agents can be immunomodulating.

Q. Is it safe to vaccinate pregnant pets ? 
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A.   Absolutely not. 

Q. Should pets with immunosuppressive diseases such as cancer or autoimmune diseases, or adverse vaccine
reactions/ hypersensitibvity receive booster vaccinations  ? 

A. No. Vaccination with MLV products should be avoided as the vaccine virus may cause disease; vaccination with
killed products may aggravate the immune-mediated disease or be ineffective.  For rabies boosters that are due,
local authorities may accept titers instead. 

Q. If an animal receives immunosuppressive therapy, how long afterwards can the pet   safely be vaccinated ?
A.  Wait at least 2 weeks.

Q. Should vaccines be given more often that 2 weeks apart even if a different vaccine is being given  ? 
A. No. The safest and most effective interval is 3-4 weeks apart.  

Q.  At what age should the last vaccine dose be given in the puppy and kitten series ?
A. The last dose of vaccine should be given between 14-16 weeks.  Rabies vaccine should preferably be given
separately as late as possible under the law (e.g. 20-24 weeks).

Q. Can intranasal Bordetella vaccine be given parenterally ?
A. No. The vaccine can cause a severe local reaction and may even kill the pet.

Q. Will a killed parenteral Bordetella vaccine given intranasally produce immunity ?
A. No. 

Q.  Can MLV parenteral vaccines for cats be used intranasally ?
A.  Never.  Any mucosal (e.g. conjunctival and nasal) contact with these vaccines can cause disease.

Q. Are homeopathic nosodes capable of immunizing pets ?
A. No. There is no scientific documentation that nosdoes protect against infectious diseases of pets. The one

parvovirus nosode trial conducted years ago did not protect against challenge. 

Q. Should disinfectant be used at the vaccine injection site?
A. No. Disinfectants could inactivate a MLV product.

Q. Can vaccines cause autoimmune diseases?
A. Vaccines themselves do not cause these diseases, but they can trigger autoimmune responses followed by disease

in genetically predisposed animals, as can any infection, drug, or chemical / toxic exposures etc.

Q. Can a single vaccine dose provide any benefit to the dog or cat? Will it benefit the canine and feline populations?
A. Yes. One dose of a MLV canine or feline core vaccine should provide long term immunity when given to animals

at or after 16 weeks of age. Every puppy and kitten 16 weeks of age or older should receive at least one dose of
the MLV core vaccines. We need to vaccinate more animals in the population with core vaccines to achieve herd
immunity (e.g. 75% or higher, when probably only 50% of dogs and 25% of cats are vaccinated) and thereby
prevent epidemic outbreaks.

Q. If an animal receives only the first dose of a vaccine that needs two doses to immunize, will it have immunity ?
A. No.  A single dose of a two-dose vaccine like Leptospirosis or feline leukemia vaccine will not provide immunity.

The first dose is for priming the immune system. The second for boosting the immunity has to be given within
6 weeks; otherwise the series has to start over again. After those two doses, revaccination with a single dose can
be done at any time.

Q. Can maternally derived antibodies (MDA) also block immunity to killed vaccines and prevent active immunization
with MLV vaccines ?

A. Yes. MDA can block certain killed vaccines, especially those that require two doses to immunize.  With MLV
vaccines, two doses are often recommended, particularly in young animals, to be sure one is given beyond the
neutralizing period of MDA. 

Q. How long after vaccination does an animal develop immunity that will prevent severe disease when the core
vaccines are used?

A. This is dependent on the animal, the vaccine, and the disease.
(The fastest immunity is provided by CDV vaccines -- MLV and recombinant canarypox virus vectored. The

immune response starts within mins - hrs and provides protection within a day without interference from
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MDA.
( Immunity to CPV-2 and FPV develops after 3-5 days when an effective ML V vaccine is used. In contrast, killed

FPV-2 vaccine often takes 2 - 3 wks or longer to provide protective immunity.
( CAV-2 MLV given parenterally provides immunity against CAV-1 in 5 to 7 days. 
( Time from vaccination to immunity is difficult to determine for FCV and FHV-1 because some animals will not

develop any immunity.

Q. Can dogs and cats be "non-responders" and fail to develop an immune response to vaccines  ?
A. Yes. This is a genetic characteristic seen particularly in some breeds or dog families. Boosting them regularly will

not produce measurable ciculating immunity, but they may be protected against disease by their cell-mediated and
secretory immunity. 

Q. Are there parvovirus and distemper virus field mutants that are not adequately protected by current MLV vaccines ?
A. No. All the current CPV-2 and CDV vaccines provide protection from all known viral isolates, when tested

experimentally as well as in the field. The current CPV-2 and CPV-2b vaccines provide both short and long term
protection from challenge by the CPV-2c variant.

Q. Are serum antibody titres useful in determining vaccine immunity?
A. Yes.  They are especially useful for CDV, CPV-2 and CAV-1 in the dog, FPV in the cat, and rabies virus in the

cat and dog. Rabies titers, however, are often not acceptable to exempt individual animals from mandated rabies
boosters in spite of medical justifcation.  Serum antibody titers are of limited or no value for the other vaccines.

 
 *  Excerpted from :  J  Sm An Pract 48, 528-541, 2007.
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HERBAL PREPARATION FOR ANIMAL CARE
Rosemary Gladstar, Herbalist

Basically, one makes products for animals the same as one would make herbal products for humans. Always chose
the best quality herbs, make sure they are not on the UpS At Risk list and try to whenever possible to buy organic
and local. Make small batches in order to ensure freshness and store in cool dark places for best ‘shelf life’. 

Step-by-step Directions to Making Excellent Quality Tinctures

Advantages of Tinctures:
a. Longevity and Stability. An herb, once tinctured, will retain its medicinal properties far longer than in most other

preparations. Alcohol tinctures will last for many years. Tinctures made from Vinegar have a shorter shelf life,
but are effective for at least a year, and often much longer.

b. Storage: Unlike bulky raw botanicals, tinctures store compactly. They are excellent for car first aid kits and for
traveling.

c. Ease of Administering: Tinctures are ready to administer with no further preparation. For animals, they should be
mixed with warm water, milk, and/or in food. .

d. Ease of Preparation; Anyone is capable of making high quality tinctures. What are required are good quality herbs,
a high quality solvent, a measuring cup, and a little time.

e. Cost Efficient Though Tinctures are fairly expensive to purchase (you are paying for the quality time and expertise
of the herbalist and wildcrafters who collected the herbs) they are relatively inexpensive to make yourself. 

Selecting the Menstruum
There are basically three menstruums used in Tincture preparation; alcohol, glycerin, and vinegar. Like anything,

there are pros and cons to each. 
\

a. Alcohol as a Menstruum. There are several kinds of alcohol used for Tincture making. Brandy, vodka, and gin are
favorites because each can be purchased as 100 proof. For preservative properties and extraction purposes, you must
use at least 25 % alcohol by volume. 

When using alcohol, water is included as part of the menstruum because both substances are needed to extract
different plant chemicals. The ratio of water to alcohol determines the actual menstruum. The standard menstruum
is 50 % alcohol to 50 % water (a 1:1 ratio), though this varies. Any good 100 proof alcohol naturally supplies this
ratio without you having to do anything. It becomes a little more complicated, however, when the ratios of alcohol
to water change. ½ of the proof represents the actual amount of alcohol to water in the alcoholic beverage and is 2
times the % of alcohol (80 proof is 40% alcohol and 2 X 40 is 80 proof). Example: 100 proof vodka = 50 % H20 &
50 % alcohol.

b. Glycerin as a Menstruum
Glycerin is a sweet, mucilaginous constituent of all fats and oils of both animal and plant origin. A highly nutritive

substance, glycerin is very sweet and soothing to the mucus membrane lining of our systems. Because of the sweet
flavor and the fact that it does not contain alcohol, it is useful in making tinctures for children, animals, alcoholics
and people averse to drinking alcohol. Though it has good preservative properties and dissolves mucilage material,
vitamins and minerals, it does not dissolve the resinous or oily components as well as does alcohol.

To make a glycerin tincture use 2-3 parts of water to 1 part of glycerin ( a 2/3:1 ratio). This is the standard
proportion of water to glycerin used as a menstruum. The amount of herb remains the same and the preparation is
the same as described below. When buying glycerin (available in natural food stores) be certain it is 100 % vegetable
glycerin; it is of much higher quality.

c. Vinegar as a Menstruum
Vinegar is also a suitable menstruum for making tinctures. Select an organic apple cider vinegar. It is definitely

not as strong as alcohol and does not break down all of the plant components as well, but there are some advantages
to using vinegar. Vinegar is a food, 100 % nontoxic and tolerable by almost everyone, including most animals though
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they won’t like the taste (unless sweetened with honeyFor strong medicinal purposes, Alcohol based tinctures are
probably more effective as they are extremely potent and quick acting in the body.

There is some controversy as to the shelf life of a vinegar tincture. Most literature reports that vinegar tinctures
have a short shelf life, up to six months, before deteriorating. My personal experience, and that of many of my peers,
has been that vinegar tinctures will last, if stored in a cool dark place, for several years. 

How to Make Tinctures
1. Chop herbs finely. Use fresh herbs whenever possible. High quality dried herbs will work well also, but one of the

advantages of tincturing is the ability to preserve the fresh attributes of the plant. Fill a clean, dry jar to the top
with the herbs.

2. Pour the selected menstruum over the herbs. Fill the jar to the top, being sure the menstruum COMPLETELY
COVERS the entire herb. Seal with a tight fitting lid. If using vinegar as the menstruum, warm the vinegar first.
It facilitates the release of the herb essence.

3. Place the jar(s) in a warm, dark place and let macerate for 2 to 6 weeks. The longer, the better. In Western
herbology we are taught the proper time to allow to macerate is 2 weeks. In Eastern herbology, herbs are left to
macerate for months, even years. In spite of all the controversy about this subject, I have found that the longer the
herb is allowed to tincture the better.

4. At the end of the appropriate time, strain. Use a large stainless steel strainer lined with cheesecloth or muslin to
work well. You can use the cloth to wring out every drop of herbal essence. Reserve the liquid and compost the
herbs. Rebottle and label. Always labal your product with the date made, herbs included and the menstrum used.

5. I always encourage the daily shaking of the bottles of tinctures during the tincturing process. This not only prevents
the herbs from packing on the bottom, but also invites some of the old magic to come back into medicine making.

Herbal Liniments
An herbal liniment is made EXACTLY the same as a tincture, however a liniment is for EXTERNAL purposes.

There are several menstruums used, but the most common is Rubbing Alcohol (isopropyl). Though many tinctures
can be used for external purposes, they are technically a tincture unless it is for External use only. Liniments are
excellent for disinfecting wounds and cuts, and, depending on the formula, can be used as rubs for sore achy muscles
on both animals and people.

My favorite all time liniment is a disinfectant liniment that has been passed down by the famous old herb doctor,
Jethro Kloss of Back to Eden fame. Its absolutely the best disinfectant for external use and works well for wounds
and infections of animals such as infected cat scratches, open sores and wounds. Also a good muscle rub on horses.
It is very simple and inexpensive to make and is a worthwhile herbal preparation to have on your shelf.
BE SURE TO LABEL FOR EXTERNAL USE ONLY.

Recipe
1 ounce Golden Seal Powder
1 ounce Echinacea Powder  
1 ounce Myrrh Powder
1/4 ounce Cayenne Powder
1 pint Rubbing Alcohol
* Follow the directions above for making a tincture.

Medicinal Oils & Salves

Making Medicinal Herbal Oils
Medicinal oils are among the most wonderful and useful of herbal products to make and are used on for all sorts

of animal problems from open sores, scratches to wounds. There are two distinct types of herbal oils available and
there is much confusion between the two. Essential oils are the distilled, highly concentrated volatile oils of the plant.
They are extremely concentrated and they should be used with caution. It is virtually impossible to make either good
quality or sufficient quantities of essential oils at home unless one invests in a sophisticated distiller. On the other
hand, infused Herbal Oils (fixed oils) are wonderfully easy and inexpensive to make though not as pure or as
concentrated. They are completely safe to use. Though generally recommended for external purposes, they can be
used safely internally. Once made, you can use them as is or make them into salves and ointments.

Ingredients 
Oils: High quality seed, nut, or vegetable oil. For medicinal purposes, olive oil is the oil of choice and preferred

by most herbalists. Use the finest quality olive oil you can get for your medicinal herbal products. Olive oil is graded
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from `Extra Virgin'- the first pressing of the olives and the finest and purest grade - to `olive oil' - the last pressing
and, basically, an inferior quality. Olive Oil makes a wonderful base for medicinal oils and seldom goes rancid. When
making other than medicinal oils, lighter less aromatic oils such as apricot, almond, Canella or grape seed oil are
recommended. These are considered cosmetic grade oils and are excellent for massage, creams, and lotions. 
Frequently, I've heard people express disappointment that their finished herbal oils do not have the strong
concentration of scent that essential oils have. The essential oils of the plant are extremely volatile and difficult to
capture. A fixed oil such as as a vegetable oil does not capture the scent well. If you want your herbal oils to smell
aromatically, then it will be necessary to add a drop or two of essential oil to the finished product. 

Herbs: There are many herbs suitable for making medicinal oils. See recipes that follow or refer to other herb
books. Either fresh or dried herbs can be used. If you've never made an herbal oil before, I recommend beginning with
dried herbs because you will not have to be concerned with mold and bacteria growing. Should you decide to use
fresh herbs, it is imperative to make sure they are COMPLETELY free of any extra moisture. One method I've used
quite successfully to eliminate extra moisture in fresh herbs is to wilt the herbs before using. Pick the herbs in the
morning and allow them to wilt in a dry shaded warm place for several hours or overnight. This insures that the
excess moisture which causes bacteria to grow has evaporated. 

Proportion/Measurement of herb to oil: The method I personally recommend for determining the proportion
of herb to oil is the Simplers method. Place the herbs in a container and pour enough oil over them to completely
cover the herbs. Then add one to two inches more of oil so the herbs are completely submersed. Exposed herbs can
introduce bacteria and spoil your oil, so be certain the herbs are completely covered. 

How to Make Medicinal Oils
Following are the four most common methods used for making oils. Each of these methods is highly effective and

is used professionally as well as for home use. I prefer those methods that employ a long slow heating process such
as the solar, oven extraction, and crock pot or roaster oven techniques over the double boiler method. But there are
times when I've been thankful to be able to make a medicinal oil in the short time required by the stove top method.

Method 1. Solar infused oils
Place the desired amount of herbs and oil in a glass jar. Cover tightly. Place the jar in a warm, sunny spot. In

Europe and the Mediterranean the jars are placed in sand boxes to attract greater amounts of heat. When traveling
in Switzerland, my daughters and I were fascinated and excited to find jars of St. John's Wort flowers steeping in oil
on the porches and balconies of many people's homes. The beautiful yellow flowers of St. John's Wort turn the oil
a bright red. It is truly beautiful and amazing!

Let the oil/herb mixture infuse for 2 weeks. People always question why the oil doesn't go rancid sitting out in
the hot sun. According to natural laws, it should. But for some magical reason, it seldom does. I believe it's because
of the alchemical fusion between the sun, herbs, and oil. Once strained, if left in the hot sun, the oil will definitely
go rancid very quickly. 

At the end of two weeks strain the herbs, rebottle your beautiful herbal oil and store in a cool dark area. If you
wish a stronger oil, add a fresh batch of herbs to the oil, and infuse for two more weeks. This will double the potency
of your medicinal oil.

Using the solar method for making medicinal oils is my favorite way of making herbal oils. I learned this method
from the wise old Gypsy herbalist, Juliette de Bairacli Levy. Though a bit more time consuming than the other
methods, you have the added benefits of the sun, the wisdom of the elders, and a delightful array of bottles sitting
in a sunny spot in the garden or window sill of your home.

Method 2: Oven Extracted Oils
Place the oil/herb mixture (for proportions see above) in a pan with a tight fitting lid or in glass canning jars. Put

the pan and/or jars in a water bath with sufficient water to cover the bottom half of the container. Turn the oven on
the lowest temperature possible and allow the herbs and oil to infuse for several hours. Check frequently to prevent
the herbs and oil from overheating and burning. 

Method 3: Double Boiler Method
Place the herbs and oil in a double boiler, cover with a tight fitting lid, and bring to a low simmer. Slowly heat

for 1/2 to 1 hour, checking frequently to be sure the oil is not overheating. The lower the heat, the longer the infusion,
the better the oil. This is a quick and simple method that appeals to many modern day herbalists. One word of caution,
however, oil heats up very quickly. Be mindful of the temperature - your preparation can quickly go from a nice
herbal oil infusion to deep fried comfrey leaves! 
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Method 4: Crock Pot and Electric Oven Roaster Method
Both of these cooking utensils, crock pots and electric oven roasters, allow for a long, slow cooking process. The

roaster is most often used by small professional companies making quality herbal products. The herbs can macerate
in the oil for a long period of time (2 to 4 weeks) and the resulting oil is of a superior quality. Electric roasters can
often be found quite inexpensively at bargain shops and second hand stores. They are in hot demand by herbalists!

Place the herbs and oil (see proportions above) in the crock pot or roaster and turn to the lowest heat. Place the
lid on and let the mixture steep for the desired length of time. The heat is generally higher in the crock pot and usually
2 to 4 hours is sufficient to prepare good quality herbal oils. Check frequently to protect against overheating and
burning. In the roaster, the herb/oil mixture can steep for 2 to 4 weeks. It gives a superior, dark green herbal oil.

Straining and Storage
Strain the herbal mixture thoroughly. Line a large stainless steel strainer or potato ricer with cheese cloth or

muslin. Pour the mixture through. Reserve this oil. In a separate container, press the remaining oil from the herbs.
Do not mix the oils from the two pressings. The oil from the second pressing will have a higher percentage of water
and sediment in it and will not be as good a quality as the first. It is still useable, however. 

Rebottle the oil and store in a cool, dark area. It does not have to be refrigerated, but heat will deteriorate the
quality quickly so keep it in a cool place. 
What to Watch Out For

Though Herbal oils are extremely easy to prepare and will last for several months or longer, there are some
possible "trouble spots" to watch for when preparing and storing them:

a. If your herbal oil grows mold while preparing it, there is either too much water content either in the herb itself
or there was moisture in the jar. Use dry herbs or wilt the herbs before using. Be ABSOLUTELY certain the
container is completely dry. Check the inner lid; if it made of cardboard, discard it.

b. If there is a large air space in the jar, this may encourage the growth of mold. Use jars that are the correct size
for the amount of oil you wish to make and fill to the top with oil to discourage bacterial growth.

c. Sometimes when the jar is left in the sun or other heat source, condensation from the heat forms inside the jar
providing the moisture needed for mold to grow. This rarely happens but, if it does, try placing the container
in a different heat source or temperature. I've also been told that if you take off the lid and wipe it and any head
room with a clean cloth everyday or so, it decreases the risk of mold.

d. You may notice small bubbles forming in your oils as they infuse. This is from the gas that some herbs naturally
release during preparation. This does not indicate spoilage.

e. Do not overheat your oils. You do not want deep fried herbs. Oil goes from warm to burning very quickly.
When macerating, keep the oil warm, the heat low, and use a double boiler or other system that doesn't apply
direct heat. 

Salves and Ointments
The pharmacy shelves are lined with salves and ointments. Many of the most famous of these contain herbs: Vick's

Vapor Rub, Bag Balm, and Tiger Balm. Do you remember Bag Balm; that marvelous ointment that's still sold in the
original spring green can with a big milking Holstein on it? Some of the older commercial preparations are among
the best ointments you can buy because they still contain many natural products. But no matter how excellent, none
will compare with the herbal salves you can make quickly and inexpensively at home. Things mass made, those things
manufactured by machines, are devoid of heart and lack the healing touch that only the hands and heart of the living
can instill. 

Once you've successfully made a medicinal herbal oil, you are only one step away from a salve. Salves, Ointments,
and balms (all names for the same basic preparation) are comprised of wax, herbs, and vegetable or animal oils. The
oil is used as the solvent, a substance that extracts the medicinal properties of the herbs, and provides a healing,
emollient base. The wax gives firmness to the salve. The herbs provide the healing medicinal properties. 

Easier than making cookies and just about as fun, salves are deeply rewarding to create. They require little time
and the finished product looks so professional and works so effectively that many people have been inspired to start
small businesses with their favorite salve recipes. 

The Basic Recipe
Step 1. Prepare a medicinal oil following any one of the methods given above. 
Step 2. Strain the oil. To each cup of herbal oil, add 1/4 cup beeswax. Heat the oil and beeswax together over very

low heat until the beeswax is completely melted. Do a "consistency test" to check for proper firmness: place 1
tablespoon of the mixture in the freezer for just a minute or two. Test the firmness and adjust if necessary. If you wish
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a harder salve, add more beeswax. If you wish a softer salve, add more oil.
Step 3. When you are satisfied with the consistency, remove the salve mixture from heat and immediately pour

into small glass jars or tins.
Store any extra salve in a cool dark place. Stored properly salves will last for months, even years. Some people

recommend adding natural preservatives to the mixture (for instance, Vitamin E or tincture of Benzoin) but I've never
found that necessary or particularly effective. Salves kept in cars or in the hot sun will lose their properties after a
short length of time. You will notice the color looks faded and it will smell rancid. But that happens even with the
addition of so called preservatives. 

Examples Of My All Time Favorite Salve Recipes

Formula 5. St. John's Wort Salve
This is an excellent, all purpose salve that is especially beneficial for rashes, cuts, wounds, and diaper rashes. I

first made this salve back in 1974 and was so pleased with the results that I have been making it ever since. I still
haven't found another formula more effective as an all purpose salve.

1 part St. Johns Wort Flower
1 part Comfrey Leaf
1 part Calendula Flowers
* Follow instructions for making oil and salve above.

Formula 6. Golden Seal Salve
This salve is excellent when an astringent, disinfectant action is needed. It serves both as an emollient and a

disinfectant.
1 part Golden Seal
1 part Myrrh Gum
1 part Echinacea
* Follow the instructions for making oil and salve above.

Formula 7. AntiFungal Salve
I have used this salve successfully for athletes foot, fungus infections, and for mange on animals.
2 parts Chaparral
2 parts Black Walnut Hulls
1 part Golden Seal
1 part Myrrh
1 part Echinacea
A few drops of Essential oil of Cajeput or Tea Tree Oil
* Follow instructions for oil and salve above.
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HERBAL REMEDIES FOR SKIN AND HAIR
Rosemary Gladstar

Keeping animals coats radiant and shinning is not much different than keeping our own locks looking healthy ~
eat lots of high quality Omega-3’s, fish and/or flax seed oil, whole foods, lots of fruits and veggies and brush
thoroughly several times a week. Don’t over shampoo or condition your hair or your animals. Too much washing will
dry hair out and conditioner, even though it makes your hair feel sleek just after washing, can be drying and damaging
to hair. Use only a natural based shampoo such as an olive oil based or pure castile soap. Brushing your animal coat,
whether dog, cat, horse, cow, goat, etc is essential and also ensures a nice time spent with the animals. Most animals
love to be brushed and the more you brush (with appropriate brushes, I might add) the shiner their hair will be. 

Flea Allergies

Among the most common problems that animals get is flea sensitivity and Allergies. Animals are experiencing
the same auto immunity and break down of their immune systems as are people (they both eat the same denatured
food and live in the same toxic environments). A key in preventing flea allergies is to feed a healthy natural diet rich
in whole foods and herbs. Add Kelp powder and Echinacea powder to the diet. Be sure the animal gets sufficient oils
in their diets. Omega-3 Oil is highly recommended. It helps prevent dry, shedding, itchy skin and relieves allergic
biting and chewing. It is also helpful to stimulate the immune system. I also recommend giving the animal Garlic
capsules (or fresh garlic).

In the hot spots produced by extensive itching and chewing, thickly coat with an herbal salve made with St. Johns
wort, Calendula and Comfrey. The final step of the program to alleviate flea allergies is an aggressive flea control
program (see below). However, once the animal’s immune system is balanced and strengthened, the flea saliva will
not have the same effect on the animal.

Flea Control

This is an aggressive flea control program and can be modified to the extent of your problem. If you have an
animal that is allergic to fleas, it is recommended to follow this program fairly closely. It is important to de-flea your
house on a regular basis. Vacuum frequently with a strong suction, especially in warm weather when fleas are most
active. Fleas love to lay their eggs in the carpets. Furniture should also be vacuumed especially if they serve as sitting
areas and bedrolls for your pets. Hard wood floors should be waxed or oiled to smother fleas and their eggs. 

The sleeping quarters of your animals should be cleaned thoroughly. It’s helpful to make cedar sleeping pillows
for your animals. Cedar chips can be bought by the bale in most feed stores. It is a natural flea repellent. I’ve made
sleep pillows out of old burlap bags and, though not the most aesthetic, they are quite functional and easily refilled
when the cedar loses its scent. Sleeping area should be vacuumed regularly with a strong suction and a natural flea
powder (see recipe below) sprinkled over the entire area.

Bathe your animal regularly. Use a mild non-detergent base soap. Most soap will dry out the natural oils in the
dog’s fur making their skin more dry and irritated. Keep your pet in warm water for at least 10 minutes (!longer if
possible, though I know how difficult that can be, especially with cats!). This will drown the fleas. Make a strong
Eucalyptus tea to bath the animal in and/ or orange oil which fleas seem to especially hate. You can use fresh
Eucalyptus leaves if you’re lucky enough to live where this willowy tree grows, or use the oil directly in the water.
But be sure to dilute it as essential oils can be very toxic to animals so always use them sparingly and with caution.

Flea Repellent Oil
Make a solution with the pure essential oils: Eucalyptus oil, Pennyroyal oil (substitute Citronella oil for cats);

though Pennyroyal has a good reputation as a flea repellent it is very toxic to animals, so use sparingly or don’t use
at all. Substitute instead citronella oil and/or Eucalyptus or Rosemary oil

Mix the oils together and dilute in a fixed vegetable oil. Be prudent when using these essential oils on your
animals, especially cats. They not only do not like to be ‘oiled’ with these strange smelling plants, and they can be
extremely toxic to animals (again, especially cats) if applied full strength directly to their skin. I usually mix enough
essential oils into the fixed oil (such as olive, safflower, peanut) so that it smells strongly but feels mild on my skin.
Use your good judgment and common sense.
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 Store the flea repellent oil in a cool place and apply it directly to the animal’s fur at least once a day. I generally
rub it together in my hands and rub my hands over the animal’s fur. This helps me get it rubbed in thoroughly. It also
prevents any possibility of spillage on the animal or heavy dosing. Be sure to rub a good amount around the neck of
the animal. Each day the flea must travel to the eye area where it drinks the fluid. A hearty application of oil in this
area prevents the flea from drinking.

A flea spray can be made by mixing:
1 tsp citronella oil
2 tsp eucalyptus oil
1 pint of eucalyptus tea
Mix together and put in spray bottle Keep handy and spray your animal several times a day.

When making flea sprays and oils for cats, I never use Pennyroyal but substitute Eucalyptus, Sage, Citronella, or
Rosemary oil instead. I’ve found that most cats truly dislike Pennyroyal oil and it can be extremely toxic for them.
Why make their lives miserable when something else works just as well? Dogs don’t seem to mind it and, in fact,
thrive on all the attention they get as you bathe, comb, and deflea them!

Flea Powder
1 cup Diatomaceous Earth
2 tbsp Citronella oil
4 tbsp Eucalyptus oil
4 tbsp Orange oil
Diatomaceous earth is the microscopic skeletons of diatoms. Their sharp razor-like structure cuts into the fleas

scales and actually kills them. Mix the oils into the clay powder. Cover with a porous towel and let sit several hours.
When dry, use a wire whisk to stir the oils into the clay. The mixture should smell quite strong. If not, add more oils
and repeat the process. Store in airtight containers. The ideal container is one that has a shaker lid such as a spice jar
or powder container. Use this non toxic all natural flea repellent powder on your animal frequently.

Ringworm

Ringworm is common to most farm folk. Either an animal or a child gets in at one time or another, especially in
warm climates where it seems to thrive. It begins as a small ring on the skin. It neither itches nor hurts. Actually all
it does is keep growing in a larger and larger circle. The skin inside the circle is white and usually patchy. If left
untreated, it will continue to spread. It is highly contagious and is easily passed from animal to person.

I’ve never seen a case of ringworm whether on a person or animal not cured by the following treatment:
(1) Apply Kloss’s liniment liberally 2 to 3 times daily (for recipes see Lesson 3).
(2) Mix Black Walnut Hull powder and Golden Seal powder together and mix into a paste with Tea Tree Oil.

Store in an airtight glass container. Apply this paste in the morning and evening. It will stain! 
(3) Avoid sweets

Hot Spots and Itchy Skin

Hot spots and excessive dry and itchy skin are generally caused by an overly toxic system and an over stimulated
immune system. The best approach to follow is to cleanse and balance the immune system.

(1) Give Omega-3 Oil daily
(2) Add daily supplement of Formula 1 or Formula 2 (see recipes above).
(3) Brush the animal daily. This helps to remove shedding dead hair and stimulates the sebaceous glands to secrete

more oil.
(4) Make a salve of St. Johns Wort, Calendula and Comfrey (see Lesson 2). Apply this liberally to the hot spots.

The thick waxy substance of the salve prevents the animal from licking it directly off.
(5) Be sure to include plenty of oil in the animal’s diet.
(6) St. Johns Wort Oil can be applied directly to any irritated areas.
(7) Include in the animal’s diet Dandelion root, Echinacea powder, and Kelp powder.
(8) Include Fish Liver Vitamin A daily.

Mange

It is always very sad to see an animal infected with mange. The fur is very thin, patchy, or completely gone. The
skin is most often chewed raw and very irritated and the poor animal loses its peace of mind with the itching and
scratching. I have found that mange responds well to the following treatment:

1. Give daily either Formula I or Formula II (listed above).
2. Be sure your animal has a good diet (check to see that food has no preservatives, food coloring, or synthetic
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additives) and fresh clean water daily.
3. Rub daily the Kloss’s Herbal Liniment over the infected area. Be sure to dilute the liniment with water so it

doesn’t sting the animal’s skin. It should be strong enough to tingle the skin, but not burn or further irritate it.
4. Make an antifungal salve with Black Walnut hulls, Chaparral, Golden Seal and Tea Tree Oil. Rub the salve on

twice a day.
5. You may wish to give your dog a nice mild herbal nervine such as small amounts of valerian or chamomile to

help relax its nervous system.

For further information on animal care I recommend the following books, people and resources:
Juliette de Bairacli Levy’s books on animal care: Herbal Farmbook for Farm and Stable and the Complete Herbal

Handbook for the Dog. The one drawback with her books is that she uses many plants and products not readily
available in this country. This is no problem if you have a familiarity with the herbs she uses and their medicinal
value because you can then substitute one herb of equal value for another. However, for the beginner this is can
be confusing.

An excellent resource for herbal care of animals in this country is Deb Soule of Avena Botanicals, P.O. Box 365,
West Rockport, Maine 04865. Though Deb has not at this time written any books about animal care, she lectures
extensively about the herbal care of animals and has a deep and reverent love for animal companions.

Dr. Pitcairn’s Complete Guide to Natural Health for Dogs and Cats.

”Hear our humble prayer, O God, for our friends the animals, especially for animals who are suffering; for any that
are hunted or lost or deserted or frightened or hungry; for all that must be put to death. We entreat for them all Thy
mercy and pity, and for those who deal with them we ask a heart of compassion and gentle hands and kindly words.
Make us, ourselves, to be true friends to animals and so to share the blessings of the merciful’ ~ Albert Schwdtzer
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HERBAL TREATMENT PROTOCOLS FOR STRESS & ANXIETY
DISORDERS IN ANIMALS & THEIR HUMANS

Rosemary Gladstar

The Nervous System is our link to our environment. In both animals and humans, it has three basic functions: to
receive, to interpret, and to respond. Our nervous system allows us to see, feel, touch, create, act and react and is what
provides integration and coordination to our lives. To the degree that it is impaired, damaged and/or overly stressed
or taxed, the quality, tone, color, and richness of life are diminished. In animals, stress disorders manifest in hyper
behavioral patterns, depression, lack of bladder control, biting, scratching, continuous barking, obsessive/compulsive
behaviors, separation disorders, and anxiety.

Herbs and natural therapies play a vital role in the health and wellbeing of the Nervous System and our over all
state of well being. Not only are herbs full of concentrated nutrients that are important both nutritionally and
medicinally to the nervous systems of both humans and animals, but herbs also form a direct link between the body,
mind, spirit connection. When we are stressed, anxious, and depressed it is often due to a nervous system that is out
of balance. The following herbs and herbal protocols are primary treatments for bringing the NS back into harmony.
Animals respond just as people do to these herbs. Dosages need to be adjusted according to weight and formulas
prepared in ways that animals are most likely to eat them; powdered and mixed in with their food is the best way.
Other methods include encapsulating the formulas, making tea and adding to food and/or mixing with liquids and
getting them to drink them. Tinctures can also be given, but dilute with water and/or milk. 

Herbs Used for Stress & Anxiety Disorders and for the Nervous System

The following categories are helpful in defining the action of herbs on the Nervous System. 

1. Nerve Tonics
Nerve tonics are herbs that feed, tone, rehabilitate, and strengthen the NS are called Nerve Tonics. Nourish the

nerve tissue; generally high in calcium, magnesium, B vitamins and protein. Though effective, most are mild in action
and can be taken over a long period of time. Herbs from this category are included in every formula for Nervous
System disorders.

Examples: Oatstraw (Avena sativa), Skullcap (Scutellaria lateriflora), Wood Betony (Betonica officinalis),
Chamomile (Anthemis nobilis and related species), Valerian (Valeriana officinalis) (please note, valerian has an
adverse reaction on the nervous system of cats, stimulating rather than sedating them), Hops (Humulus lupulus),
Lemon Balm (Melissa officinalis), Kava Kava (please note: I’ve not used Kava on animals so don’t have any
experience with how it effects them).

2. Nerve Sedatives
Nerve sedatives relax, help reduce pain, ease tension, aid in sleep. They do not deaden or block nerve endings in

the way that allopathic drugs might. However, used in larger dosages, they can reduce pain significantly. 
Examples: California Poppy (Eschscholzia california), Passion Flower (Passiflora incarnata), St. John_Wort

(Hypericum perforatum), Catnip (Catnip cataria), Valerian (Valerian officinalis), Hops (Humulus lupulus), Lobelia
(Lobelia inflata),Lemon Balm (Melissa officinalis), Skullcap (Scutellaria lateriflora), Kava Kava, and Cramp Bark
(Viburnum opulus).

3. Nervine Demulcents
Nerve Demulcents have a general action on the NS but are included in almost all nervine formulas for their

soothing, healing qualities and nutritional concentration.
Examples: Slippery Elm Bark, Oats, Barley, Flax Seed, Marshmallow Root.

4. Nervine Stimulants
Nervine stimulants are mild acting and gently activate the system. Often similar to adaptogenics in action, nervine

stimulants activate the nerve endings by increasing circulation, providing nutrients, and increasing vitality. 
Examples: Peppermint, Gingko, Gota Kola, Spearmint, Wintergreen, Cayenne, Ginger, Bee Pollen, Eleococuccus,

Ginseng, Spirulina, Rosemary, and Sage.
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Example of Herbs & Formulas for Stress & Anxiety Disorders 

1. Skullcap (Scutellaria lateriflora)
This beautiful, shy member of the mint family is found growing in shady rich areas near streams and meadows

in the mountains. Somewhat inconspicuous, you may have to search to find it. Thankfully, it is readily available in
most herb stores as it is highly regarded for its nervine properties. Skullcap is one of the most versatile of the nervines
and is indicated for all NS disorders, especially head aches, nerve tremors, stress, menstrual tension, insomnia, and
nervous exhaustion.

The medicinal constituents of skullcap include the flavonoid glycosides scutellarin and scutellarein, volatile oils,
and bitters. 

To prepare: Use 1 teaspoon of the herb per cup of water. Steep in boiling water (do not boil the herb) for 20
minutes. Keep the lid on the pot while steeping. Suggested adult dose (150 lbs): 2 to 3 cups daily. Tincture: 1/4
teaspoon diluted in 1/2 cup warm water or tea, 3 times daily. Suggested dose for animals; adjust dose by weight. 

Skullcap Tea for Anxiety, Headaches and Stress
2 parts Skullcap
2 parts Lemon Balm
1/2 part Feverfew
1 part Chamomile
*Prepare as an infusion. For two legged’s: Drink at least 1/4 cup every half hour until the headache symptoms are
gone. For stress in animals: adjust dose according to weight and give at least twice a day. 

2. Valerian (Valeriana officinalis)
This is not only among the most well known of herbal nervines, but also one of the most misunderstood. Valerian

contains a high concentration of volatile oil, isovaleric and valeric acids. It has a wide number of indications for the
NS and is highly recommended for nervous excitement, insomnia, muscle tension, and nervous palpitations. It has
a very beneficial effect upon the heart (especially cardiac palpitations and high blood pressure. 

To be effective, valerian needs to be taken in sufficiently doses. A general recommendation might be 4 cups of
tea daily or a teaspoon of tincture taken several times daily (adult dosage; 150 lbs). For animals, adjust dosage
according to weight. Note: valerian has an adverse action on cats, being stimulating rather than sedating. Cats love
it, both fresh from the garden and dried. It provides a wonderful activity for cats in the winter, when they are bored
out of their minds. Give them a little valerian and you’ll have as much fun watching them as they’re having rolling
around in it. 

To Prepare: For humans: Use 1 to 2 ounces of Valerian root per quart of water. Pour boiling water over the root
and let the infusion sit overnight. Keep the pot well covered. Strain and drink 4 cups daily. If using the tincture: use
1 to 2 teaspoons diluted in warm water or tea 3 times daily or as often as needed. Please note: Valerian root should
not be boiled. Some people have the opposite reaction to Valerian and may become agitated and irritable. It is
difficult, if not impossible, to mask the flavor of valerian. You can sure try. My suggestion is to just enjoy the strange
flavor.

Valerian Tea
1 part Valerian Root
1/4 part Licorice Root
2 parts Lemon Balm 
* Prepare as directed above for Skullcap.

3. Oats (Avena Sativa)
Oats, both the straw and the seed, is considered a nutritive tonic for the NS and is often recommended for nervous
exhaustion, irritability, stress, and general nerve debilitation. The fruit is high in mucilage content and is considered
a nervine demulcent. The stalks are high in silica and calcium. Fruit contains several active alkaloids including
trigonelline, avenine, and gramine (found also in barley and passiflora), starch, and B vitamins. Best when harvested
in their greengold stage, not fully ripe. 
High Calcium Tea for Supporting the Nervous System

1 part green Oats and Oatstraw
1 part Lemon Balm
1 part Horsetail (Shave Grass)

* Prepare as an infusion and drink 3 to 4 cups daily.
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4. Lemon Balm (Melissa officinalis
Melissa, a member of the mint family, not only is a gentle and effective nerve tonic but also tastes delicious. One

can blend Melissa with those not so pleasant tasting nervines for a more drinkable blend. The leaves of Melissa when
crushed smell like lemons and contain most of the medicinal value of the plant. The flowers and leaves contain
volatile oils, tannins, and bitters which work directly the stomach and NS. The medicinal effect of Melissa is
primarily sedative, relaxing, and mildly antispasmodic. It is excellent for stomach distress and general exhaustion.
For a delicious nervine tonic, blend with chamomile and oats.

To prepare: Pour 1 quart boiling water over 1 ounce of Melissa. Let steep with lid tightly on for twenty minutes
or overnight. Strain and drink 4 cups daily or as often as needed.

Melissa Tea for Stress and Anxiety, especially due to loss or separation
3 parts Melissa
1 part Lemon Verbena
1 part Chamomile
1 part Wood Betony
1 part Borage Flowers
* Prepare as an infusion

5. Chamomile (Anthemus nobile and related species)
The main constituent of chamomile is a volatile oil obtained by steam distillation. Distilled from the yellow and

white chamomile flower, azulene, a beautiful azure blue, contains a whole complex of active principles that serve
as antiinflammatory and antifever agents. The medicinal action of chamomile is most obvious in three major areas:
the Nervous System, the Immune System, and the Digestive System.

To Prepare: Pour 1 quart of boiling water over 1 ounce of chamomile flowers and let steep for twenty minutes.
Keep lid on tightly. Drink 3 to 4 cups daily or as often as needed. This herb has long lasting effects if used over a long
period of time. It is nice to blend with other nervine herbs, and is recommended for infants and children. * There are
some reported allergies to chamomile. 

Chamomile Tea
4 part Chamomile Blossoms
1 part Spearmint
1 part Chrysanthemum Blossoms
1 Borage Flowers
* Prepare as an infusion and drink as much and as often as needed.

Herbal Formulas for the Nervous System

 The following formulas can be taken as tea, tincture, and/or capsules and finely powdered and mixed into food.
We’ll discuss the most appropriate way to give to animals and appropriate dosages. All dosages for animals are
adjusted according to weight. 

Nerve Tonic Formula I: soothing and relaxing
1 part Chamomile
3 parts Lemon Balm
1 part Oats
* Optional: Stevia to taste * Preparation: Infusion

Tonic Formula II: Energizing and Building
1/2 part Ginseng Root (sliced)
1 part Licorice Root
2 part Eleutherococcus (Siberian Ginseng)
1 part Astragalus
1 parts Dandelion Root
* This is a very energizing and revitalizing root blend. Preparation: Decoction
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Formula for Insomnia; for stress, anxiety and insomnia
1 part Valerian
1 part Chamomile
2 part Oats
1 part Passiflora (Passion flowers)
* Preparation: Follow instructions for Infusion. 

Nerve Formula for Depression
2 part St. John's Wort
1 Hawthorne flowers, leaves and berries 
1 part Lemon Balm
1 Part oats milky tops 

 Special Dietary Considerations for the ns

Dietary imbalances and unhealthy eating patterns can contribute too many of the problems of NS disorders.
Likewise, a well balanced diet will support and build a healthy NS. The following are suggestions for food sources
that contain the essential vitamins and minerals specifically needed for the health of the NS. Because these are foods
and not vitamin/mineral pills, they contain all the necessary nutrients needed to be properly assimilated and utilized
by your body. Do a checklist of these foods and see how many are included on a regular basis in your diet. If they
are found lacking, you may wish to begin to include them daily for proper NS functioning. The diet should emphasize
alkalizing foods such as fresh sprouts, whole grains, green leafy vegetables, root vegetables, cultured milk products
such as yogurt, kefir and buttermilk, lemons and grapefruits, and seeds and nuts.

1. Calcium. Herbs rich in calcium: Comfrey, Oats, Nettle, Dandelion greens, Mustard greens, Horsetail,
Chickweed, Amaranth, and Watercress.

Seaweeds are particularly high in calcium but, though a major food source in many parts of the world, are often
neglected in American diets. For comparison, 3 1/2 ounces of cow’s milk contains 118 milligrams of calcium. The
same amount of Hizike mild flavored seaweed) contains 1,400 milligrams, Kelp contains 1,093 milligrams, and
Wakame contains 1,300 milligrams.

2. B Vitamins; Herbs high in B Vitamins include: parsley, dandelion greens, nettle, sesame seeds, seaweeds, and
wild oats.

3. Spirulina: An excellent nutrient for the NS, spirulina is 60-70 % protein by weight. It is considered the highest
plant source of usable protein and is second only to dried whole eggs when animal forms of protein are compared.
It is high in the B vitamins and gammalinolenic acid (GLA). Spirulina is available in tablets and powder form. I
recommend the powder for quality and economy. However, most people find the "green" taste overpowering and opt
for the tablets. A recommended amount would be 2 tablespoons of the powder or 6 tablets daily.

Adjunct Therapies for Both Animals and Their Humans to Help Harmonize the ns

1. Flower Essences work so well and lovingly with animals 
2. Herbal foot baths (for humans)

 3. Massage. Animals like this as much as humans!
 4. Exercise; animals love and need this even more than humans

5. Rest and Relaxation; animals seem quite capable of R & R while humans seem to have a harder time fitting this
into their schedule
6. Connecting with Nature during Stress. As H.D. Thoreau said "We need the tonic of the wilderness......" Animals
as much as people. Take your animal on a walk into nature, a park, the beach and watch their spirit soar. 
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MATERIA MEDICA FOR ANIMALS
Rosemary Gladstar

“Grandmother Earth, hear me! The two-leggeds, the four-leggeds, the winged, and all that move upon
You are Your Children. With all beings and all things we shall be as relatives; just as we are related to
You, O Mother” ~ Black Elk

Animals, like children, respond incredibly well to herbs and nature’s medicine. They are still very akin to the
natural world. One of the major factors of why animals are becoming so rapidly diseased and manifest many of their
owner’s disorders such as cancer, urinary problems, skin problems, obesity, etc. is because animals are forced to be
so dependent on an environment controlled entirely by humans. They must eat the processed devitalized food
provided by their owners as their sole diet, (it is usually heavily laced with synthetic vitamins and minerals to make
up for the lack of any nutritional value in the food itself), live in the noisy stressful environments that we create for
them, and are devoid of any communication with others of their species.

I marvel at the adaptability of creatures that can be removed from their mothers and siblings at such an early age,
placed in a foreign environment, and be expected to learn the rigorous rules of living with human beings. Even the
language spoken is foreign. Most of what animals do to show affection, hunger, anger, distress, is not allowed in our
human culture. People don’t like animals licking, barking, meowing, sniffing, clawing or chewing, all natural
tendencies. So the animal must find ways to adapt, to learn new communication skills, to be happy in an environment
that is almost, if not totally, foreign to all that is genetically natural to it. I don’t think I could do it. I would die of
loneliness, yearning for the companionship of just one other human being to speak a common language with.

The diets fed our animals are also totally foreign to them and obviously lack the same vitally and life that is
lacking in human diets. Both humans and their animal companions reflect the state of health or lack of it in America
today. When will we learn that it is not the quantities of food, nor the amount of vitamins and minerals we add to
them, nor even the food charts of the FDA that determines the state of health of a people. The food we eat, the pet
food fed our animals, is devoid of living nutrients, has been devitalized, and robbed of the essence of life in spite of
the hearty claims on the colorful packaging.

Though there are many different ideas of what comprises a healthy diet for animals, most agree that food needs
to be as natural as possible and as close to their ancesterol diet as possible. The first step in raising healthy animals
is to feed them living food. Considerations such as; is the food natural and organic? Is it made without additives,
synthetics, or preservatives? Does it resemble the type of diet the animal would eat in the wild?

 There arc as many different ideas of what comprises a natural healthy diet for companion pets as there are people
who have pets. My friend and mentor, Juliette de Bairacli Levy, developed a program that is excellent and has been
used by dog breeders around the world for over forty years (it can be modified for cats). For complete details on her
Natural Rearing Diet For Dogs read The CompleteHerbal Book for the Dog. There is also an excellent book called
Give Your Dog a Bone that explains and simplifies the raw food diet, our canine friends oldest and most successful
diet. The Pitcairns have also written an excellent handbook for the natural rearing of animals, Dr. Pitcairn’s Complete
Guide to Natural Health for Dogs and Cats. I recommend all three of these books for all pet owners. Many of the
suggestions can be used for larger animals, also.

Juliette maintains that the four main rules of rearing healthy dogs are:
(1) Correct natural diet of raw foods
(2 Abundant sunlight and fresh air; if a house dog an open window is essential for health
(3) At least two hours active exercise daily including running exercises.
(4) Hygienic housing in kennel or stable, with earth or brick runs preferable to cement ones. Planting of

couchgrass (known as dog grass) by kennel runs or indoors in pots.
Whichever way you choose - raw food, cooking from scratch for your animals or supplementing a naturally pre-

prepared pet food with raw and homemade food—it will improve the health of your animal. Though naturally
prepared pet foods are costlier than regular pet food, but they are a better investment and often end up saving money
in vet bills. The food is more concentrated, more nourishing, and most animals will therefore eat less. A healthy diet
means less problems with health, thus saving future money and stress at the vets.
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GENERAL SUGGESTIONS
Formula I
an excellent supplement I make for dogs and cats is:

1 cup Nutritional Yeast
3 tablespoons Spirulina
1/2 cup Powdered Milk
2 tablespoons Kelp pd.
2 tablespoons Nettle pd.
2 tablespoons Comfrey root pd.
2 tablespoons Comfrey leave pd.
* If the animal shows signs of flea allergies, worm infestation, mange and skin related problems, or is generally
run down and in poor health, add 2 tablespoons Echinacea pd. and 1 tablespoon Garlic pd. to the mixture.

To use: mix 2 heaping tablespoons per 50 Ibs of body weight directly into the animals food. Moisten with a small
amount of water. You may have to adjust flavors for the particular taste of your pet. Cats are much more finicky about
their food, so you may have to be creative in mixing these flavors.

I also recommend adding Vit. A capsules to the diet of dogs and cats. Though these are available at most vets, they
are less expensive and often times of better quality bought at a natural food store. If your animal has particularly dry,
shedding, or itchy skin you might wish to add Omega-3 Oil. Studies have proven Omega-3 Oil to be an excellent
replacement for cortisone and cortisone creams for dogs and cats with flea allergies. It is immune stimulating and
is helpful to animals with weakened and/or over-active immune systems.

I’ve used Garlic oil capsules quite successfully for animals prone to parasite infestations. Garlic, though useful
in helping to prevent parasites, is generally not completely effective in ridding the parasites once they are established.
I usually recommend a Wormwood Biitter Compound to rid the system of parasites then add garlic to the daily diet
as a preventive. If the immune system of the animal is over activated and/or weakened, I also add garlic to help
balance the system. It is one of the most important herbs there is, both for animals and people. ‘Nature’s Antibiotic’,
garlic helps fight infections, viruses, fungal infections, and low grade infections. It is also an antiinflammatory and
is useful for geriatric animals with creaky joints, kidney, and for heart problems. Many animals enjoy the flavor of
raw garlic mixed directly into their food. If not, give garlic oil capsules or tablets daily.

Formula II
Another excellent mixture for dogs and cats that provides all the necessary trace elements is:

1 cup Nutritional Yeast
2 tablespoons Lecithin
1 tablespoon kelp
1/4 cup Bone Meal
1/4 cup Wheat Germ
2 tablespoons Spirilina

Nutrltlonal yeast is a wonderful supplement for animals. It provides necessary minerals, protein, and is one of the
richest sources of B vitamins. It’s renowned for helping to keep your animals tick and flea free. And most animals
enjoy the flavor of it.

Lecithin is a fat emulsifier that helps the body break down and absorb fats, fatty acids, and fat soluble vitamins.
The benefits to the animal are many but primarily noticed in the shiny glowing coat. It also gives the food a rich nutty
flavor that most dogs and cats enjoy.

Kelp is an incredible supplement for most animals. It provides iodine, potassium, zinc, and selenium and is
especially good for the bones and thyroid.

Bone meal is a natural calcium source and helps build strong bones. It also helps detoxify the animal’s system.
Calcium is also excellent for high strung nervous animals and helps to calm their nervous systems.

Spirulina is a rich source of protein (80 - 90 per- cent digestible protdn by weight), is high in B vitamins, and one
of the richest sources of available chlorophyll which helps cleanse and detoxify the animalÕs system.

Wheat germ is a rich source of essential fatty acids and fat soluble vitamins.
All together, this is a wonderful supplement to add to your animal’s food on a daily basis. What you’ll notice is

a glossier coat, greater disease resistance, more energy, and less fleas and parasites.

As you can see, most of what’s good for humans providing high concentrations of vitamins, minerals, and trace
elements is also good for our animals. What is of primary importance in the diet of both animals and people is that
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the food be vital and alive. Avoid treats for your dog that obviously are laced with food coloring, synthetic flavors,
preservatives, and sweetened. Like people, animals develop tastes for sweet treats. And like people, these sweet treats
will have a detrimental effect on their health.

When it comes to treating specific animal ailments, I use the same general guidelines as I do on people. Most of
the formulas and herbal remedies will have the same or similar effects on animals. When Juliette de Bairacli wrote
her first herb book in 1952, The Herbal Handbook for Farm and Stable, people lamented that it was a book about
animal care and not about people’s problems. She laughed and told them to use the same book for themselves; the
remedies would work as well for them as for animals.

For instance, when treating most types of skin problems, the liver is the primary organ one would treat. Though
I would certainly use a good herbal salve and skin preparations directly on the problem, I would focus on cleansing
and detoxifying the liver. When treating parasites and infestations, one would work at getting rid of the parasites but
would also concentrate on the total state of health of the animal aware that when the system is in overall good health,
the body is much more resistant to parasites. When treating infections, choose the same herbs you’ve found to
invaluable in treating human infection and in boosting the immune system. Work only with those herbs you’re most
familiar with and have found to be safe and innocuous. Pay attention to the quality of the herbs you’re using. 

Materia Medica for Animals 

Herbs that I would recommend as particularly beneficial for your animals are:
Dandelion root and leaf- especially beneficial for urinary/kidney problems, geriatric animals with creaky joints,

animals with chronic skin problems, liver disorders.
Echinacca - For skin problems, allergies, poor health, lymphatic disorders, immune system disorders.
Garlic - Useful for parasites, worms, infections and inflammation.
Comfrey leaf and root - excellent calcium supplement, helpful for healing wounds, cuts, internal injuries, good

source of vitamins and minerals, good for internal inflammation, and diarrhea.
Chamomile- useful for stressful, nervous animals, for digestive disorders, and diarrhea.
Skullcap - for nervous conditions, muscle spasms.
Valerian - for pain, nervous conditions, muscle spasms, digestive problems, creaky joints. Many cats love valerian

better than catnip.
Wormwood - intestinal parasites, worms.
Cornsilk - Bladder/Kidney problems
Chickweed - Digestive disorders, skin infections, membrane inflammation, kidney/bladder problems.
Oats & Milky Green Oat Tops- Nervous system disorders, infections, distemper, bone and skin problems.
Yellow Dock root - Cleanse and heal the gall bladder and liver. Powerful herbal cleanser.
Catnip - Cats love it! A stimulant for them.
Golden Seal - For infections, liver problems, skin problems, and more serious types of imbalances relating to the

liver and gall bladder. Use only cultivated GS and be sure its organically cultivated. 
Kelp - Excellent source of minerals and trace minerals for your animal. Useful for any kind of debility and poor

health, bone problems, skin problems, and when you wish to restore vigor and vitality.
* This list is by no means conclusive. It is meant to give you just an idea of herbs that are effective and safe for

animal usage. These are among the herbs I’ve found to be especially beneficial to animals. For a more
comprehensive list, see Juliette’s book The Complete Herbal Handbook for Farm and Stable.

Determining the correct dosage of herbs for your animal can be a bit tricky as there is no standard chart available.
I use the same method used to determine dosage for humans; size, weight, and general constitution. Juliette
recommends 2 level tablespoons of strong herbal lea (1 handful of herb to one pint of water) morning and evening
for an average size dog (she equates normal size to a cocker spaniel). If giving capsules, the general dosage for an
average size adult is 2 “OO’ capsules 3 X daily. Adjust that dosage to fit the size of your dog/animals. Obviously this
is not an exact measurement. But because the herbs you are working with should all be completely safe and non toxic,
the need for extreme accuracy is not necessary (these plants don’t work like allopathic drugs). 

Getting animals to take an herbal infusion can be as inventive as finding ways to get children to take their
medicinal teas. Placing the tea in their water bowl and expecting them to lap it up is usually very disappointing. The
tea may evaporate or dry up before it’s appreciated by your four legged companion. The best method for
administering infusions is from a medicine bottle. Insert the neck of the bottle into the animals mouth as far back as
possible without it being uncomfortable and empty the bottle slowly.
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SACRED PLANT MEDICINE: DEEPENING YOUR RELATIONSHIP
WITH SPIRIT
Rosemary Gladstar 

Plants are ancient living beings that have evolved in their communities, have relationships with one another, and
provide us with most of what we need to live including the air we breathe, the clothes we wear, the food we eat and
the medicine we use when we’re sick. Peoples are among the oldest living things on the planet and were here several
million years before humans. We have evolved in relationship to them. They are our elders and we have so much to
learn from them. Though there is great interest in learning about plants for medicine and food, people are just
awakening to the fact that there are many ways to ‘be healed’ by the plants and many ways to be ‘in relationship to
plants’. Developing a deep and meaningful relationship with them is much like developing an intimate relationship
with another person or animal. Thought they don’t necessarily speak in our language, they do speak the language of
the heart, a language heard without the aid of ears or brain, but felt through one’s soul or spirit. In this workshop, I
will share techniques that help one to enter into the world of the plants on their terms and to listen to them from the
heart. 

This will be an experimental workshop and we will practice a few techniques that help one to enter into the divine
nature of the plants and to commune with them on a deeper more heartful level.

Medicine walk or vision walk
• Song talk ~ finding ways to communicate to the plant through song and word 
• Speaking aloud
• Medicine Walk ~ walking with no agenda other than to follow the heart and the path where it leads.

Find Your Plant
1. Ask permission
2. Make an offering
3.Breath in with the sweet breathing of plants until comfortable, peaceful, mindless
4. Imagine your roots going deep into the earth, connecting with the roots of the plant. Imagine being the roots
of the plants. Notice how you grow and move and are in the earth. Notice how the sweet earth is around you

Notice the stem; imagine yourself standing up as the stem. Notice everything above the stem. Is it round? Square.
Furry, fuzzy, smooth. Does it have branches, leaves or grow straight. Feel it. Become it. 

Notice the Leaves: find where the leaves attach. Explore the texture and how they do attach. Do they hang at your
side, do they turn upward, notice the taste.

Allow yourself to be graced by the union of your sprit w/the spirit of the plant. Let you body stretch and move
with the plants.

Not to worry if anyone is watching
You are invisible to the world. They can’t see you.

Notice the flower if there is one: 
Imagine your head as the head of the flower, its blossom,

Your arms its leaves
Your spine and legs its tem
Your feet its root
Your head, its blossom

Begin to use your breath to travel back down through the plants.

Give thanks to the plant out loud
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Gradually open your eyes. Continue to sit quietly. Pick up your journal/pen and begin to write your experience.
Often a poem or song will come
Often a teaching. Don’t question where its coming from; just write. Like a child, accept. 
Often just a feeling of peace

If you have problems with ‘the feelings’, then write in great detail your intimate observations of the plants.
Sometimes its while engaging the mind, that the spirit speaks…

There are excellent books that help to refine and practice these techniques and that discuss the Sacred Healing of
Plants;

Plant Spirit Healing by Pam Montgomery
The Secret Teaching of the Plants by Stephen Buhner
Plant Spirit Medicine by Eliot Cowan
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GOING MENTAL: BEHAVIOURAL PROBLEMS
Peter Gregory, BVSc, VetFFHom, CertIAVH, MRCVS

 
What is a 'Behavioral problem'? As veterinarians we are trained early on in our careers to use this expression, but

certainly I was never given a definition of it and I think to some extent we all make up our own minds as to what
constitutes such a diagnosis.

Here is my attempt: 'A form of behavior which is exaggerated or inappropriate to the animal's situation.'
Inherent in this is the implication that the behavior is (a) unacceptable to the owner, and/or (b) preventing the

animal from living in harmony i.e. causing it to suffer.
Much effort is made by some 'animal behaviorists' towards eliminating behavior from animals, particularly pets,

which is inappropriate or inconvenient for the owner, but  there is a large 'grey area', as what constitutes a behavioral
problem for one owner may not be considered so by another - for instance a dog who barks at the slightest noise in
a suburban house or urban flat will usually be deemed a 'nuisance' whereas a guard dog acting in the same way in a
used car yard will be seen as simply doing his job well. Hence  the importance of the word 'inappropriate'. The issue
of  degree, or severity, is also important - hence the use of the word 'exaggerated' - a couple of yaps may be acceptable
while barking for hours is not. In this respect it is pertinent to try and evaluate what effect the behavior has on the
general well- being of the patient. Is the behavior preventing the animal from living  a 'normal' life; is it causing
emotional suffering in its own right - for instance is dog's aggression preventing it from meeting and socializing with
other dogs?  The further problem we have in evaluating our patient's behavior is that of the restrictions we place upon
ourselves and our pets in operating  in the communities in which we choose to live. Many of the reactions to events
in an animal's lifetime  are governed by the natural behavior of their ancestors, and while I do not wholly subscribe
to the 'wolf in our home' paradigm there is no  doubt that some otherwise 'normal' behavior for an animals has
inevitably to be 'trained' out in certain individuals. I do not wish to get involved in any arguments as to which models
of training are 'best' but I would suggest that those who gain results from positive reinforcement are to be preferred
to those which utilize any form of punishment. This sounds easy but in effect it can often be difficult to be sure
whether some practices represent suppression rather than encouraging real change at an emotional level.

We may also consider the question of what it is that leads an animal to behave in a particular way, especially if
the behavior apparently  runs contrary to the wishes of the animals friend, guardian, leader, or however the 'owner'
is perceived.

There is now ample  evidence that animals experience consciousness, and a corollary to this is an acceptance that
they also experience a range of emotions.

This of course is simply scientific confirmation of the beliefs and experiences of countless humans over many
generations. Personally I grew up in no doubt that my dog felt a similar range of emotions to myself, and that
conviction has been unshaken by many years of assertions by 'experts' to the contrary.

From a homeopathic point of view it can be argued that it is impossible to treat an animal patient for a 'behavioral'
problem as the behavior of any particular remedy state is as yet incompletely documented: for instance the repertory
does not yet have a rubric for 'aggression'. Even if it did we would still have to find ways of  distinguishing each
remedy in it. Similarly if we equate 'barking ' with 'loquacity' we will find a great number of remedies, and it is only
when we distinguish the emotional state behind the barking that we can hope to find a suitable remedy.

I therefore find it much more productive to consider 'emotional problems' than 'behavioral problems' and this
realization has enormous importance, for it allows far more respect to our animal patients than the Descartian
mechanistic view from which we re still endeavoring to escape. The view that an animal is exhibiting 'behavioral
problem' can lead all to easily to practices which 'train' the behavior out of the animal. The contrary view is that there
is an emotional imbalance which is causing the animal suffering. If we can understand this problem then we can seek
to help the animal deal with it. Homeopathy has enormous potential in this field: the view of an energy imbalance
which involves the whole animal presents the hope that if the imbalance can be rectified our patient will no longer
suffer the emotional trauma which its behavior expresses and will move to a place of greater peace and harmony. 

Hypotheses:
1  'Behavioral problems' in animals  = 'mental and emotional diseases'
2   The causes of these 'diseases' in animals are identical to those in humans
3   Homeopathic treatment of these patients on the same lines as in humans can be successful
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Therefore in dealing with such patients we may heed Hahnemann's word in the Organon 
Organon para 210

The so-called mental and emotional diseases are of this kind (one-sided). They do not, however, constitute a class
of diseases that is sharply separated from the rest of the diseases because, in all the so-called somatic diseases as
well, the mental and emotional state should be noted as one of the preeminent symptoms, along with the symptom
complex, if one wants to record a true image of the disease in order to be able to successfully cure it
homoeopathically.

para 215
Almost all so-called mental and emotional diseases are nothing other than somatic diseases in which the symptom
of mental and emotional mistunement that is peculiar to each disease heightens itself as the somatic symptoms
diminish.... until finally the disease transfers itself to the invisibly subtle mental and emotional organs.

A W ord about Mental and Emotional

In the Organon, Hahnemann distinguishes between the mental state which is a faculty of intelligence, and the
emotional mind which has an aesthetic faculty. The emotions are exhibited by behaviour. Mental diseases can
originate in the spirit or be miasmatic, originating in the physical body. (O'Reilly)

The International Dictionary of Homeopathy defines a mental symptom as ' a characteristic of the mental state
when he or she is ill and continues: 'the concept of mental symptoms in homeopathy embraces consciousness,
intellect, thinking and reasoning and emotion..' It further describes 'emotion' as 'a mental state concerned with feeling
rather than consciousness, reasoning and intellect; metaphorically associated with the heart.'

Personally I do not find this distinction helpful, and therefore do not attempt to make such a distinction.
In dealing with an apparently one-sided disease we may first of course look carefully to elicit whether or not it

is indeed one-sided. If there are concomitant physical symptoms then the totality of the disease can be seen and this
will of course lead to as more accurate prescription. However it is the case that many of the patients presented for
treatment of 'behavioral' problems are indeed one- sided and it is towards the treatment of such cases that this
presentation is directed.

That being so what can we expect to achieve?
I often point out to my clients that there is a limit to what can be achieved in the treatment of behvioural problems

and offer the following guidelines:
1. Where there is an obvious causality, and a change in behavior it is possible to return the animal to whatever

was its ' normal' state before the incident
2. Where the animal has been exhibiting the behavior from an early age, but it can be considered to be

exaggerated, and interfering with having a 'normal' life, it is possible to reduce the degree of the behavior so
as to be acceptable by the animal's companions. So a noisy dog will always be a noisy dog, but less so. The
restriction here is the miasmatic and constitutional makeup of the dog, and begs the question as to how much
influence homeopathy can have on those levels of being. (One of the great unanswerable questions of
homeopathy?!)

There is inevitably an overlap of these categories, for instance where the animal is described as having 'always
behaved in this way', but the history is unknown. 

All in all, however, the prognosis is usually good and much success has been experienced by homeopathic
veterinarians in dealing with these cases.

Obstacles to Cure

As with all homeopathic medicine we have to consider factors which will influence the outcome of our
intervention.

As we are dealing with emotional upsets, of primary importance is the emotional environment of the patient. Once
again it is matter of degree. Homeopathy may help an animal to cope with a stressful situation, but there are times
when the circumstances are so extreme as to necessitate a change in environment if homeopathy is to exert anything
like its full potential. In addition there are times when it nay be beneficial to employ skilled personnel to teach the
patient in a harmonious and compassionate way just how it should be behaving in certain circumstances. However
I would urge care in selecting such ancillary help, bearing in mind my previous comments.
 
Miasmatic Approach

Psora Underactivity: Fear, anxiety, depression, sadness
Sycosis    Overactivity: Jealousy, aggression, inco-ordinated responses, hypersexuality, obsessive behaviour
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Syphilis Destruction: Aggression, desire to kill
Tuberculosis  Changeabilty: Desire to escape, roam, aggression, delinquency
Cancer       Control: Anxiety, suppression, repression

Common Behavioural Problems

Fear
Anxiety
Poor performance
Barking
Hyperactivity
Hypersexual behaviour
Destructiveness
Self harm
Obsessive behaviour 
Roaming
Aggression                                                          

In attempting to understand what lies behind these forms of inappropriate behaviour I have found the following
helpful: “Where there is anger there is fear and it is almost always fear of loss” Don Shimoda (Richard Bach)

So if we can understand the fear we may be able to find a remedy to deal with that issue.
There is a strong link between fears and delusions so it may also help to look at the delusions of the remedy.

Some remedies with keynotes

AGARICUS MUSCARIUS Delinquent behavoiur 
Fear something unpleasant will happen; of evil, ghosts, robbers, suffocation at night, Cancer
Powerful, impetuous, enthusiastic
Relax in surgery - investigate: inquisitive
Engaging
Oblivious to reprimand
Difficult to house train - no remorse
Destructive if not getting enough attention
Steals esp. food
Nervous tics disappear when asleep (cf Zinc)

ARGENTUM NITRICUM  Anticipatory anxiety
Fear in a crowd, high buildings will fall on him, of death when alone, tunnels, open spaces, undertaking anything,
appearing in public
Timid
Nervous, restless, anxious
Diarrhoea from anticipation
Fear of failure in performance

ANACARDIUM   Sudden change 
Fear someone is behind him, being taken by the devil, enemies, people, being poisoned 
Hardness and cruelty to animals or people
Desire to curse and swear
Absent mindedness
Hypersexual; sadomasochism
Sensation of a blunt plug stuck in a location of the body
Sudden change from being really friendly to being vicious

ARSENICUM ALBUM  Anxiety
Fear of DEATH, impending death, starvation,of the bed, robbers, narrow place (churches) 
Extremely anxious; if approached may panic and run away or may become aggressive
May bite from panic
Anxiety with restlessness
Fastidious
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Hide away due to fear
May bark excessively when a stranger comes to the house or if left alone
Neat, tidy animals who keep themselves clean 
Better for company

AURUM METALLICUM    Depression and anger
Fear to neglect his duty, failure, falling, the unknown, being murdered

“Depression is almost always due to unresolved anger” Alice Green
Full blooded, powerful, heavily built
Ailments from grief
Outbursts of anger
Anger from contradiction
Aggression from need to dominate
Esp. females
Hurried due to tendency to show off
Gets into fights - male with male, female with female
More vicious than Lyc, dominates by aggression (cf Platina rules by 'aura')
Oversensitive to pain - will bite
Better warmth and exercise outdoors
Suspicious - dislikes certain people -meets with aggression
May urinate in house due to dominance

BELLADONNA
Fear of those standing near, people, approach, death, crowd, being struck by those approaching him
Rage
Red mucous membranes, bulging carotids

CALCAREA PHOSPHORICA Restless
Fear of dark, thunderstorm, death (being away from home)
Delusions must get home when away
Irritable, restless
Obstinate
May be hyperactive

CHAMOMILLA Anger with pain
Fear of being touched, imaginary things, approaching of others
Terror at night
Delusions is insulted
Anger, irritability esp young
Over-reaction to pain
Wants all attention; otherwise will growl or bite
Will be boss if can get away with it
But can react anxiously and submissively
Does things knows shouldn't do
Has respect for master but contempt for partner and children - bites
Wants to be stroked
Demands gratification
Oversensitive to pain - 

COFFEA CRUDA Overactivity of the mind
Fear of impending danger on going to sleep, to go to sleep, of death (due to pain), fear of pain
Inexhaustible
Always inventing new things to do so can continue playing
Continues to want ball thrown again and again
Damages thing accidentally 
Restlessness at night esp. 3 a.m.
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CROCUS SATIVA Sudden change of temper while playing
Fear of impending death
Delusions about to die
Hysteria 
Abrupt and violent change from one extreme to another
E.g. may be playing boisterously then suddenly turn aggressive 
Affectionate, anger followed by repentance

GELSEMIUM Paralysed with fear
Delusion about to die. Fear appearing in public, failure, tremulous
Show fright
Paralysed with fear
Trembling

HEPAR SULPH Anger from touch
Delusions will be murdered. Fear of being touched, hurt, fire, suffering
Oversensitive to all stimuli
Irritable and angry outbursts

HYOSCYAMUS Exhibitionism
Fear being injured, knives, being poisoned, being betrayed, being devoured by animals
Delusions devil is after her, pursued by enemies
Miniature or toy poodles
Fear of losing familiar environment and acquaintances
Insecurity, homesickness, jealousy, despair
Submissive, restless, distrustful
Aggressive when afraid
Charges yelping hysterically, then runs away, hides in corner
Urinary and faecal incontinence from fear (cf Stram voluntary)
Fear alone esp. at night
Picks at objects e.g. bedding or itself - lick granuloma  
Loquacity
Jealousy
Masturbation
'Charges, yelping , at possible attackers, but runs away or hides when really attacked
Picks at certain objects or at itself - lick granuloma'

IGNATIA Sudden changeability
Fear continuous, when away from home, going out alone, robbers
Delusions he is persecuted, criticized
Hysteria
Jealousy
Contradictory behaviour; sudden change from moroseness to anger
Sudden change, contradicory behaviour
Comes on heat never or once a year
Recurs at same time every day
Ailments after grief
Claustrophobia
False pregnancy
History of grief

IODUM 'Runs to do violence'
Restlessness from fear, fear in narrow place
Hyperactive
Insensitive 
Hectic
No fear of thunderstorms, no thirst (cf Phos)
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Thin despite ravenous appetite
Will run and do violence

LAC CANINUM Inability to engage in normal relationship
Delusions despised, everything seems unreal, errors of personal identity, Fear failure
Disrupted suckling period
Unable to socialize properly
Inco-ordinated response to challenge
Jealousy
Obsessive sucking or licking
Craving for indigestible things -paper, plaster, coal

LACHESIS  Jealousy
Delusion sees ghosts, someone is behind him, pursued by enemies, she has stolen something. Fear of being struck
by those approaching him, in a narrow place
Possessive - guards 
Loquacity (Barks)
Aggression when on or hiding under furniture
Cannot bear anything around waist or throat
Guard food, possessions of owner, territory
Bark as they bite - go for the throat

LYCOPODIUM  Bully
Delusions is a great person, has neglected his duty. Fear of approach of others, men, strangers, new situation,
responsibility 
Low confidence
Aggression from fear
Dominance over weaker or smaller individuals
Self conscious and dominant
Growls and wags tail at the same time 
Thin despite good appetite or poor appetite - easily satisfied
May give chase if opponent runs away

MERCURIUS  Hurried
Delusions surrounded by enemies, he is persecuted. Fear driving from place to place, with desire to escape, of
killing, pins (pointed things), knives
Vindicitive
Bite when restrained

NATRUM MURIATICUM Closed
Delusions he is insulted. Fear of people, with sadness, of incurable disease
'Ill effects of grief, fright, anger etc.'
Don't want space invaded
Can get so far then bite as warning
Cats may lie on owner's lap then suddenly bite and run off
Brood on past insults

NITRIC ACID  Vindictive
Delusions about to die. Fear something terrible is going to happen, of being touched
Violent aggression 
Remember past 'insults' - never forgives 

NUX VOMICA   Tension
Delusions about to receive injury, he is insulted. Fear to fly into a rage, from noise, terror, of being touched, of
failure
Excessive reaction to noise, light
Irritablility due to excess
Over sensitive to sensory stimuli
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Causes immediate, intense reaction
Sweet and affectionate with friends but fearful and nervous of strangers
Fear of something which is associated with traumatic experience 
'Dominance' is bluff
If left may bark, urinate, be destructive
Generally friendly but insecure
Barks and wags tail at same time
Pants and whines 
May snap when strangers leaving
May be jealous of newborn baby
Bitch may be dominant, male submissive

PLATINA
Delusions not appreciated, he were looking down form a high place, noble, tall. Fear death, falling, walking
across busy street
Haughty, arrogant
'Governs with its eyes'
But may need to exert authority by being aggressive

SEPIA   Bitch
Delusions neglected, is poor. Fear being alone, yet fear of people, something horrible will happen
False pregnancy
Fear of being alone, but seeks solitude
Indifferent to aggressive
Want to be left alone
Neglect young
Can't get dog out of bed to go for a walk but once out brightens up
Because: better for Violent exercise
Reject offspring

STAPHYSAGRIA  Indignation
Delusions being abused. Fear of being murdered, being injured, to fly into a rage
Ailments from grief, suppressed anger, indignation
Sweet appearance
Violent outburst of anger
Dwells on sexual matters
Urine spraying when territory invaded
'Kennel syndrome'- spent too much time in kennels - aggressive to cyclists and joggers - bark fiercely, threaten
to bite

STRAMONIUM Terror
Delusion alone in wilderness, possessed of a devil, with jealousy. Fear brilliant objects, dark, ghosts, terror, of
being struck by those approaching him 
Afraid of being left alone esp. in dark - may go out at night then come in and urinate or defaecate
Left alone howls, barks, destroys
Hypersexual
Fear shiny things, reflections
Ailments from grief e.g. moving house, family member leaving home 
Inappropriate urination/defaecation
Destructive but not as bad as Phos or Tarentula
Aetiology change of owner, home

SULPHUR   Boisterous
Delusions not appreciated, tall, he has done wrong. Fear taking a bath, crossing abridge, being washed, work
Extrovert
Want company but difficult to have around
Egotistical - can be domineering, hence aggressive
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CAUSTICUM  Irritable
Fear accidents happening to friends, something will happen to his family, others should be harmed
Old dog getting irritable due to pain in joints
Protective of family when husband leaves or dies

PHOSPHORUS Energy
Delusions alone in the world. Fear of being alone lest he die, of dark, imaginary things, shadows, thunderstorm
Hyperactive, overaffectionate
When left alone barks, or is destructive

PULSATILLA   Moody
Delusions forsaken, insulted, she is pregnant. Fear abandoned, being alone, of men, of being offended, tremulous
Changeability
False pregnancy
Jealous and self centred
Can be aggressive if not getting affection they need

TARENTULA HISPANICA  Overactivity
Fear of everything black, being touched, from music
Affected by music, colour
Kleptomania
Sexual excitement
Restlessness
Nymphomania
Destructive
Sensitive to touch 

Some Specific Probelms

BARKING
Phosphorus
Lachesis
Cenchris
Pulsatilla
Arsenicum album

TAIL CHASING
Lachesis (Connection with rabies vaccination)
Phosphorus

'FLYCATCHING'
Stramonium

INAPPROPRIATE URINATION/DEFECATION
Lac caninum
Staphisagria
Stramonium
Hyoscyamus
Tuberculinum
Tarentula

MOUNTING IN MALES 
Tarentula
Origanum

Some Rubrics for Aggression

Mind:
Anger - rage with/violent
Contradiction- agg./intolerant of 
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Cursing
Dictatorial
Jealousy
Kill desire to
Mania - rage with/violence, with deeds of
Quarrelsome
Rage
Violence
Ailments from 
Anger
Suppressed anger

HOW THEY BITE
Anacardiium  Sudden, vicious bit 'out of the blue'
Belladonna    Strains at the leash; red and angry! Prone to sudden violent outbursts
Nux vom       Irritable; snaps suddenly and with meaning                                                    
Sepia             Bites and means it; leave me alone!' Sad, worn out saggy look
Lycopodium  If cornered or threatened/challenged
Ignatia           Sudden mood change. Hysterical.
Mercurius     Bites viciously esp. when trying to restrain. 
Staphisagria  Snaps from resentment. Sweet appearance, but indignation simmers underneath. Can be quite

vicious when they finally explode.
Lachesis       Barks and goes for the throat, especially when in possessive situation
Sulphur        Loses temper and 'explodes'
Nitric acid     Resentful, unforgiving, so often respond to situation where previously been hurt. Will be vicious

if necessary, esp. in  response to pain. More often seen in cats
Nat mur        Warning bite when 'had enough messing about with' 
Ars alb          Nips from fear; very tense, then 'snaps'
Calc phos      Struggles first, then may nip to escape. Awkward patients.
Pulsatilla       Moody , rarely bites but if does so doesn't really mean it, sulks afterwards or begs forgiveness
Silica             Similar to Pulsatilla but more panic. Thin, delicate animals with poor bone structure and lack of

courage.                                             
Ars iod          May lean towards  Arsenicum side or to Iodum (runs across the park to attack). 
Phosphorus    Only if gets too excited e.g. in play
Causticum      Irritable old dog; may snap from pain
Rhus tox         Perhaps in play. Jovial, lively restless, but can become irritable as they age
Calc fluor        Hardly ever. Similarities with Calc carb but prefer cool, more energetic
Graphites         Males and young may be irritable; prone to moist  eruptions in skin folds.
Thuja           Won't usually bite; too anxious to 'fit in' and do the right thing.
Lyssin  (Hydrophobinum)  Bites viciously, but shows instant remorse 
Crotalus hor.   Growls first before launching an attack
Tarentula hispanica  Hurried, 'manic' bites with no remorse
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THE TUBERCULAR MIASM: THE SEQUEL, INSECT REMEDIES
Peter Gregory, BVSc, VetFFHom, CertIAVH, MRCVS

Insects are the largest class of animals with some 800,000 species described. The evolution of insects went
hand in hand with that of the flowering plants and we are becoming increasingly aware of their importance in the
ecology of the planet 

A with all issue in homeopathy there is debate as to whether or not one can attribute a whole group of remedies
to a particular miasm. As always I would suggest if one hears the words 'never' or always' in the same sentence as
the word 'homeopathy' one should always be cautious and never believe it without careful critical examination.

My personal opinion is that groups follow general trends which can be helpful in understanding the remedies and
in pointing towards a remedy for a particular patient.

When considering the animal remedies we naturally find ourselves keying into prejudices and subjective
anthropomorphic judgements. While such judgements of animals are unjustified and unrealistic, we may be reminded
that the typical behaviour of a snake, for instance, is the animal's adaptation to its environment and essential to
survival in the harsh competitive world of nature. However for a domestic dog in a family home in New York to act
like a snake is inappropriate, and shows an attachment to that remedy state which may be described as  a disease state.
Sometimes it is useful to encourage such behaviour, for instance in a dog who is called upon to perform a particular
function; however if this behaviour becomes exaggerated it again becomes inappropriate and reflects a disease state.

If we look at the anatomy and behaviour of insects we first see that they are equipped to fly. This allows them to
travel; to roam. The advantages of this are readily apparent: they can forage for food, and they can roam for a mate.
Insects are well known for being voracious eaters. However their anatomy only allows them to increase in size by
shedding their exoskeleton, something which is only done as a part of the life cycle. In adults therefore there is good
appetite with no increase in size. The lifecycle itself takes two forms, but both forms involve a dramatic change in
form. Many insects are equipped with stings. These allow them to attack others of the same species or of another
species, to fight and even to kill. When an animal is stung it often develops an allergic reaction, which develops very
rapidly. Other symptoms produced by insect products include urinary symptoms and convulsions. Other symptoms
associated with insect remedies are those of the respiratory system. 

These attributes fit quite nicely into the tubercular miasm, and most of the insect remedies exhibit tubercular signs,
hence the title of this presentation.

Features of the insect remedies mentioned by Divvy Chabra include a feeling of being small, dirty, ugly, used,
cheated or  taken advantage of.

Injured by surroundings : being put down, looked down upon, meanness.
Their reaction is to take  revenge, and be  vindictive. They cannot forgive, they show jealousy and competition.

    Their behaviour is to attract attention; they bare talkative, active, dress well and dance to music.
Sankaran emphasises the theme of suddenness e.g. Fear of sudden death
The urge to kill is not premeditated, it is a sudden impulse 
Words used include  'that's it'; it's finished' ; just like that'
Fraser also mentions that the insects are industrious; the main form in any of the social insects is the worker. In

comparing the birds and the insects he says the birds are moving in the freedom of the air, whereas insects are
escaping from the earth; where they are going is unimportant- it is the shame or dirt from which they are
escaping that matters to them.

Many of the insects are social, and the group may act as a single organism.
Fraser mentions the desire to be seen, looked at and recognised. They wear bright and colourful clothes and want

their hair to look good. There are symptoms of alopecia, hair falling out and a fear of losing the hair.

THE ANATOMY OF INSECTS
Insects: 'the only winged arthropods'
* Hard cuticle
* Jointed legs
* 6 legs
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* Wings
* From latin 'to cut into' - 3 segments:
* head - mouthparts, antennae, eyes
* Thorax - legs, wings
* Abdomen - up to 11 segments

The importance of Wings
* Travel
* Hunting/foraging
* Mating
* Attack
* Congregate - Social behaviour

The importance of eyes - Need good vision to detect prey or detect an enemy

INSECT LIFE CYCLES
Complete metamorphosis: Egg- Larva-Pupa-Adult
Incomplete metamorphosis: Egg-Nymph-Adult

THE TUBERCULAR MIASM IN A NUTSHELL
Change 
Conditions come and go quickly
Destruction - 'delinquency'
Obstinate
Romantic - sensitive
Fighting 
Dissatisfaction
Roaming - sexual
Travel
Chronic respiratory disease
Bladder and kidney - cystitis/incontinence
Epilepsy
Chronic diarrhoea
Atopy
Wandering arthritis
Sensitivity to insect stings

THE INSECT REMEDIES

APIS MELLIFICA (Honeybee)
Order Hymenoptera (4 transparent wings)  includes wasps and ants - most are carnivorous and parasitic
Family Apidae

Eyes: 3 colour receptors, one sensitive to ultra violet, (but cannot see red) Flowers show patterns in ultraviolet.
Whole bee's body is negatively charged (pollen is positively charged) - bees are very sensitive to electromagnetic

fields; hives do not survive under powerlines.
Bees seem to experience emotions such as grief (e.g. loss of a queen), anger, playfulness, calmness, contentedness.

Toxicology
2 types of venom; one acid, one alkaline. Acid  toxic: alkaline used to lubricate and clean sting
Contains haemolysing agents, histamine, formic acid, some protein-like substances which cause coagulation of

fibrinogen and increased permeability of skin, also hyaluronidase 
Cold decreases permeability and impedes diffusion of fluid
Effects of sting:

Confusion, incoherent speech
Alternate heat and chill 
Rigidity of the neck, spasmodic contractions of the legs, muscle twitches 
Raised white wheals with central red spot 
Oedema and itching.
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Possible scenario (Vermeulen)
Brought up in family where parent (mother) paramount, full of rules, duties, tasks. Inhibits natural development

- imitate parent so sacrifice  need for personal development e.g. woman wanted to continue studies but
becomes housewife. 'Remain in the hive' Jealous of others who have 'flown away'. 

For animals the issues of being in a group may be important
Hard working - 'workaholic'
Awkward, drops things
Restless, fidgety Apathy, jealousy - 'jealous widow'
 Irritable, fidgety - difficult to please -  'Fruitlessly busy, loquacity'
Whining, tearfulness
Desires company but not affection
Emotionally unpredictable - tends to flit from one subject to next
Ill-timed laughter - e.g. breaks crockery and laughs 

Generals
Aggravated by heat in any form (but can be chilly)
Ameliorated by cold applications
Averse to constriction
Right sided or start on right and spread to left
Thirstless
Craving for milk

Head
Sudden stabbing pains in head
Eyelids swollen, red, oedematous; sudden piercing pains
Keratitis with chemosis
Staphyloma of cornea
Styes
Squint
Mouth red, shining, swollen

Gastrointestinal
Abdominal swelling, tender
Stool - anus feels open; involuntary on every motion
Diarrhoea -  bloody, painless, watery, yellow
Urogenital and Extremities
Right sided ovaritis, ovarian cysts, tumours
Oedema of larynx, dyspnoea, hydrothorax
Pain in extremities; synovitis, swollen stifles 
Rheumatic pains in back and limbs
Dorsiflexion of big toe

Skin
Urticaria
Eczema with swelling, > cold applications
Skin sore, sensitive. Erysipelas; red rosy colour. 
Angioneurotic oedema
Carbuncles, with burning, stinging pain
Oedema of skin 'as if it would rip'

Modalities
Worse: 

Heat in any form 
Touch 
Pressure 
Late in afternoon 
After sleeping 

Right side
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Better: 
In open air,
Uncovering , 
Cold bathing

Apis Haiku
A Family business
Swelling sting of jealousy
Time for tea That's it!

VESPA CRABRO (Wasp)
Skin and female symptoms marked
Numbness and blindness
Swelling of face and eyelids; chemosis
Burning urination
Left ovaritis
Erosion around external os of cervix
Skin intense itching; boils
Wheals and swellings with stinging pains  > vinegar

 
CANTHARIS VESICATORIA (Spanish fly)
Order Coleoptera ('sheathed wings')
Toxicology

1.6. g pulverised beetle caused death in 26 hours
Irritates mucous membranes causing vomiting of blood, diarrhoea with blood and mucus; also nephritis, cystitis.
Can be ingested in hay; horses most susceptible - small amounts cause colic; calcium levels also reduced and heart

muscle destroyed. 1mg/kg Cantharidin lethal within 72 hours
Mentals

Acute mania esp. sexual, restlessness and rage
Fiery sparkling staring  look in eye
Confusion, rage
Fear of mirrors or other reflecting surfaces

Generals
General amelioration from cold or cold applications
Disgust for everything - food, drink, tobacco
Burning thirst but aversion to drinking because of spasm in throat
Cold sweat smelling of urine
Head and Gastrointestinal
Violent headache better for moving about
Burning in mouth and throat - difficulty in swallowing fluids
Tenacious mucus
Blood- streaked vomit
Bloody stool with burning and tenesmus and shuddering after stool
Urge to stool on urination
Urogenital
Intolerable urging of bladder; nephritis with haematuria
Bloody urine passed in drops; constant desire to urinate. Pain before and after, but mainly during urination
Pain in kidneys and along ureters
Intense sexual excitement, with painful erections 
Nymphomania; retained placenta
Chest and Skin 
Dyspnoea - hacking cough with blood streaked mucus
Pleurisy with exudation, pericarditis with effusion. 
Tendency to syncope
Eczema around scrotum and genitals
Vesicular eruptions with burning and itching
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Burns, scalds; sunburn > Cold applications

Modalities
Worse 

Movement 
Touch
Approach
Urinating
Drinking cold water, or coffee
Bright objects
Sound of water
Better 
Rubbing

Warmth
Rest
At night
Cantharis Haiku
Blister beetle burns
Fruitlessly bloody straining
Screams 'rub it better!'

COCCINELLA SEPTEMPUNCTATA (Ladybird)
18th C:  Crushed beetles rubbed onto gums over aching teeth -produces slight gingivitis and salivation; also used
for neuralgias of the face
Proving by Franz: Sensations 'as if tooth would be torn out', as if they were hollow', one-sided headache
Boericke:
Neuralgia, pain in teeth, mouth
Throbbing toothache, cold sensation in teeth
Periodic attacks of frontal neuralgia
Pain in region of kidneys
Fraser: Hydrophobic: worse for seeing bright objects
Whooping cough
Desire for milk, swelling of breasts 

DORYPHORA (Colorado beetle)
Urethritis - pain when urinating; trembling in limbs
Loquacity, cystitis in prepubescents
Diarrhoea and bloody, slimy stools

DROSERA ROTUNDIFLORA (Round-leaved Sundew)
'All day long, uneasiness of disposition and anxiety, full of mistrust, as if he had to  do with none but false
people'(Hahnemann)
Mentals
Suspicious, silent, reserved
Anger at trifles, anger violent
Delusion he is persecuted.
Fear of being alone
Suicidal disposition - drowning
Vertigo - tends to fall to left side
Generals
Bruised soreness al over
Tendency to cramping sensations 
Respiratory
Whooping Cough
Fluent coryza; sneezing 
Cough attacks follow one another quickly
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Dust aggravates
Vomiting of food from coughing
Cough deep, hoarse, 
Cough ends in gagging, vomiting, epistaxis
'Tickling or crawling sensation in throat'
Deep hoarse cough and voice, may be loss of voice
Extremities
Pain in hip joints, feet; > movement
Cramp of hand - cannot release grip
Twitches in shoulder
Modalities
Worse 
After midnight 
Lying down 
Getting warm in bed
Drinking 
Singing 
Laughing
Better 
Open air 
Walking 
Drosera
Sankaran: Has sensitivity and reactivity of plants, but also persecuted feeling, violence and aggression of animal
remedies
Feeling of being persecuted, trapped, deceived, choked and killed. Reaction is aggressive, violent, trying  to get
out
'Delusion being deceived'
Drosera Haiku

Trapped in the kennel
Deceived by his family
Lies coughing at night

COCCUS CACTI (Cochineal)
Mentals and Generals

Excitement, liveliness, talkative, joyous
Irritability , out of humour. 
Dreams: of people, affectionate, 'reminiscences of youthful love'
Chilliness & yawning
'Body swollen as if body adherent to woollen sac'

Locals
Whooping cough and urinary problems
Coryza, inflamed fauces; accumulation of thick mucus
Cough < first waking, with copious tough white or clear mucus
Cough ending in vomiting of tough mucus
Cough worse:  
6 a.m., 10-12 a.m.
11 or 11-30 p.m., 
Warm room, warm drinks
After sleep 
Touch 
Slightest exertion
Cough better 
Cold, open air 
Drinking esp. cold water 
Walking 
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Locals 2
'Chronic bronchitis with urinary gravel':
Urging to urinate; brick red sediment, haematuria, calculi (uric acid)
Dull pain over right eye in morning
Sensation of foreign body between upper eyelid and eye

FORMICA RUFA (Red ants)
'Happy and exalted mental state that can change suddenly to sadness and depression'
'Remarkable activity of mind and ability to get on with their work' (Fraser) 
'Migratory arthritis'- joint hot, inflamed very painful for 24-48 hours, then resolves. When 1 joint normal another
flares up. Patient can only find one comfortable sleeping position, but changes every night. (Morrison)
May be accompanied  by rashes or vasculitis which resembles ant bites.
Rheumatic pains, stiff, contracted joints
Weakness of lower limbs, pain in hips
Paraplegia
Rheumatic pains of sudden onset with restlessnePains worse Motion, better  Pressure, rubbing, after midnight
Exhilarated after pain
Dwells on past disagreeable occurrences 
Nodes around joints
Locals

Stopped up feeling in nose - nasal polyps
Polyps in ear
Constriction in anus
Urine bloody, albuminous; much urging; urates
Cough worse at night
Skin red, itching, burning

Modalities
Worse 

Cold: washing, weather; cold damp weather  
Dampness 
Before snowstorm 
Right side
Motion

Better 
Warmth 
Pressure 
Rubbing 
Combing hair
After midnight

CULEX MUSCA (Mosquito)
Impatient, restless, quarrelsome at the slightest provocation
Fear of being attacked
Lazy , physical exhaustion
Itching and burning blotches with little pimples on the blotches
Itching nose ; almost rubs skin off it
Salivation, running out of mouth at night
Numbness of tongue
Almost constant motion of hands and feet
Right sided
Worse Warm room
Better Open air

BLATTA ORIENTALIS (Indian Cockroach)
Contain similar allergens to shellfish - body parts in air cause asthma
Indifference and numbness - lack of facial expression
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Feel bad and dirty
'Easily confused with Calc carb'- obese but strong and robust
Asthma: dyspnoea from slightest exertion
Feel suffocated by clothing, being indoors - has to be propped up
Photophobic, sleepy during the day and alert at night
Allergy to moulds, rotting leaves etc. 
Cough with dyspnoea
Much pus-like mucus
Esp. obese  patients
Worse 
Exertion 
Ascending 
Night 
Lying down 
Rainy weather 
Moulds
Better 
Expectoration
Sankaran: he main feeling of Blatta is that to be appreciated & praised & have the status they will need to appear
cool, polished, sophisticated for which they need to control the reaction of revenge against those who they feel
are being jealous ,mean,nasty or else they would appear cheap,crude & low.

BLATTA AMERICANA (American  cockroach)
Affinity to liver
Ascites
Jaundice
Pain in chest with lack of breath
Heat in urethra when urinating
Follows Apis

PULEX IRRITANS (Common flea)
(May also be used isopathically)
Face wrinkled and old-looking
Impatient, cross, irritable
Scanty urine with frequent urging
Cannot retain urine
Flow stops suddenly, followed by pain
Burning in vagina and leucorrhoea - 'as if cotton ball in vagina'
Itching skin, sore spots with foul odour
Better sitting still or lying down
Worse left side, moving about 

CHENOPODI GLAUCI APHIS (Plant lice from Chenopodium)
Sadness
Toothache relieved by general sweat
Pain lower inner angle of left scapula

CIMEX (Bedbug)
Intermittent fever
Pain in joints as if tendons too short
Painful contraction of tendons
Hamstrings feel too short; knees flexed - stretching them causes pain in thighs
Tendency to stretch but <
Constipation; dry, small hard balls
'Would like to creep into himself'

BOMBYX PROCESSIONEA (Caterpillar of Procession moth)
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Itching of whole body--'Not relieved by anything'
< evenings

TRIATEMA (Kissing bug)
Swelling with violent itching of fingers and toes
Smothering sensation; difficulty breathing

FIRE ANTS (Solenopsis) (Charrisa Smith Australia)
Proving in 3 dogs, one person
1. Hyperactivity
2. Preoccupation with sexuality associated with hyperactivity:  dogs chase the opposite sex 
3. A need to build: in the dogs lots of digging and running and looking for food which is buried
4. Excess undirected creativity  e.g. four projects underway at once but a need for company to complete them 
5. Desire for company ,which is extreme :  sitting on top of the owner,  must see people
6. Nocturnal creative hyperactive  behaviour, eg cant get off the internet (tho' ants  are not active at night?)
7. More hyperactive with heat
8. Skin.

Failure of sores to heal;  
Large ulcerations , 
increased itchiness all over not necessarily associated with ulcers 
Skin generally hot, itchy and dry

9. Sickness 'like the insides of the gut dropping out', hollow and cold with radiating pain from the inside out. (2
dogs also seemed to have this)
10. Desire to kill esp. insects
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THE TREATMENT OF THE PERFORMANCE DOG - ARE THEY
UNDER TREATED?

Debbie Gross Saunders, DPT, MSPT, OCS, CCRP 

Introduction
Performance dogs have a whole set of specific needs of their own when considering rehabilitation and treatment.

The specific sport and level need to be addressed when designing the treatment program for the canine athlete.
Specific training techniques used by the handler and owner may also need to be considered. 

Treatment of pain, inflammation, and injuries are often overlooked in the performance dog secondary to their drive
and performance levels. The dogs continued performance may deceive the practioner and cause the practioner to
overlook the pain levels and performance deficits. There are a high percentage of performance dogs that are under
treated and not treated appropriately. We many assume that since they are running, jumping, herding, and performing,
they do not have deficits or are experiencing pain or dysfunction. 

Type of Performance Events
There are currently many types of performance events available for the canine athlete. Some of the most popular

include agility, obedience, flyball, field trial, herding, Schutzhund and rally. Additional events include dock diving,
freestyle dancing, tracking, hunting, lure coursing, weight pulling, French ring sport and racing. Different breeds have
specific events as well. For example, the Jack Russell Terrier clubs offer Jack Russell racing and earth dog
competitions. Each event requires varying demands on the dog inclusive of endurance, speed, power and range of
motion. In addition, there are different levels of difficulty at each level. For example, a novice agility dog competes
at a much different level than an excellent or masters level agility dog. The speeds and courses designed are much
more advanced and intricate in the higher levels and the dogs are asked to perform at higher levels. 

Agility events involve the negotiating of a variety of obstacles, inclusive of varying jumps, tunnels, a dog walk,
an A frame, a dog walk, a teeter, weave polls and a table. Different venues, the American Kennel Club (AKC), the
United States Dog Agility Association (USDAA), and others, have different requirements for each dog. The jump
heights are determined by the height of the dog at the withers and handlers can jump their dogs at a lower height if
they chose. 

Herding events are supported by the individual breeds, such as the Border Collie Association, German Shepherd,
and the Australian Shepherd dog clubs. The American and United Kennel Club also have herding events. Different
breeds have different styles of herding and will herd stock in their designed format. 

Obedience involves a series of events the dog needs to perform, including a long and high jump, retrieval of
obstacles, heeling with the handler, staying in positions for lengths of time, scent discrimination, retrieving, and other
events. 

Flyball involves running over a series of jumps and hitting a board to release a ball, and then returning over the
jumps. This is a fast and active sport that requires speed, agility, and a high ball and prey drive.

Schutzhund involves work similar to police protection work and entails obedience, tracking and protection. There
are varying levels of the sport and any dog can compete in Schutzhund but is typically German Shepherd dogs,
Dobermans, Rottweilers, Belgian Malinois, and Dutch Shepherd dogs. 

Racing is participated in by many breeds and one of the more common racing breeds are the sight hounds. The
sight hounds are inclusive of the Greyhound and the Whippet. Racing places a significant amount of stress on the
muscles and the distal aspects of the dogs' forelimbs and hindlimbs. Muscular injuries and injuries to the digits are
common. 

Specific Needs
Performance dogs may be seen in a variety of levels - from the weekend agility dog to the agility dog on the world

team. It is important to understand the level of competition and the specific goals of the handler and owner to
appropriately rehabilitate the dog. At times, it is the responsibility of the rehabilitation team (veterinarian, physical
therapist and veterinarian technician) to speak with the owner about lowering the competition and training of the dog,
or completely removing the dog from competition. This may be secondary to age, arthritis, severity of injury,
condition, weight or lack of psychological drive by the dog.
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Additional components that need to be examined include the dogs' pain level, performance level, conditioning,
and psychological state. 

Pain in the Performance Dog
Pain in the performance dog may be very subtle and may not cause significant signs initially. The pain may also

be overlooked secondary to the activity level of the dog. Many practioners overlook the fact the dog is running on
the agility course or hiking with their owners but may still be uncomfortable.

Pain is a complex sensation and there are certainly mainly categories in which pain and their responses fall in to.
"Positive" or "good" pain prevents the dog from hurting themselves. For example, retrieving a ball that has gone in
to the fireplace or walking over a surface that is hot. Some surgeons refer to postoperative pain as "good" since it will
prevent the dog from moving too much or too quickly on the surgical limb. 

Besides the "good" pain, all other pain is negative and thought to be pathologic and in response to an injury,
compensation, surgery or a disease process. And the pain may present itself in many different forms. For example,
a herding Border Collie may charge the sheep instead of herding them because when she turned left, iliopsoas muscle
caused pain and she reacted. This may be perceived as a training or behavioral issue, but physical issues should be
examined.

Signs of pain in a performance dog are variable and include all of the following:
* Alterations in gait
* Alterations in posture
* Avoidance of activities
* 'Behavioral' issues
* 'Training' issues
* Vocalizations
* Aggression towards owner/handler/other dogs
* Decreased appetite
* Decreased interaction with other dogs/family members
* Decreased performance
* Increased sleeping
* Lack of enthusiasm with performance event
* Decreased speed
* Inability to maintain a posture necessary for performance event
* Lack of body awareness
* Minor changes in performance
* Submissive behavior around owner and other dogs
* Excessive panting and uneasiness
* Inability to find a comfortable position
* Lack of desire to perform previous activities - on all levels
It is crucial to listen to the handler/owner to determine the pain level of the dog. A numerical pain scale may be

utilized to grade the pain or any other objective form of pain determination. A multimodal approach should be taken,
inclusive of pharmaceutical interventions, physical therapy, acupuncture/chiropractic, and a restoration of movement.
All too often, a pharmaceutical approach is avoided because the dog is continuing to perform. 

Injuries
Performance dogs experience a wide array of injuries. Muscular injuries are very common as well as ligamentous

injuries. Orthopedic and musculoskeletal problems, such as lumbosacral stenosis, hip and elbow dysplasia, and
intervertebral disc disease are also common problems. Performance dogs often demonstrate very subtle signs of
problems that would most likely be overlooked in the nonperformance dog. For example, a performance dog owner
may bring their dog to their veterinarian with the complaint the dog is slowing down on a course or having trouble
taking turns to the right. To that dog and to the owner, that is a problem that may be related to a physical issue. In
a non-performance dog, particular problems as described above may not be noticed until the problem has become
severe. 

Muscular and ligamentous problems may be overlooked in the performance athlete due to the fact that initial
radiographs are clear and they are continuing to compete with minor issues. Palpatory skills and a keen gait and
function analysis is helpful in diagnosing muscular issues. Muscular issues may also be present in compensation for
a ligamentous issue. For example, iliopsoas tightness or restrictions may be in response to a partially torn cranial
cruciate ligament. 
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Intervertebral disc disease may begin with minor performance issues. For example, in the sport of agility, dogs
with early signs of disc disease may begin to knock bars or hesitate on certain obstacles, such as the A-frame. In
sports that involve bite work, such as Schutzhund, the dogs may release early on bite work secondary to pain and
discomfort in their spinal region. In a non performance dog, an intervertebral disc issue may only become an issue
when the dog demonstrates signs of proprioception loss or ataxia. 

Rehabilitation
When designing a rehabilitation program for the performance dog, the goals need to be set to bring the dog back

to its original functional level, if possible. For example, a three year old Border Collie that has had a successful
cranial cruciate repair should be able to return to herding. The rehabilitation program will include goals and
treatments to obtain the return to herding. This will consist of the early postoperative considerations of range of
motion, pain control, modalities for inflammation, controlled walking, balance and proprioception, and an appropriate
amount of rest and restriction. As the surgery and surgeon permits, the dog will be encouraged to build up its strength
and endurance appropriately. The end stages of rehabilitation may consist of trotting in the underwater treadmill for
thirty to sixty minute sessions to insure endurance of the surgical limb and body. Explosive exercises, such as
plyometrics and running, will need to be introduced and strengthened during the rehabilitation process. 

The specific performance event will need to be examined and specific rehabilitation goals will need to be
employed to return the dog to those activities.

Compensation
While rehabilitating the performance dog, the rehabilitation practioner should determine if there are any secondary

or tertiary compensations that are occurring as a result of the primary problem. For example, if the dog has mild hip
dysplasia and is competing, the contralateral forelimb and thoracolumbar region may should signs of discomfort while
compensating for the hip dysplasia. Many problems seen in the performance dog may actually be the secondary or
tertiary problem. It is essential to examine the entire body for compensations and causes of problems. 

Summary
All aspects of the performance dog should be examined. The rehabilitation practioner should be familiar with the

dog's sport, level, and reasonable goals after an injury or surgery. The understanding of pain level, conditioning,
weight, and psychological well being is essential to the treatment of the performance dog. The practioner must keep
in mind the level of activity of the dog. 

* Is a realistic return possible?
* Does the dog's structure allow for a return to a particular sport?
* Has an injury left the dog with a permanent loss of range of motion?
* Age and weight of the dog
* Other system deficits
* Unrealistic goals of owner or handler

References provided by request
For more information, visit www.wizardofpaws.net and www.foreverydog.com

http://www.foreverydog.com
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 UNDERSTANDING THE CONNECTION BETWEEN DYSBIOSIS,
METABOLIC DISORDER/IR AND SYSTEMIC INFLAMMATION
AND HOW TO TREAT THE EQUINE TO RESTORE HEALTH

(PART 2)
John J. Hanover, DVM

As already discussed, Insulin is a major regulatory hormone in glucose and fat metabolism, vascular function,
inflammation, tissue remodeling, and growth.  Insulin is secreted by the pancreas to stimulate the uptake of glucose
by tissues when sugar is abundant, such as after eating. The tissues most responsive to insulin-mediated glucose
uptake are skeletal muscle, adipose cells, and the liver.  Insulin resistance (IR) is defined as the failure of tissues to
respond appropriately to insulin.  In human medicine, insulin resistance has been implicated in reducing glucose
availability to insulin-sensitive cells, vasoconstriction, endothelial damage, and inflammation.  In equine laminitis,
we see these changes and reactions occurring within the hoof wall.  Some practitioners are using the term Equine
Metabolic Syndrome to indicate when a horse is insulin resistant, has a history of laminitis, and abnormal fat deposits
or a cresty neck.  

Horses with Equine Cushing's, or Pituitary Pars Intermedia Dysfunction (PPID), can present similar to IR horses
as they often have cresty necks, abnormal fat pads, and a history of laminitis.  On lab work, they may also have
elevated fasting insulin levels, elevated glucose and low thyroid levels.  One of the classical distinctions for Equine
Cushing's is the long curly hair coat (hirsutism). In fact, hirsutism is pathognomonic for PPID in older horse and has
been used as the gold standard for diagnosing the disease. Early evidence of hirsutism includes retention of the winter
haircoat for longer than expected or detection of longer hairs on the palmar or plantar aspects of the lower leg.
Affected horses are usually older (>15 years), have a thick cresty neck, may be overweight and have bulging
supraorbital fat pads, may be PU/PD and hyperglycemic, and have a history of chronic infections, delayed wound
healing and/or multiple injuries. 

The simplest and least expensive way to test a horse for IR is to measure resting serum insulin levels.  A blood
sample should be obtained after fasting at least 4 hours or eating only grass hay.  Stress needs to be avoided to prevent
false positive results.  This is a useful screen, but may indicate a false negative in horses with early or mild IR where
the horse's insulin level may fall into the high normal range.  

Another test for IR is the combined glucose-insulin test which requires collecting multiple blood samples and
administering a dextrose solution followed by an infusion of insulin.  This test takes more time, involves a slight risk
of hypoglycemia, and is more expensive.  Stress and pain, such as from laminitis, can alter the test results. 

To diagnose Equine Cushing's or PPID, the horse's age, history and clinical appearance should be taken into
account with any and all blood work results.  There are many different tests being used to diagnose Equine Cushing's
and all of them have false positive and false negative rates that vary with to the stage of the disease, stress,
excitement, pain, and even the month or season of the testing.  For example, one study using the ACTH concentration
test had a >90% false positive rate in ponies and horses residing in Pennsylvania during the month of September.1
The different testing options for Equine Cushing's includes: Oral Domperidone Test (ODT), Dexamethasone
Suppression test (DST), Thyrotropin-Releasing Hormone (TRH) test, a combined DST/TRH test, Diurnal Cortisol
Rhythm test, and ACTH Stimulation test .  For more information and protocols on these tests, please refer to the
Guide to Insulin Resistance & Laminitis for Equine Practitioners, copyrighted by LLOYD Inc. (800-831-0004).

In my practice, I test all suspected cases of EMS and PPID by collecting two serum samples in one day 8 to 10
hours apart. The animal should be maintained in its normal environment if possible to reduce stress as that can alter
results. No grain or treats should be given within 4 hours of either sample. The morning sample is collected first and
the second sample 8 to 10 hours later.  Both samples are assayed for cortisol, thyroxine (TT4) and insulin at BET
Labs in Kentucky (859-273-3036).  The absolute values of cortisol will usually be between 20 - 90 ng/ml. However,
we are calculating the change in cortisol values between the two samples. The normal horse has a value greater than
30% between the two samples. The false positive rate for this test is about 30% since some normal horses will test
positive due to stress or other unknown factors.  The false negative rate is extremely low.  If phenotypic changes are
present such as hirsutism, chronic endometritis, chronic laminitis and obesity, and their cortisol rhythm is less than
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30%; our experience has found that animals will respond clinically to appropriate therapies.
Managing horses with IR, EMS, and/or PPID (Cushing's) share many common treatment principles.  These include

an appropriate diet and exercise program to increase insulin utilization, reduce or prevent obesity, and decrease the
risk of laminitis.  If any of these horses are truly hypothyroid or if they are obese, treatment with levothyroxine
(Thyro -L) may be beneficial.  Overweight horses placed on Thyro-L showed an increased weight loss and improved
insulin sensitivity as they lost weight.  It is important that the owners realize that the horse may have an increased
appetite and eat more if their diet is not controlled.  Research published in Veterinary Immunology and
Immunopathology in January 2009 showed that as overweight horses lost body fat, their levels of inflammatory
cytokines dropped steadily.  It was also demonstrated that as the horses picked up weight again, the cytokine levels
came back up creating a systemic pro-inflammatory state.  

Horses with IR, EMS, and/or PPID often respond well to supplements containing chromium, magnesium,
cinnamon, and other ingredients used to support insulin's actions, maintain normal glucose levels, and improve
endocrine function.  Chromium is known to improve the efficiency of insulin at the cellular level transporting glucose
from blood into the cells.  I routinely use Equine X-Formula from KAM Animal Services for all these cases at a
starting dose of 2 tablespoons twice a day and up to three times a day for horses in a crisis such as acute laminitis.
Some horses will respond to the diet changes, increased exercise (weight reduction if overweight) and Equine
X-Formula without any other medical treatments.  If the horse does not respond well enough clinically to this
treatment or the lab values are still poor or there is laminitis, I will add other medical therapies.  In all of these cases,
I will discuss and recommend a gastrointestinal conditioning program and a minimal vaccination schedule.   Ulcers
and 'leaky gut syndrome' can greatly increase the risk of laminitis and complicate the treatment of laminitis while
creating a systemic pro-inflammatory state. 

There are three drugs currently used in the US to treat PPID, but pergolide is the treatment of choice at this time.
Pergolide is a dopaminergic agonist that inhibits the activity of the pars intermedia and may slow the progression of
PPID.  Cyproheptadine was the most common treatment before Pergolide and is still used alone or in conjunction
with Pergolide quite often.  Cyproheptadine inhibits the action of serotonin, an excitatory neurotransmitter, to reduce
activity of the pars Intermedia.  Trilostane is available from Canada and Europe for import with special FDA
approval.  Trilostane works by inhibiting an enzyme at the adrenal cortex that is involved in cortisol production.

Obviously, horses with laminitis should be receiving appropriate trimming and treatments, allopathic and holistic,
specifically for the laminitis.  As endocrine diseases and gastrointestinal disorders are the most common causes of
laminitis, they should be tested for and/or treated in all cases of laminitis without another known cause or trigger.

There are a number of diseases or conditions with many different names that result in very similar health problems
clinically.  Whether we call it Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD), Dysbiosis, Leak Gut Syndrome, Hindgut Acidosis,
Equine Gastric Ulcer Syndrome (EGUS), colitis, or any other term for a break down in the health of the
gastrointestinal tract, the resulting pathophysiology can be devastating to the health of our patients.  This is a very
common problem in our horse population.  In one study, a group of 180 performance horses (race and show) were
necropsied.  Of these, 87% had gastric ulcers, 63% had colonic ulcers, and 54% had both gastric and colonic ulcers.
Overall, of the 180 horses, 97% had ulcers in the GI tract.  2

Keep in mind that the gastrointestinal tract is the first line of defense to keep pathogens and toxins from entering
the body.  As the GI tract is so important for protecting the body, around 70% of the body's entire immune system
is located in the GI tract.  When there is a break down in the integrity of this barrier, a whole cascade of physiological
effects is triggered throughout the body.  As pathogens and/or toxins enter the body through the GI tract an immune
response is triggered by the MALT and GALT.  The increase in active immune tissues and resulting up regulation
of immune factors creates a pro-inflammatory state throughout the body.   The circulatory system then transports the
'invaders' to the liver for processing and detoxification.  Once the liver's pathways become overloaded, the body will
mobilize the toxins to other tissues in an effort to destroy or neutralize them.  As the skin shares similar detoxification
pathways as the liver, the body will deposit these toxins in the skin.  This explains all the chronic skin and ear
problems we see in practice secondary to GI problems.  Now that the body is in a pro-inflammatory state and all these
extra toxins are circulating, when a soft tissue injury occurs the body is unable to efficiently heal the tissue and
resolve the issue.  For example, a minor fetlock sprain that should have healed in a couple of weeks may become
active chronic synovitis and eventually result in traumatic arthritis.  Add the complications of metabolic disorders
in these horses with GI problems and we can see why so many of them have chronic inflammatory diseases such as
myositis, synovitis, COPD, hives, laminitis, and so on. 

Treatment of these horses from an allopathic approach uses a variety of medications depending on the presentation
of the horse.  The inflammation or pain may be suppressed with NSAIDS (bute, Banamine, Naproxen, Ketofen, and
Equioxx).  The horses with muscle spasms may be given methocarbamol to depress the CNS.  If allergy symptoms
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appear in the airways or skin, steroids are often used to suppress the immune system. Many of these medications have
multiple possible side effects, including GI ulceration, liver and kidney toxicity.  The stomach ulcers may be treated
with Gastrogard or omeprazole. GastroGard is FDA approved to treat gastric ulcers and does so by inhibiting gastric
acid pumps.  GastroGard does not address colonic ulcers nor does it address the causes of ulcerations.  So often, the
allopathic medical treatments for the horses' inflammation worsen the gastrointestinal tracts' problems thereby
increasing the risk of laminitis and creating an even stronger systemic pro-inflammatory state.

My treatment for gastrointestinal tract diseases and the secondary complications involves a multi-pronged
approach.  The first step is to remove or prevent the toxins, parasites, drugs, stress, and/or pathological processes that
are causing the GI inflammation or ulceration. The next step is to feed an appropriate diet in a way to improve
digestion and support GI health.  This would usually tend toward free choice grass hay and  "grain" , if any "grain"
is fed, being given in multiple small feedings to decrease GI tract acidosis and lower the glycemic response to the
"grain". The third step is to improve digestion and aid the GI tract in healing.  I often use KLPP from KAM Animal
Services as my probiotic of choice as it contains Saccharomyces boulardii in a liquid formula that helps reduce GI
acidosis and promotes 'friendly' bacteria.  A study published in JAVMA 2005 supported the use of Saccharomyces
boulardii, a nonpathogenic yeast, to decrease the severity and duration of diarrhea in horses.  Other research has
shown adding beneficial yeast to diets of horses can:  stimulate & stabilize microbial activity in the hind gut, reduce
incidence of colic and GI ulceration by maintaining pH balance through colonization of healthy microbes reducing
'hind gut acidosis, improve digestibility and utilization of multiple nutrients, and improve hoof, skin and coat quality.
Horses with known ulcers or that don't respond to my initial treatment are given UF Formula from KAM along with
the KLPP.  I use the homotoxicology medication, Mucosa compositum from Heel to help repair the GI tract.
Additionally, I frequently add digestive enzymes to the horses' meals.  The next steps are to balance the immune
system, support and detoxify the liver, and treat any symptoms or pathology present.  I use mostly Heel products and
some Guna products to accomplish these goals.  Traumeel induces an immunological bystander reaction which
activates regulatory lymphocytes acting as an anti-inflammatory agent and immunomodulator.  Hepar compositum
is useful for aiding the GI tract and the liver.  Heel's Detox kit contains Lymphomyosot, Nux vomica-Homaccord,
and Berberis-Homaccord.  The Detox kit helps mobilize and drain toxins thru the lymphatics and supports toxin
excretion thru the liver, GI tract and kidneys.  There are a number of medications for cellular activation support
(Coenzyme compositum and Ubichinon compositum) and products for specific tissues and organ systems available
from Heel and Guna.  Herbs can also be used to aid in detoxification and organ support.  
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CARING FOR OURSELVES—COMPASSIONATE CARE FOR THE
CAREGIVER

Liz Hassinger. DVM, AVCA and Christina Chambreau, DVM, CVH
  

Feeling stressed in your practice? Are you less than happy in your life? As veterinarians, we are members of a
larger group of people that have chosen as our life's work, to be caregivers. As such, we may exhaust our own
energies, and put aside our own needs and desires to fulfill our mission, that of caring for animals. 

Depression and even suicide among veterinarians are more common than we might like to believe. In addition,
many veterinarians, even holistic ones, develop addictive behaviors to deal with problems in their practice or life.
All of us can take steps to recognize and prevent dangerous behaviors in ourselves, our colleagues and staff. There
are many modalities we can use to care for ourselves, to create true health in ourselves and our businesses. We will
cover what makes us as veterinarians highly susceptible to mental health troubles, preventative treatments and
resources to reach out to. Our forum presentation will be interactive with all who choose to participate. 

Caregiver Burnout in the Veterinary Profession 
The phenomenon of caregiver burnout has been recognized for decades in many human health and service

professions, even in the animal welfare community, yet it has only recently become acknowledged that veterinarians
are in a high risk category. Caregiver burnout can take many forms, from simple apathy towards our work, to issues
with anger, depression, addictions, physical illness and even suicide. Increasing awareness within our profession has
led to efforts within the AVMA and an ever increasing number of state VMA's to establish wellness services for their
members. In addition, some veterinary schools are beginning to address these risks and offer supportive services to
their students and graduates. 

Veterinarians and Mental W ellness: the Issues W e Face

As holistic practitioners we strive to consider all of the elements in both the physical and mental planes that are
affecting the health of our patients. One element that we sometimes overlook is ourselves. To be successful healers,
we need to care for our own health, in both the physical and mental planes. Far too often veterinarians are besieged
with "burnout" or compassion fatigue, which can manifest in many different forms within our lives. 

Examining these issues is part of being holistic in our outlook. Within veterinary school curricula there is a good
deal of discussion about zoonosis risks, occupational safety hazards, and legal threats that can bring down a
veterinary professional, but until just recently, there has been little recognition of the mental health risks that exist.
As veterinarians, we need to be aware of these risks and have some knowledge of how to deal with them. The most
common problems include: high levels of stress leading to increased risk of physical disease, depression, substance
abuse, and suicide. 

Another emerging issue is the rise in professional attrition rates, in large part due to some of the mental and
physical health issues that our profession incurs. More and more graduate veterinarians are "throwing in the towel",
choosing to walk away from the profession altogether, after finding that its many challenges are not conducive to a
healthy life. This may be self preservation technique to consider if all else fails, but all would benefit if more could
be done to support veterinarians throughout their careers, and help them protect themselves from reaching the point
of giving up on their lifelong dreams.

Stress and Overwork Lead to Caregiver Burnout

Stress in the life of a veterinarian begins early on, as soon as we become part of the competitive nature of
undergraduate work and admission to a vet school. It continues throughout veterinary school, during post graduate
work, and even in our practices, where we are constantly trying to "prove ourselves" as effective healers, and build
our reputations within the profession.

Many of those who choose to study alternative modalities, and integrate them into their practices may take this
path partly with the intent to decrease the stressors that are common in conventional practices. Yet even if we practice
in an alternative-style, there are still great challenges to face. For instance, early on (and sometimes even after many
years) we may experience some trepidation in our decision to offer a different style of medicine to our patients. We
may need to take extra precautions in our discussions with clients and record keeping, to "COA". Also, we may be
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faced at times with scorn or even ridicule by other veterinarians who do not understand the treatment modalities we
use. Katherine Kahn, in Acupuncture Today says, " In acupuncture practice, we rarely talk about the phenomenon
of burnout, yet being in a helping profession, we are at risk. Indeed, some aspects of Chinese medicine may even
predispose us to it. For many of us, Chinese medicine was our chosen dream career: we looked forward to living a
lifestyle that embraced our personal and spiritual values, which offered us a great deal of freedom and let us express
who we are while still making a living. Yet, our high ideals and expectations may in fact be our saboteurs." As a
result, to varying degrees, many of us have to live with a day to day defensive strategy undermining our
consciousness.    

Even if we are comfortable and secure in our practice styles, there are always challenges from clients with
extremely ill animals, or those who seem to have unending needs to be met. We often take it personally if our work
towards their healing is slow to progress, or even unsuccessful. In many practice settings, we are forced to multi-task
all day long. Our energies become stretched between attending to scheduled office calls, emergency phone calls,
updates and questions coming in from clients, hospitalized patients, staffing issues, and various management
concerns. We may find ourselves working late hours, and having to put off our own personal plans and family
priorities because we feel such a deep obligation to our practice. We are driven by a thought that we cannot let others
down. We may feel the need to give our services for free or lower fees to "help the animals". Ultimately, this leaves
us feeling like we are letting ourselves down, feeling resentful, and neglecting those we love. 

Psychologist Christina Maslach, author of Burnout the Cost of Caring,(1) has studied and defined the phenomenon
of caregiver burnout since the early 1980's. She has found that there are three key elements that develop in the psyche
of the burned out caregiver: 

1. Emotional exhaustion: a feeling that there is very little, or nothing at all left to give to clients, family and
community. As a result, the caregiver becomes more detached from patients and coworkers. There is an overall
decline in social contact. 

2. Depersonalization of others: we develop negative attitudes towards our work, and may fail to truly connect
to our patients, clients and coworkers. Hostility and negative feelings may permeate our lives at and after work.

3. A feeling of reduced personal accomplishment (lowered self esteem): as a result of the negative emotions and
isolation listed above, the caregiver develops feelings of inadequacy and a loss of self respect. 

As a result of these elements, a caregiver suffering from burnout will often lose interest in their own wellness care,
reflected by poor nutrition, lack of sleep and decreased exercise. Without recognition and intervention of some sort,
many caregivers will develop substance abuse, anger issues, clinical depression and suicidal thoughts. There is a
tendency for professionals to blame themselves for the challenges they face. It is not themselves who are at fault,
rather their challenging situation. It is crucial that we recognize that we are tackling great challenges on a daily basis,
acknowledge all that we are accomplishing, and realize that not all challenges will have a successful outcome. 

Looking for the underlying causes of our satisfaction and dissatisfaction is more important than the needed spas
and massages. We challenge you to set up a support system NOW that will give you feed back if you are displaying
warning signs of illness, and that builds into your lifestyle checks and balances for the above concerns. 

Gender Differences: W e're All in this Together, but Differently

While the incidence of burnout appears to be equal between men and women, Maslach recognizes a tendency for
women to suffer more from emotional exhaustion, and for men to develop depersonalization towards their clients and
patients. Hostilities and resentment may develop in either sex, which then may be redirected towards themselves or
others in their lives. In a recent Australian study, one third of over 2000 veterinarians surveyed reported poor
psychological health. Increasing age, increasing time in current job, increasing years since graduation and male
gender were associated with fewer signs of distress, anxiety and depression.(2) Another study found that female
veterinarians are more likely to feel that stress from their family life is affecting their work, and that they are getting
less support than needed from family, while both males and female veterinarians are equally dissatisfied with their
income and the time required of them by their work.(3) 

When we look at suicide in veterinarians, the statistics are truly shocking, and unfortunately there is a greater risk
for women, at the same time that women are becoming the dominant gender in the profession. In 1995, a retrospective
look at suicide rates in California veterinarians showed that white female veterinarians had a suicide rate 5.8 times
higher than non-veterinarians, and white male veterinarians had a suicide rate 2.5 times higher than
non-veterinarians.(4) A recent article in the UK's Veterinary Record (5) by Bertram and Baldwin looked at the
California study, and similar studies from England, Scotland, Norway and Australia, and concluded that veterinarians
are 4 times as likely to die from suicide than the general population, and this is approximately 2 times the rate noted
in other health care professionals. Researchers at the John Hopkins School of public health recently identified
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middle-aged whites as a high risk group for suicide. In a period between 1999 and 2005, the suicide rate in white
women aged 40-64 increased by 3.5%, suicide in white males increased by 2.7%. (6) Other gender biased trends
include the fact that 1 of 4 women, but only 1 of 8 men will suffer from clinical depression at some time in their life.
Yet only 1 of 5 women suffering from depression will seek treatment. Depression is the number one cause of
disability in women. (7)

Can we diagnose and treat mental health problems in ourselves? 
Well, no, just as we would never diagnose and treat ourselves for some sort of zoonotic disease. However, just

as we are trained in zoonotics, we can and should take the time to know about these occupational hazards, what the
risks are, what measures we can take to avoid their manifestation, and how to recognize symptoms of a problem. If
we do recognize symptoms in ourselves, we need to feel comfortable seeking professional evaluation and treatment.
This is often the hardest step, because of the stigmatization of mental health issues. However, it is crucial to reach
out to others for assistance in diagnosis and treatment. As holistic minded folks, we might naturally want to consider
all of the treatment modalities that may be open to us, and make well informed choices as to the type of treatments
available. Most importantly, we need to be well informed about how to prevent these problems in the first place, and
how to keep little issues from becoming much more serious. 

Even when the problem is recognized and the modalities selected, we need to realize that some things we can do
ourselves (Reiki, Hooponopono, Emotional Freedom Technique (EFT), prayer, meditation, 5 ancient Tibetan Rites,
yoga, chi qong, flower essences and aroma therapy), we need professional help for TCM, chiropractic, Homeopathy,
Psychiatric Medications, counseling, life coaching and more)

What is Depression? 

The American Psychiatric Association recognizes 8 primary criteria for the diagnosis of clinical depression. The
diagnosis is defined by the presence of 5 or more of these symptoms for a period of one month or more. (The
presence of 4 symptoms is considered suggestive of depression, and as holistic practitioners we might want to begin
to explore our health if even one is present)

• Poor appetite with weight loss or increased appetite with weight gain 
• Insomnia or hypersomnia 
• Physical hyperactivity or inactivity 
• Loss of interest or pleasure in usual activities or decrease in sexual drive 
• Loss of energy and feelings of fatigue 
• Feelings of worthlessness, self-reproach or inappropriate guilt 
• Diminished ability to think or concentrate 
• Recurrent thoughts of death or suicide 
A more chronic, but relatively milder form of depression, lasting 2 years or more, is less often discussed, but also

common, is Dysthymia. The APA criteria for a diagnosis of dysthymia includes 3 or more of the following symptoms:
• Low self-esteem or lack of self-confidence 
• Pessimism, hopelessness or despair 
• Lack of interest in ordinary pleasures and activities 
• Withdrawal from social activities 
• Fatigue or lethargy 
• Guilt or ruminating about the past 
• Irritability or excessive anger 
• Lessened productivity 
• Difficulty in concentrating or making decisions
There are many theoretical models for the cause of depression, but it is most definitely a multi-factorial disease.

Factors include: Individual genetic makeup, endocrine balance, biochemical environment of the CNS, experiential
circumstances, and environmental circumstances. There are many known physiologic causes for depression which
should be considered, these include:
Preexisting physical conditions: Prescription Drugs: Others:
-Diabetes -Antihypertensives -Premenstrual syndrome
-Heart disease -Antiinflammatory agents -Stress/low adrenal function
-Lung disease -Birthcontrol pills -Heavy metals
-Rheumatoid arthritis -Antihistamines -Food allergies
-Chronic inflammation -Corticosteroids -Hypothyroidism
-Chronic pain -Tranquilizers and sedatives -Hypoglycemia
-Cancer  -Nutritional deficiencies
-Liver disease  -Sleep disturbances
-Multiple sclerosis   
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Suicide

It is an unfortunate truth that veterinarians, and especially female veterinarians, are in a high risk category for
suicidal thoughts and actions. Sadly, many of us have been touched by the painful reality of this fact. It's not just that
we've known of others who have committed suicide, it is likely that many of us have experienced suicidal thoughts,
and some have even made an attempt. Hopefully, with the recognition of this as an occupational hazard, we might
feel more comfortable reaching out for help, and taking preventive measures before we fall into such depths of
despair. How is it that people who are motivated by love, caring and health, are so susceptible to this terminal mental
health issue? In many cases, it can start with caregiver burnout. Not all people suffering from depression and
substance abuse will become suicidal, but they are at a greatly increased risk. Studies in physicians have shown that
over 80% of doctors that commit suicide were suffering from depression or substance abuse. (5) 

One study done in England reports that the veterinary profession has a suicide rate four times that of the general
population and twice that of doctors and dentists (Mellanby). It would seem that stress and depression within the
profession are very high and further research is currently being conducted to investigate this more fully. The only
other study done was in Australia (Wiley/Blackwell), also showing suicide rates among veterinarians 4 times higher
than the general population. http://www3.interscience.wiley.com/journal/119388035/abstract.)
  Bartram and Baldwin proposed the following plausible explanations for the increased suicide risk among
veterinarians: 

• Access to means of suicide: While firearms are used in greater than 50% of all suicides in the US, poisoning
is the method of choice among all women who attempt suicide. Among veterinarians, 76% of men and 89%
of women used deliberate self-poisoning as a suicide method. (Kelly and Bunting 1998) Veterinarians have
easy access to lethal drugs and working knowledge of the means of administration. Suicidal thoughts are more
often completed when the patient has easy access to a means.

• Unique attitudes toward death and euthanasia: Veterinarians face death in the course of their work, as a routine
occurrence. They are often personally responsible for bringing an end to a life. Either by euthanasia of a pet,
euthanasia at an animal shelter or in the case of food animals, by advising on culling selections and production
for slaughter. Veterinarians are more likely than the general public to favor the topic of euthanasia in human
medicine. In addition, they tend to consider euthanasia an acceptable outcome when a patient is facing a
terminal disease or has a poor quality of life.

Dr. Hassinger adds the observation that veterinarians are working with patients with very short lifespans relative
to those treated by physicians, and as a result they must experience the passing of thousands of their patients during
their career, whether by euthanasia or natural causes. This high level of exposure to grief and the necessity to support
their clients through each individual case is also a major factor in the development of burnout and subsequent mental
health impairment.

What are the warning signs for suicide? 

All of the symptoms listed for depression and dysthymia can be seen in a suicidal person. In addition, there may
be unusual behaviors, such as inappropriately speaking about their own death, giving away favorite possessions,
reckless behavior, self-mutilation, such as cutting or burning themselves, remarks such as "you won't have to worry
about me any more", or even explicit remarks about ending their own life. All or any one of these warning signs must
be taken seriously. 

If you recognize some of these feelings in yourself, do not ignore them, do not wait until later, do something right
now. Talk to someone, contact a suicide hotline or mental health professional. Call 1-800 SUICIDE, or consult the
front pages of a phonebook for "Crisis Intervention" Consider talking to a minister or rabbi, or a trusted friend. If you
reach out to someone who doesn't seem to notice how serious your feelings are, do not allow that to keep you from
trying to reach out to someone else. 

The website http://www.metanoia.org/suicide/ is an excellent website to explore if you or someone you know is
dealing with suicidal thoughts. It explains that "Suicide is not chosen; it happens when pain exceeds resources for
coping with pain." It goes on to explain that suicidal feelings can be survived if a person is able to either (1) find a
way to reduce their pain, of (2) find a way to increase their coping resources. Another helpful website is:
http://www.sprc.org/ It is imperative to seek out and work with a mental health professional to assist you in finding
a safe way to relieve the pain you feel, and to develop improved coping mechanisms for your life. Despite how you
feel at the moment, it is possible to overcome the current situation and go on to lead a life that feels worthwhile again.
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What to do if someone you know is expressing suicidal behavior 
The most important thing is to take them seriously. If they mention suicidal feelings, it is because they are feeling

them. Do not be judgmental about why or how much they feel. Ask them if they are thinking of suicide. Their
behavior is a cry for help, do not turn away from them, stop, listen and lead them to help. Do not leave them alone.
Help them to immediately find professional help, through a telephone hotline, or crisis center. For more information
, call 1-800 Suicide, or 1-800 273-talk(8255). 

Substance Abuse

Veterinary Practice News (http://www.veterinarypracticenews.com/vet-cover-stories/substance-abuse-a-culture of
-denial.aspx) reported that "Veterinary medicine is the only U.S. medical profession that does not have a national
monitoring program for substance abuse and mental health issues. Considering that medical professionals in general
have a statistically higher incidence of suicide, drug and alcohol abuse, many who are passionate about veterinary
wellness are asking why DVMs are excluded." 

Because most are in small clinics rather than hospitals with dozens of doctors, outreach and education is more
difficult. Not much has been tried as yet. It is easier to hide when you only have one staff person, or only a few.
Without the support of non-addicts, many staff believe it is their imagination until a real tragedy occurs.

Denise Tumblin reported on a survey of 100 veterinary practices showing that 14% of staff quit their jobs because
of substance abuse of the veterinarians.

Steps are being taken: Gregory E. Skipper, M.D. is a fellow of the American Society of Addiction Medicine and
the medical director for the Alabama Physician Health Program and the Alabama Veterinary Professional Wellness
Program. Jeff Hall, o formerly chaired the American Veterinary Medical Assn. Wellness Committee started the
Veterinarians in Recovery, a national support network for veterinarians in recovery from alcohol and drug addiction.
North Carolina has an excellent program (http://www.ncphp.org/index.htm), South Carolina, Colorado (excellent Peer
Assistance Program which reaches out), Wisconsin and Nevada have programs. 

Washington State University veterinary school has an excellent website that is designed for students and alumnae,
but available as a resource to anyone online. http://www.vetmed.wsu.edu/academic/counseling/depression.aspx

AVMA's Wellness was rolled over to the membership services and Barbara Baldwin is very committed to
improving what is offered. Because most people contacting AVMA with concerns about substance abuse and mental
are the staff and family of the veterinarian, the resource section is in the non-member area but there is nothing on the
homepage, so cut this url or type "wellness" into the search box - www.avma.org/myavma/wellness/default.asp. There
is a great section on Peer Assistance and Wellness with good links and some information. Also, if you are a member,
go to the website, click on NOAH discussion on the homepage under "My AVMA", then sign in (Password is usually
your last name, case sensitive), then enter NOAH discussion groups and look on the Left for "Life, Work, Balance
and Wellness. The AVMA insurance company covers up to 60 days per year in a facility for substance abuse and 50%
of minimum psychiatric care.

In contrast to our paltry efforts, since 1999, the United Kingdom has had a well-developed program sponsored
through the British Veterinary Association (BVA), and the Veterinary Fund (VBF), among other sponsors. At their
site, http://www.vetlife.org.uk., you will see that 39 new veterinary practitioners were treated in the program in 2006,
« men and « women. 

Choosing a Treatment and Planning Prevention

As you know in your integrative veterinary practice, there is no one treatment for any one condition because each
animal is individual and responds differently. There are some parts that seem to be common to most people -
nutrition, exercise, taking time for yourself, communicating to someone and getting support, getting listened to. Then
there is a large variety of treatments to choose from, each of which has cured someone and not someone else. It is
important to realize that all of the treatments that are listed below, other than pharmaceuticals, are also extremely
valuable as preventive measures.

Step one: Make a list of your current symptoms and quantify them. You may need a friend, colleague or
professional to help you with this list. 

Step two: Set goals for your treatment. Christina's are to be able to physically do whatever she wants (bike, hike,
swim, jump, yoga, garden, etc) and mentally to be able to focus and produce the results she can do. 

Pick the first treatment(s). After an appropriate length of time (depending on the severity of your problem), review
your symptom list. For each one, is it better or worse and by how much? How is your overall energy level, emotional
state, mental state? Is there a return of old symptoms? Are there discharges? Are there new symptoms?
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Treatment for depression and other mental problems

While we discuss many ways to improve overall mental wellness and to prevent stress from taking a physical and
mental toll on our health, we are not suggesting you prescribe for yourself, especially if you recognize advanced
symptoms. Many of these may helpful to prevent and even to treat some forms of depression. However, it is
extremely important for veterinarians to refrain from "self treatment" in the case of clinical depression, substance
abuse or suicidal thoughts. While there are many things that we can do on our own to improve our overall mental
health, such as improvements in nutrition, exercise, herbs, acupuncture and homeopathic care, if we are already
suffering from such conditions, it is imperative that we consult and work with a mental health professional. 

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) for Depression

One theoretical theory for the cause of depression is based on the "learned helplessness" model. In which, a person
develops a level of pessimism and hopelessness based on negative experiences and thought patterns. From this theory
comes one of the most helpful treatment protocols for depression, known as cognitive therapy. This must be done
with the help of a trained therapist and usually has very successful results. CBT has been shown to be equally as
effective as pharmaceutical treatment for certain types of depression. When both of these are combined, the outcome
is even better. (7) As veterinarians, we can relate to this, since we know that the use of psychotropic drugs in animals
is rarely successful without concurrent behavioral modification techniques. Cognitive therapy is the equivalent of
behavior modification for the depressed person. It teaches the patient skills to improve his/her quality of life by a
process which involves the following steps: 

1. Recognize negative or automatic thoughts 
2. Dispute those negative thoughts, using contrary evidence 
3. Develop a different explanation of the negative thoughts 
4. Learn to turn off repetitive thoughts, and avoid "ruminating" over things 
5. Replace negative thoughts with empowering, positive thoughts and beliefs.

Pharmaceuticals for Depression

The use of pharmaceuticals for depression is widespread in this country, and has its place for certain cases.
However, Tierona Lowdog, MD points out that in a review of over 10,000 patients, involved in 52 trials on
antidepressants, the results of the medicated groups were superior to those on placebo only 48% of the time. This
study looked at all 9 drugs approved by the FDA for use as anti-depressants from 1985-2000. Thus, efficacy is not
outstanding for these forms of treatment alone. Clinical studies indicate that only 50% of patients with major
depressive disorder achiever clinical remission, even after 4 rounds of therapy using current antidepressant
medications.(8) The low rate of improvement with drugs alone clearly speaks to the need for additional methods of
treatment, which would include professional counseling, nutritional considerations, herbal therapies, acupuncture,
homeopathy endocrine balancing, allergy and toxin elimination, exercise and lifestyle changes.

Dr. Chambreau personal family experience left her appalled at the guessing and experimenting that is done with
these powerful drugs with severe side effects. WE urge you to put a program in place NOW to hopefully prevent the
need to be in a crisis that dictates the need to pharmaceuticals. When the milder ones are needed it is easier to
recognize the side effects and change the dose or the medicine. 

Nutrition for Mental Health

Brain chemistry is greatly affected by the foods we eat. Often when people are undergoing stressful times, their
dietary habits change, and this may become a factor in a continuing downward spiral for their mental health.
Hypoglycemia can quickly lead to changes in mental function, including symptoms of depression, anxiety, fatigue,
mental confusion and irritability. Stress can lead to either anorexic hypoglycemia, or to increased consumption of
highly refined carbohydrates, which then produces a reactive hypoglycemia. In addition, consumption of alcohol can
lead to hypoglycemia. The consumption of increased levels of sugar, caffeine and alcohol have been all been linked
to increased risk of depression. Everyone is different and for some, a little sugar causes great stress and others can
eat almost anything.

Both for the planet and for your health - look for locally raised, sustainably and organic if possible and try to eat
seasonally. 

A nourishing diet, including a wide range of fresh vegetables, whole grains, high quality proteins and essential
fatty acids is crucial to both prevent and to treat mental health problems. Depressed patients are often found to have
low levels of some or all of the following nutrients: Folic acid, Vitamin B12, Selenium, SAMe, Zinc, Omega 3 fatty
acids and especially Vitamin D. Supplementation of these various nutrients has been shown to be beneficial in the
treatment of depression and alcoholism. In the absence of the availability of consistently healthy meals, it is a great
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idea to take supplements. If you know how to muscle test, dowse, or use a pendulum, ask which ones are needed by
your body as different brands are metabolized differently in different people (just like in animals). Women that are
taking either birth control pills or estrogen replacement are likely to develop low levels of B6 and other B vitamins,
and therefore are especially at risk for depression if they do not eat healthy foods or supplemental vitamins. Many
resources exist for suggested doses of nutritional supplements, two to consider, which are also great general
references for holistic veterinarians in general are: 

Smart Medicine for Healthier Living, by Zand, Spreen and Lavalle, Published by Avery, 1999 and Textbook of
Natural Medicine, third edition, Published by Churchill Livingstone , 2006

A supplement to explore is Empower Plus (www.TrueHope.com). Originally developed for aggressive pigs, it was
adapted for treating people with bipolar disease. Christina has been taking it for several years and it does help her
focus. One caveat is that they recommend 12 capsules per day. Christina started with one capsule and had severe
reactions, so lowered the dose to 1/8 capsule per day and after 2 years is taking 2 capsules a day. Go gently.

Another aspect of Nutrition is the act of preparing and eating your food. The Shoshoni Cookbook gives 3 simple
methods to giving energy to your food that will give you energy. Pause before you begin to cook or eat and take a
deep breath. Let go of thoughts, breathe and shake off any negative energy. Connect with the earth that produced the
food and feel the love energy come into the openness in heart and flow like light into your arms. Begin to chant as
you prepare the food. Then bless the food as you serve it and begin to eat. "It is like adding a secret spice that turns
the food into ambrosia." You may want to eat one or more meals in silence (and not reading) - just eating and
focusing on the healing food. Even when you are on the run and grabbing food from a vending machine or fast food
store, take a moment for yourself - breathe deeply, bless every person and insect and animal who has contributed to
bringing this food to you and see your brilliant body selecting what is nutritious from this food to sustain you.

Have pot luck lunches or dinners at your clinic to nourish relationships over food. Bless the food, the staff, the
animals and the clinic. As you hear positive feedback from your staff, you will be less depressed or stressed. 

Exercise 
The mood elevating effects of exercise have been proven repeatedly by clinical research. Dozens of studies have

repeatedly demonstrated that it is an effective strategy for both the treatment and prevention of depression, dysthymia
and substance abuse. People who exercise regularly have improved self-esteem, reduced physical pain complaints
and an overall happiness when compared to those who do not exercise. 

Regular exercise is inexpensive, and easily accessible. The biggest hurdle to its wide spread application is the fact
that it takes effort, and when people are stressed and feeling down, the last thing they really feel like doing is making
any sort of effort. In order to motivate oneself, you might want to enlist the support of a friend, join a gym, sign up
for a class, or simply commit to walking your dog more. If you must, force yourself to get started, because exercise
truly lifts the spirits, and magically increases our energies. Once it becomes part of your lifestyle, it becomes a
motivating force which will help to empower you, lift your spirits and quiet your mind. 

Christina had heard this for years and struggled to exercise, trying to do things that called to her, that were fun
- biking, dancing, walking with friends, gardening. She was never very regular about it (so felt guilty) until learning
the 5 Tibetan Rites (see Resources) and she missed on 2 days in the first 160 days which was a true miracle. Keep
looking till you find something you love or force yourself by parking far from the store. One of our elders goes for
silent walks, especially in the dark. Others do Oxycize exercises while driving on farm or house calls. 

Life Coaching

Life coaching has become very popular in the last few years and can be an excellent way to prevent burn out and
stress. While coaching is not psychotherapy, it can relieve mild emotional distress by helping you take actions that
then allow you to feel better. Some coaches also do more traditional therapy.

D r .  S t e ve n  K o r n f e l d  i s  a  ve t e r i n a r i a n  w h o  h a s  a  c o a c h i n g  s e r v i c e
(http://www.veterinarycoaching.com/Coaching.html) and he says the most important thing is to take time to ask
yourself some questions about where you are now. Coaching has the assumption that you are the expert about your
life as opposed to a business consultant who has the answers for your practice. Coaches allow people to find out what
they want in life and create a plan to achieve that. 

Maureen Walsh, another life coach, echoes this, saying that people come to her because they want to be
somewhere different than they are now, or to feel differently than they do now. Work is with personal change,
professional change and/or spritual focii. 

Mort Orman's book, The 14 Day Stress Cure, is another form of life coaching. His book (or tapes or consults with
him) is a close at hand coach that will help you with anger, guilt, frustration, grief and more. (He is Christina's
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husband and she says the book is great and Mort is never stressed.) You can read his proceeding notes from the 1992
AHVMA conference. 

Another "life coaching" book is one of Christina's favorites, The Passion Test by Janet Atwood. She has you focus
on what you most want in life at his time (and reevaluate every few months or more often). This is a more powerful
approach than the very valuable "Personal Values Lists or Evaluations" available from many life coaches and ofther
self empowerment books. Janet actually takes you through a process (best done with a partner) where you choose
the most important values to you at this time and are affirmed in them during the process. .
See the Resources for web sites on life coaching.

Flower Essences and Essential Oils 

The same ones that you know and love for the animals can be a regular part of your preventative regimen and help
when you are in distress. Any of the 38 Bach Flower Remedies, in addition to the constantly needed Rescue Remedy,
could be needed. Ones that lend themselves to this topic include: Agrimony - Mental torment behind a brave face;
Chestnut Bud - keeps repeating mistakes (addictions); Elm - When overwhelmed by responsibility; Gorse -
Hopelessness and despair; Hornbeam - "Monday morning" feeling; Oak - Strong person keeps going when they
should rest, then suddenly collapse; Olive - exhaustion; Sweet Chestnut - Extreme mental anguish; Vervain -
Tenseness and hyperanxiety; Wild Rose - resignation & apathy.

Other Flower Essence companies can be as good as or better than Bach, though more difficult to select because
of the number of essences. In the following I have only given a few words of the complete description to be found
on their sites. Green Hope Farms, for instance has a few that seem useful. Agrippina rose brings forward our own
healing talents to help us heal ourselves; Alika rose gives stamina and strength with life calls us to be a beacon of
light for others; All Ego Contracts Null and Void - helps us unwind and release old habits that no longer serve us;
Anxiety is for nervous habits, phobias, overwrought and confused thoughts; And that was just the "A" essences. The
very act of pondering which of Molly's essences to order could be part of your therapeutic or preventative habit of
self care. 

Perelandra essences approach from a different angle and also need the patient approach to select and maybe
muscle test or pendulum for the best choices. Cucumber - Rebalances during depression. Reattaches to life. Okra -
restores positive outlook. Salvia - restores emotional stability. Summer Squash - restores courage when you are
fearful and resistant daily routine. Phobias. Blaze Improved relaxes the CNS and then the body, allowing integration.
Soul Ray #8 - Provides the support needed to relate on different levels in different activities. Eclipse - Acceptance
and insight to appreciate inner knowing. Broccoli - Maintains power balance to protect from outside influence. 

For those who are not familiar with the essences, they are 100% safe, will never harm you in any way and can be
used in combination with any other therapy. They are natures truly gentle , yet powerful healers. Take them in water,
sip all day long and even put a few drops in water to sponge or pour over you. 

Essential Oils/Aroma therapy can also be very useful. Lavender to calm and Peppermint are but a few of the many
options. Be sure to use food grade, organic for yourself since you are around animals. The olfactory portions of our
brains are intimately linked to the emotions, and so this is a very ancient and simple way to lift one's spirits.

Music Therapy

Individuals suffering from depression, addictions and anxiety need less medication and have more success in
psychotherapy when music is added to their course of treatment. Grief, loneliness, even anger; are all managed much
better when appropriate music is added to therapy. Autistic children & children diagnosed with attention deficit
disorder all react positively to music therapy. Kids with learning disabilities show remarkable improvement in
mathematics, reading and reasoning skills when they are exposed to appropriate music. The results are magnified
many times when these same children have an opportunity to make music.

Dr. Ron Hamm uses flutes he made from different trees to heal animals and people as well. He lectured on the
flutes at the Healing Retreat in Tahoe. 

Herbal Medicine

There are many herbs that are classified as nervines, which affect the nervous system and can be used as
adjunctive and occasionally primary treatment for anxiety, depression and chemical dependency. Below is a list of
some, though there are many more to consider. For those unfamiliar with herbal treatments for humans, it is highly
suggested that you consult a knowledgeable clinical herbalist or naturopath for assistance in choosing an effective
herbal treatment for your individual needs.

As with all therapies, picking the treatment is less important than evaluating the result of the treatment. Be sure
you have a symptom list before starting herbs as they can sometimes have some side effects you will want to track.
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St John's wort (Hypericum perforatum): Extensively studied in double-bind trials, this is the most well known herb
for treatment of depression. One might think of it as herbal sunshine" as this plant produces its bright yellow flowers
just at the peak of summer's sun, around the summer solstice. It has proven to be equal to and in some cases superior
to pharmaceutical treatment in cases of mild to moderate depression. In addition, it has a lower cost and lower
incidence of side effects. While most clinical studies have been done with a standardized extract of hyperacin, whole
herb treatment is also quite beneficial and more in keeping with the holistic paradigm of herbal medicine. This herb
may lower efficacy of oral contraceptives and can cause photosensitivity at higher doses.

Kava (Piper mythisticum): Kava has been shown to be quite effective in cases of depression with severe anxiety.
While kava extracts have been approved in Germany for treatment of depression and anxiety, there is concern about
potential hepatotoxicity with this herb, and sales in the United States have been restricted. Although the data to
support this suspicion is not strongly convincing, it should be used with caution, and especially avoided in patients
with a history of hepatopathy, alcohol use or other concurrent hepatotoxic drugs. 

Lemon balm (Melissa officinalis): Known as the "gladdening herb" in the middle ages, lemon balm is especially
helpful as an anxiolytic and sleep aid. A lemony mint, this herb does lift the spirits at the same time that it infuses
one with a calm feeling. It is approved by the German commission E for use in nervous sleeping disorders and
functional gastrointestinal complaints. It grows rampantly in Christina's gardens.

Valerian (Valerian officinalis) Valerian is often used as a sleep aid. It has been studied in combination with hops,
and also with lemon balm. It is an effective anxiolytic and helpful for relieving muscle tension, and tension headaches

Passion flower (Passiflora incarnata): This beautiful purple and blue flower has long been used to calm the
nervous system. In addition, it has some analgesic effects, and can be safely combined with St John's wort to treat
anxiety, insomnia and depression.

Oats (Avena sativa): The tops of oats, when in their green, "milky" stage are full of nourishing minerals such as
calcium, magnesium silica and chromium, as well as several B vitamins and complex carbohydrates. This is
considered a nutritive, and calming tonic for the nervous system, and has proven especially helpful in providing
support during withdrawal from nicotine and other toxins.

Herbal adaptogens These are herbs that modulate the function of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis. In doing
so they help to support the immune system and increase the body's resistance to the physical effects of stress. Some
useful adaptogens include: Rhodiola (Rhodiiola rosea), Ashwagandha (Withania Somnifera) American ginseng
(Panax quinquefolius), Asian ginseng (Panax ginseng), Schisandra (Schisandra chinensis).

Western Herbal formulas There are many commercially and locally made herbal formulas that combine some of
the herbs listed above, and others. One that is highly recommended to have on hand in the clinic is made by the well
known author and herbalist: David Winston. The formula name is "Grief Re-leaf". It is a blend of mimosa bark, rose
petal, and hawthorn. As the name implies it is a comforting formula that is useful during times of emotional
challenge, and can be especially useful as a self-care treatment after we perform a euthanasia or when a beloved
patient passes. This formula can also be shared with clients during such times. It is available from Herbalist and
Alchemist, Washington, NJ www.herbalist-alchemist.com 

Chinese herbal formulas There are many useful Chinese and western herbal formulas for treatment of insomnia,
anxiety and depression. One of the many Chinese formulas that might be considered is Xiao yao San,(known as Free
and Easy Wanderer) made with bupleurum, tangkuei, and other herbs. This formula nourishes liver blood, and
harmonizes the liver and spleen. It can be useful for irritability, emotional instability, depression and fatigue. Tierona
Lowdog MD recommends this formula highly as an aid in the treatment of depression.

Traditional Chinese Medicine

While considerations of lifestyle, job and career, nutrition, and rest patterns are all appropriate and important,
acupuncture, like the other modalities we are speaking about here, may enhance the speed and quality of recovery
from burnout syndrome, treatment of addictions and general mental health improvements. 

TCM looks at the entire body in a holistic fashion. The concept of 5 elements (fire, earth, metal, water, wood) is
used to represent the major organ systems, and to explain the body's homeostatic mechanisms. This philosophy
appreciates the fine balance that exists between all organ systems in the body, and provides a useful means of
manipulating and improving this balance. Acupuncture treatments are prescribed specifically for each patient. There
is no one combination of points that are used for every case of a certain disorder. Many cases of anxiety, anger and
depression involve the liver and spleen acupuncture meridians. A liver imbalance in the TCM paradigm may present
as irritability, anger, indecision or anxiety. Spleen imbalances will often be related to overwork, anxiety, worries, and
excessive mental activity. A lung or heart imbalance will likely be recognized if the patient has suffered a sudden
emotional shock or loss. TCM theory acknowledges that certain emotions can affect the physical body in specific
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ways, and that certain physical ailments can affect the emotions in specific ways. This interrelationship is beautifully
represented by the circular "yin-yang" symbol. 

Treatments are prescribed based on specific reported symptoms of the mind and body, to achieve a balance
between the physical and emotional components of the patient. Successful improvement in mental wellbeing is a very
well documented effect of acupuncture treatment. An experienced acupuncturist will be able to consider your own
emotional and physical complaints and provide a treatment that will be unique to your own needs. Treatments will
be repeated as necessary in follow-up appointments until improved wellness is achieved.

Many practitioners will also be using Chinese herbs, moxa or other treatments.

Homeopathic Treatment of Depression and Substance Abuse

Homeopathy is an excellent modality to treat depression, desire to commit suicide, addictions of all sorts, anxiety
and fears about business and family - any mental emotional state. As with all holistic modalities, there are not specific
remedies for specific conditions. The challenge, as with animals, is to find the underlying vital force imbalance that
is producing the unwanted symptoms. 

In the area of mental health Hahnemann was a pioneer. He proposed humanistic treatment of the mentally ill in
1793. Underlining that we are treating an individual with integrated physical and emotional symptoms, he writes:
"Almost all so-called mental and emotional diseases are nothing but physical diseases in which the symptom of
mental and emotional disorder characteristic of each one increases more or less rapidly as the physical symptoms
diminish, almost like a local disease transferred into the invisible subtle mental or emotional organs". (Organon
paragraph 215)

Homeopathy is most likely to cure if the obstacles to the cure have been removed. This may require trying some
meditation, nutritional changes and vitamin therapy, counseling, life coaching, or Emotional Freedom Technique
(EFT). If the mental symptoms continue or even worsen, then it is probably a true vital force imbalance that will
respond to a well chosen remedy. Hahnemann felt that although most mental ailments had their roots in physical
imbalances, " there are of course a few psychic diseases that arise and proceed from the psyche, from persistent grief,
resentment, anger, humiliation, and repeated exposure to fear and fright. In time such psychic diseases often greatly
harm the physical health". (Organon paragraph 224) Think of the many times in our practices that we experience
these emotions. If our vital force is sensitive to them, we can become mentally and physically ill. The remedies, along
with counseling, can improve our state. 

The first homeopathic hospital for the mentally ill was founded in Middletown, New York, in May 1874. 50%
of patients were discharged from the homeopathic mental hospitals in the State of New York, between 1883 and 1890,
compared to 30% from conventional hospitals. Menninger, founder of the Menninger Clinic in Kansas, used
homeopathy to treat the mentally. He is quoted as saying, "Homeopathy is wholly capable of satisfying the
therapeutic demands of this age better than any other system or school of medicine." Hundreds of case reports have
been published, in homeopathic journals from the 19nd 20th centuries, of patients suffering from mental disorders
who have been treated successfully with homeopathy.
 Researchers at the Duke Medical Center in Durham, N.C., followed 12 patients with depression or a social phobia
who were experiencing mild to severe symptoms. They received homeopathic treatment for seven to 80 weeks. By
the end of the study, published in 1997, seven patients, or 58 percent, had responded favorably.

Davidson and other writers are in the comprehensive bibliography at Dr. Merizalde's site
(http://www.pahomeopathy.com/) from which some of the information in this article has come. Recent studies on
the treatment of mental or psychological problems including depression, insomnia, nervous tension, agitation,
aphasia, behavior problems in children, persistent mild traumatic brain injury and attention deficit hyperactivity
disorder and more have shown success with homeopathy. 

Most pertinent to our talk today, "Detinis (1994) presents six cases of patients suffering from depression with
suicidal ideation, chronic pain, sleep disorder, premenstrual syndrome and anxiety disorder and Bodman (1990)
presents a series of cases of depression, anxiety, sleep disorder, phobias, neurosis treated successfully with
homeopathy. Gallavardin (1960) published a series of patients with alcoholism who recovered with homeopathic
treatment. Grazyna M, et.al, (1993) presented a series of 30 men treated for alcohol withdrawal and delirium tremens.
They reported that about 30% of the patients continued treatment for 12-18 months with most of them maintaining
abstinence during a long follow up of up to seven years." Brian Berman (University of Maryland Medical School,
Integrative Clinic) ran a substance abuse clinic in London successfully for many years.

Hahnemann says that, " after the lifting of all the symptoms of the disease and of the entire complex of perceptible
befallments, anything else besides health remains in the interior " When the correct remedy is found for an individual
with depression, addictions, or other mental emotional problems, the underlying sensitivity will be corrected that is
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causing the distress. People slowly loose their cravings for abusive substances, maintain a deep contentment and have
the inner will to take steps needed to regain their mental health when challenged in the future. That is the ideal.
Remedies can also be a part of psychiatric or psychological counseling, life coaching, exercise and/or nutritional
programs. A well matching remedy can even be used when you are on psychotropic medications and as your vital
force heals, you can slowly decrease the medications until they are no longer needed. Higher potencies and more
frequent repetitions are often needed when giving remedies along with pharmaceuticals. 

Particularly when you are having emotional or mental issues, it is critically important to not treat yourself with
homeopathy, or Chinese medicine. Flower essences are aroma therapy are fine to select yourself. Choosing the
similimum (best matching remedy) requires objectivity from the prescriber and you certainly will not have that. To
find a really great homeopath with whom to work, contact anyone on the AVH (Academy of Veterinary Homeopathy)
referral list and ask them to post the question to our list for the town you are in. While leading homeopaths are in
many big cities (Baltimore, DC, Boston, San Fran, LA, San Diego, etc), there are many great ones in smaller towns.

The following are a few of the rubrics that could apply to holistic veterinarians who are challenged with stress,
addictions, depression, anxieties, fears and more.

Mind: Industrious, mania for work; (so true for a lot of us); Rest, cannot; Anger; Irritability; Quarrelsome;
Despair; Despair from the smallest criticism; Despair about the future; Despair of life; Despair over his work;
Impulse to stab himself; Impulse to do reckless things; Fear suicide; Fear poverty; Lamenting; Complaining;
discontented; Grumbling; Pessimist; Delusions he has neglected his duty; Ailments from grief;  Aversion to company;
Dissatisfaction; Loathing of life; weary of life; Capriciousness; Irresolution; Desire to break things; Bulemia;
Heedless; Aversion to Change; Concentration difficult; Want of Self confidence; Want of self confidence about
realizing her plans; Thoughts compelling (this applies to repetitive motions, rituals); Alcoholism; Delirium tremens;
Tendency to become addicted; And there are many more.

Any body sensations or ailments can be attributed to grief, or anger or other mental problems, such as Head pain
from grief; Epistaxis after anger; Diarrhea after anxiety or anger or anticipation; 

Generality section: Weakness in businessmen (worn out businessmen); Desire for alcohol; Intoxication.
A very few of the many remedies that are successful treating depression, burnout, risk of suicide, anxieties are

briefly summarized here with the caveat that any of the 3,000 remedies may the one that you, as an individual, needs
at any time on your journey of health. The key to success is finding the remedy that matches your emotional and
physical symptoms, especially the unusual or characteristic symptoms. Remember there are thousands of remedies
and we have included these to show how a homeopath is looking at your physical and mental states along with
etiology.

Aconite - for anxiety, fear of death, panic attacks, never well since severe panic or trauma (could be client yelling
at you), GIT

Arsenicum album - Anxious, insecure, perfectionism, grief, chilly, GITAurum metalicum - type A, strong work
ethic, worse at night, cardiac problems

Calcarea carbonica - Lethargic, overwhelmed, hard to adjust to change
Causticum - grief and loss, crying, mental dullness, anxious checking of things, deeply sympathetic toward others

strong sense of justice, discouraged or angry 
Ignatia amara - Sensitive people, hysteria, changeable symptoms, sighing. 
Kali phosphoricum: Exhaustion, Loss of confidence. Chilly. Insomnia. Indigestion Natrum carbonicum: another

selfless remedy, Avoid conflict, Withdraw, sensitive. Natrum muriaticum - deep seated grief, sob inconsolably,
puts up a wall, responsible, angry at consolation, craves salt, tired from the sun

Phosphoricum acidum - fatigue, debility, ennui, grief, chilly, overtaxed, worse from exertion 
Pulsatilla - consolation, fresh air, gentle exercise and cold helps, Bland discharges, hormonal
Sepia - better for lots of exercise, worn out by demands of life, private, hormonal. 
Staphysagria - worse since a humiliation or resentment or suppressed emotions, urinary problems, worse after

catheterizations, can throw things in anger.
Find some web sites at the Resources section.

Light Therapy 

It's no coincidence that we associate sunny days with happiness. Or that we are all familiar with the phrases like
"brightening our mood", "light up my life" and "sunshine of my life". The sun and full spectrum light play an
essential role in overall health. For one thing, we know it is required for Vitamin D synthesis. Recently several types
of cancer, and depression have been linked to a deficiency in Vitamin D. Vitamin D is crucial in the brain's
production of Serotonin. 
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Exposure to full spectrum light on a regular basis has been shown to be an effective treatment for depression, even
in cases not directly attributed to seasonal affective disorder. The mechanism is complex and in part, is related to the
effect of light on the pituitary and pineal glands.

It is important to consider what sort of light energies we are exposed to on a daily basis. Light from different
sources will be made up of different wavelengths. Incandescent light bulbs give off a good deal of light in the red
spectrum, which adds warmth to a room. Conventional tubular fluorescent bulbs, computers and other electronic
screens give off a good deal of light in the blue spectrum. The blue spectrum is considered cooling, and is currently
being studied for its negative effects on human behavior. Increasingly popular, compact fluorescent bulbs seem to
give off a yellowish-green spectrum, generated through the toxic element, Mercury. Yellow is a color associated with
anxiety and angst, and is not a good choice for illumination in the home or office. Dr Hassinger notes that the
yellow-green color from compact fluorescent lights reminds her of the color of the sky just before a tornado (certainly
an unsettling color to behold).

Studies on the effects of lighting in schools linked higher learning rates, and fewer dental cavities to the presence
of natural UV radiation, via windows, in classrooms. Exposure of school children to high-pressure sodium vapor
lighting correlated to a decline in scholastic achievement, and an increase in absenteeism ( naturallighting.com )

It is quite possible that in the near future we will learn about some equally disturbing trends associated with
compact fluorescent lights. 

Improve your working environment

Take a look at the place where you spend your days working as a veterinarian. Since you spend so much time
there, do everything that you can to make it a healthy and supportive place to exist. Employ some of the suggestions
above, such as music, light, aromatherapy and Feng Shui to improve the surroundings. Dr Hassinger has found it
helpful to have a variety of plants and photos throughout her clinic. Photographs can bring back happy memories and
reinforce positive energy. Save and post pictures of special patients, clients and fellow veterinary professionals that
have made a difference in your life. When you're in the middle of a busy or trying day, and you catch a glance of a
special memory, use that as a spark of positive energy to lift the spirits. 

Save all of the good, and take out all of the trash! Save all thank you cards and keep a simple journal of your
clinical successes and special patients. If you someone sends you a negative comment, consider it, take responsibility
for what you may have done differently, and then discard the negative. When you lay your head down at night, and
your mind begins to churn with a negative event that trashed your day, visualize that event as a pile of paper that you
take to the dumpster and walk away from. Then, force yourself to recall all of the successes, smiles and positive
interactions that you have had in your work. 

Make a simple ritual out of the start and end of your work days, so that they can be compartmentalized and not
overwhelm every second of your life. In the mornings take just a few moments to sit quietly and visualize a positive
day. Even a simple statement to yourself as you walk in the door "this will be a good day" can influence the outcome.
During your work day, if you encounter a difficult client, or have to perform a euthanasia, take a moment to clear that
negative or painful energy before going on to the next task. This can be done very simply by stopping to wash your
hands, and visualizing the experience being rinsed away from your psyche. At the end of each work day, visualize
a closure. Say to yourself: "I've done a great job, I've done what I can do for one day, and now I am returning to my
personal life." Wash your hands one more time, remove your scrubs, or change your clothes, and as you walk out of
the door, visualize yourself closing a book and putting it away on a shelf, for another day.

Spiritual, Energetic and Hands on treatments

There are numerous additional energetic or spiritual treatments and lifestyle choices that have positive effects on
mental health and well being. These include Tong Ren, Jin Shin Jitsu, Reiki, Ho'oponopono, Feng Shui, meditation,
prayer, and even organized religion. It is not so important what choice you make here, as long as you make some
effort to nourish yourself in a spiritual way. Taking the time to introduce gratitude, hope and forgiveness into our
daily thinking process can make a great positive change in our lives. 

When a person is feeling very depressed or stressed, these sorts of suggestions may sound impossible, even
repulsive. This is a sure sign that you need to seek professional help, and with time and treatment, it is possible for
the spirit to recover from it's burdens, and rise up to a level of happiness once again. 

Human touch is critical as a preventative and for healing. Be sure there are people in your lives that hug you -
daily. Find out which of your staff would like to give and receive shoulder massages and remember to implement
them - or Reiki, Healing Touch, Reflexology, or other touch related (make sure permission is overt) therapies. 
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Enjoy the animals!

Though we tried to think of other reasons for admissions interviews, almost all of us became veterinarians for one
simple reason: We love animals. This is an incredible statement, and we have allowed it to shape our lives, to become
our lives. This was a choice we made from our hearts, and we need to honor this choice and cherish the
accomplishments that we have made to make this our life's work. All of us should work hard to keep the love of
animals as a nourishing force for our mental wellness. Some days we can get so wrapped up in or influenced by all
of the people that surround our patients that we lose sight of them as sentient beings. 

 As you go through your days, allow the sweet and innocent energies of those animals to reach into your heart.
Let those dogs jump up on you and hug you! Let them lick you in the face. Laugh at their crazy energies and
empathize with their fears. When you hear a cat purr, or catch the sweet aroma of a beautiful horse, let these things
touch you deeply. Remember, this is why we chose this life, and these animals can heal us just as much as we can
heal them. We just have to stay open to this and allow our patients themselves to become a source of our own well
being. 

Gratitude, Hope, Optimism, Forgiveness - Every Moment, Every Day, No Matter What.

  
Resources: 

General

http://www.vetlife.org.uk/ ( This may be the best site of all. Since 1999, the UK has had a comprehensive program
for mental health for veterianians, veterinary nurses and students)

metanoia.org/suicide/ (If you are feeling suicidal right now - read this)
afsp.org (american foundation for suicide prevention)
Compassionfatigue.org ( articles on recognitian)
RealmentalHealth.com (go to the herbs page for a list of herbs, supplements and other holistic approaches)
Everydayhealth.com (Huge site on all types of health issues, so a little intimidating to navigate)
helpguide.org/mental/burnout_signs_symptoms.htm (extensive and lots of resources)
http://www.apahelpcenter.org/ (especially good is the "Road to Resilience" article.
http://www.burnoutsolutions.com/08-resources.shtml (addresses many holistic modalities)
www.avma.org/myavma/wellness/default.asp ( excellent and Barbara Baldwin wants to improve this and requests

feedback) Also go to the NOAH discussion group. 
http://news.cenacletreatmentcentre.co.uk/2008/10/business-depression.html (Excellent site discussing multiple

options for resolving mental illness - in the UK, so only a few of you will be able to visit them in person for
treatments)

http://news.cenacletreatmentcentre.co.uk/a_review_of_scientiffic_research_on_the_significance_of_
emotions_in_illness_and_health/ (presentation of research and current thinking on Pessimism, how depression
debilitates, chronic anxiety and/or anger kills, emotions and the immune system)

http://health.discovery.com/centers/althealth/anxiety/homeopathy.html (articles on holistic approaches to mental
health)

http://www.vetmed.wsu.edu/academic/counseling/selfHelp.aspx (while directed at the veterinary students, many of
these documents are very useful.)

http://www.vetmed.wsu.edu/academic/counseling/wellness.aspx (this document is a wonderful outline for integrated
approaches to mental health )

http://www.aafp.org/fpm/20020400/35eigh.html (excellent article on medical practitioner burnout)
http://organizedwisdom.com/Caregiver_Burnout

Substance Abuse

http://www.veterinarypracticenews.com/vet-cover-stories/substance-abuse-a-culture-of-denial.aspx

Life Coaching

lifecoach.com (Directory of life coaches)
coachfederation.org/ICF (directory of life coaches)
veterinarycoaching.com (This site is coaching on how to have a successful practice and life. It's services could

prevent the problems we speak about here. If you are in distress coaching can help you progress.)
http://www.undividualinc.com/index.html (Dr. Hassinger client is a life coach)
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Homeopathy 
http://www.pahomeopathy.com/homeopathy_article.html (an MD neurologist, psychiatrist and homeopath in PA
summarizes the homoeopathic approach, historically and currently)
http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_m0NAH/is_6_32/ai_89812955/ (Find the best depression cure for you:
homeopathy can offer you relief from mild to severe depression. The key to success is finding the remedy that
matches your emotional and physical needs)
 http://www.truestarhealth.com/Notes/2218006.html (Homeopathic Remedies for Depression) 
http://www.geocities.com/hotsprings/7776/DEPRESS.HTM (Article by Erika Price, a UK homeopath, includes
symptoms of depression and a case example showing the homeopathic approach) 
http://homeopathyusa.org/home/eb/neurotic-disorders.html (great bibliography of writings on homeopathy for mental
illness)

Flower Essences

www.Perelandra-ltd.net
www.Greenhopeessences.com
http://www.nelsons.net/en-gb/our-brands/bofr/

Traditional Chinese Medicine

http://www.acupuncturetoday.com/mpacms/at/article.php?id=27918 (Katherine Kahn's great article on burnout in
TCM practitioners and more)

http://www.medicalacupuncture.org/aama_marf/journal/vol17_1/article1.html 
http://psychservices.psychiatryonline.org/cgi/content/full/50/1/117

General Health Support

www.mkprojects.com/pf_TibetanRites.htm (this is an amazing movement program that the book, Ancient Secrets
of the Fountain of Youth - 2, says can maintain health mentally and physically with a mere 15 minutes every day)

www.TrueHope.com (Nutritional supplement intended for Bi-Polar that can be useful for anyone)

Books

Radical Healing - Rudolf Ballentine (a psychiatrist integrates the different modalities to create health - excellent book
per Dr

Prozac-Free: Homeopathic Alternatives to Conventional Drug Therapies by Judyth Reichenberg Ullman, N.D., and
Robert Ullman, N.D. (North Atlantic, 2002) 

Psyche and Substance, Edward Whitmont (1942)
Burnout, the Cost of Caring - Christina Maslach
Smart Medicine for Healthier Living, by Zand, Spreen and Lavalle, Published by Avery, 1999
Textbook of Natural Medicine, third edition, Published by Churchill Livingstone , 2006
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THE EVOLUTION OF A HOLISTIC VETERINARIAN
Richard Holliday, DVM

I believe that a broad based interest in soil conservation began in the 1930's as a result of the devastating "dust
bowl" era when the shortcomings of the then current agricultural practices became apparent. This trend continued
on many fronts and the most visible one at present is the "organic movement". It is well to remember that "organic"
is only one part of a much larger trend toward sustainable agriculture that is changing the very nature of the way
farming is done here in the United States and in many other parts of the world as well. My evolution as a holistic
veterinarian roughly paralleled this broader national movement. 

In High School I read Louis Bromfield's books Pleasant Valley and Malabar Farm in which he detailed his success
in rebuilding worn-out farms near his boyhood home in Ohio. These books were my earliest exposure to alternative
agriculture. They are still a good reference for anyone interested in soil conservation and the early history of at least
one part of the natural farming movement. 

In undergraduate studies at the University of Missouri I had the opportunity to study soils under the renowned Dr.
William A. Albrecht. It was years later that I fully appreciated the importance of his work ... that it takes healthy soils
to make healthy crops and healthy crops to make healthy animals. His book, Soil Fertility and Animal Health is a
classic. Dr. Albrecht's influence and acceptance in the realm of sustainable or biological agriculture is greater now
than while he was alive. One of his sayings was, "Study books and observe nature; if they do not agree, throw away
the books." I have tried to follow this advice throughout my career. It has paid huge dividends in insights and
knowledge gained.

In Vet school I was fortunate that most of my clinical instructors were former veterinary practitioners. They gave
us a practicality in our approach to medicine that kept the mind open to anything that worked. One of our large animal
clinician/instructors was almost 80 years old when I was in Vet school. His inquisitive mind was an inspiration to
all students. He would try any sort of treatment at least once, to judge it's worth. The results of some of these
unorthodox remedies and therapies were at times astounding. He taught us to not be bound by tradition and not be
afraid to try something new or to explore a new idea.

One day one of my good "natural farming" clients took me on an impromptu field trip. We drove to an area where
his cornfield joined his neighbor's. Both fields were basically the same as to soil type, variety and stage of growth.
His neighbor's corn was tall with dark green undamaged leaves. Kenny's corn was just about as tall and green but the
plants in several rows around the perimeter of his field were severely damaged. He explained. "My neighbor uses
all the modern chemical fertilizers, herbicides and insecticides. I use only naturally occurring soil amendments like
manure, lime, gypsum and rock phosphate. Deer will walk through miles of 'chemical' corn without taking a bite and
then feast on my crops because it tastes better." We did a taste test. The sap from his corn tasted sweet ... almost like
sugar cane. One row away, just across the fence, the sap was bland and had a bitter aftertaste. He then suggested that
I notice the number of empty pesticide cans in the trash dumps on the farms where I made most of my sick animal
vet calls and look for a correlation." There definitely was. I have never forgotten his words and I have seldom found
them in error. He taught me two natural principles ... animals can recognize and will seek out healthy nutrition if
available and there is an adverse relationship between heavy use of ag-chemicals and animal health.

1940 saw the publication of An Agricultural Testament by Sir Albert Howard, an English researcher working in
India to develop composting methods to increase soil fertility. He found that animals were healthier when fed highly
nutritious feed grown on high organic matter soils. He reported that his work-oxen fed on these "organically grown"
feeds remained healthy even when directly exposed to Foot and Mouth disease.

Sir Albert's book is reputed to have been the impetus for J. I. Rodale to begin publication of the magazine Organic
Gardening and Farming. This magazine was instrumental in popularizing the health benefits of organic farming for
animals and humans alike. In the 60's and 70's it was our program guide as we tried to farm our small acreage
organically and apply natural principles to our own health and that of our animals. It also inspired me to become more
holistic in my vet practice. 

Acres USA is another national publication that has been a tremendous advocate for ecological agriculture for over
30 years. The publisher, Charles Walters, is a pioneer in this field and has written extensively on this subject.
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In 1984 I became employed as a technical services veterinarian for a company that produces and markets
colostrum-whey based animal health and nutrition products. For the last 23 years I've been able to apply holistic
principles to various health problems as I consulting with large and small, organic and conventional dairymen across
the country. In 1988 I witnessed the birth of the CROPP Cooperative and I have been peripherally associated with
Organic Valley ever since. In 1989 I took advanced training from the International Veterinary Acupuncture Society
and became board certified in Veterinary Acupuncture. The study of 5000 year old holistic medical technology added
a whole new dimension to my understanding of health and disease.

When the Rodales' first popularized the term "organic" it referred to the goal of building fertile, biologically active
soils high in organic matter. At present, the emphasis of organic regulation seems to have shifted somewhat from soil
building to restricting the use of prohibited substances. The USDA defines the requirements to qualify as organic and
the National Organic Standards Board insures compliance with some of the more important natural principles. It is
interesting to note that while organic certified dairies are regulated by the government, all dairies are subject to the
constraints imposed by natural principles and the innate nature of the cow.

I have been privileged to watch and participate in the growth of sustainable or organic agriculture over several
decades. It will be interesting to see how it unfolds in the future.

Some Thoughts on Holistic or Alternative Veterinary Medicine

It is a difficult task to briefly describe "holistic" or "alternative" veterinary medicine. The dictionary defines
"holistic" as being concerned with wholes or with complete systems rather than with parts or divisions, while
"alternative" describes something existing or functioning outside the established cultural, social, or economic system.
Both definitions are correct but do not adequately address the wide variations within the realm of holistic veterinary
medicine as practiced today.

The range of alternative therapies is immense ... acupuncture, herbs, homeopathy, refined colostrum products,
microbial products (lactobacillus and yeasts), mega-vitamins, radionics, and many other natural products and
procedures. The list goes on and on and I apologize if I've left out someone's favorite therapy. Most are useful and
generally effective alternatives to the drugs, hormones and antibiotics commonly used in veterinary medicine today.

A Holistic Practitioner

I believe that the distinguishing characteristic of holistic practitioners is the way they approach problems ... in
short, the way they think. A true holistic practitioner not only looks at the patient as an integrated unit but also views
it in the context of the whole ecosystem in which it lives. In this regard, a sick animal is not only a patient to be
treated but is also a symptom of a sick farm. Both patients need help. Any remedial action must include what is
necessary for the immediate relief of the patient as well as a critical assessment of the long-term effects of the chosen
therapy on the patient and the environment. Part of the treatment must also be the removal or reduction of
predisposing factors. 

A holistic practitioner should also be well versed in several treatment modalities and be able to pick the most
appropriate ones needed in any situation. In some situations this might even include the judicious use of antibiotics,
if really indicated and if it has a reasonably good chance of success. 

Finally, a true holistic practitioner should emphasize holistic animal health management (proactive) rather than
any kind of treatment (reactive), whether it be holistic or conventional. 

 It should be noted that the terms holistic and alternative are not interchangeable. For example: an acupuncturist
may be practicing alternative medicine, but if he only treats symptoms and does not search for the cause or other
useful therapies ... then he is probably not a holistic practitioner. A fine distinction perhaps, but a significant one.

Advantages and Disadvantages

 To me, the greatest advantage to the holistic approach is that it works! In the hands of an experienced practitioner
most holistic/alternative treatments have as good or a better success rate than conventional therapy. I think this is true
because holistic practitioners attempt to find and treat the cause not just the symptoms. 

 There are many other advantages to holistic medicine ... less pollution, fewer side effects, and especially the fact
that holistic medicine follows the old medical axiom, "at least do no harm." This advice seems to have been lost or
overlooked in the U.S. as evidenced by the recent report that pharmaceutical drugs are now either the 4th or 6th
leading cause of death.

 Unfortunately, several factors have slowed public acceptance. The sale and use of natural products do not
generate the huge profits necessary to buy researchers. lobbyists and politicians as does the sale of antibiotics,
pharmaceuticals, herbicides and insecticides. Thus we have little credibility in some circles because we do hot have
research to back up our empirical observations.
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 Because so few schools teach these advanced concepts, there are not enough qualified practitioners, although the
number is growing, Those that do engage in holistic practice are often subjected to harassment by government
agencies.

 The biggest disadvantage is that most people tend to use it for the wrong reasons and at the wrong time! They
will turn to alternative treatments only as a last resort when everything conventional medicine has to offer has failed,
Usually by this time the patient is in advanced stages of the disease and also suffering from the side effect of all the
prescribed drugs they have used. When the alternative approach also fails, and it usually does in this situation, the
patient gives up on the entire concept and never realizes that the alternative treatment might have worked had they
used the right product or technique at the right time. Unfortunately, this apparent "failure" provides more evidence
for the pharmaceutical /medical complex to ridicule and condemn the entire concept of holistic medicine.

 The Focus of Holistic Animal Husbandry

The success of the holistic approach requires a change in perspective and the development of a holistic outlook
towards livestock management and disease control. It is not as simple as merely substituting a "natural" alternate
therapy for a "toxic" drug. The principles behind the success of holistic therapy go much deeper than the
characteristics or source of the medication. 

Conventional Veterinary Medicine is primarily concerned with the treatment of sick animals. Even if successful,
the loss of life and production added to the cost of treatment makes this approach by far the most expensive.

Veterinarians also emphasize disease prevention. Herd health checks and vaccination programs fall into this
category. As essential as these procedures are, the outlook is still towards preventing disease. Vaccinations may
increase resistance against a specific organism but does little to elevate the animal's vitality to the health enhancement
level. Typical of this category are herds or flocks where the animals are not really sick or showing symptoms but are
not really well and productive either.

A third concept, usually neglected by conventional veterinary practitioners, is that of health enhancement through
holistic management. Everything possible is done to raise health and vitality to the highest level possible. All
management practices are evaluated on the basis of their effects on the vitality of each animal in the herd. Strict
attention is given to providing superlative nutrition. In so far as possible, all environmental stress factors are
eliminated. Water is checked for nitrates or other toxins. Housing and ventilation are maintained at optimum levels.
Any equipment with which the animals come in contact is properly maintained and adjusted. There are literally
hundreds of other environmental factors that impact animal health and they all must be considered. When animals
are maintained at a high level of vitality their resistance is much higher. Health enhancement is much more profitable
than either treatment or prevention.

SOME THOUGHTS ABOUT STRESS
Stress is known to lower immune function and may be the primary factor that sets the stage for animal disease.
There are three categories of stress. 
1. Environmental or physical stress, such as faulty nutrition, bad water, lack of sanitation, poorly designed and

maintained equipment, unsuitable habitat, etc.. Good management has some influence on most of these but can not
control all of them. For example, weather cannot be controlled but the effects can be mitigated with proper housing.

2. Physiological stress, usually associated with reproduction and lactation. We can minimize some of the effects
of this type, but we can not totally eliminate it.

3. Psychological stress may occurs when weaning, changing groups. establishing a new "pecking order", etc. This
type can be held to an acceptable level with good management. 

All animals vary in their ability to accommodate stress. Some differences are due to inheritance ... species, breed
and sex. Others are associated with the individual's life history of health and disease. Older animals do not
accommodate stress as well as younger ones do. A young animal that suffers an episode of severe scours/pneumonia
may survive, grow and appear thrifty even though some irreversible damage to heart, lungs and intestinal lining may
forever impair it's ability to pump blood and absorb oxygen and nutrients. Under stress this animal will probably show
earlier and more severe symptoms than others in the same group that did not go through the sickness. 

Stresses are cumulative. A small stress has a greater effect in an animal already carrying a big stress load, than
it has in another relatively stress free animal.

Over many years, I have developed a graph or map that allows me focus my thinking and helps me keep the
various aspects of health and disease in their proper perspective. Any animal's relative health status can be plotted
on this graph. Since this Vitality Chart also seems useful to illustrate certain principles of holistic thought, I would
like to share it with you and will use it as the basis for this article and for almost all future discussions of health and
disease.
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On the chart, note that the "vitality" line on the left side (looks like a thermometer) runs from PERFECT HEALTH
to DEAD. I purposefully do not assign any numbers because the positions are variable and I'd rather think in terms
of relationships and not absolutes. I doubt we ever attain perfect health but "DEAD" is common.

The "profitability line" indicates a relative loss of production, profitability or performance. The "clinical line"
by definition separates healthy animals from sick animals, based solely on the presence or absence of symptoms.
These lines are actually wide, gray areas and their position arbitrary and quite variable. It depends a great deal on how
well the herdsman relates to and observes his animals. 

Physiological and psychological stresses are represented on the chart as a wavy gray line. These stresses usually
occur at predetermined times, such as parturition, weaning, and other routine changes or events.

If an animal progressively declines from good health to sickness or even death (going straight down the left side
of the chart), it will first cross the 'profitability line" as it becomes less productive and then the "clinical line" when
it begins to show symptoms of disease. These symptoms may be mild at first ... "a little off," ... gradually increasing
in severity until "DEAD". (See Vitality Chart) We know and accept that there are differing levels of illness but our
management decisions frequently seem to be based on the premise that animal "B" is just as healthy as animal "A".
We all know that different levels of health do exist but in practice we tend to overlook this because "A" and "B" both
look equally healthy even though there is great difference in their respective vitality. Production records and breeding
records are a great aid to identify those animals that have lost productivity but are not yet showing symptoms. 

Let's compare the reactions of "Spot" and "Star", both living a relatively stress free life and having a high level
of vitality. (position 1 on the chart) If something happens to their ration and they are subjected to nutritional stress,
they will probably both decline in vitality to position 2. Notice that Spot was affected more severely, possibly because
she suffered a grave illness when young (as discussed earlier). Both still appear to be healthy and productive but some
of their "reserve" is used up. 
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Adding another stress causes both to slip down to position 3. Star is still doing well but now Spot has dropped
under the profitability line. She shows no clinical symptoms but performance or production testing may indicate
problems. In a dairy animal this could be evidenced by lowered production, a change in SCC or an impairment of
breeding efficiency.

Add one more stress and Spot and Star fall to position 4, both below the profitability line. Spot is dangerously
close to the clinical line but still shows no obvious symptoms although a really close observer might see mild
symptoms developing. 

As one last insult, let's expose both of them to a pathogenic bacteria capable of causing disease. Both suffer the
same loss of vitality from this exposure (striped line). Star dips in vitality but does not go "clinical". She is able to
overcome the infection because she had some resistance left. Spot drops over the line and begins to show symptoms.
Conventional medicine would diagnose the bacteria as the "cause" of her disease. 

This example is obviously oversimplified to illustrate a principle, but does beg the question: "In this example, did
the germs cause the disease? ...... Or would it be more accurate to ask: "Did the bacteria trigger a disease in an animal
that was already suffering from stress-induced, low vitality?" I go with the trigger theory. The deciding factor was
not the presence or absence of a disease organism, but the presence of absence of a strong immune system. Obviously,
microorganisms do vary in their ability to cause disease and a highly pathogenic organism may be able to cause
disease in relatively stress free animals. These epidemics however are probably not as costly in the long run as the
day to day losses incurred by common infections.

I think we give germs way too much weight as the cause of problems. My guess is that a germ can't tell if an
animal is dead or alive ... but if an animal is so "stressed out" that it "tastes" dead to the bacteria, they immediately
begin the recycling process. In a dead animal we call it decomposition ... in a live animal we call it disease. In the
grand scheme of things, the "bugs "are probably only doing the job assigned to them.

Some Observations Based on the Chart

Let's go back to poor old Spot's predicament. We could give her some antibiotics and hopefully kill enough germs
to get her back up over the clinical line. Or, we could treat her with herbs, or homeopathy or whatever and probably
help her enough to shut off the symptoms. BUT, unless we eliminate the stresses that put her at the susceptible level
in the first place, we have really only installed a big Band-Aid!

Timing is critically important. If you start treatment early, a mild treatment has a greater chance of getting results.
If this is not successful, you still have time to escalate to a more heroic treatment. Some conventional dairymen
overlook the importance of timing when their hope for a spontaneous recovery leads them to withhold treatment of
sick animals until the last possible moment in order to minimize the economic loss of discarded milk or meat. A
holistic treatment does not have this disadvantage and can be used anytime.

Generally speaking, the closer to the top of the chart we recognize a problem and begin to correct it, the lower
the cost. 

If healing and/or health occurs at all, it is a function of the natural inclination of the animal to be healthy. Drugs,
from whatever source derived, only aid this natural process.

Just because an animal shows no symptoms does not mean it's healthy. 
The final stress that triggers symptoms is usually not the primary cause of the illness. For example, bacteria may

"trigger" mastitis but the real "cause" may be nutritional deficiencies or other stresses.

A Quiz!

If you are already following holistic principles or aspire to do so, you should be able to answer these questions.
If you can't answer them, you have some homework to do.

1. Is the ration adequate with no excesses, deficiencies or toxins? Were the feeds grown on fertile soil with little
or no chemical contamination? Are the feed ingredients appropriate to the species, type and age of the animals? 

2. Is the water pure? Has it been checked for nitrates and other harmful chemicals? What is the actual nitrate level
in the water? Do you drink from the same water supply as the animals? Does the water taste good to you?

3. Are there any harmful electrical or electromagnetic influences on the premise? Do you ever receive mild
electrical shocks when working in the area where the animals are kept?

4. If used, is milking equipment properly maintained and adjusted? 
5. Are all procedures involving the animals such as milking, vaccinating, and routine surgery carried out in a

timely and sanitary manner? 
6. Do your animals have a clean, dry, well-ventilated environment when confined? Can you kneel down in the

pens without getting wet knees? Is breathing uncomfortable or unpleasant to you when breathing at the same distance
above the ground as the animal breathes in air? 
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7. Is there any evidence of mold, mycotoxins or aflatoxins in the feed? Some are not apparent until symptoms
occur ... have you checked?

Nutrition and Holistic Animal Health

In 1951 I had the good fortune to study the rudiments of soil science at the University of Missouri under the late
Dr. William Albrecht. I must confess that at the time I took his course, I did not fully appreciate the correlation
between soil fertility and animal health. I wanted to get on with the real veterinarian's job of treating sick animals.
It was only after I had completed my animal disease education in Veterinary school and began to receive my animal
health education from some dedicated "organic farmer" clients that I came back to Albrecht's work and finally began
to understand his wisdom. 

His book Soil Fertility and Animal Health  is still a classic, and should be required reading for anyone aspiring1

to be a holistic herdsman. As one could guess from the title, his premise is that it takes a fertile healthy soil to grow
healthy nutritious crops to sustain healthy productive animals or people. Incidentally, soil vitality and crop or feed
vitality, as well as animal vitality can be plotted on the "Vitality Chart" discussed in the previous issue. 

Stated another way, an animal can only be as healthy as the feed it eats and the feed can only be as healthy as the
soil upon which it was grown and the soil to be healthy must be highly fertile and biologically active. Within the
broad framework of this concept, in this article I would like to illustrate four main points.

Good nutrition can prevent disease.
Good nutrition can cure disease.
Nature is a better judge of nutrition than nutritionists. 
Healthy production is the most profitable.

Good Nutrition Can Prevent Disease .. Most of the Time, but Not Always!

Another candidate for a required reading list is the book An Agricultural Testament by Sir Albert Howard,
published in 1940  Sir Albert was formerly the Director of the Institute of Plant Industry in Indore, India and the.2

British Agricultural Advisor to States in Central India and Pajutana. This book is the summation of decades of his
work to improve soil fertility and plant and animal health by composting agricultural residues and returning them to
the soil. It is also reputed to be one of the sparks that inspired J. I. Rodale to begin publication of the great magazine
Organic Gardening and Farming.

Most of this work is related to soil fertility and the intricacies of composting, but I would like to quote one
paragraph that forever changed the way I looked at animal health and disease.

"My work animals were most carefully selected and everything was done to provide them with suitable housing
and with fresh green fodder, silage, and grain, all produced from fertile land. I was naturally intensely interested in
watching the reaction of these well-chosen and well-fed oxen to diseases like rinderpest, septicaemia, and
foot-and-mouth disease which frequently devastated the countryside. None of my animals were segregated; none were
inoculated; they frequently came in contact with diseased stock. As my small farm-yard as Pusa was only separated
by a low hedge from one of the large cattle-sheds on the Pusa estate, in which outbreaks of foot-and-mouth disease
often occurred, I have several time seen my oxen rubbing noses with foot-and-mouth cases. Nothing happened. The
healthy well-fed animals reacted to this disease exactly as suitable varieties of crops, when properly grown, did to
insect and fungus pest -- no infection took place." 

Once my mind was opened to the possibility that good nutrition could prevent disease I found evidence of it
almost every place I looked. 

Good Nutrition Can Cure Disease ... Often but Not Always!

Eugene M. Poirot wrote a book in 1950 called Our Margin of Life. This book details his experiences in the 3 

restoration of soils and the health benefits to animals when fed crops grown on high vitality soils. His son-in-law,
a veterinarian who practiced in the same town as I did, confirmed the accuracy of this account, here quoted from
Poirot's book.

"Once Bang's disease, which causes abortion, was so serious, and the blood test showed so high a percentage of
infected cows, that the entire herd was threatened with liquidation. Fourteen years later, another test of all animals,
including both the old infected cows and their offspring, more than four hundred head, failed to show a single reactor
or suspect. When Bang's disease is transmitted to humans by cows or their products it is called undulant fever. In this
case it was controlled at the soil level in some yet unknown way, long before it had a chance to reach a human as
undulant fever.
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A significant part of this story is that early in the restoration period this disease was eradicated by blood-testing
cows and selling all reactors and suspects. The herd was clean for a period of three years. Then the infection hit again
in January, when an immediate blood test disclosed only six head of reactors or suspects. These were sold at once,
but by June the infection had reached eighty percent of the cows!

So none were sold, and soil restoration was continued. In two years calf crops became normal again.
Later, blood testing became required by law, but no reactors or suspects were found in any of the tests, nor has

the disease reappeared after thirty-five years, even though all animals are offspring of infected cows, born on once
infected pastures and living in an area where Bang's disease was present on other farms before blood testing
eradicated it.

I don't know how to "cure" these many diseases - but Mother Nature does. That is why I like to give her the "tools"
and keep her on my side." 

Nature Is a Better Judge of Nutrition than Nutritionists... If the Proper Choices Are Available!

My good friend and client Carl lived down the highway about 3 miles from our home. He was a good farmer and
dairyman who milked about 30 cows. My vet calls to his place were mostly for routine jobs like dehorning or
vaccinating with an occasional milk fever or dystocia. His cows were well cared for and healthy. For many years he
supplied our family with fresh milk right from the bulk tank. One year inclement weather made planting and
harvesting hay and grain crops a great gamble with the result that feedstuffs that fall and winter looked good but had
low nutritional value. By late winter Carl consulted me with two seemingly unrelated problems. One, his cattle were
eating almost 2 pounds of a mixed mineral per head per day! Two, about 10 days before they were due to calve, his
heifers would abort a live calf. The calf, with some care, would live, but in spite of all we could do the heifer would
die within two or three days. After the third one in a row had died, I did what every smart vet would do ... I passed
the buck and sent a dying heifer to the University Vet School for autopsy. Their diagnosis came back as starvation!
Carl took good care of his animals and was feeding them almost all they could eat. This diagnosis was like an insult
to Carl and difficult for either of us to accept. We could have accepted a diagnosis of malnutrition because of the poor
crops that year but starvation seemed a little too harsh. 

We then turned our attention to the mineral consumption problem. Available in that area at that time was a
"cafeteria" mineral program in which each mineral was fed separately on the theory that each animal could then eat
only what it needed to balance it's own needs. Carl decided to try this program. His mineral feeder was in the middle
of his cow lot and he had to carry each bag of mineral through the lot to empty into the feeder. Things went well for
the first few trips and then suddenly several of the normally docile cows suddenly surrounded him, tore a bag of
mineral from his arms. chewed open the bag and greedily consumed every bit of the mineral, the bag and even some
mud and muck where the mineral had spilled out ... astounding behavior for a bunch of tame dairy cows! 

What was in the bag, you ask? ... a source of the trace mineral, zinc. During the next several days they ate several
bags of this zinc source while completely ignoring all other minerals. Gradually they began eating normal amounts
of the regular mineral. From that day on his heifers calved normally and things gradually returned to normal.

Apparently, the difficult growing season has resulted in crops that were deficient in zinc or perhaps high in zinc
antagonists. The basic mineral mix had a small amount of zinc in it but to get the zinc they needed, they had to
consume large amounts. This gave them too much calcium. Calcium interferes with zinc absorption, which in turn
increased their need for zinc. Even though their quest for zinc impelled them to eat the mixed mineral, every mouthful
they took increased the imbalance. Inevitably, symptoms began to show up in the most vulnerable group ... young
heifers, still growing and in the last stages of pregnancy. Finally they just gave up and checked out ... all for want of
a few grams of zinc. The decrease in feed conversion associated with zinc deficiencies coupled with the poor quality
feed would result in malnutrition even when feed intake appeared to be adequate. I realize that other secondary
factors may have been involved here, but the main factor was a zinc deficiency as evidenced by the remission of
symptoms when zinc was supplied. (See "Zinc" side bar).

Carl had done as good a job as he could with the knowledge that was available at the time. When the essential
ingredients were finally provided so that the animals could make their own choice, they picked out what they needed
to regain their health. For me this incident epitomizes the concept that, given the chance, animals can balance rations
better than computers or nutritionists can.

Many nutritionists tend to discount the ability of animals to balance their ration, asserting that by the time they
feel the need to eat a certain item they are already in a deficient state. From their point of view, I suppose they have
a point. The fallacy in their reasoning may be that they expect the animal to choose for the level of production that
man desires while the animal chooses only what it needs to be healthy.

Healthy production is the most profitable...in the long-term,
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if not in the short-term!
Many years ago I was associated with a feed company that formulated and sold premixes for dairy cattle. It was

a good feed, based on "natural" ingredients and principles. Many of the users commented on the superb health
experienced by the animals on this program ... better reproduction, less mastitis, low cull rate. healthy calves, low
vet bills etc. 

The down side was that production, although profitable, did not reach the high levels they had come to expect
when feeding a more "conventional" ration designed mainly to increase production. Many dairymen who switched
to such a feeding program often saw their production increase dramatically. 

Unfortunately, in most of these cases, it wasn't very long and problems began creeping back into the herd ... cows
didn't come in heat like they should, conception rate when down. There were more cases of mastitis, calves didn't
do as well, vet expense increased, more cows began leaving the herd for health reasons. Eventually even production
began to slide. The short-term higher production had been gained only at the long-term expense of lowered herd
health, proving that old saying "there is no free lunch". 

There does seem to be a level at which animals can maintain health and have profitable production. The animals
on the "natural" feeding program had achieved this happy state and the overall financial benefit associated with good
health more than overcame the lower production and slightly higher feed costs. When a herd like this is switched to
a "conventional" program concerned mostly with high production the increased production and slightly lower feed
costs usually do not make up for the increased costs of poor health. 

See everything you look at!
The above experiences, along with many others, confirmed for me what Dr. Albrecht, Sir Albert and Mr. Poirot

had discovered years before. Building on the foundation they had provided, I subsequently learned a lot about
nutrition and animal health just by paying attention to what animals ate and the effects on their health. You, too, can
prove these things to yourself, by doing the same thing. I remember Dr. Albrecht saying, "Study books and observe
nature, if nature and the books do not agree, throw away the books." I agree.

Zinc

Stress (including parturition) appears to increase the zinc requirement of animals.
Zinc is required for the incorporation of cystine into keratin and thus plays an important role in maintaining hoof,

horn and skin integrity.
Zinc plays an important role in wound healing, immune function and disease resistance. Some studies indicate

that the first symptoms of a zinc deficiency is a decrease in immune function and a decrease in feed conversion. 
Zinc plays a role in vitamin A transport and utilization and appears to play a role in vitamin E absorption.

Reproductive performance after parturition improves with both zinc and vitamin E supplementation in late pregnancy.
High calcium and iron intake (including Ca and Fe in water). will increase the zinc requirement. 
Deficiency symptoms may include general listlessness, poor growth, stiff joints and unthrifty appearance, hair

loss, general dermatitis of head and neck and failure of wounds to heal properly. 

Let Your Animals Teach You Nutrition

I believe that a ruminant's tongue is the finest nutritional, analytical laboratory in the world! Many experiences
over the years have taught me to trust in the natural inclination of animals to seek out the best nutrition they can find
and to know instantly when they have found it. Let me relate a few examples to help you discover similar occurrences
in your own animals.

When I first became interested in holistic animal care, I had a client that planted a large acreage of corn (maize)
in a fertile river bottom area. Everyone that farmed around him used chemical fertilizer, herbicides and pesticides.
He used only a trace mineral rich, gypsum (Ca Sulfate) substance that was mined in Colorado. He experienced little
damage from insects or weeds but the native deer would come from miles around to eat his organic corn, leaving his
neighbor's crops untouched.

I have seen cattle escape from their pens, wander past fields of lush looking "chemical" corn, and then, right to
the row, begin to eat plants that were being grown according to natural principles. 

I have seen swine that were accustomed to eating organic corn, literally quit eating for 2 or 3 days until hunger
finally drove them to begin eating a new batch of feed containing conventionally grown corn of inferior quality.

In their natural state American bison roamed over thousands of miles of range and thus had access to naturally
occurring minerals from a variety of soil types. A "buffalo" rancher in the upper Midwest must confine his herd to
a few hundred acres. To duplicate as near as possible their former range of mineral choices, he provides continuous
year-around access to 12 different free choice minerals. Their consumption varies greatly, sometimes on a day-to-day
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basis, depending on the season, the weather and the quality of the other feeds available. His animals are extremely
healthy and productive

Finally, one last example showing that ruminants can instantaneously detect minute changes in forage quality.
Research from England indicates that grazing cows prefer clover during the day and grasses during the evening,
because sugar levels are highest in grass late in the day. (Research directly relating to preference of and production
from ryegrass or clover in pure stands or in mixtures is found in the British Society of Animal Science, Journal of
Animal Science 1988, 67:195-202. "The effects of including white clover in perennial ryegrass swards and the height
of mixed swards on the milk production, sward selection and ingestive behaviour of dairy Cows" by Phillips and
James at University of Wales Bangor.)

Mainstream nutritionists tend to downplay this ability of an animal to balance its nutritional needs ... possibly
because they spend more time watching computer screens than observing the eating habits of the animals. I admit
that this ability does not apply to all situations and to every type of feed. Some feed items (grain and concentrates)
may be so tasty that most animals would overeat if fed free choice. Other ingredients are so unpalatable that voluntary
consumption may not meet their requirements. Any attempt to increase the consumption of any one item by adding
flavorings only seems to compound the problem. Nevertheless, this natural trait can be used to improve animal health
and nutrition. And, in fact, there are many successful commercial suppliers of free choice mineral feeding programs
wherein the major components are fed separately.

No prepared ration can match the exact needs of every animal or group of animals. In any given group being fed
the same ration, some will get about what they need, some will get too much and some will get too little. This is
especially true of mineral components. For example, to provide trace minerals, most nutritionists disregard any trace
minerals that may already be present in the feed and add a trace mineral package that provides the total trace mineral
requirements. In theory, this assures that adequate amounts will be present. However, it does not address the
possibility of interference caused by any excess thus created. (See Mineral Wheel)

A SELF-FED MINERAL PROGRAM
If you really want an education in mineral nutrition, and want to give your animals a chance to balance their own

mineral requirements, try this program. Partition off your mineral feeder and provide the following in separate
compartments on a continuous, free choice basis. 

1. A mineral mix that is high in calcium with little or no Phosphorus. You could use ground limestone (Calcium
Carbonate) or oyster shell flour or combinations.

2. A mineral mix that is high in Phosphorus with little or no Calcium. 
3. Loose salt (not block salt), the more unrefined the better. 
4. Kelp. This is a rich source of all trace minerals and iodine.
Providing Calcium and Phosphorus separately allows them to maintain the critical Ca/P ratio. 

Some Additional Options

Supplemental Magnesium and Potassium may not be necessary in all areas, but it does not hurt to make a
feed-grade source available and see what happens. 

Magnesium Oxide and magnesium sulfate are common sources. Both are relatively unpalatable. 
They can be mixed with salt to improve palatability so long as a separate source of plain salt is also available. An

alternative is to provide dolomite limestone that contains Mg carbonate as well as Ca carbonate.
In many areas, potassium is already adequate or excessive. Potassium chloride or potassium bicarbonate is

commonly used in commercial mixes to supply this mineral.
Sulfur is often deficient. Elemental sulfur can be provided free choice or mixed with salt.
Baking Soda or Sodium bicarbonate free choice may be beneficial, especially if a lot of grain is being fed. 
If not already present in some of the other mixes, provide a source of vitamins A, D & E and some B vitamins.
At first, put out only small amounts and watch closely what they eat. More than likely, your animals will show

a preference for one or two items, indicating a need. If your current ration is well balanced, they probably will not
eat much. Even so, leave it out for them and watch what happens to the consumption patterns over time when pasture
conditions change or when feeding hay or grain from a new or different source. I have seen daily changes in mineral
preferences for no discernible reason. 

Avoid sudden changes to the ration. If they seem to grossly over-eat any one item, it may be prudent to partially
limit that item for a week or so to let them catch-up gradually. 

If possible, avoid mineral mixes that are flavored to increase palatability. 
If you are already feeding a complete ration with minerals added, do not change the ration. Use this program as

an add-on, free choice, monitoring system to let the animals tell you what they think of your ability as a nutritionist!
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This allows us to use our science and computers to at least get close to a balanced ration and still provide a way for
the animals to fine-tune for their individual needs. 

Some Random Thoughts

If you are growing crops for your animals, farm organically or as close to it as you possibly can. If you buy your
feed, try to find organically grown feed or feed that has been grown on fertile soil with a minimum of chemical
inputs. 

From time to time, test some of your feed, especially if you buy feed or if you suspect feed related problems. The
lab test may quickly identify gross excesses or deficiencies in the feed and thus enable you to make adjustments
before problems occur. It does not hurt to have two opinions ... one from the lab and one from the consumers, your
animals. I will leave it to you to decide which one is the most reliable. 

Don't forget that even with the best feeds you can still have malnutrition ... if the ration is not balanced and the
ingredients are not appropriate to the species, age and purpose of the animals being fed.
 Excess protein is often more common than a protein deficiency and can be more damaging. Do not add sources of
non-protein nitrogen (NPN's) like urea or ammonia compounds to the ration. Test your feeds and water for nitrates.
Nitrates in the feed or water, plus NPN's in the feed plus excess protein in the total ration, can all add up to nitrogen
intoxication with a variety of symptoms. One of my clients experienced a devastating storm of abortions within a
week after he began feeding some purchased hay that was later found to contain over 5000 ppm nitrates.

Always feed a source of kelp ... free choice if possible. Trace mineral deficient animals will eat a lot until their
needs are met. After that, they consume very little. If they continue to eat kelp at high levels, it may indicate a more
severe deficiency of one or more individual trace minerals such as Zinc, Copper, Manganese, Cobalt or others. It is
possible to self-feed individual sources of these vital trace minerals (usually the chloride or sulfate forms) but greater
care must be taken to avoid toxicity from over consumption.

Provide a source of probiotics ... lactobacillus, yeast or other direct fed microorganisms (DFM's). A healthy gut
is the first line of defense against many bacteria. Probiotics also increase feed efficiency. 

Footnotes:
1. Albrecht, Dr. William. Soil Fertility and Animal Health. Fred Hahne Printing Company. Webster City, Iowa. 1958,
Has been reprinted as Volume 2 of a 4 volume set, "The Albrecht Papers", available from ACRES U.S.A., P.O. Box
8800, Metairie, LA. USA (505) 889 2100.
2. Howard, Sir Albert, An Agricultural Testament. Oxford University Press 1940 
3. Poirot, Eugene M. Our Margin of Life. Acres, U.S.A. Raytown, MO 1978

**Originally printed in the June 2007 issue of the Progressive Dairyman. Used here by permission
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NEW CONTEMPORARY BREAKTHROUGHS IN HOMEOPATHY
TO ADVANCE THE VETERINARIAN'S THERAPEUTIC ABILITY

Frank J. King Jr, ND, DC

First I would like to lay a little foundation of our experiences with homeopathy and its integration with other
treatments. As you can tell my primary training has been with humans. However, my experiences have included
animals all my life: having been raised on a beef farm, working with veterinarians, AI, preg testing, and (over the past
25 years) raising Bison that is presently the largest herd in the Eastern US at about 600 head. 

I have been performing research over the past 30 years practicing holistic health care with the primary
implementation of homeopathy. I also have about 20 years of experience developing and manufacturing new
contemporary homeopathic products and procedures through King Bio an FDA registered pharmaceutical
manufacturing company. Note: everything I share can be implemented with most any company's homeopathic
products. 

Our experiences have taken us on a journey of discovery that has transitioned us from classical, to clinical to
contemporary homeopathic practices, each having its own merits. This is what I call "Third Generation Homeopathy".
The first generation homeopathy is the original classical homeopathic methods developed in the 1700's by Samuel
Christian Hahnemann, the founder of homeopathy. This involves finding a single ingredient/remedy, single potency
and many times only providing a single dose. There is a natural human tendency when one comes across something
as dynamic as homeopathy to either deify the man or the program, follow the procedures to a tee, and only follow
the traditional guidelines the founder had originally outlined. Even Dr. Hahnemann himself didn't follow his initial
homeopathic procedures like that. Hahnemann wrote his final sixth edition of the Organon in the last decade of his
long life and it included many changes to his initial homeopathic principles and procedures. Some of the changes
Hahnemann made in the original homeopathic principles and procedures were radically different such as new
potencies called the LM potencies that he called the most "perfect potency". He also preferred the watery remedies,
providing multiple remedies and potencies in the same day. Hahnemann understood that the homeopathic principles
were a revolutionary discovery in their infancy compared to all the ways and arenas of life to which they could be
applied. My name is Frank and I am a classical homeopath. Y'all can say "Hi, Frank". 

The second generation of homeopathy began in the later 1800's and is what we call the clinical approach. This
approach applies homeopathic remedies that may include single or combinations that are applied to specific clinical
conditions. Many practicing physicians who use homeopathy have used this approach. Most retail products sold use
this approach. Colic formula for colic, bed wetting formula for bed wetting, and so forth. 

The third generation of homeopathy began in the later 1900's and is what we call the contemporary approach. This
approach applies advances in both products and procedures. The advances in product include combinations of
ingredients that have been tested and proved to synergistically function more completely together . Also multiple
potencies of the ingredients are used. The multiple potencies provide faster results, a higher percentage of results,
a higher percentage of actual cures and safer results. The advances in procedures equip the practitioner with
confirmation tools to better discern and discover the specific remedies an animal needs. 

The third generation of homeopathy has turned this once complex and elusive healing art of homeopathy into a
much faster, effective and more complete healing art that can be applied more successfully without having to dedicate
your whole life's energies to the study of homeopathy. In addition the contemporary approach can:

1. Empower the practitioner to provide greater results with both acute and chronic problems. 
2. You can more easily apply the many benefits of homeopathy to better complete and compliment your practice

without having to sacrifice your existing practice. 
3. You can more quickly and completely discern and discover the specific remedies each individual animal needs.
4. Can be applied more safely without the healing crises that occur with single potency remedies. 
5. Equips you with the ability to use both the so called major remedies and minor remedies in homeopathy. 
6. You can get faster results with less investment in time or cost.
7. Provides new solutions for resistant, recurring and so called incurable conditions. 
8.  Can compliment every style or discipline of practice. 
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9.  Can create a secondary or even totally passive income. 
10. You can more proactively correct and prevent more complex and elusive health problems such as cancer

and other chronic diseases plaguing our companions in today's society. 
11. You can take an animal's health much higher or further in longer term care. 
12. The bottom line is you can help more animals in less time and for less cost.    

 The pure water based homeopathic remedies can be simply added to the animal's water bowel or bucket. Every
time they get a drink they get a dose. The guardians no longer need to wrestle with their pets to get the sugar pill
down their throat to only find it later while vacuuming behind the couch. Since there are no side effects there are no
problems with multiple animals drinking out of the same water bowl. Alcohol based products can create
metabolic/toxic effects with cats, birds, and reptiles. Alcohol based products will also alter the animal's healthy
consumption of water due to the odor shying them away from their drinking water.

Multiple deliveries also multiply the effectiveness of homeopathy. I recommend applying three deliveries:
1. Orally in the drinking water or direct. 
2. Topically by just pouring on an affected area of the skin. If it is an internal problem, I still suggest pouring over

a generalized area such as the shoulder blades. All the nerve endings in the skin pick up on the remedy and
deliver the healing effects of homeopathy in ways the oral alone does not do. 

3. Olfactory can be applied by using a sprayer bottle and putting one cap per oz of the remedy and shaking 50
times. They spray over the animal's face and let it trickle down over the animal. I also like spraying a dog's
nose with all the sensory activity and ability there. This obviously works better on dogs than cats. Olfactory
dosing is what Dr. Hahnemann used in the last decade of his life and recommended in the sixth and last edition
of the Organon. 

In our second hour we will cover specifics of the contemporary homeopathic procedures or protocols including
electro diagnostic or biofeedback procedures and basic surrogate muscle testing procedures to more simply and
effectively use the full armamentarium of what homeopathy has to offer. 

Cures for the Incurable with Homeopathic Medicines

Homeopathy offers a vast therapeutic dimension not found in other disciplines. Homeopathy works not
biochemically but bioenergetically to bring balance to the higher communication networks. Body functions are
controlled and coordinated through energetic communication networks such as the nervous system. Every chemical
in a body, animal or human, has a particular charge to respond very specifically to its energetic control networks. By
balancing the energetic communications with homeopathy, the roots to the bio-chemical functions can also be
restored. The bio-energetic realm of life controls the bio-chemical realm of life.

The new contemporary homeopathic procedures empower the practitioner with the tools to quickly and more
completely discover and discern the specific remedies an animal needs. 

Whether human or animal, the body has an innate intelligence that controls and coordinates all functions far
beyond our present abilities to comprehend. These remarkable energetic control networks are what attain and
maintain homeostasis or optimal health when they are working properly. Like all complex systems, glitches
sometimes occur. The homeopathic principles are what correct these glitches, much like how acupuncture and
chiropractic would work. 

The body is a lot smarter than the sum total of all the minds in existence. Deep within the inner fabric of the body
we find a wealth of wisdom waiting to be tapped. Resident within the body is an endless reservoir of resources ready
for our discovery. With the contemporary approaches of homeopathy, we can now tap these wonderful resources and
better apply the full armamentarium of what homeopathy has to offer. 

New breakthroughs in electro diagnostic or biofeedback procedures and basic surrogate muscle testing procedures
allow us to better communicate with this innate intelligence within. This class will now cover some hands-on
demonstration of these procedures. Participants will be able to work with some animals, practicing these protocols
with our supervision and instruction. 

All living things emanate energy. This energy can be photographed using Kirlian Photography. This energy
can be seen around both body and bottle of homeopathic medicines. As these energies come into contact,
communications take place that create a response with either the muscle response or electro response simply by
holding the homeopathic remedy in its container against the body. 
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Photos of Kirlian photography

The body

The bottle

Demonstration of the Rosie Doll

Demonstration of Surrogate Testing Procedures (Single and Combination Products)
The surrogate testing procedures enable the practitioner to test animals through the veterinarian assistant or

even the pet's guardian if they are open to this. As long as the two living entities are touching, bioelectric
impulses will transmit between the two as seen with our Rosie Doll demonstration. 

Photo of muscle testing with dog

Demonstration of electro diagnostic or biofeedback procedures
Nuts and bolts practice with the practitioners. 
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GLUTEN'S IMPACT ON THE CANINE MUSCULO-SKELETAL
SYSTEM AND HOW TO RESOLVE IT

Patricia Maria Kortekaas, PT

  It is time to think outside the bowl! Dogs and cats are increasingly getting sick at an alarming rate. Might there
be a connection to the food they are eating? Most commercial pet foods have grains in their list of ingredients,
commonly including wheat, barley, rye, bran, and/or oats. All these grains contain GLUTEN. John Symes, DVM
(www.dogtorJ.com) and Roger De Haan, DVM have been sounding the alarm about gluten for over five years;
however, might there be more evidence linking gluten with canine illness?

What is gluten? Peter H. R. Green, MD (2006) describes that gluten (gliadin) is the storage protein found in
certain grass-related grains such as wheat, barley, rye, bran and spelt. In the grain (seed), the gluten is conjoined with
starch, forming a glyco-protein (creates"stickiness"). Gluten is made up of the proteins gliadin and glutenin. Oats
have also been added to the list only because of contamination from processing in the mills and/or by other grains
containing gluten. Gluten is what remains after the starch granules are washed away from the flour. It is literally
"ingrained" in most of our foods we eat daily, even those that we think are healthy for us. Roger De Haan, DVM
(2006) thinks sticky "gluten" has become so popular in the last fifty years that its "stickiness" went from 2% to 60%
or higher. The increase in gluten in our grains through genetic modification and over refining might also be part of
the problem.
 What is "gluten intolerance" and "gluten sensitivity"? Gluten intolerance has been recognized for a long time and
is associated with celiac disease. Dr. Green (2006) defines celiac disease as a multi-system autoimmune disease in
which the gastrointestinal tract is the major site of injury (causing a gluten sensitive enteropathy, another name for
celiac disease). Studies at the HIH estimate that 0.5 to 1 out of 100 people in the United States and Europe are
suffering from celiac disease, most of these people are undiagnosed. Dr. Kenneth Fine, MD thinks this is literally the
"Tip of the gluten sensitive iceberg". The part under water, the gluten sensitive people (non-celiac gluten sensitivity),
is the group of people who have immune or auto-immune diseases related to the ill effects of gluten, sometimes
described as "gluten associated diseases", (GAD). Another name recently proposed by Rodney Ford for gluten
sensitivity is the gluten syndrome. Gluten sensitivity may develop into gluten intolerance. Shari Liebermann, PhD,
CNS, FACN thinks that approximately 81percent of Americans have a genetic disposition toward gluten sensitivity.
This is a high number to think about. Exactly how does gluten sensitivity work? Various theories have been proposed:

The” Leaky Gut" Syndrome: 

This term is getting used to describe the impact of gluten on the small and large intestinal walls. Dr. Green (2006)
describes this syndrome as gluten causing inflammation and irritation of the villi (the fingerlike surface projections)
of the lining (epithelial wall) of the small intestine (especially duodenum and jejunum), and large intestine (cecum
and sigmoid). This inflammation breaks down the lining (villous atrophy) and the lining reacts to these antigens by
producing antigliadin antibodies (IgA). This is the body's first response mechanism to fight the invading antigen or
infection in an attempt to neutralize the invader. Prolonged gluten irritation of the lining can cause permeability of
the lining, and the gluten proteins "leak" through into the bloodstream. This process is called the "Leaky Gut"
syndrome. The gluten proteins are now able to enter the blood stream, and can create immune, autoimmune, and
nutritional consequences by disrupting body functions locally or further away in the body system. The more sensitive
the person or animal is to gluten, the more the proteins will irritate the lining of the intestine. The small intestines
are less able to absorb the nutrition from the food (malabsorption syndrome) because of the villous atrophy, and a
gluten sensitive enteropathy or IBS can develop. Might the continuing build up of IgAs causing a "silent
inflammatory response" in the blood stream? Could that be one reason for the increase of autoimmune and immune
diseases, cancer, loss of hormone secretion by glands (hypothyroidism, diabetes II, pancreatic insufficiencies, etc),
neurological, multiple musculo-skeletal, and skin problems (dermatitis herpetiformis), for example, seen in our
patients?

A. Katz, R.F. Dyck and R. A. Bear reported about untreated human celiac patient with immune complex
glomerulonephretis. Antibodies to wheat protein were found in the serum, removing gluten from the diet led to the
disappearance of the immune complexes from the serum and resolution of the glomerulonephritis. No other cause
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for the glomerulonephritis could be found, and no dietary or brush-border antigens could be found in biopsy
specimens from the glomeruli."Gluing" down of the tissues:

Roger De Haan, DVM, and John Symes, DVM, are both concerned about the glyco-proteins found in four foods:
gluten-containing grains, casein (dairy products), soy and corn: the "BIG FOUR". Most of our animal dry food
contains those glyco-proteins. They are commonly used to make glues and adhesives in products. What do they do
to our gut? One theory is that they adhere to the intestinal wall, atrophy the villous, and create inflammation and
malabsorption in the epithetial wall, especially in the duodenum. The glyco-proteins reduce the motilities of our small
and large intestines, and limit the peristaltic movement, and the flow of the vasculature in the gut. A healthy motility
of the viscera is necessary for the exchange and absorption of nutrition with the villi, and the general function of all
systems in the body. Areas of "vascular damage" (sprains or strains) or genetic weakness might be a perfect "host"
for the inflammation from the "Leaky gut" and the "glue" of the glyco-proteins. Might there be a build up or higher
concentration of IgAs and/or glue? All tissues (vasculature, neurological, viscera, endocrine, lymphatic, and
musculo-skeletal) in the body can be impacted by gluten sensitivity. Do gluten proteins (or fragments of partially
digested gluten protein), leak through the intestinal wall into the blood stream and create dysfunctions in other parts
of the body (adhesions), in addition to any disease that is caused by antibodies to gluten and/or gluten
antigen/antibody immune complexes?

Gluten Acting on the Nervous System: "The Gluten Syndrome"

Recently, R. P. K. Ford postulated that the reason that gluten sensitivity can cause such a broad array of non-celiac
symptoms is through interference with the body's nervous system. He proposes that gluten does this by directly and
indirectly injuring the nervous network that control gut functions as well other parts of the body, such as the
cardiovascular system, bladder, uterus, and various glands such as the pancreas and gall bladder.

What do we know about gluten sensitivity in dogs? In 1992, a study by Dr. E.J.Hall, DVM and R. M. Batt, DVM
concluded that gluten sensitive Irish Setters, reared on a normal diet containing wheat, exhibited partial villous
atrophy, intraepithelial lymphocyte infiltration and increased intestinal permeability. Gluten sensitivity was shown
by introduction of a gluten free diet, which resulted in resolution of morphological and biochemical abnormalities
and decreased intestinal permeability (Gut, 1992, 33, 198-205). Several other studies are published in regards to
gluten sensitive enteropathies in cats and dogs. 

Research is continuing to reveal the many ways gluten affects the body. Despite our lack of knowledge about the
mechanisms of action of gluten in the body, osteopathy provides us a way to recognize and treat gluten sensitivity
in animals (and humans).

Osteopathic Model

Let's look at our osteopathic model of the "hierarchy of protection" in the body and how this might fit in with
gluten sensitivity:

1. Vascular system - "Quality"
2. Central, peripheral and autonomic nervous system
3. Visceral system
4. Endocrine system
5. Lymphatic system
6. Musculoskeletal system - "Red Flag"

If the vascular system is affected in a gluten sensitive animal, the body will first protect around the blood supply
(the vascular system is the most important). Areas with vascular damage or diminished blood flow might increase
the IgAs locally and create adhesions and restrictions in fascia, tendons, muscles, joint capsules, and neurological
tissues. The musculoskeletal system is the lowest in the hierarchy and can show up as a "Red Flag" system. After
informal research on approximately 1,200 dogs and cats last year, I saw a consistent pattern of restrictions on the right
side of the body, (see the list below).

Characteristics of a Gluten Sensitive Dog

1. Cervical spine: C1 sidebend right, C2 rotation left.
2. C6-7 facet joint dysfunction
3. Right Temporal bone is caudal
4. Right Diaphragm is flat and restrictive
5. Right kidney is tight and motility is severely reduced
6. Soreness and heat over the right kidney
7. Left Kidney is often affected as the right kidney
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8. Inflammation over the pancreas
9. Lumbo-pelvis twist: Right ventral/left dorsal ilium
10. Right cauded sacrum 
11. Right hip restricted for internal rotation 
12. Tight in the viscera especially the small and large intestines
13. Musculo-skeletal symptoms: Intermittent right rear limping and/of front right limping
Why do we see this musculoskeletal pattern? The most damage from gluten in humans was found at the cecum

of the colon because of its specific anatomical position, in cats and dogs, the right kidney was found to be most
effected. The kidney is the "reflex" home base for gluten in animals.

Consequences of Gluten on Humans and Animals

• Humans: Gluten reduces the motility of the cecum.
• Cats/dogs/horses: Gluten reduces the motility of the right kidney.
We see in both animals and humans a slow reducing of the motilities of the small and large intestines, sometimes

combined with decreased motility of the kidneys, ureters, bladder, and other viscera "higher up the chain". We also
find restrictions in the fascia or pleura of organs. Where the body has a weak link due to an old injury, infection
and/or genetic weaknesses, you might find a "gluten irritation" build up in those areas. The restrictions can be in the
muscular-skeletal, endocrine respiratory, neurological, and /or visceral systems. They can appear at all different levels
of tissues and in varying severity, especially at areas where there is poor circulation and/or damaged tissues,
independent of the age of the injury. 

Treatment Protocol

For cats and dogs, use the third router, the XYPHOID to the right kidney, to restore the normal gait motility in
the right kidney.

Treatment Order

1. Right kidney to Third Router, the xyphoid, to start kidney motility
2. Right kidney to left kidney
3. Right kidney to pituitary gland
4. Right kidney to hypothalamus
5. Right kidney to thyroid
6. Right kidney to thymus
7. Right kidney to pancreas
8. Right kidney to spleen
9. Right kidney to adrenals
10. Right kidney to liver  all sections
11. Right kidney to ureters
12. Right kidney to bladder
13. Right kidney to prostate/uterus
14. Right kidney to urethra
15. Right kidney to small intestines etc

The gluten response can be in any tissues of the body, so scan any old injury areas for reduced motilities. If you
find any effected areas, hook it up with the right kidney, to restore normal energetic levels. 

The diet of gluten sensitive individuals must have gluten permanently eliminated for lasting, successful healing
to occur. A homemade gluten free diet, or a commercial gluten free food is a must! It only takes "one gram of gluten"
to continue the impact of gluten on health! So, no more gluten snackies! 
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OSTEOPATHIC APPROACH TO CANINE MUSCULOSKELETAL
DYSFUNCTIONS

Patricia Maria Kortekaas, P.T.

What Is Osteopathy?

Osteopathy is a non-pharmacological, “hands-on” approach that encourages the body to heal itself by using the
body’s intrinsic forces and corrective mechanisms to achieve homeostasis. Osteopathy views the body as a
FUNCTIONAL and HOLISTIC unit. Therefore, it’s believed that the body knows what is best for itself and that
treatments should be aimed at strengthening the body’s own defense mechanisms, not suppressing them. Osteopathy
– derived from the Greek words OSTEON (tissue) and PATHOS (feeling) – is essentially “feeling the motion of
tissues.”

History

In the early 19th century, American physician Andrew Taylor Stills discovered a direct relationship between the
musculoskeletal system and the function of the rest of the body. The understanding was that FORM / STRUCTURE
directs the FUNCTION of specific joints; therefore, he concluded that inappropriate alteration in the structure can
trigger dysfunction in other parts of the body.

Osteopathy Defined

Osteopathy comprises several noninvasive, manual-therapy techniques such as:
 • Direct Techniques, such as high velocity/low amplitude (chiropractic) and muscle energy techniques
 • Craniosacral Techniques
 • Functional Indirect and Strain/Counter-strain Techniques
 • Visceral Manipulation
 • Energy Engaging Techniques
These techniques are well-known to physical therapists; however, they are foreign in traditional veterinary

practices. The emerging field of osteopathy in animal rehabilitation has tremendous potential to help treat cats/dogs
with a variety of back, neck, and shoulder problems, particularly agility, geriatric, and service dogs. A regimen of
osteopathic treatments usually helps restore a dog’s normal function more quickly and permanently.

Osteopathic Treatment Steps

 Focusing treatment on the most painful areas, in general, does not lead to complete and sustained relief. Rather,
a fundamental principle of osteopathy is to resolve the CORE problem, layer by layer.

First, locate and treat the AREA of GREATEST RESTRICTION (i.e., the part of the body with the greatest
dysfunctions that also has the most influence on other systems). Following that concept, you can work sequentially
from the AREA of GREATEST RESTRICTION (AGR) to the least restrictions (Model of SEQUENCING). Because
the underlying issue may be multifaceted and complex, this approach will ensure both complete and lasting results.
Hierarchy of Protection Order for the Injured Body
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The body responds to an injury in a certain order to protect the body from damage and increase the chances for
survival. Andrew Stills, D.O., called this the RULE OF THE ARTERY because the blood supply is vital for every
living creature. He felt that this system was essential because, if the blood supply was compromised secondary to an
injury, there would be limited life force available to help the body heal. 

Frank Lowen, L.M.T. (BioValent Systems) and Sharon Weisselfish, PhD, P.T. (Integrated Manual Therapy) both
enhanced the Stills’ idea, creating a hierarchy the body uses for protection around injuries. The body protects itself
in the following order:

1. Vascular system (arterial/venous)
2. Central and Peripheral Nervous system
3. Organs (visceral motility)
4. Lymphatic system
5. Endocrine system
6. Musculoskeletal system

With this concept in mind, it’s essential to adjust osteopathic techniques for the appropriate dysfunctions in the
body. There are three RULES for MANUAL THERAPY from a HOLISTIC approach:

 • WHERE is the problem? 
 • WHAT is the problem?
 • HOW do I treat the problem?
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PHYSICAL APPLICATIONS FOR THE VETERINARY
TECHNICIANS IN THE WORKPLACE

Patricia Maria Kortekaas, PT

Veterinary hospitals are very busy these days and the need to be more efficient to manage their time and space
is very important. Patients are moved around quickly, and often don't get the appropriate care they might need.
Injuries are waiting to happen and could be detrimental for patient, owner and clinic. The understanding of the
mechanics of the spine, the gait and the cranium, can help us avoid many injuries in the clinic.

A couple of important tips are mentioned below to make the work place saver for all of us:
Body positioning: Many surgical procedures require putting tubs into the animals mouths, so positioning the head

in a safe manner is crucial for a good out come of the surgery. It is really important to keep the cervical spine in a
neutral position in regards to the thoracic spine. Most dogs have upper cervical spine dysfunctions from life injuries
and putting the head in a too high of an angle in relation with the rest of the spine, can even more compromise the
brain stem at that level. The brain stem is vulnerable because it is the center for cardiac and respiratory function,
vasomotor control and the cranial sacral function. It is also good to keep in mind to have the front and rear legs from
an animal nicely supported for the comfort of the animal and to avoid pressure spots on the body.

Jaw clamps, which are spring loaded to hold the mandible open and are anchored on the front canine teeth, can
stress the temporal-mandibular joints (TMJ) in a dental procedure. It can lock up the cranial-sacral rhythms of the
cat or dog, and can appear in low back problems for an animal at a later time. Neurological symptoms can develop
and delay the recovery of the animal. Understanding the cervical mechanics and the fragile cranial-sacral rhythms
will help you choose the right equipment that is the least stressful on the cranium, TMJ joint and cervical spine.
Hyper extension on the upper cervical spine with dental cleaning can put pressure on the brain stem, and can lead
to major lower back problem, as well an array of neurological symptoms.

Transferring patients after surgery from table to kennel is one of the areas of great danger if they don't use the
appropriate transfer boards. The spine and spinal cord are vulnerable to damage when they are not fully supported
over the whole spine. If there are stress points on the spine and the dog is under anesthesia, no muscle support is
available to protect the spinal cord, and lateral shears can easily develop. Lateral shears are neurological dysfunctions
and put the spinal cord under tremendous pressure, even to the point of paralysis of the lower back. Those are the
dogs that walk in, and are not able, after a simple surgery procedure, to walk out. Understanding spinal mechanics
and function will help understand the need for good transfer techniques to avoid hurting the animal or the veterinary
technician's back. To avoid problems with transferring is to do a two-man lift and move a dog on a stretcher or a
towel to minimize stresses on the spine.

"Log Rolling" of patients during anesthesia or after, is important to avoid twisting and/or shearing of the spine
at vertebral level. A bad roll can cause spinal cord damage, nerve root impingements and/or facet joint dysfunctions.
Especially, the geriatric patient is very venerable, to twisting of the thoracic and lumbar spine. With bigger animals
it is suggested to use two people, who work as a team, to turn the animal from side to side as ONE UNIT!

"Tail walking" patients, who are paralyzed and/or have difficulty with ambulation, need support for the whole
body. The lumbo-pelvis area is at danger when you hold a dog up by its tail for stabilization. Tail walking can stress
the caudal-sacral junction and the spinal cord, causing an impingement on the lumbar 7 and sacrum junction, and
especially on the first caudal nerve. Better is to support the whole body with a sling under the belly and the pelvis
during the ambulation phase.

Gentle traction from the tail in the line of the sacrum, is a very good rehabilitation tool to stimulate and give
proprioception of the dura and spinal cord.

Spaying/Neutering" position: It is important when a dog is on his back for this procedure, that the head is
propped up and the legs are supported. Hyper extension of the neck should be avoided at any time and cost, to reduce
stresses put on the cervical spine. The abducted position of the legs should be watched to not over stress the pubis
symphysis joint and create shears. Incontinency from female dogs might be related to this problem of over stressing
the pelvis with weights on the ankles of the dogs.
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TREATMENT OF THE CANINE LUMBOPELVIC PARADIGM
Patricia Maria Kortekaas, P.T.

In osteopathy, the art of DIFFERENTIAL diagnosis is both essential and difficult. The movements in the
lumbopelvic area during the gait are complex and overwhelming at times, especially when we are observing an altered
gait. 

WHERE do we start to resolve the mystery of the altered gait? Observation of the gait followed by Functional
tests (e.g., sitting, getting up from sitting or laying down, circling around a person to test side bending and rotation
in the spine, jumping) can provide some insight into the dysfunctional mechanics. However, the most important skill
is Manual testing of normal and restricted joints in the dog. 

We will use our AREA of GREATEST RESTRICTION (AGR) model to determine the most restricted area in
the whole dog. Options are the Cranium, Above or Below the Diaphragm. If we have determined the AGR is in the
Below the Diaphragm area, we will have to examine the spine, the pelvis, and the extremity for normal joint play.
The definition of normal joint play is a "springy" end feel when testing the end range of the joint. Understanding the
mechanics of each joint helps determine the quality and quantity of the movement.

Lumbopelvic Paradigm

If the exam reveals that the AGR is in the section of the Below the Diaphragm, there are three options: The
dysfunction(s) is/are in the lumbar spine, the pelvis area, or the extremity. Often, we find Type I and Type II
mechanical dysfunctions in the lumbar spine, as was discussed in the spinal mechanics section. The pelvis acts as
a BLACK box for most people and becomes overwhelming to examine, as well as to treat.

Edward Stiles, D.O., developed a PELVIC PARADIGM to help us check the pelvis in a consistent manner. This
can serve as a checklist for problems, and then treating them as you find them. This paradigm is a standard list used
for a canine or human exam.

Pelvic Paradigm

1. Up or Down slips of ilium (disrupts all three axes)
2. Pubis shearing dysfunctions (disrupts the function of the SI joint)
3. Sacral dysfunctions
4. Lumbar 7 dysfunctions
5. Ilium rotations (Ventral/Dorsal rotation)
6. Caudal dysfunctions
7. Hip dysfunctions and the lower extremity chain 

Functional Indirect Techniques

Manipulative techniques can be organized according to how they address the restrictive barrier. With High
Velocity / Low Amplitude (chiropractic) and Muscle Energy Techniques (MET), the segment being treated is
positioned against the restrictive barrier. With Functional techniques, the segment being treated is taken away from
the restrictive barrier towards the opposite physiological barrier. Between the restrictive barrier and the opposite
physiological barrier is a dynamic balance point (DBP), which is that point in flexion/extension, side bending
right/left, and rotation right/left of the joint where the surrounding tissues are the MOST relaxed (Position of EASE).
At this point, add compression or distraction to start the unwinding process of the restricted joint until full range of
motion and normal arthro-kinematics are restored. The technique, which integrates several neuro-physiological
systems simultaneously, is pain free, easy to use, and has a long-lasting impact on dissolving the dysfunctions. 

Basic Principles for Functional Indirect Techniques

1. Palpation and Muscle Energy Techniques used for DIAGNOSIS
2. Find the Restrictive BARRIER in all three planes.
3. Take to DBP/Position of EASE and stabilize the joint.

4. Treatment with ONE of the three Options:
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a. Position / hold
b. Indirect / Active
c. Indirect / Passive

5. Add "Fascial Loading or Traction" to jumpstart the segmental unwinding.
6. The pressure of your hands is the right amount if you are NOT aware of them. (This is called the "Therapeutic

Pressure.")
7. ALLOW the segment to move and go through several movements until it restores normal joint mechanics.

Proposed Effects

1. Mobilize restricted joints, capsules, ligaments, etc.
2. Restore normal muscle tone and resting length
3. Myofascial effects on fascias, muscles, and ligaments
4. Integrated effects above and below the segment on neuro-physiological levels
5. Remove the "VIRUS" from the computer (Motor Cortex)
6. Restore normal arthro-kinematics, osteo-kinematics, and tensegrity! 
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UNDERSTANDING THE MECHANICS OF THE CANINE SPINE,
CRANIUM AND GAIT
Patricia Maria Kortekaas, PT

The art of DIFFERENTIAL diagnosing is essential in osteopathy. The movements in the lumbo-pelvis area during
the gait are complex and perform in a FUNCTIONAL, KINETIC CHAIN. Understanding the spinal mechanics (the
normal [forward] sacral torsions and ilia mechanics during the canine gait) can help you treat the common lumbar,
sacral, and ilium dysfunctions. We often see sacral-iliac dysfunctions in canines, making it impossible for the dog
to have full weight-bearing ability during the gait or full range of motion (ROM) in the hip. One can differentiate
between hip dysplasia versus sacroiliac dysfunctions by conducting a FUNCTIONAL exam in the lumbo-pelvis area.
The most common problems we treat in my canine practice are combinations of L7-S1 facet joint dysfunctions, sacral
torsions, and pelvic rotations.

Canine Spinal Mechanics

The predominant motions in the lumbar spine that are directed by the orientation of the facet joints are FLEXION
/ EXTENSION, some ROTATION, and SIDE BENDING during the gait. Facet-joint direction for lumbar vertebra
seven is more in the dorsal plane to accommodate excessive rotation with the sacrum compared with lumbar five and
six. The primary direction of the facet joints in the sagittal plane accommodates the predominant flexion/extension
movement component. These same facet joint directions occur between the third sacral and first caudal joints. The
lumbar seven vertebrae and the sacrum joint are described in osteopathy as a universal joint. During the gait cycle,
this universal joint allows for counter movements between the lumbar spine and sacrum.

During the walking cycle, the lumbar spine moves through NEUTRAL SPINAL MECHANICS. (Neutral is
defined as the spine of a dog in standing or in the sphinx position.) At heel strike rear leg, the lumbar spine side bends
towards the side of the paw, which hits the ground and rotates in opposition to the direction of the side-bending
movement. These opposing movements in the lumbar spine are called NEUTRAL SPINAL MECHANICS and are
normal during the human and canine gait. At stand phase, the lumbar spine straightens out and gets ready for the heel
strike at the other side. With the push-off phase, the lumbar spine is side bent and rotated in opposition to the
heel-strike phase. 

Dr. Fryette, D.O., divided the DYSFUNCTIONAL SPINAL MECHANICS in two categories:
1. Type I Dysfunctional NEUTRAL SPINAL MECHANICS
2. Type II Dysfunctional NON-NEUTRAL SPINAL MECHANICS

TYPE I DYSFUNCTIONS are not very common. They are found in NEUTRAL spine positions and often appear
in combination with Type II dysfunctions or with organ-motility problems. In the human body, we recognize them
as a scoliotic posture with side bend and rotation in opposition of each other in the thoracic and lumbar spine.

The rules for the Type I dysfunctions are as follows:
NEUTRAL dysfunctions (NRS)
 • Appearing over 3 or more segments
 • Found only in NEUTRAL spine position
 • Compensatory for a Type II dysfunction
 • Minimal motion restriction in flexion/extension
 • Side bend and rotation to OPPOSITE side
 • Rotation makes fullness of convex side 
 • Muscle tightness on concave side
 • Treat as a GROUP and/or treat the organ 

TYPE II DYSFUNCTIONS are SINGLE segment facet-joint dysfunctions and occur in Flexion or Extension of
the spine. We find FLEXED or EXTENDED lesion, often caused by accidents, in the cervical, thoracic, and lumbar
spine. These dysfunctions are called NON-NEUTRAL mechanics because they can only be diagnosed with flexion
or extension movements of the spine. 
Flexed lesion: Facet joint "locked" OPEN
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Extended lesion: Facet joint "locked" CLOSED

The rules for the Type II dysfunctions are as follows:
NON-NEUTRAL dysfunctions (FRS and ERS)

 • Single segment
 • Found only in FLEXION and EXTENSION spine 
 • Side bend and rotation occur in the SAME direction
 • Minimal motion restriction in flexion/extension
 • Rotation occurs away of the produced concavity
 • Treat INDIVIDUALLY and before a Type I

Canine Sacral Mechanics

The sacrum is floating between the two ilia and is able to move over several FUNCTIONAL axes during the gait
cycle, mainly because of the joint configuration and its ligamentous support with the ilia. The ilio-sacral ligaments
support the rotation and side-bending motions of the sacrum during the gait.

Important muscle groups during the gait cycle are the piriformes, the quadratus lumborum, the psoas and the
iliacus. Each individual muscle performs its separate role in the complicated lumbo-sacral mechanics.

The sacrum motion during the gait cycle with canines can be described over seven different FUNCTIONAL axes.
These axes are in the joint surface of the sacroiliac joint and are very complex in their position. The movement can
be described as a "gyroscope" motion; putting all the axes together, it looks like a "diabolo" diagram with the full
gait cycle. 
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Functional Axes

1. Cranial Transverse Axis (Cranio-sacral rhythm + breathing rhythm)
2. Middle Transverse Axis (Sacrum motion on ilium)
3. Caudal Transverse Axis (Ilium motion on sacrum)
4. Right Oblique Axis (Forward Sacral motion)
5. Left Oblique Axis (Forward Sacral motion)
6. Ventral-Dorsal Axis (Side bend motion)
7. Longitudinal Axis (Rotation)

In canines, the piriformes performs the function of creating the oblique axes from the transverse axis in the
heel-strike phase. The piriformes attaches on the lateral sacral crest and to the major trochanter. At heel strike, the
piriformes creates the oblique axis by sliding the sacrum down simultaneously over the upper (cranial) and lower
(caudal) pole, and rotates the sacrum forward over the axis. These movements from the sacrum (forward sacral
torsions over the oblique axis) are the normal NEUTRAL mechanics of the sacrum during the gait. Torsions refer
to the direction in which the anterior surface of the sacrum is facing. Consequently, the different phases of the gait
can be described as a constant interplay between the Right Oblique Axis, the Transverse Middle Axis, and the Left
Oblique Axis. 

Forward Sacral Torsions (FST)

Neutral sacral mechanics are normal movements during the walking cycle and happen mainly during the heel
strike, stand, and push-off phase.

Left rotation around a Left Oblique Axis (L on LOA)
Right rotation around a Right Oblique Axis (ROA)

The Walking Cycle

The walking cycle is a cycle where an abundance of distinct motions are all happening at once in the lumbo-pelvis
area. The lumbar spine does its own specific movements during this cycle. During the walk and the trot, the lumbar
spine moves mainly in neutral mechanics of rotation one way combined with side bend in the opposite direction. The
sacrum and the lumbar spine are working together as a team (universal joint). The ilia are rotating opposite each
other, ventrally (push off) and dorsally (heel strike), and the tail is making a compensating motion to keep the balance
in the spine and pelvis.

We recognize FIVE joints and phases in the pelvis, and they are all moving at the same time as the gait:
1. Lumbar seven and first sacral joint (Universal joint/Neutral Sacral Mechanics)
2. Left and right sacroiliac joints (Ventral and Dorsal rotation)
3. Os pubis symphysis (Rotation)
4. Sacrum three and Caudal one (Universal joint)
5. Hip joints (Flexion/Extension, rotation, and adduction/abduction) 
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Walking Cycle 

1. HEEL STRIKE (right) - Flexion hip, Dorsal rotation ilium, Lumbar spine rotation left and side bending right
in the opposite direction, Pubes dorsal rotation, Sacrum: Left on LOA, L7-S1, and S3-C1 universal joints 

2. STAND PHASE (right) - Neutral hip, Neutral ilium, Lumbar spine straight, Pubes neutral, Sacrum: Middle
Transverse Axis, L7-S1, and S3-C1 neutral

3. PUSH OFF (right) - Extension hip, ventral rotation ilium, Lumbar spine rotation right and side bend left in the
opposite direction, Pubes ventral rotation, Sacrum: Right on ROA, L7-S1, and S3-C1 universal joints

4. HEEL STRIKE (left) - Flexion hip, Dorsal rotation ilium, Lumbar spine rotation right and side bending left in
the opposite direction, Pubes dorsal rotation, Sacrum: Right on ROA, L7-S1, and S3-C1 universal joints

5. STAND PHASE (left) - Neutral hip, Neutral ilium, Lumbar spine straight, Pubes neutral, Sacrum: Middle
transverse Axis, L7-S1, and S3-C1 neutral

Canine Cranial Osteopathy

Canine cranial bones: 26 or more
Sutures are the names for the joints between the cranial bones
Divide in two groups: Single and paired bones.

Single bones:
 • Occipital
 • Sphenoid
 • Ethmoid
 • Pterygoid
 • Vomer
 • Hyoid Apparatus

Paired bones:
 • Parietals
 • Frontals
 • Temporals
 • Nasal
 • Maxillary
 • Palatines
 • Lacrimals
 • Zygomatic Bones
 • Mandible
 • Nasal concha

Single bones have FLEXION/EXTENSION motion in the cranial sacral rhythm
Paired bones have EXTERNAL/INTERNAL ROTATION motion in the cranial-sacral rhythm.

Cranial-sacral mechanics happens in the SPENO-BASILAR joint and is a COMBINED HINGE MOTION. The
combined hinge motion is directed by the two temporal bones, the sphenoid and the basilar part of the occipital
base. (Hard cartilaginous bones)

The mechanics is: FLEXION-EXTENSION in the spheno-basilar joint and happens approximately 14-16 a minute.

FLEXION: 
All the paired bones in the FLEXION cycle are external rotating as well the whole body is external rotating at the

same time.
All the single bones are flexing in the flexion cycle.
Head gets WIDER and SHORTER.

EXTENSION:
All the paired bones in the EXTENSION cycle are internal rotating as well the whole body is internal rotating at

the same time.
All the single bones are extending in the extension cycle.
Head gets NARROWER and LONGER.
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Through the DURA MATER connection, the occipital base and the sacral base are moving at the same time. The
dura attaches to the foramen magnum, C2 and sometimes more cervical vertebras, along the spine and attaches to
sacrum 3. The dura ends at the middle of the tail around caudal 10.

CRANIAL FLEXION combines with SACRAL rotation BACKWARDS.
CANIAL EXTENSION combines with SACRAL rotation FORWARDS.

SPEED REDUCERS:
 • Two zygomas and Two Palatines
The speed reducers are important because they help reduce the force/movement created by the cartilaginous bones

to slow down to the membranous facial bones.
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DISEASE MANIFESTATION FROM RABIES VACCINATION
Cynthia Lankenau, DVM

In New York State over the past decade and a half, we have seen a spread of a real Rabies epidemic through the
raccoon population. This recent outbreak started in the southeastern part of the state and has migrated to the western
area where my practice is located. The state reacted very vigorously to this Rabies threat in western N.Y. by
instituting an air drop of an oral Rabies vaccine for the wildlife. After a non-vaccinated goat was diagnosed with
Rabies at a Tioga County Fair in the 90's, the state public health department issued a requirement for yearly Rabies
immunization for most large animals, including horses, to be allowed on public lands and public fairgrounds. In this
area of western New York State where the Rabies drop occurred, we have one of the highest residual levels of Rabies
found in the wildlife population in the state. This has maintained a state of panic and worry in the human population
about Rabies. Almost without exception, the human population is more than willing to comply with this incredibly
high frequency of Rabies inoculations in our large animal friends. Since the increased immunization of our equine
companions, I have seen a great increase in a multitude of problems. The purpose of this paper is after reviewing the
natural history of Rabies, the techniques used by Pasteur, the medical insights of Samuel Hahnemann, J Compton
Burnett, and Richard Pitcairn; we will explore the entangled chronic disease that is manifested by the practice of
Rabies immunization in the equine with some final interesting cases of small animals.

Rabies is a terrible disease. Physically, it is caused by a Rhabdovirus genus Lyssavirus. It is a tiny (180by 25 nm)
bullet shaped virion. It is covered by a lipid bilayer in which there is a spiky protein found called the G protein.
(Interesting, when this spiky protein has been removed through attenuation the virus creates no overt disease) In tissue
sections, these little spiny proteins sit right next to the nerves irritating them. The natural physical disease is
contracted by a bite of an infected animal which is excreting the virus in its saliva or in a similar way in that the virus
contained in saliva enters the blood system of an individual. Rabies presents itself in one of two general forms: the
furious form or the dumb form. Most cases exhibit both forms starting with periods of rage, in people they report
periods of incredible heightened awareness and total spiritual clarity, but then incredible cerebral pain at any sensory
stimulation and a violent reaction to any sensory stimulation. In people, at the onset of clinical symptoms, there is
a pathognomonic sign of complete intolerance to a breeze on the back of the neck. Also as a prodromal stage, there
are vague personality changes in which people report a vague restlessness, a sense of uneasiness and apprehension.

The natural disease in all species is very similar but the manifestation is individuals can vary greatly. Dogs usually
show a combination of both the furious and dumb forms. Each individual animal can show a wide variety of these
symptoms and they can start with signs of the furious form and as the disease progresses change to the dumb form.
There is a great sense of restlessness, nervousness, and a developing viciousness which is at first manifested towards
strangers but then to their owners as well. The dogs act like they cannot remember their owners. During the furious
form, there may also be seizures. There is snapping at imaginary objects, great desire to roam and be free. If these
animals are restrained, they will violently fight to free themselves to the point of severely injuring and mutilating
themselves. There are bizarre vocalizations with pharyngeal paralysis and paralysis of the muscles of deglutition with
a hanging lower jaw and a profusion of ropey saliva. There are bizarre oral cravings of stone, wood, and their own
fecal matter. There is often a lack of awareness of the cornea. Often the animals are unable and are unaware enough
to blink creating a dry eye with corneal ulcers. Seizures often precede the development of muscular incoordination.
This is usually the last stages of the disease in which paralysis starts first in the muscles of the head and neck. The
dog is unable to swallow food or water and the lower jaw will hang with ropey saliva. Often death follows paralysis.
Cats present similarly to dogs but seem to have more symptoms of the furious type.

Horses may present with all of the above symptoms but often present with the first sign of mutilation at the site
of bite. Horses tend to be unusually alert and tense and seem to be listening to unheard sounds. There is often genital
excitement. As with the small animals there is a desire to escape. They will often break lead and cross-ties if tied.
As with the dog, there are bizarre cravings and the horse will eat wood and manure. There can be posterior weakness
and paralysis but often the first sign of paralysis is in the pharyngeal area and they are unable to swallow food or
water. Locomotor difficulties appear with the animal finally recumbent.

In cows, the symptoms can be confusing as the furious form can appear identical to nervous ketosis and the dumb
form can appear similar to milk fever. Cows often will stand and bawl, pawing the ground. One of the most common
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signs is that of tetanus. Commonly they will strain for hours to defecate sucking air into their rectum. As the paralytic
form ensues, knuckling over on the hind legs, similar to calving trauma is seen with paralysis of the tail.

Incubation period varies great depending on the species and the location of the bite. The time can be ten days to
six months or more. 

Rabies in Ancient Times

Rabies is one of the most ancient animal diseases. It has been known for at least 4,000 years in the Middle East
and from there spread into Asia and Europe. It seems to have been one of the first reported animal diseases. The
appearance of Rabies seems to have coincided in the same area in the Near East where the first domestication of
animals is felt to have occurred. The dog seems to have been domesticated around 10,000 B.C, followed by the sheep
and goat in 7,000 B.C., then Cattle and Cats in 6,000B.C, and Donkey in 3,500 B.C. all in the Near East. The Horse
was domesticated in South Russia in 4,000B.C. In the book, Animals, Disease, and Human Society, the author, Joanna
Swabe states that domesticated species suffered irretrievable loss of genetic diversity and evolutionary autonomy.
Historian William H. McNeil states that "increasing human manipulation and control of the natural world resulted
in the disturbances of the ecological basis." Both of these authors feel that domestication and the subsequent
abnormal concentration of animals with modified and restricted genetic material is the greatest cause of diseases in
our animals and then in human diseases. 

Rabies was present in Greece in Homer's time (c.800 B.C.). Homer related Rabies to the malignant influence that
the dog star of Orion, Sirius, had on the health of mankind. So great was the impact of the disease, that the Greeks
had a god, Arisaeus, a son of Apollo, who was said to be able to counteract the effect of Rabies while Artemis was
the healer of Rabies. Democritus had the first recorded description of Rabies in 500 B.C. Aristotle wrote in 400's B.C.
in The Natural History of Animals, Book 8, chapter 22, "that dogs suffers from madness. This causes them to become
very irritable and all animals that they bite become diseased." Hippocrates is said to have cured Rabies with
Boxwood. Celscus, in the 100's A.D. cured cases with cauterizing the wound, hot salt water baths and liberal wine
drinking. Greek shepherds felt that by docking their dog's last caudal vertebrae at the 40th day after birth would afford
protection from Rabies.

Rabies spread with the expansion of the Roman Empire. It was first reported in Great Britain by Howel the Good
in 1026. The first time it was reported in the Far East was in Hong Kong in 1857 and in 1860 the Chinese reported
an effective cure using Musk and Cinnabar suspended in rice spirits. There was no Rabies in the New World until
brought over by the colonists and not reported until the 1703 in Mexico. It spread to California during the Gold Rush
in 1850. During the Civil War times, Rabies spread throughout America. The truly fascinating aspect seen with the
spread of Rabies is that this disease has accompanied the expansion of Western Civilization. It spread only into the
wild boundary of man's civilization. It never preceded Western Civilization into any area. Rabies is THE disease of
Western Civilization. It developed with the development of civilization in the “Cradle of Civilization" and has
accompanied it wherever it has gone.

Rabies in More Modern Times

During the mid-1800's, Rabies was quite a problem in Europe. In 1842 at the Veterinary College at Lyon, 62 of
104 deaths were due to Rabies. Yet during this time, C.M.F. von Boenninghausen had great success in treating
animals and people that had been bitten by rabid dogs. He says, when defending his right to practice on rabid animals
to the Royal Minister of the Interior, "The fame of the cure (A 21 year old servant, Louise Klusemann)... as well as
many remarkable cures since, have brought to me a great number of persons who had been bitten by dogs alleged to
be mad, and with none of these persons who have used my homeopathic remedies did hydrophobia break out, though
I saw several of them who had been dreadfully bitten and mangled, and some of these persons by dogs whose bit
caused hydrophobia with other animals. .. These remedies, also, are the only and true prophylactics against
hydrophobia, as they have the virtue of curing the whole disease, even when it has broken out." (In many of his cases,
he used Belladonna, Hyoscyamus, and Stramonium usually in a 200C potency.) 

Hahnemann's comments on Rabies are based on pre-vaccination days as he had died before Pasteur's work. As
for the disease of Rabies, Hahnemann classified Rabies as a "half-acute" miasm, which is an infection without an
eruption. He also had a much different view on the infectiveness of Rabies in that he says in "On a proposed Remedy
for Hydrophobia" written in 1803. In this article Hahnemann states that "instances are known of twenty persons
having been bitten by a rabid dog, of whom only one or two were seized by the disease, whilst the eighteen or
nineteen used no medical or surgical preventative and yet retained their health." He uses this observation to explain
why a true prophylactic of hydrophobia and treatment of hydrophobia had not yet been found. He does state in the
sixth edition of the Organon of the Medical Art, of a case cured by Belladonna and a "supposed case" of a Russian
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man who was cured by the saliva of a mad dog when he was already raving from hydrophobia. (Hahnemann was very
critical of this case which was cured with isopathic medicine). 

Vaccination Development

As we move on the Pasteur's work when he was developing his post exposure vaccine, it is very fascinating in that
he never felt that he was curing his patients of Rabies. Pasteur realized he was just prolonging the incubation period.
He hoped to prolong the incubation period to last the entire life of the individual vaccinated. J. Compton Burnett, in
his book, Vaccinosis and its Cure by Thuja, discusses the creation of a chronic disease state from vaccination. "For
in vaccinating a person we are diseasing him; we communicate vaccinosis to him." "Hence it follows that the
protective power of vaccination is due to a diseased state of the body." As for Pasteur's work, Burnett felt that the
vaccination "aggravation would be a serious detriment in every way. It is easy to see that M. Pasteur and his fellow
workers are sailing down straight on this rock, whereon they are sure to suffer shipwreck." 

Burnett felt that "vaccinosis shews itself as a formidable acute disease that may terminate fatally, or it may
manifest itself as a chronic affection...the vaccinated person is poisoned by the vaccine virus." So even at the
beginning of the practice of vaccination, it is clear that the process was recognized as creating a form of chronic
disease or "he has been blighted". It is interesting to note that on the allopathic front in 1888, Remlinger had already
recognized paralysis that occurred from Rabies inoculations. The ill-effects of Rabies immunization is so great that
it is even recognized in Hagan's Infectious Diseases of Domestic Animals, which states, "many of these reactions in
animals are mild and transient, but others many result in permanent damage. The signs generally do not appear sooner
than 5 days after vaccination and sometimes considerably later. The paralysis may involve only a few muscles.
Frequently this occurs in the extremity in which the vaccine was injected. Sometimes the paralysis gradually extends
and death finally results. The signs are the result of a demyelinating process which occurs in the brain or spinal cord,
or both."

Richard Pitcairn clarifies this state of vaccinosis that was recognized by Burnett very well in the Proceeding of
the AHVMA in 1993, 'We can expand our definition to say that vaccinosis is the establishment of, instead of the
acute natural disease, a chronic condition which now has the time to develop a multitude of manifestations not
ordinarily seen." So the Rabies inoculation has created a chronic rabid state in the animal vaccinated that will persist
and create new disease syndromes. Thus if we look at the individual symptoms of Rabies and extends them into a
chronic state we can begin to appreciate the severity and depth of destruction this common practice has caused in our
domesticated friends.

The rabid nature of restlessness in a chronic form creates the symptoms of fear and aggression and many of the
emotional behavioral problems that plague us today. The frantic desire to escape is seen as horses that tend to bolt
easily or constantly breaks cross ties. Symptoms of self mutilation are the chronic form of animals chewing at the
area of bite or rubbing their neck at the site of injection. Voice changes are more commonly seen in dogs but horses
can be seen to develop a squeakier neigh and cows are seen to develop a throatier bawl. Chronic choke is seen in
horses as a manifestation of paralysis of the muscles of deglutition with the concurrent spasms in the throat. Eye
problems are commonly seen; uveitis in particular but also Keratitis sicca, as a vaccination sequela. Destructive
nature seen in rabid animals is exhibited as wood chewing in the stall and tree chewing. The inflammation of the heart
muscle, disturbed heart function, and heart failure that is associated with Rabies is a severe manifestation in horses.
A commonly sign immediate reaction to the immunization of Rabies which also involves the vasculature is laminitis.
This is a dire problem. Many of these horses later also develop significant cardiac dysfunction. Some horses seem
to develop a chronic form of the cluster breathing seen in rabid animals as Chronic Obstructed Pulmonary Disease.
Finally there is posterior paresis and paralysis seen. In horses, there is a wide range of lameness issues seen ranging
from pain to stiffness to weakness and paralysis..

In the literature there is much discussion on whether or not this situation has created a true "Rabies Miasm" or
if we are seeing just an acute reaction to the vaccine in which it can also be a trigger to unleash the animals latent
chronic disease. I think the cases below will illustrate that this practice of Rabies immunization has created a true
monster of a chronic disease state which is much deeper than an acute or sub-acute reaction

Today's Situation

Horses today are under conditions of abnormal stress and living conditions. Most are kept in solitary confinement
with little or not ability to develop a normal herd support. They are fed processed grains and little fiber. Most hays
have a chemical preservative sprayed on them and the hay fields are usually monocultures of grasses so there is very
little variety in their grasses. These horses are under massive vaccination protocols. So firstly how do we "prove" that
these symptoms are caused by Rabies vaccination? 
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All of the cases that we will discuss have Rabies titers that are at a pathological level or a history of Never Well
since immunization for Rabies, or finally the evidence of a curative reaction from homeopathic medicines that are
included in the Mind; Hydrophobia rubric.

In horses, a main signs of Rabies is restlessness, uneasiness, with aggressive natures with sound and light
sensitivity. When put in a chronic form we have a wide plethora of emotional and mental disturbances

Case of Aggression 

Othello is a 29 year old Quarter Horse gelding. In 1987, he was vaccinated against Rabies. He had a severe
reaction which presented as a posterior paresis and went down for 24 hours. At this time in my life, I was ignorant
of homeopathy and he was treated with non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. After I was trained in alternative
modalities, his owner requested alternative therapies, (mostly he was just interested in chiropractic care). Othello is
a very fascinating horse. In 1991, I started treating Othello with alternative medicine. He had persistent pain in his
sacrum, very intolerant of needles, and very quick to anger. He always tended to be a bit of a bully but as the years
went on, he was almost unmanageable to all but his owner. (He had been treated badly by many of the stable workers
in many of the barns he had been stabled at.) Othello's homeopathic care over the past seventeen years has revolved
around the persistent symptoms of 1) Severe episodes of anger and 2) Chronic sacral pain. The rubrics that were
frequently used were Mind; Anger-easily; Back, Pain-sacral. The number of remedies in those rubrics is very large.
I would limit it with Mind-hydrophobia, knowing that everything became worse after his Rabies vaccination in 1987.
His homeopathic treatment has been fairly successful. In the early 1990's, he was dangerous especially when he was
in his stall. He would frequently attack and injure stable hands. Nux Vomica 200C was given when he seemed to be
significantly aggravated. By 1997, he was consistently safe to be handled (In 4/12/04, seventeen year after his
vaccination, his titer was 1:1200 RF4-2153.) Since 1997, Othello still had some bully like tendencies but also had
some mild episodes with gas distention colic with symptoms that were suggestive of a vague heart pain with a slight
pulse in his fore feet. (He had a very taut pulse with pain behind his left shoulder.) From 1997 to 2007, Othello
responded well to Lycodpodium. He owner would give Lycopodium 30 C whenever he seemed a little sore or if his
heart rate seemed to increase. In 2008, Othello developed an acute proliferation of his gingival tissue over his lower
canine teeth with a refusal to eat his carrots which was interpreted as pain when biting. Referring to the rubric Mouth,
Swelling-gums; Merc corr 30 C was given daily for three days and then repeated as needed if he was unwilling to
eat his carrots. The proliferation has subsided and the pain appears to be gone. 

Othello was never a cuddly horse but after his Rabies vaccination in 1987, he was physically ruined and a
dangerous horse to be around. Twenty-two years later, his owner is riding him as much as ever. Over the past two
decades, his disease gradually left the mental/emotional level to then reside in a physical level to lately reside in a
more superficial physical level. This was accomplished with the use of three remedies; Acutely Nux Vomica, moving
to a more constitutional remedy of Lycopodium to recently Merc. corr.

Case of Severe Fear

Chip: Rabies titer was >1:7,000 9/07/04 RF4-6447-001-In July of 2004, Chip was presented for severe sound
sensitivity of crinkling plastic bags and uncontrollable fears of wind induced moving plastic bags. In 2004, Chip was
five years old. He is a pinto Warm Blood. Chip was new to the barn but before coming in May of 2004, he had
received an additional Rabies vaccination since the owner was unsure of his vaccination status. At a show in July,
a plastic bag was being blown across the arena. The bag was apprehended and scrunched up. Chip completely lost
control. He threw his rider, jumped a four foot retaining wall and escaped into the Midway. Luckily neither life nor
limb was lost. But upon capture, Chip's heart was shaking his whole body. This lasted for several hours despite the
owner giving copious amounts of Rescue Remedy. Phosphorous 1 M was given the next day. The rubrics used were
Mind; hydrophobia; Mind; sensitive, light (thinking the reflection off of the bag); Mind, sensitive-slightly noise; and
Chest, palpitation, excitement-after. To this day, Chip has recovered from his fear of plastic bags. He is still a high
strung horse but he is able to be ridden and has been shown without incident.

Among my horse patients, the majority have some type of emotional issue, mostly fears; spooking easily and fear
of unseen objects. In these cases that have no other symptoms, the homeopathic remedies Belladonna, Hyoscyamus,
Phosphorous, and Stramonium have all been helpful. 

One of the other broad categories of diseases seen with Rabies immunization is a pharyngeal weakness and throat
spasm which in the horses is manifested as choke. Choke is an impaction of the esophagus with food material. It is
usually associated with old debilitated horses with dental issues. It is not commonly seen is younger and vibrant
horses. The syndrome is being seen more frequently and in much younger horses.
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Case of Choke 

Domi is a 12 year old Thoroughbred. Domi lives in a hunter-jumper stable in which the trainer routinely has me
in the barn for chiropractic care. (The trainer has no interest in any other alternative medicine.) Domi has always been
a very super sensitive horse (he has become so fearful that his owner is afraid to show him and really is afraid to ride
him at all unless someone is almost holding on to his bridle) so when "spring" shots were to be performed last year,
we drew Domi's Rabies titer and found it to be very high (1:2400 drawn 3/20/08 RF8-3211-1.). Domi's owner has
since become much more involved in his daily care. He has a peculiar symptom of eating his manure and after his
stall is mucked out, if there are any remaining manure balls in the stall, he will fastidiously place them on his stall
door. He is also terrified if anyone climbs up on the outside of his stall wall which is a concern because the main
water turnoff is above his stall door. This spring, March 3, 2009 after the excitement of a few of the barn's horses
leaving for their first spring show, Domi choked during the night feeding. The episode resolved spontaneously after
ten minutes but recurred the following night. Domi was given Arsenicum album 30C twice a day for five days starting
on March 5th. During that time, Domi stopped eating his manure and placing his fecal balls on the stall door and with
no more episodes of choke. Arsenicum album was given due to his peculiar habits of orderly placing his fecal balls
on the stall door with his fears and sensitivities and the acute episode of choke. I saw him on May 1, 2009 and it was
remarkable how calm and quiet it he was.

During a natural case of Rabies, a lack of sensation of the eye is often seen with a resulting dry eye, keratitis sicca
with ulcers. All of these symptoms can be seen in association with Rabies vaccination.

A Case of the "Mad" Eye 
Handsome is a 23 year old Arab. Ten years ago, his Rabies titer was found to be undetectable despite a previous

immunization. He was then immunized using Rabguard®. Two weeks later, he developed a severe keratitis and was
rapidly becoming blind. He has a long and involved history of partial cures and palliation but his eyes always had
a slight runniness about them. He also had developed some severe fears. Finally two years later he developed a slight
urticaria reaction and was given Sulfur 30 C. The hives resolved slowly over a 24 hour period of time and the slight
chronic eye discharge resolved. Sulfur has been repeated occasionally over the past two years when he has been under
periods of stress. He is slowly resolving all of his mental issues but Handsome is still not fully cured. He still has
some cognitive loss but he is definitely on a road toward cure. Sulfur was given due to the skin involvement, in
retrospect, it is in the rubric Mind; hydrophobia and Handsome is a rather self centered horse. Sulfur fits his
personality very well.

A Herd Case of Squamous Cell Carcinoma in Herefords 
Seven years ago, a herd of pet Herefords received Rabies inoculations. Within two weeks, all of the cattle

developed runny eyes and three; Dragonfly, Skeeter, and Thunder; rapidly developed lesions typically of Cancer Eye.
Six years ago in 2003, I first met the herd. Dragonfly's right eye was fully involved. Skeeter had a total opacity of
her cornea, also right. Thunder had slight granulomas on both medial aspects of his eyes. Treating these pets has been
interesting. The owner has no mode of restraint. (After the stress she said the herd went through when they were
immunized, she refuses to allow any type of cattle chute to be used.) May of 2003, Lyssin 30C was put in their water
tank daily for three days. One of the daughters in the family can hand feed the most of the cattle so she is the one who
gives the remedies. Both Skeeter and Dragonfly were given Cal carb 200C and since Thunder lives up to his name,
he was given Lachesis 200 C. The Rubric Mind; hydrophobia and Eye; Cancer were used. Skeeter's lesion completely
resolved. Dragonfly stabilized with a slight shrinking of the tumor. But by the end of fly season, it had started
growing again. We alternated Carcinocin 200C and Cal carb 200C weekly. Again there was significant shrinkage
until the fly season of 2004. The tumor was a third of its original size but had started to grow. We switched to
Phosphorus thinking of the light sensitivity and again, the tumor shrank and remained small until 2008 when the
tumor took on a life of its own and Dragonfly was euthanized. (During this time period, the owner also fenced in a
large wooded area so that the cattle could get out of the sunlight with more ease.) Skeeter, on the other hand, over
the past four years developed a slight corneal opacity again and was switched to Silicia 200C. She continues to do
well. Thunder is now being a problem but treating him is.....the biggest problem. This herd is a very striking example
of the Rabies vaccine aggravating a breed (constitutional) weakness. The use of Lyssin to displace the ill effect of
the immunization seems to have been effective in those with no physical pathology. Even though these other herd
members were having runny eyes, i.e. there seems to have been a sensation of "burning in the eyeballs, pressing in
the orbits, itching heat in the eyes, eyes bloodshot, eyes congested and painful." (Concordant Materia Medica; Lyssin,
Eyes), they had never developed eye cancer. Of the ones who had developed clinical pathology, constitutional
remedies have been needed with a strong indication for eye cancer. (the remedies used are also in the Mind,
Hydrophobia rubric.
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The inflammation of the heart muscle seen in Rabies presents itself in horses commonly in the acute form as
laminitis and then is a more chronic form as a taut pulse with an elevated heart rate with blood stagnation in the
jugular vein.

The First Case I Ever Saw of Rabies Vaccine Induced Laminitis with Subsequent Heart Weakness and
Posterior Paresis 

Hasufel was my own horse. In 1986, I gave him a Rabies vaccination. Two days later he had bounding pulses in
both front feet and was unable to move. He had severe laminitis and suffered with a significant rotation of his coffin
bone. He really woke me up to the damage that this vaccine can do. The number of cases I see of Rabies vaccine
induced laminitis is staggering. Every spring when "spring shots" are due, there is at least a 10% incidence. But I
think this is a very under represented percentage. Most are subclinical with a mild pulse in the fore feet, the horse
just a little stiff and the owners remain unaware. A good example of this is Charisma, an 18 year old Morgan who
had a bounding pulse after a Rabies vaccination in 2007 and her owner completely refused to accept the information.
(Interestingly she had a very curative reaction to smelling Lyssinum 30C once!) Back to Hasufel, at the time of his
founder, I was ignorant of alternative medicine. But the years went on and I finally learned. Many of the remedies
that had been partially curative were Belladonna, Arsenicum, Arg. nit., and Nux Vomica. Hasufel did pretty well over
the next fifteen years. Any stress could create an aggravation of his laminitis but he was still able to be ridden and
he very much enjoyed life. But in 2002, he had the trauma of being flipped over into a ravine. He physically did not
really injure himself, but the stress and exhaustion brought to the surface all of his latent chronic disease. He had a
racing pulse, very taut. He was more that weak behind. It took several days and the help of a sling for him to initially
stand. At the time of the trauma, he had been given Arnica and anything else I could think of to give him for trauma.
Once he was back standing, he had a bounding pulse in his feet, a rapid taut pulse visible at the jugular vein with a
very weak hind end. Many remedies were given. He was stabilized with Arsenicum album, Gelsemium, and Cal phos.
The rubrics used were Back; weakness; Chest, Angina pectoris; and Chest, congestion. He lived another year and
passed on when he was 32 years old. During Hasufel's life I drew many Rabies titers, all of which were tested at
Kansas State. In 1990, his titer was 1:1,000, in 1995, it was 1:4,500 and in 2002, it was >1:7000. Very interesting!!
His titers increased over time with no known exposure and no immunization. I assumed that his body never was able
to fully clear the Rabies antigen from his cellular matrix. He was rabid since immunization!!

Case of the Bugged Eyed Horse

Malve is a 16 year old Trakaner. Her Rabies titer was >1:7000 1/31/05 RF5-0760-001. She, as with many horses,
has a sordid past with many traumas both physical and emotional and many different homes. Currently she is well
loved and cared for. Malve now has the following symptoms: 1) palpably enlarged thyroid, 2) bug eyed persona, 3)
a very rapid heart rate with a substantial jugular pulse. She was treated with Iodium 200C in February 2009. All
symptoms are slowly and gently resolving. 

Metabolic issues are becoming an endemic problem among the horses today. This case may be indicative of the
entanglement of the vaccine issue with Equine Metabolic Syndrome.

Lameness will be the next symptom complex discussed. These can vary from pain in the lumbar-sacral area to
radiating hip pain, especially on the right to progressive weakness.

Case of the Ever Ready Thoroughbred

Cee Cee is a 29 year old thoroughbred mare. She, seventeen years ago, had temporarily paralysis for 48 hours after
a Rabies inoculation. I first met her 1995 for chiropractic care after this incident had occurred. She had a subluxation
of her ilium with the right side displaced dorsally. This was a very painful area and she disliked greatly any physical
chiropractic adjustment. What she felt great relief from was Logan Basic adjustment which relaxes the tension on
the sacrotuberous ligament. She basically had meningeal pain which is associated with toxins lodged in the meninges.
Cee Cee's owner is a very abrupt individual and although she recognized the need to avoid any further Rabies
inoculations, she had no belief in any other modality except chiropractic. So, except for Logan-Basic chiropractic
care, there were only two other procedures I could do over the past sixteen years. When the rest of the barn received
their yearly Rabies shot, she received her yearly "shot" of Lyssin 30 C. The other treatment she has is a pinch of basil
in her grain daily. Two years ago, Cee Cee moved to another barn, we did draw a titer at this time. On 5/4/07 her
Rabies titer was 1:2,000 RF7-5093-1. Throughout all of this time, she has done wonderfully. Her owner is a tough
rider and she has always handled all demands put to her with strength and dignity until this year. This past year Cee
Cee is showing all of the long term damage and she is progressively becoming weaker on her right hind leg. The rest
of her body can no longer compensate. In April of this year, her owner demanded that Cee Cee be made better and
I was finally given permission to do more. She was given Cantharis 30C one dose. I focused on the long term
irritation to the nerve roots, other symptoms that she has shown over the past seventeen years are severely painful
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heat cycles, extremely sensitive mammary glands, swelling in the infraorbital foramen, must stand with her head high
as if trying to bend backwards, first pain and now numbness in the right hind leg. The first report to come back was
from the blacksmith who said this is the first time in months that he was able to re-set her shoes without worrying
that she would fall down. She is stronger.

Cee Cee is a wonderful example of some of the problems we encounter trying to achieve a cure through
homeopathy in the real world of stabled horses where we have little to no real influence over their care and handling.

Case of the Determined Arab

Tidy is an endurance Arab who at 31 is still out there showing with the next generation. I have known Tidy for
five years. The owner called initially because she was lame. Her right hind leg was very sore with pain radiating over
her hip. This had just appeared after their "spring" shots prior to the show season. The owner had called for just
chiropractic work but soon lead to a discussion of vaccinosis. With only the symptom of right leg pain and the history
of just being immunized, she was adjusted and given a dose of Lyssin. 30C. Tidy is remarkable. She has remained
sound since that time. The owner likes to have all of her horses adjusted every spring and we draw titers yearly. .
Tidy's titers have remained exquisitely high, >1:7,000 in 04; in 2005 it was 1:5700; in 07 and 08, it was 1:3125, BUT
09 1:45003/9/09 RF03435-5.

One of the signs of a rabid animal is penile paralysis. Years ago, I saw an old Pinto that had a bladder paralysis
and was unable to retract his penis. This started almost immediately after his Rabies inoculation. He had severe
retention cystitis. I was given one week or else he was to be euthanized. He is not a true homeopathic case since I
used everything possible to help him but he was given Cantharis and within two weeks he could fully retract his penis
and regained at least partial contractibility of his bladder wall. 

The numbers of physical symptoms that are associated with the practice of Rabies vaccination are incredibly high
but there are a few more syndromes that need to be mentioned to complete this portion. The first is a syndrome called
Narcolepsy. To quickly refresh, narcolepsy is a central nervous system disorder of sleep in which the patient
experiences recurrent episodes of uncontrollable sleep that last for a few minutes. Once a very rare syndrome, seen
rarely in Shetland ponies, is now commonly seen in all breeds.

Case of the Narcoleptic Seizuring Thoroughbred

Sierra is a 27 year old thoroughbred mare who was bought by her current owner 15 years ago. On prepurchase
exam, she was found to be completely healthy and given all of her shots. I met Sierra as an aside two years ago (Her
owner had called about her other horse). From the first day Sierra came home (remembering that this was thirteen
year ago), she was unable to be ridden. She was uncontrollable with episodes of methodical circling behavior, and
was narcoleptic. She also was a mild head shaker. She had an oozing burn like lesion over her sacral-coccygeal area.
Sierra was given Cantharis 30C in May of 07. The owner reported that the seizure like circling had stopped, the
oozing wound had healed but she was still having episodes of narcolepsy. In June of 07, she was given Lyssin 30C.
There was no change a month later by owners report. It was a few months later that I saw her. She was actually a
much nicer horse, more trusting and much less fearful of me. The head shaking was not present. We waited because
I was seeing a much deeper change in her. Slowly over the past year, the narcoleptic episodes have become very
infrequent. Sierra's Rabies titer was 1:3600 on 6/1/07 RF7-6341-2.

Case of the Bizarre Guttural Pouch Tumor with Associated Nasal Varicose Veins

Sweet Maryanna Vila is a 12 year old thoroughbred who suffered from a severe episode of epistaxis in April of
2009. (She was a new horse to this barn in 2008, and we drew a Rabies titer then because she was an odd horse in
that she had some severe episodes of anger and was very sensitive to any leg pressure in her costo-chondral area. Her
tier was >1:7,000 on 4/18/08 RF8-4848-1. At that time she was just put on a low dose of Hoxsey formula. (With her
personality, I was very worried about any mental aggravation. Her owner has already broken her arm when thrown
from Yanna.) After the nosebleed, she was given Phos 30C daily for five days. She was scoped a week later and
pharyngeal varicose veins were seen and a unique tumor protruding from the guttural pouch. As of a month after her
doses of Phos, there have been only two very slight nosebleeds. On May 17, 2009 she was given a dose of Thuja 30
C. So a case still in progress...I decided on Thuja because of Yanna's meanness to her owner (she is pleasant to the
trainer and myself but she is down right mean to the one who loves her the most) and the rubric Nose, tumor; inside.
Yanna's case, I feel, represents some of the really bizarre syndromes we are seeing now with probably there are more
to come. 

As to our small animals, all of the above syndromes are seen. For many years and with an increasing frequency
in our dogs and cats, we have been seeing bizarre types of fears and aggression, desires to kill; desires to escape;
violent, self-mutilating behaviors; vocal changes, appetite changes, either a lack of or bizarre cravings; pharyngeal
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paresis, dry eye; seizures, including psychomotor syndromes; sexual perversions; heart failure; and reverse sneezing.
The list of syndromes seems to go on and on. Here are a few examples. 

Heart Failure 

Galu, a five year old Doberman/Coonhound cross who developed acute cardiomyopathy two days after a Rabies
vaccination in1990. He was in ventricular tachycardia. He was placed on a lidocaine drip to restore a normal rhythm.
The following day he was given one dose of Lachesis 30 C. He lived a normal healthy life while only on Cardiotrate
until 1998. 

Laryngeal Paralysis

Gemma is a case still in the works. She is a retired agility dog whom I only saw for chiropractic work years earlier.
(The owner lives at a distance and she brings a pack in twice a year to be adjusted.) In February 09, the owner was
very upset because Gemma was unable to breathe, and had been diagnosed with a complete paralysis of her laryngeal
nerves. (Interestingly she had just had her yearly boosters including Rabies.) She rushed her down to Cornell and Dr.
Harvey surgically stabilized the larynx. I was given reports that things were well until last month when Gemma
started exhibiting a compulsive circling. Alumina 200C was given. Aluminum as one of the adjuvant used in the
vaccine seems to be well indicated with the type of paralysis seen and the behavior that was being exhibited. 

Hyperthyroid

Mels is a 17 year old DSH cat. In 1995, we had attempted to treat him homeopathically. (He was a rescued cat
from a local feline group.) He was a maniac. He would try to kill any other cat in the household and then during this
frenzy would turn on the owner and attack them. The situation was very bad and the owners decided to make him
his own special apartment in their house. I then saw Mels on 1/5/08. He presented with a thyroid tumor and an
abdominal mass involving his left kidney. Aurum mur. 30C was given. 12/8/08: no real change and drinking more
water. He was given Arsenicum. iod. 30C. On 1/19/09, the kidney mass felt smaller. He was given Iod 200C. 2/20/09
He was calmly sitting on the owners lap with other cats around!!!! His mental change was incredible 3/10/09, the
renal mass was no longer palpable, his attitude is normal. There have been no episodes of rage. He is affectionate.
5/13/09 His thyroid tumor feels smaller but he seems tired and water consumption is up a bit. He was repeated Iod.
200 C.

We have looked at all of the above syndromes as a disease manifestation from the immunization of Rabies, is there
a true Rabies miasm or is there just a sub-acute reaction to the vaccine?

The last symptom I want to discuss is the loss of a moral contract between rider and horse. In dogs, this break in
the moral contact is evidenced when a dog attacks his own owner. I think this is the real Rabies Miasm. Rabies was
one of the first diseases reported in animals. Rabies is a disease that was created from the energy of discord when
Western civilization broke natural law. The pollution or stain done to the animals that associated closely with man
was the disease state of Rabies. The disease covers a wide range of disease tendencies that are now very deep-seated.

This break in Natural Law is eloquently stated in "Basic Call of consciousness". This is a paper presented in
September, 1977 from the Haudenosaunee, or Six Nations (Iroquois) to the Non-Governmental Organization of the
United Nations in Geneva, Switzerland. In it paper, "The original instructions direct that we who walk about on the
Earth are to express a great respect, and affection, and a gratitude toward all the spirits which create and support
Life...When people cease to respect and express gratitude for these many things, then all life will be destroyed...We
walk about with a great respect, for the Earth is a very scared place...We have seen that not all people of the Earth
show the same kind of respect for this world and its being. The Indo-European people who have colonized our lands
have shown little respect for the things that create and support Life...Around ten thousand years ago, peoples who
spoke Indo-European languages... had begun the practice of animal domestication...and an economy was adopted
based on the herding and breeding of animals... Herding and breeding of animals signaled a basic alteration in the
relationship of humans to other life forms. ..With the advent of herding, humans assumed the functions which had
for all time been the functions of the spirits of the animals...Sometime after this...the first appearance of the social
organization know as "patriarchy"...The area between the Tigris and Euphrates River...Was the first to develop
irrigation technology...lead to the manipulation of water, another form of spirit life. The ancient civilization
developed imperialism, partly because of the nature of cities. This means that the Natural World must be subjugated,
extracted from, and exploited in the interest of the city."

This paper continues on making many important points but the one topic that I found fascinating in relevance to
this paper was that as the Iroquois authors were tracking the break in Natural Law, they were matching the appearance
of Rabies. 
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The wolf in many native cultures is the animal that is the guide to help humans learn faithfulness, inner strength,
and intuition. The wolf went "mad" when humans broke Natural Law. It drove our closest companion, the dog, mad.
Native cultures teach us that the wolf was to guide us to live properly. They were the first to be affected. The
herbivore species were domesticated and taught that humans were their herd leader which they have accepted, until
now. With this intensive vaccination of the equine species coupled with the grossly abnormal life styles we force our
horses to live in and with the associated stress involved, we are driving them mad.

Emotional stress can create somatic disease. In The Organon of the Medical Art by Samuel Hahnemann, in
aphorism # 225, he says:

“By comparison, there are certainly a few emotional diseases that have not simply degenerated from somatic
diseases. In these cases, the emotional disease develops in an inverse manner. With but little infirmity, it develops
from the emotional mind due to persistent worry, mortification, vexation, abuse, or repeated exposure to great fear
or fright. While initially there is but little infirmity, in time emotional diseases of the kind often ruin the somatic state
of health to a high degree.”

Paracelsus stated that "human intervention distorted the creative process when motivated by a various expressions
of greed and would in due course bring about the severest retribution."

The most profound symptom of our broken moral code with dogs is expressed in their aggression toward their own
owner.

Case 1 
Ed is a 9 year old mixed breed Doberman/Shepherd that had episodes of viciously aggressive behavior, during

which he will attack his owners. He would hold onto on of his toys and vocalize loudly. If anything approached him,
he would attack. Lachesis 200C was given due to the vocalization, jealousy, aggressive nature, lack of morality, and
hydrophobia on 12/8/08. 2/9/09 he was doing great. Episodes were very infrequent and very mild. But on 4/13/09
owner called in tears because her boyfriend was threatening to leave because of her pets, and Ed had regressed.
Pulsatilla 30C was given. 4/22/09, Ed is great when only the boyfriend is home but when his owner gets home, Ed
starts growling at boyfriend. Lachesis 200C was repeated. 5/1/09 episodes are almost gone but licking all over his
body. The owner was told to wait. 5/17/09, episodes have just about gone, licking has stopped. There is a slight ear
discharge! She was told to wait. 

The rubric Mind, Moral feeling-want of, was used in these cases where a perceived lack of morality exists between
owner and animal companion. In regards to Horses, they spiritually help us on our journey. Over the past fifty years
of being with, riding and working with horses, I have seen a disturbing trend of severe injuries of humans working
with horses which were caused by horses not "caring". Horses used to seem to try with great effort to never fall on
or injure their rider. That no longer seems to be the case. Over the past twenty years, I have seen an increasing
number of riders who are afraid to ride their own horses and have been injured while riding. I had always been
disdainful of these riders until I was in that situation.

Case 2 

Red Sun had been a patient of mine who suffered from significant anxiety attacks who was on the way toward
a cure with Crataegus 6C given as needed. He was less nervous or so I had been told. This year Red Sun arrived on
my doorstep. His owner said that since I liked him so much, he was mine. I found out why he was given away. With
no warning or any reason, he will give an explosive buck that will sends one into orbit. I now have a horse I am
terrified to ride. So... other physical symptoms seen are sore right hip, purple tongue, and no concern for others. He
was given Lyssin 1 M on May 1, 09. On May 7, 09 an episode of severe restlessness and anxiety. May 8, 09 better.
The next step is to start riding, so if I am alive to give this paper it means there has been a curative action and my
theory is correct. 

Case 3

Simon is a 9 year old American Warm Blood. He is very similar to Red Sun in that he seems to be a wonderful
horse BUT he will with no warning violently buck and throw his rider with absolutely no remorse. He was given
Lyssin 30C on April 10, 09. His owner is petrified to try to ride him.

Rabies was one of the first reported animal diseases. It is a reflection of our moral depravity of greed and
exploitation. Our closest companion and guide, the dog was the first to be infected and to be driven mad by our greed.
Throughout our history, Rabies has followed our"Western" Civilization. With the development of a prophylactic
vaccination, we infected our canine companion and to a lesser degree our feline friends with a sub-acute form of the
disease which has given rise to a plerora of new disease syndromes. Now, we are continuing to infect our equine
companions. This is giving rise to a wide range of serious diseases. It is a dire situation. 
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HERBS FOR HERBIVORES
Cynthia Lankenau, DVM

  All of our food and medicines that keep humans and animals alive and radiantly healthy comes from the sweet
beauty of photosynthesis. Knight is an incredible horse who through his own effort and knowing illustrated the
healing power of plants. He is a Warm Blood gelding in his late teens that cured himself of Lyme Disease when he
was left on his own in a “scrub” pasture. Horses are designed to graze and while grazing they ingest a wide variety
of grasses and medicinal herbs. In today’s world, in my practice area in western New York, it is very uncommon for
horses to be left in a pasture twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week. Our horses today have a very confined life
style with very controlled feeding. Our culture is fearful of weeds. This fear in many ways came into existence by
plant poisonings which have occurred when animals have been confined in too concentrated of an area with the
animals having either too little to eat or too bored. In The Secret Life of Plants, the authors illustrate that under
stressful conditions, plants will change their chemical compositions in order to balance the soil and the environment.
Often these changes will make them more toxic to herbivores. Under stressful condition, the only plants that can
survive are the ones with a high number of toxins within them. These insistence of plant poisoning were unnatural
conditions but the end result has been that our present culture will first blame weeds for any ailment. This fear has
lead to hay fields that have been seeded with only one type of grass. This restricted variety of plants, for many of our
herbivores, is all that is available. There is no variety and no medicinal plants available. This is a tragic detriment
to their health. So back to the story of Knight….

I have known Knight for over thirteen years. When I first met him as a five year old, he had a deficient “Jing
Essence”. In Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM), this means that he was born with a poor vitality. As a youngster,
he suffered from a weak lumbar area with a resultant sore low back. He was owned by a very tough, unforgiving
woman. She was not very understanding of his weakness. He struggled for years trying to satisfy her. After she was
diagnosed with breast cancer in 2005, he was given way. In 2006, I discovered he had ended up at another client’s
small horse farm. He was to be her husband’s trail horse. But in 2006, her husband was diagnosed with Lyme Disease
and was unable to ride during that summer. In May of 2007, Knight was diagnosed with Lyme Disease by the owner’s
conventional veterinarian. Knight had been showing a vague lameness in his right hind leg. He was placed on the
typical route of antibiotics for six weeks. I was called to help out when, in early July of 2007, Knight had become
very icteric, head pressing, and anorexic. On physical exam, he was found to be very reactive on Bl 16, 19, 20, and
22. There was heat on GB 34 and 39, TH 5, PC 5. He was very ataxic, with all four limbs showing proprioceptive
deficits. His pulse was taut and fast. His tongue was yellowish red. His TCM diagnosis was Liver Fire and Liver
Damp Heat with Phlegm obstructing the Mind. He was placed on Long Dan Xie Gan Tang (4 tablespoons three times
a day) with a teaspoon of Qing Hao (Artemisia Annua) and Chuan Xin Lian Kang Yan Pian, in tincture form, eighty
drops four times a day. He responded very well. Within a week, there was no evidence of jaundice. His dose of Long
Dan Xie Gan Tang was decreased to two tablespoons twice a day. By September, except for a decreased lateral
flexion of the fifth Lumbar vertebrae, Knight was clinically normal. He was put on Equine Du Huo Ji Sheng (Jing
Tang’s formula) But by spring of 2008, there was a recrudescence of his disease. Knight was ataxic and unable to
circle without almost falling. His pulse was taut and fast. His tongue though was purple-pale with a slightly red edge
and swollen. He did still have a toxin but was now deficient in qi and had signs of yin deficiency. His owners decided
they had enough and planned to euthanize Knight. I challenged the owners to give him a chance and turn him out to
pasture. By mid to late summer, Knight was being ridden on trail rides and was normal. This year in March, Knight
was again a little sore in Liver points. (His owners refuse to invest any money in him.) On May 1 he was put back
on pasture and is currently being ridden on trail rides. 

So what is so special about this pasture? There are three striking aspects. Firstly it is a sloped pasture which forces
Knight to learn where his legs are, next there is a nice grove of spruce trees for shade where Knight seems to find
great pleasure but with a pasture forces him to graze in the full sun. Being a black horse, I am sure he has had heat
therapy with great amounts of Vitamin D. Lastly, Knight’s pasture has a great variety of medicinal plants available.
I spent almost a day watching what he preferred to eat and the winner by far was a specific craving for Yellow Dock.
The forages he seemed to prefer to eat were Birdsfoot Trefoil, Red Clover, White Clover, and Orchard Grass. The
other medicinal plants that he will eat in great quantities are Dandelion, Plantain, and Black Raspberry leaves. He
ate a small amount of Blue Violets and possibly a very small amount of Mustard. Also available in the pasture but
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I did not see him eat were Pearly Everlasting, Skunk Cabbage, Garlic Mustard, Wild Carrot, Buttercup and
Goldenrod.

The forages available in the pasture are good. Orchard Grass has a digestible protein of 13.2 %, Red Clover is
14%, White Clover is 19.8 %, and Birdsfoot Trefoil is15.7 %. There also was a nice mix of the grasses in the pasture.
It looked as though he had been grazing fairly evenly on all of the grasses.

Medicinal Plants 

Yellow Dock (Rumex crispus)
Traditionally the part used is the root and the juice of the leaf. Knight had completely chewed and pawed the

ground up where the dock was, so he ate not only the leaves but also the root. This herb is classified as an alterative,
a cholgogue, and a purgative. It is a cold, dry and bitter. It affects the liver and colon. It traditionally has been used
for debility caused by cancer. (According to Michael Tierra this herb works well with Sarsaparilla, Hmm… Syphilis
type herbs-sounds like just what we need for Lyme disease). This herb helps to promote detoxification, clears damp
heat, reduces liver congestion, and removes accumulations. According to Culpeper, “the yellow dock is best to be
taken when wither the blood or liver is affected by choler.”

Dandelion (Taraxacum Officinale)
Knight ate not only the leaf but also he would pull out the whole plant and eat the root. Dandelion leaf is bitter

and cold, affects the bladder and liver meridian, and also treats the muscle and bones. The leaf is high in potassium
and Vitamin A. It is a diuretic and alternative. It is a cardiac diuretic, and has been used to treat hepatitis. The root
is also bitter and cool but also a little sweet. It can treat all liver fire conditions. It helps to detoxify the liver and
gallbladder and is considered one of the best remedies for hepatitis. It has a specific indication for eliminating
“thickened humors”, that is when the bile is thick and the liver is congested. In other words, it treats Phlegm Fire.
Matthew Wood finds that dandelion is indicated when heat has settled in the deeper tissue (This is the perfect
description of the arthralgia seen in Lyme Disease) and is simmering away. Culpeper said “great are the virtues of
this common herb. It helpeth also to procure rest and sleep to bodies distempered by the heat of ague fits… is
effectual to drink in pestilential fevers.”

Red Clover (Trifolium pratense)
Red Clover is sweet, salty, and cool and affects the liver, heart, and lung meridians. Red Clover has a coumarin

like compound in its make-up but these compounds seem to work more as a regulatory effect not as a blood thinning
effect. There have also been studies that indicate that there is an antibiotic effect which is effective against several
bacteria including those of tuberculosis which are characteristic of wasting diseases. Red Clover can clear Damp Heat
and Toxins and it also has a Yin-enriching, blood nourishing effect which is good for more chronic conditions. It is
the perfect herb for Knight who has a blood, fire toxin but has an underlying yin deficiency.

Black Raspberry leaves (Rubus ideaus)
Raspberry leaves are mild, bitter, and cool. They affect the spleen, liver and kidney. These leaves have a

hemostatic effect. They also have an astringent property. According to Culpeper,” it is profitable against the bitings
of serpents.” (Are ticks considered serpents?) Knight craved these and would reach as far as he could to reach these
leaves that were outside of the pasture.

Mustard (Sinapsis arvensis)
Mustard seed are spicy and hot and affects the lung and stomach meridians. It dispels phlegm, stops cough, and

alleviates body and joint pain. Now the flower essence of Mustard has been used in the treatment of deep despair that
is suffered in silence. Knight might have eaten a little but not much during the time I watched him. The hot and spicy
effect is a great balance to the overall cold and cool energy of the other herbs that he is ingesting. His nose was
definitely by the flowers. 

Wild Carrot, Queen Anne’s Lace, (Daucus carota)
Wild Carrot is considered a diuretic and a stimulant. The seeds have been used in liver disorders and jaundice.

In addition, it has been used for gout and urinary calculus. I did not see inght eat any of this plant nor did any of the
plants in the field look as if they had been eaten.

Garlic Mustard (Alliaria officinalis) is in the Mustard family. I did not find any specific reference to its use. Knight
did not seem to graze on this plant to any degree.

Violet (Viola papilionacea)
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Violet flowers are sweet, bitter, and cool. It affects the lungs, stomach, liver and heart. It has antipyretic effects.
It is an alternative and antispasmodic. It has been used to treat cancer. According to Culpeper, “It cools the heat of
fevers… to cool any heat of the body.. It is good also for the liver and jaundice, and all hot agues, to cool the liver
and quench the thirst.” Violet flowers also have that yin tonic effect while still removing toxins. This is also a perfect
herb to balance Knight’s pattern of disharmony.

Pearly Everlasting (Gnaphalium obtusifolium)
The Chippewa used a tea from pearly everlasting to treat paralysis. The chewed powder was put on to the

warrior’s horses hoofs for speed. I did not see him eat any of this plant but he definitely was walking on it. Of all the
herbs that are available in the pasture, this is the first one that I recognized as being able to help the weakness and
proprioceptive deficit. 

Plantain (Plantago spp. Both the lancelata and major were found.)
Plantain is dry and cool and affects the lungs, intestines, bladder, kidney, and blood. It clears heat and toxins and

promotes detoxification.
According to Culpeper, “It “heals the excoriations of the stomach and other bowels…prevaileth wonderfully

against all torments or excoriations in the bowels.”(Leaky Gut syndrome often results from antibiotic treatment.
Could an unresolved Leaky Gut Syndrome have been why Knight relapsed? This is an unanswered question.)

The herb, but especially the seed, is good against the yellow jaundice and obstruction of the liver and reins.”
The Rappahannock Native Americans used the bruised leaves to reduce fevers. Knight was eating a good deal of
Plantain.

Goldenrod (Solidago virgaurea)
Goldenrod is sweet, pungent, warming and drying. The herb has been used for fever, nausea, jaundice, and

diarrhea. It is often used gravel, urinary obstruction, renal colic, and ulceration of the bladder. It did not look as
though Knight has been eating any large quantities of the Goldenrod. The stand of the plant looked untouched.

Milkweed (Asclepias syriaca)
It did not look that Knight had eaten any of the more mature Milkweed. But I do not know if he had eaten any of

the very young shoots and roots which are supposed to taste better. The roots have been used to treat rheumatism.

Skunk Cabbage (Symplocarpus foetidus)
Skunk Cabbage is reputed to be a antispasmodic, slightly narcotic and a stimulant. Native Americans used the

powered root as an ointment for rheumatic pains. The fresh leaves were crushed and the vapors were inhaled for
headaches. The young leaves are edible if boiled. I doubt that Knight ate any of the Skunk cabbage (I took a taste and
YIKES! ) but the plants were located right by where he would stand in the trees. It is very possible that he trampled
some of the plants and did inhale the vapors. This could have treated any pain sensations he might have been
suffering from.

Spruce tree buds (Abies sp.)
The spruce tree buds have been used to help calcium absorption, enhance bone healing, and used in tonsillitis.

It facilitates the balance of minerals. As I watched Knight, he would stand there and chew on the buds. But also in
this pasture situation, the spruce grove was also a very special place for Knight. In the owner’s unsolicited words,
“It is like his secret garden. He is a different horse after he has been in there.” (Well, could be the narcotic effect of
the Skunk Cabbage also!) I think this area served like a special area for “meditation” which gave Knight his mental,
emotional and spiritual strength to overcome his state of dis-ease. It gave him the strength that comes when one is
well grounded.

Flower Essences

In the pasture there is a large population of buttercups (Ranunculus occidentalis) which looked completely uneaten
but the flower essence of this plant is used to overcome feelings of low self-worth. “In the natural evolution of the
soul there are phases of life which require that one’s essential light be contained in a quiet, simple way. Although
such humble expressions may not appear remarkable by outer standards, they are enormously important times in
which the soul gathers inward strength and consolidates its essence. It is important that such souls not judge
themselves by conventional standards of achievement and success, becoming afflicted with feelings of self-doubt and
diminished self-worth. Rather they need to recognize and honor the inner value and worth of who they truly are. In
this way, they are able to shine forth with a radiant inner light and blesses and sanctified with the most simple tasks
and obligations. This is very good for handicapped children. Buttercup flower essence helps the soul realize and
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sustain its beautiful inner light, which becomes a source of great healing and peace for all whom it contacts. “ This
is from the Flower Essence Reparatory.

Goldenrod’s (Solidago) Flower Essence helps the soul to acquire a greater strength and inner conviction, learning
to successfully balance the polarities of Self and Others. It is used for the ill-effect of the social expectations. (Knight
was criticized by all of his owners for his physical weaknesses.)

Milkweed (Asclepias cordifolia)
Milkweed is indicated for extreme states of soul dependency. Some souls incarnate with impairments which

disturb the natural maturation. Thus there are difficulties coping with normal demands and responsibilities. Milkweed
nourishes the soul at a very deep level, leading to the ability to rebirth that part of the core self which has regressed.

Mustard (Sinapsis arvensis)
Mustard is one of the important remedies for the soul’s experience of darkness. Mustard helps one come to terms

with deep, unreconciled parts of the past. It brings equilibrium and equanimity by helping the Self balance extreme
polarities of light and dark. Rather than experiencing light as separate from darkness, the soul is able to experience
darkness as a transformative process. Mustard flower essence helps the soul to anchor and stabilize its light, leading
to a sustained experience of gentle joyfulness and quiet radiance.

Red Clover (Trifolium pretense)
Red Clover gives one the ability to maintain one’s own sense of individuality where there are conditions of group

panic and hysteria. This is an important aspect when dealing with the conventional grim prognosis of Lyme disease.
His owners never felt that Knight would be able to get better.

Violet (Viola odorata)
Violet helps the soul trust that the Self will be warmed and revealed by others, so that their beautiful soul nature

may be shared with the world. Knight needed to be constantly reminded that he is a beautiful being.
I strongly feel that flower therapy did and does have a very real and positive effect on Knight and his ability to heal
himself.

Knight had many available modalities to heal himself He had a multitude of medicinal herbs with which his
created own formula. In his formula, Yellow Dock and Dandelion acted as his King herbs to clear the damp heat from
the liver. Minister herbs are Red Clover and Violet to detoxify and clear damp heat but also have a Yin tonic effect.
The adjuvant herbs are Mustard seed to balance the temperature and to activate and stimulate and Plantain to
harmonize the intestines, and Black Raspberry leaves for the hemostatic effect on the blood.
Knight could use Flower Essence therapy to heal his underlying constitutional weakness and overcome the depression
of being never good enough for his previous and current owner. Knight can use several topical herbs to help his
weakness and muscular pain. Finally he has a very “sacred” place of healing in his grove of trees.
Many equine owners do not have access to a pasture like Knights. But horse owners can seek out and encourage
farmers to grow hay in which medicinal herbs are found. One of my farm clients has a “sick cow” hay field. The hay
from this field is saved for fresh cows and any cow that is off feed. In this field there is an incredible amount of
yarrow and cleavers in addition to dandelions, docks with alfalfa and red clover. If owners could start feeding horses
hay that has a variety of grasses and plants that have medicinal effects, these horses will have an increased resistance
to many of the current disease threats which include Lyme Disease. Owners can also has potted flowers that can hang
outside the stalls, so at least these wonderful animals can “smell the roses”. I consider what Knight did to be a
miracle, yet this type of miracle should be an everyday occurrence if our horses were allowed assess to natural
pastures. As equine veterinarians we need to be the advocates for basic living rights for our horses. If Knight can cure
himself, anyone can! 
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SOLOMON'S SEAL AND JOURNEY WITH THE PLANTS
Cynthia Lankenau, DVM

"From time immemorial it has been known that "Providential Means" has placed in Nature the
prevention and cure of disease, by means of divinely enriched herbs and plants and trees." Edward Bach,
1933.

Plants are truly amazing beings. They are able to directly transform Earth through their roots into a completely
different form of living material. Their leaves are able to direct harness the vibrant energy of the sun. Plants are a
perfect manifestation of the intermingling of Yin and Yang with the result of newly created life. Over a half a century
ago, Raoul France a Viennese biologist put forth the idea that the awareness of plants might originate in a
supramaterial world of cosmic beings to which was a matter of direct vision. It is no wonder that their knowledge
was sought out by Celtic Druids. Indigenous cultures had a life style that was integrally intertwined with plants.
Today we can embrace the evidence that supports the knowledge that plants are living, breathing, communicating
creatures, endowed with personality and attributes of soul. It does appear that plants may be ready, willing and able
to cooperate with humanity to heal our planet. 

There are three intertwining themes in this talk. The straight forward portion deals with the Herb, Solomon's Seal,
Polygonatum biflorum, and this beautiful plant's medical uses. The second thread in this weaving is the energetically
healing of a whole environment (in this instance an equine stable) by a plant. The final thread is the introduction of
a technique in which individuals can directly communicate on their own with plants for their various hidden secrets.

Solomon's Seal is a perennial herb that grows in small clumps. (This is a really important point because to grow
vibrantly they need to be in clumps of three or more plants.) They like rich forest floors. Solomon's Seal is in the lily
family. She has a slender erect stem which gently curves with alternate leaves. (This curving of the stem is a clue that
this plant is used for states of debility.) These leaves are paralleled veined. The flowers are greenish white which
hang in pairs from the leaf axils. The berries are blue. The berries are toxic and contain an anthraquinone that causes
vomiting and diarrhea. False Solomon's Seal, Smilacina racemosa, has a similar appearance and is found in similar
areas but False Solomon's Seal has flowers at the end of the stalk and has red berries. The leaves of the True fold
around the stem while False's leaves arise from a small nodule. The two do have similar uses though. 

It is the root of Solomon's Seals that is typically used in herbal medicine. The roots, actually rhizomes, give a
perfect illustration to what is treats. It looks like a spine or a knarled mass of knuckles. In fact, the name Polygonatum
means "many-jointed". With this incredible root signature, it is of no surprise that Solomon's Seal has an
extraordinary effect on the muscular-skeletal system. This is an herb of intelligence. Under Solomon Seal's influence,
loose ligament will tighten and tight ligaments will loosen. I first heard of this herb at a lecture given by Matthew
Wood in the 90's. A few weeks later, I ruptured my cranial cruciate ligament. Of course, being self-employed, there
was no way I could be out of work so I chewed on this herb over a week-end. After two days, I could walk on my leg
and within a week, it was back to normal. Since then, I have used this herb with innumerable cases of ligament tears,
sprains all with good effect.

Case of the Donkey 
"Ed" is a mini-donkey who suffered a complete tear of his cranial cruciate ligament in the midsummer of 2008.

The owner lives at a distance so I mailed her some Solomon's Seal to have until I could examine Ed. Three days later,
he was already 50 % better. He was found to be Liver Blood Deficient and also placed on Tendon-Ligament formula
from Jing-Tang and had three acupuncture treatments. He continued to improve and in three month was able to walk
normally on the leg. Solomon's Seal played and important part in this case. 

Solomon's Seal also has the intelligence to set bones. 

Case 
"Rain" is a five year old pinto mare owned by some really great self-subsistence type people. She suffered a

minimally displaced spiral cannon bone fracture in November of 2008. The leg was placed in a soft cast. The main
treatment was Solomon's Seal and stall rest for four months. (She was also given some Symphytum homeopathically
200 C weekly.) She is being ridden daily as of May 2009.
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Solomon's Seal works well in combination with Comfrey (Symphytum officinale) and Boneset. There are many
cases of vague coffin bone fractures or pedal osteitis that have been greatly helped with the use of this.

Case

Roxie: Roxie is a hunter-jumper pony of great age. She had been a lesson pony at a fairly good stable her entire
life. In 2000, she had been down graded and was sold to a very chaotic stable. She became significantly lame in her
right fore. She had been examined by the stable's conventional vet who diagnosed a coffin bone fracture and placed
in solitary confinement for six months. Six months later, she was depressed and even lamer than before the enforced
stall confinement. When I first saw Roxie in May of 2001, she had severe reactivity on her Lung and Heart meridians
one her right side. She was given a tincture of Solomon's Seal (40 %), Comfrey 40 %, Boneset (Eupatorium
perfoliatum) 20% and a new home with unlimited equine companionship and 24 hours a day turn-out. She was sound
within a week and has been sound even since. This case brings up a few very important points. Roxie's heart was
broken. She was depressed and then when isolated she become even more depressed. Solomon's Seal healed her
broken heart and repaired her torn spirit. She needed to be with a herd, not isolated, the same as Solomon's Seal.

Solomon's Seal taste is sweet, slightly acrid, cool and moist. As we have seen, it treats an atrophy debilitated
physical and mental states. The specific indications are for stretched, stiff, tight or loose, weak tendons and ligaments.
But it can also be used as a nutritive food for weak and prostrated persons, i.e. tuberculosis; and irritation of the
mucosa of the intestines, lungs, or vagina. It is also a heart tonic. It can be considered a yin tonic in that it cools and
nourishes the lungs in a typical yin deficiency cough with a false heat of hemorrhages. I have used this herb on many
thoroughbred race horses. I was using the herb for bowed tendons but one of the noted effects was a decrease in the
incidence of Exercise Induced Pulmonary Hemorrhage. With this herbs effect as a yin tonic, it can help strengthen
and normalize the hormonal cycle. In this, there is seen a decrease in ovarian pain, as the mares seem to ovulate faster
and with more ease.

Tis Mal Crow said of Solomon's Seal Doctrines of Signatures, "The plant shows us that it is useful for general
fatigue because it cannot stand on its own and droops over from its own weight." The leaf tincture provides a
pick-me-up that is similar to Ginseng. It helps balance blood sugar. The root can also be chewed for fatigue.
According to Tis Mal, the Muskogee people learned about this plant from the Wolf. The Wolf was observed using
the root of Solomon's Seal whenever he had stomach problems. Matthew Wood feels that the root does also look like
a section of intestine. I have not used Solomon's Seal in horses for inflammatory bowel syndrome but I have in dogs
and cats. Solomon's Seal contains oligopolysaccharides that help heal Leaky Bowel Syndrome and build up a normal
flora in the intestines. This plant is reported to help with tension induced gastric problems and hemorrhoids. 

This herb also can help strengthen the ligaments holding the uterus in place. I have used this herb for this specific
indication only once in a Holstein that had a prolapsing vagina. A very good response was seen and she did calve
normally with no uterine prolapse.

The Native people used Solomon's Seal in the treatment of influenza with equal parts Wild Bergamot (Monarda
fistulosa) and Boneset (Eupatorium perfoliatum). Today, David Winston is using Solomon's Seal in the symptom
relief of joint pain found in Lyme Disease. 

In ancient China, Solomon's Seal is called Huang jing and was recorded as a superior herb. It was felt that eating
the herb enabled them to obtain jing, the essence of the universe. It is classified in TCM as sweet, mild with a warm
property, affecting the spleen and lung meridians. It was traditionally used to supplement the spleen and stomach,
tonifies spleen, moistens lung, and nourishes sperm and bone marrow. Its applications were for general deficiency
and impairment, dry cough, thirst and debility. 

Solomon's Seal contains a very small amount of cardiac glycosides. (There are no toxic levels found in this plant)
This herb is not commonly used as a heart tonic for the physical heart but often it is used to help nourish the spirit.
This aspect of the talk blends in with own next topic of the group energies within a stable of horses with their main
caretaker. 

In the early 1990's, Are Thoresen had said that he is 80 % more effective in his treatments if he treats the owner
of the animal and that if all of the animals in a stable has the same pattern of disharmony, then to be effective, the
care-giver must be treated as it is the energetic pattern of disharmony of the care-taker that is influencing the animals.
The energetic interrelationship between owners and their companion animals is a huge topic. I found this energetic
intermingling of the owner of stable "B" and the horses stabled there to be a fascinating experience with the use of
Solomon's Seal.. The owner/care-giver is a mid seventy year old weathered woman who suffers from cardiac
hypertension and rheumatoid arthritis. In 2008, I was asked to look at Ivan. Ivan is a 26 year old Thoroughbred
gelding who fell through a wooden bridge and was trapped there for several hours in 2007. He had been lame ever
since with a diagnosis of a tendon stricture in his left hock. The owner of this stable only believes in the use of
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chiropractic care. She had refused to use any other herbal or homeopathic products. When I explained the action of
Solomon's Seal to the stable owner, she was incredibly excited and wanted to use it immediately. (This was
completely out of character for this woman.) Ivan was put on Solomon's Seal and within two weeks was sound
enough to be ridden. Unknown to me, "B" had started to put every horse in her stable that had a problem on
Solomon's Seal. The owner loves holding and using this herb. The herb really is very specific for her. Also every
horse that she has put on this herb has had a noticeable degree of improvement. 

One of the most unique interactions has been between "B" and Ben. Ben is a very high strung thoroughbred
gelding. Ten days after "B" had cardiac by pass surgery, Ben bucked in his stall trapping his right hind leg in the
upper metal bars, and literally he was hanging. "B" manually picked up his hind leg freeing him. (Her heart had the
strength to achieve this!!) After this incident, Ben developed a slight lameness in this limb which was not responding
well to acupuncture and chiropractic treatments. "B' put Ben on Solomon's Seal and limited exercise. Not only is the
lameness resolving but Ben has become a quiet gentleman. The cardiac glycosides in Solomon's Seal help to calm
the "heart" or "Shen".

When I first saw this interaction of Solomon's Seal and Ben, I used a shamanistic technique to learn more about
the action of this plant. The information was that Solomon's Seal can act as an anchor for troubled spirits. Ben was
a definite troubled spirit. The use of shamanistic techniques can be very useful and help us receive direct revelation
from the plants themselves. The practice of shamanic journey helps us to "part the veils between the seen and unseen
worlds and to access information." When one is journeying with the plants, direct information is received from the
consciousness of the plant. 

Solomon's Seal, I feel, is a perfect herb to learn this shamanistic technique. This plant has a very strong history
of spiritual protection. It has been used as a charm called High John the Conqueror Root to divert evil intentions. I
am sure there is an unlimited amount of information that this gentle herb contains. Thus this is a perfect herb for all
of us to journey with to retrieve some of this wisdom. The technique is very straightforward. After this time talking
about Solomon's Seal, gazing at this plant's picture, and feeling these roots, you have already been meeting the plant's
consciousness. To start with, you will begin to breathe deeply and slowly while you are contemplating and
concentrating about this plant. While you are doing this, I will sage the room and then rattle to help bring the
consciousness of the plant closer to us. Then, using the repetitive sound of the beat of a drum, a meditative state will
be induced. Now journeying with the plants is very direct, you do not need to have your guides present although they
may be present. When relaxing and listening to the drum beat, first, picture yourself in a safe known place. When
in this safe place, state your intention for the plant clearly and simply, i.e. I wish to learn more about your ability to
help with , for example, the heart. If your intention is vague the information received tends to be vague. Often
repeating this intention several times, helps to focus you. Next gaze around and picture an opening in to which you
will walk. On entering this opening, you will either descend down or climb upwards. (I find that if the information,
I need is contained in the flower, often I need to go up into the upper world, but if the information is contained in the
body of the plant, I need to descend to the lower world.) Once you walk out of the cave, you will meet your plant.
Just sit and receive whatever information. After around ten minutes of drumming, I will beat a recall beat and gently
come back into this world. 

Everyone receives information differently. It may just be an emotional feeling, a picture, or a sense of knowing.
You may think you received no information but you might find yourself thinking about this herb for a case that
otherwise may have never been thought of. This is an exercise to teach you a way to expand your knowledge base
of an herb. Practice it, play with it, and try to let the plants directly teach us how they want to be used. With the
information you receive, use your knowledge and training to incorporate it into your practice safely.

In summary, Solomon's Seal is an incredible herb with many indications on the physical, mental and spiritual
levels. Due to its amazing spiritual history, and my own personal experience with journeying with this plant, I felt
it would be a grand teacher to help us learn how to obtain information directly for the plant.
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HEALING EMOTIONS WITH BACH FLOWERS
Jennifer Lomastro-Metzger, B.S.

Introduction

Flower essences as a therapy was discovered and documented by Dr. Edward Bach, an English physician with
a deeply intuitive nature. Dr. Bach recognized the ability of non-toxic flowers commonly found in the English
countryside to heal and balance the body and emotions of his patients. While initially practiced on humans, this gentle
form emotional healing can be of great benefit to our animal patients. When the psychoemotional state of our animal
patients is in balance, it allows them to heal fully, positively altering behavior patterns. 

Flower essences can be added to any medical protocol as a gentle, emotionally healing adjunct therapy. The
therapy addresses emotions at a spiritual and energetic level, yet does not interfere with the reaction of vital force
to homeopathy, acupuncture or conventional therapies. As many of our patients have had an emotional fright, trauma,
or other emotional “dis-ease”, the use of Bach flowers fits naturally into the practice of integrative medicine.

Dosing Bach Flower Remedies

Dr. Bach discovered that by picking the flowers at their peak of vibrational energy ( while the dew was upon
them), that the flowers could then be decocted in spring water in full sun to impart their vibrational “essence” This
was then preserved in brandy for stability. To dose a patient, 2 drops of the essence is mixed in a one ounce dropper
bottle. Up to 7 remedies can be mixed in a bottle ( 4 drops of Five Flower Stress Formula can be added and counted
as one remedy). This should then be mixed with 3 parts spring water to one part alcohol (vodka or brandy). The
remedy should be shaken before administered to the patient. It can be dosed by mouth, rubbed into an ear, or sprayed
in a room/stall/kennel. If making a spray, add one dropper remedy to a quart of spring water. Shake well before
spraying. Cats, birds and exotics can be dosed by adding one drop to drinking water or by spraying the habitat daily.
The dose can be given every 5-30 minutes in extreme situations, or daily until the behavior balances for chronic
emotional issues.

As a veterinary technician, there are several Bach flowers and a few combinations that can be kept prepared to
use in the hospital. Periodically check the droppers and spray bottles to make sure there are no contaminants or
growth. Store away from electrical appliances and use amber or colored spray bottles to protect from excessive light.

Emotional Healing with Bach Flowers

Agrimony: The portrait of this patient is the “emotional sponge”. These pets are nurturing caregivers and feel a
sense of responsibility to their owners to the point of making themselves ill. They can be anxious away from their
perceived responsibilities ( owners) and often exhibit rashes, vomiting and diarrhea when worried.

Aspen: The pet that needs Aspen is often termed “reactionary”. Loud noises, unexpected events and fearful
surroundings ( trips to the veterinarian or groomer) can make this pet irrational and difficult to manage. The pet may
seem unaware of those trying to soothe it. This can be an effective remedy for separation anxiety.

Cherry Plumb: Feeling out of control is the primary concern for pets that respond to this essence. These patients
may seem fine until restrained, and then explode with uncharacteristic panic and anger. 

Elm: The emotion associated with Elm is feeling completely overwhelmed. These patients are so frightened by
the unknown, that they become flaccid, cower, or may hide. This remedy instills confidence and a sense of self worth.

Gorse: This is a valuable remedy for our patients that have lost a companion ( human or animal), has a major life
change that has depressed them, suffered a chronic illness, or seem otherwise discouraged. Gentian opens the heart
to joy for life.

Holly: This is the number one remedy for biters from anger or jealousy. These animals tend to have a strong
personality and crave to be the center of attention, lashing out when they do not get their way. 

Impatients : This is an excellent remedy for generalized anxiety, especially anxiety associated with pain or injury.
Rock Rose: This is an excellent remedy for fear. Rock Rose is indicated for full blown panic that results in violent

irrational behavior ( think of the dog that jumps out of a window in a thunder storm)
Walnut: Known as the “transition remedy”, Walnut can be useful for any life change. This is a great remedy for

horses that have gone to a trainer to “learn their job”, animals going to a new home, older pets getting a new
companion, life changing surgery, or change in a household ( ie. Divorce, children moving away).
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Five Flower Remedy :  This is a combination of remedies that combat fear, pain anxiety and despair. Can be used
as one of the 7 remedies in a dropper bottle.

Learn to Feel the Remedies

After becoming used to using the individual remedies, a Bach flower practitioner will soon begin to “feel” the
combined vibrational benefit of certain combinations. Here are some that I have found especially useful:

“Justice’s Show Formula” This is named for a young show stallion that used to become very anxious and over
excited when stabled at a show. I actually thought he was sick when he laid down to take a nap at a show after 2
doses! I now use it routinely for horses that travel to competition. Aspen, Mimulus, Walnut and Rescue Remedy.

“Ian’s Tummy Remedy” This is used on my own dog that is an emotional sponge. He also has a tendency to over
react to any stress in the household. Agrimony, Walnut, Rescue Remedy and Red Chestnut.

“Cat Nap” This remedy is wonderful for stressed, panicked cats. Every clinic need to keep this on hand. Spray
cages and carriers before placing patients in them. Can also be spritzed on towels. Rescue Remedy, Star of
Bethlehem, CherryPlum, Holly, Wild Oat, Walnut

Conclusion

As technicians in integrative practice, we are able to focus not only on the physical well being of our patients, but
their emotional healing as well. Allow the gifts that Dr. Bach discovered guide your patients to balance their
emotions, and aid in their own physical healing.
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PRACTICAL TECHNIQUES AND APPLICATIONS OF OZONE
THERAPY

Jennifer Lomastro-Metzger, B.S.

The use of ozone in integrative practice is quickly becoming recognized as a therapy that can prove to be an
invaluable adjunct therapy for both chronic and acute cases. Ozone provides the benefit of super oxygenating tissues
while acting as a natural anti-viral, anti-bacterial and anti-inflammatory. The therapy is especially practical for
veterinary use due to the variety of therapeutic protocols, ease of administration, and tolerance by patients. Practices
that utilize ozone therapy are also recognizing it as a low cost, high patient benefit profit center for their practice.

Ozone: Super Oxygen

Ozone (O3) is a triatomic form of oxygen that produces an oxidative action that has been used as early as the first
world war as a bacterialcidal to treat gas gangrene. Industrial applications of ozone include toxic waste treatment,
drinking water treatment, swimming pool and spa maintenance, sterilization, disinfection and deodorizing of medical
environments.  Ozone therapy is based on the principle that for every 2 molecules of O3 (ozone) that is absorbed
through the body, they break down into three O2 molecules, thus "super oxygenating" the body. This results in a right
shift of total oxygenation, with benefits associated. This shift has been shown to be of longer duration that seen with
hyperbaric therapy. Ozone, in vivo, strengthens the red blood cell membrane while not causing any detectable
hemolysis. This enhances the oxygen carrying capability of the red blood cells. Ozone has been shown to be anti-viral
and anti-bacterial. Ozone produces an anti-inflammatory and analgesic effect. Some types of cancer cells have been
shown to have inhibited growth rates in oxygen rich environments. Ozone provides oxygen that nourishes
regenerating and healing tissues. The right shift in oxygen also inhibits fungal growth and boosts immune function.

Practical Administration 

Ozone is generated with an ozone generator that used medical grade pure oxygen in a specific concentration that
is appropriate for the therapy and route of administration for the selected protocol. Ozone can be introduced to the
patient through a number of routes. For this discussion we will focus on the techniques most commonly administrated
by veterinary technicians. These routes include rectal insufflation, vaginal lavage, wound lavage, limb/body bagging,
as an adjunct to fluid therapy, and minor haemotherapy. These protocols are easily carried out as technician
appointments on an outpatient basis. The treatments are well tolerated by the patient, often with an immediate
analgesic effect, as well as a longer term benefit due to the right shift in tissue oxygenation. Ozone therapy is
applicable to a wide range of cases from small, acute wounds and abrasions to chronic disease management. Ozone
therapy is a low cost therapy that is easily administered by technicians. This allows you to offer excellent therapeutic
benefits to your patients at a reasonable cost with a potential for excellent profit in the practice. 

Rectal Insufflation 

The smooth mucosa of the rectal wall provides a capillary rich environment to introduce Ozone to the patient. The
protocol requires a syringe adaptor for the ozone generator with an adjustable concentration. Concentrations that are
too high have the potential to be irritating to the sensitive rectal walls. Most chronic disease protocols would range
from injecting 10-60cc of ozone gas at a concentration ranging from 15-30. The ozone is collected in a syringe, and
injected slowly into the rectum via a silicone soft urinary catheter (a medical grade plastic is also acceptable). Keep
the patient still for 2-3 minutes post administration to ensure absorption. If on inserting the catheter the rectum has
fecal matter in it, it is advisable to encourage the patient to evacuate before administration, as it may obstruct the
absorption by the mucosa. Rectal insufflation is useful in cases of high parasite load, parvo-virus infection, or chronic
disease cases where the administration of fluid therapy is not advisable.

Vaginal Lavage

Vaginal lavage can be invaluable in veterinary medicine when presented with pyometra cases. An open pyometra
presents an opportunity to pre-treat the uterus prior to spay. The anti-bacterial properties of ozone make this therapy
especially beneficial. A open end tom cat catheter can be used for cats and small dogs, while a small grade sterile
plastic urinary catheter can be used for larger patients. The total volume of fluid ( NaCl 9%) should infused with
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ozone at a concentration of 70. The bag can then be hung and an administration set used to run the fluids into the
catheter, or the lavage can be drawn up in a syringe and attached to the catheter. Care must be taken to infuse slowly
and gently, so as not to rupture a friable uterus. 

Wound Lavage

This is one of the most widely used applications of ozone. The anti-bacterial, anti-inflammatory and analgesic
properties of ozone make it an ideal lavage for wounds, abscesses, lacerations, skin abrasions and pyodermas. Ozone
infused fluids can be used at every bandage change as a part of long term wound management.

Bagging

This therapy is suitable for creating an ozone saturated environment for a patient. Specially designed bags allow
you to "bag" a limb, or even an entire patient ( always leave the patient's head out of the chamber and do not permit
the patient to breathe ozone gas for any extended period- this can cause burning and damage to delicate respiratory
tissues.) This therapy is suitable for large wounds, post-orthopedic surgery, for cancer patients and for chronic allergy
patients.

Fluid Therapy

Any patient that would benefit from fluid therapy can benefit from fluid therapy infused with ozone. Fluids may
be administered SQ or IV. Fluids should be administered at normal rates (maintenance or surgical rates) in the typical
volume appropriate for the size and condition of the patient. The concentration of ozone infused into the fluids is 70.
Typically a 500 ml bag is infused with ozone, and the patient is given the total therapeutic volume at the typical rate.
The total amount of ozone administered will be considerably less when given IV as opposed to SQ based on the
decreasing stability of circulating ozone in the fluids. 

Minor Haemotherapy

Haemotherapy refers to the practice of collecting blood form a patient, mixing it with sodium citrate as an
anti-coagulant, infusing it with a specific volume of ozone based on the size of your patient, and doing a transfusion
with blood that has been exposed to ozone. Minor haemotherapy refers to a small volume of blood being collected
into a blue top tube, mixed with an equal volume of ozone at a concentration of 30 , and re-introduced into the patient
by IM injection. Treatments can be as often as daily for acute cases, and can be given to chronic patients on an as
needed basis. Clinical studies are suggesting that this minor haemotherapy has benefits for allergy cases, chronic URI,
acute anaemias, and epilepsy. Minor Haemotherapy seems to stimulate a generalized anti-inflammatory affect,
balance the immune system, and aid the body in clearing chronic infections.

Ozone Therapy as an Affordable Therapy

Ozone therapy is a relatively low cost therapy. After the ozone generator, the only real cost per therapy is
disposables and oxygen. Hands on therapy time is minimal, and can be carried out by support staff once the
therapeutic protocol for that patient has been determined. Most therapies are done on an outpatient basis. The
affordability of this therapy coupled with the immediate sense of well-being to your patient makes this a high client
compliance therapy. 

In Conclusion

Training support staff in ozone therapy adds one more valuable treatment that your technicians can administer
to your patients. There are few cases in your practice, either acute or chronic, that couldn't benefit from ozone
therapy. As a low cost, minimally invasive and effective therapy, your clients and patients will thank you. 
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MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES: REVIEWS, CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS AND FIRING
Jennifer Lomastro-Metzger, B.S.

Introduction

There is nothing that a practice manager does that is more valuable that establishing guidelines and regulations
surrounding employee reviews, corrective actions and firing. Establishing and adhering to these policies promotes
a safe, fair environment for both the employer and the team member to evaluate performance, discuss and resolve
employment issues, and terminate employment in a way that is fair to all parties concerned. A lack of policy in this
area shows poor attention to detail on the part of the hospital, and leaves team members guessing as to their
performance. Problems that should have been discussed and resolved, if ignored, may result in a breakdown between
the employer and team member, create dissention among the entire team, or at worst result in a legal liability. Failing
to terminate an employee that is not working out for the hospital can lead to poor team morale, as excellent employees
will loose faith in an employer that they see is unwilling to protect their patients and clients by allowing substandard
performance in their practice. By setting expectations and enforcing them, employees will continue to grow into the
excellent team members that you should strive for in your hospital.

Reviews

An employer cannot assume that even an excellent employee recognizes his or her own worth to the practice or
identifies areas of opportunity for growth and improvement. The review is an opportunity to make crystal clear the
requirements for each component of the team member's job description. The review is also an opportunity to
recognize when an employee has challenged themselves to stretch beyond their job description and better them selves.
This may be the time to discuss continuing education and opportunities to move up in your hospital. Often an
employee has taken on more responsibility and not been recognized for their efforts. The review is an excellent
opportunity to catalog and recognize this. 

When an employee has failed to achieve satisfactory performance in each area of his/her position, the employer
must ask themselves some serious questions. Has the team member been clearly informed of all the expectations with
this job? Has the job description changed and not been clearly conveyed to the team member. Has adequate training
been provided in each area, or was the team member expected to "pick it up" on the job? Was the employee trained
by an appropriate team member, or is he/she emulating substandard performance seen in others? In other word,
excellent team members are MADE by excellent training. Only when you can confidently say that all training was
done in an organized, thorough manner with an emphasis on excellence can the blame rest solely on the team member
for sub-standard performance.

When writing the review it is important to address each section of the review individually. Do not let your
evaluation of poor phone skills result in a failure to recognize superior nursing ability. Recognize both the area of
opportunity and the area of achievement. Often frustrations with an employee can be put in to perspective when a
honest evaluation of the team member's assets are made. A team member that is less skilled in one area but invaluable
in others is worth the time and effort to re-train. Often an open and frank discussion can be the first step in resolving
these issues- ignoring the problem sends the message to the team member that the problem area is not really that
important to their manager or to the hospital. 

A substandard review should be followed up with another review in 30 days. During that time both the employer
and the team member should make a concerted effort to focus on the areas of opportunity identified. Failure to
improve or resolve the issues may be grounds for further disciplinary action.

If a raise is requested and/or expected at the time of review, it should be discussed after the administration of the
review. If a raise is not warranted, necessary or affordable for the hospital, a frank discussion about these matters is
better than ignoring the question. 

Using a standard form will make your reviews easy to follow, clear for all parties, and make employee growth easy
to track through out the term of employment. A copy of the review should be placed in the personnel file and be
signed by both the employee and the administrator. A copy of this review should always be available upon request
to the employee.
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Corrective Actions

Ignoring a problem may seem like the easiest thing to do when three patients have thrown up in the waiting room
and it is a jam-packed Saturday at the clinic, but the habit of leaving problems until tomorrow can be a detriment to
your hospital. Corrective actions are a way of legally documenting actions and behaviors that require corrective
action, either verbal or written, in order to establish a legal precedent. It documents that an issue that could lead to
termination has been addressed and acknowledged by both employer and employee. The corrective action should be
documented and recorded in a manner that describes the offending behavior, the affect of that behavior on the
client/patient/hospital/team members, and the expected standard of behavior. During new employee orientation the
corrective action policy should be reviewed so that it neither a surprise nor offense. It should be established that poor
performance or inappropriate action will be subject to corrective action that will become a documented part of that
employees personnel file. 

Termination of Employment

When a team member needs to be fired, it is to the benefit of your patient, client and team to do it in a quiet, calm
and timely manner. During employee orientation, the team member should be familiarized with a list of hospital
policies that outline immediate grounds for termination. These may (should!) include violation of discrimination
policy, theft, threatening another team member, knowingly endangering a patient/client/team member, failure to
report/call in for a scheduled shift, discussing compensation/benefits/reviews/or corrective actions with another
employee.

There are times when an employee is just the wrong member for your team. They may not have the full set of
skills you expected, fail to show the potential that you hoped for, or may not mesh with the rest of your team. These
are valid reasons for termination, as long as it happens within the structures and guidelines that you have outlined
in your hospital policies and handbook. Each team member should have a written acknowledgement of these policies
in their personnel file. Failure to fire a poor team member is as bad a decision as to hire one knowingly. Nothing will
demoralize a team more than the management that refuses to preserve the standard of care that the rest of the team
strives for by letting a sub-standard team member linger.

When the Decision to Terminate Has Been Made, it Should Be Done Immediately. Do not allow the team member
to finish the shift. Have the exit interview in a private office away from other team members. Quietly explain that
you do not feel that the team member is working out, and that you are no longer in need of their services. Do not
allow the exit interview to become a laundry list of complaints, rather thank the team member for their time, and
escort them to gather their personal belongings. This does not allow them to pull aside other team members and force
them into an uncomfortable conversation regarding the termination. 

Happy Endings

By implementing a consistent, effective and fair policy in regards to reviews, corrective actions, and terminations,
a hospital ensures the entire team is assured that they have a hospital management team that cares about them.
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MOTIVATION IS FUN! BUILDING TEAM REWARDS INTO
MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL

Jennifer Lomastro Metzger, B.S., Practice Manager

Your team of support staff is comprised of some truly remarkable individuals. Each and every one of them has
chosen to do something very special, make a difference. It is certainly not the high pay, fantastic hours, and low stress
that attracts veterinary technicians, assistants, and support staff to work in our industry day in and day out. It is
compassion, talent, and dedication to making a difference in the lives of pets and their owners that drives these
individuals. Building team rewards into your management strategy is one way in which you an add team benefits.
These can be designed around encouraging continuing education for your team, sales incentives, and practice growth
incentives. Making these programs fun and beneficial for your team will ultimately benefit your team members, your
patients, and the practice bottom line. 

Why reward? Practice managers and owners often feel that they should not have to reward staff members for
doing their job. There is a difference between doing your job and exceeding expectations, growing as a team member,
and growing your practice. Team rewards are fun and provide a healthy competition that ultimately benefits the
employer. Turnover is more costly than encouraging exceptional behaviors. Team rewards encourage self motivation
and provide a tangible reward for team members that are goal oriented. By choosing thoughtful rewards, you make
it clear that you are an employer that deserves 150% of their loyalty, dedication and effort. THIS is why you should
reward your team. 

Developing Team Rewards Around Continuing Education 
Veterinarians will often accrue 20-40 continuing education hours a year. It is often very difficult, however, for

support team personnel to get away from the practice for continuing education. It can be costly to send team members
for educational opportunities, and overworked, exhausted team members are often too tired to do online courses or
attend evening lectures. Team benefits that  reward employees for gaining CE hours can make learning fun and
beneficial. The key is finding ways to make access to affordable CE easy, and to reward team members that take the
time to complete it. In order to set up a program you need to set a continuing education goal for the individual or
team, provide access to the goal, set out the expectation for achieving the goal clearly, and set a reasonable reward.

CE can take many forms. Team members will be likely to participate if topics can be learned in short, concise time
blocks. Take advantage of a seasonal monthly topic and tailor it to your practice. Decide what you would like to have
your team get out of the experience. Examples of topics are : Holiday Hazards, Heartworm Disease, Dental Health,
CPR, Zoonotic Disease, Fun Fecal Facts, Safety in the Practice, Restraint Techniques, Hyperthyroidism, Heart
Murmurs, Warm Weather Hazards, Toxic Household Plants, and any number of topics. These short, specific topics
can be developed into a handout or informational packet. Give each team member a three ring binder that they can
us to store educational handouts/information. When distributing materials have them pre-punched to fit in their
binder. This will encourage team members to keep and use this information,  Find informative articles from sources
such as Vet Tech Magazine, VSPN, The AHVMA Journal, Antech Diagnostics, Merial, or Virbac. There are number
of online courses, chat boards, or articles that can be read. Each topic completed counts as one “UNIT” of CE.

Once you have provided the education, decide if this will be a team  or individual reward. Make the goal
challenging but attainable. Nothing will make your team loose interest faster than a goal that is set so high, that they
are sure to never get the reward.

Now is the fun part. Choose your reward! Ideas for individual rewards include gift cards, pre-paid gas cards, free
goods or services for pets, a massage, a manicure, ½ day off ( paid), a “get out of jail free card” ( good for a paid
Saturday off), a great new scrub shirt, crocs, I Tunes gift cards. You can get as creative as you want! Team rewards
can be a luncheon, team outing, 15 minute chair massages for the entire team, or a new accessory for the break room.
It is very important to follow through. If your team has earned the reward, make sure to follow through with the
reward in a timely fashion. It will ensure that future programs are met with anticipation and enthusiasm.

Example: “Learn to Relax Program”  Each team member is challenged to get as many units of CE in the next
quarter as possible. For each unit of verifiable CE, the individual team member will have their name placed in a
drawing. There will be three prizes drawn: a one hour massage, a manicure and a pedicure. Qualifying CE includes
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Merial EDU courses, three copied articles with quizzes from Vet Tech magazine,  three educational handout with
tests, or any of three free evening lectures at a local referral hospital. The staff members that do multiple units of CE
get their name entered multiple times, thus increasing their chances to win. Actual Cost : 175.00. Benefit: our team
accrued 37 hours of continuing education ( 23 team members). Our staff loved the reward and became very
competitive…everyone wanted to go to the local spa!  

Team Rewards and Sales Incentives

Part of practice growth depends on tracking and identifying areas of sales growth opportunity. Once these areas
are identified, it is easy to incorporate them into fun incentive programs for your staff. When your staff understands
how their actions affect the well being of the practice, they have a vested interest in your business. Rewarding the
team and tracking progress promotes a sense of team work and responsibility. Areas of sales growth that are good
targets for this program include: fecal exams, senior exams, wellness bloodwork,  oral care products, microchipping,
or any other routine service that currently needs work on client compliance. Make your team responsible for
educating the client on the value and need for these services, and track progress on a large central chart. Make sure
sales goals are set against similar circumstances and over a similar period from the previous year. Example:  Last
year, in the first quarter, the practice implanted 40 microchips at 50.00 each. The new sales goal may be 60
microchips. This would result in increased gross sales of  1000.00. The team reward: a pizza luncheon. Cost to
practice- $55.00. It is important to provide staff members with all the information they need to convey value to the
client. Sales goals should be a focus only when they provide a distinct and tangible benefit to the patient.  

New Client Growth and Team Rewards

Studies show that the most effective form of advertising is word of mouth. A constant influx of new patients
ensures the future success of your hospital. There is nothing more uncomfortable for some team members, however,
than asking the client for a referral. Developing a referral program that rewards team members is fun and easy. 

In order for this program to succeed, it is imperative that new clients are being asked how they heard about the
practice. If there is a person responsible, make sure to ask the new client for their name in order to thank them. If is
a team member, an easy reward is an automatic 15.00 credit on their personal account good for any veterinary good
or service.  

Make sure that new team members are made aware of this benefit from they first day of employment. If you have
a referral program that asks current clients to refer new clients, consider having coupons printed out that have a place
on the back for the name of the client that referred the new client, and the team member that gave the existing client
the coupon.  The new client gets a discount ( 20% off a new patient exam), the existing client gets a Thank you card
with a $10.00 credit on their account, and the team member with the most returned coupons each quarter get a 50.00
gift certificate to their favorite restaurant.  If each new client averages 3 visit’s a year, at an average of $150.00 per
visit, then for every 10 new referrals, the gross sales of your practice increases $4500.00. This program allows the
receptionist  to hand a coupon to a client and say “ Have you heard of our Refer a Friend Program?” rather than the
more uncomfortable “ If you enjoyed your visit today, would you mind referring your friends and family?”

Never Underestimate the Simple Thank You

There is rarely a month that goes by that one of my staff doesn’t “blow me out of the water” by doing something
that is above and beyond. This could be patient care, customer service related, or just a humanitarian deed toward
a co-worker. Have a small stash of lovely “Thank You” notes. Taking the time to write a note of appreciation means
you are recognizing the exceptional qualities in this individual. Sometimes enclosing a 5-10.00 gift card for the local
coffee shop makes this is special way to say “Thanks”.

Focus on the Benefit, Not the Cost

Regardless of the program you decide to implement, the bottom line is that with a little time and creativity, you
can make an investment in your team that will allow them to feel appreciated and build team morale. Providing
rewards for exceptional, practice building behaviors is a way to thank your hard working team for choosing to work
in our demanding industry. Focus on the benefit of team rewards, rather than the cost. Follow through with one
reward, and your team will look forward to the next one. Ultimately, the return on your investment will be high as
you watch your team members and your practice grow!
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WOUND MANAGEMENT FOR TECHNICIANS IN HOLISTIC
PRACTICE

Jennifer Lomastro-Metzger, B.S.

Introduction

Wound management can be described as the many headed hydra monster- often it is about putting out fires and
the tricky management of infection, decaying tissue and moving patients while trying to promote healing. Add into
the mix our patient’s propensity for self-mutilation, and the art of wound management can truly be a technician’s
nightmare. I truly believe, though, that the technician in an integrative practice has the advantage of an entire arsenal
of weapons that enables us to heal our patients faster, better, and with respect for the spirit and body. As a technician
with more than 20 years of experience, I would like to share some of my favorite “gems” for wound management.

Homeopathy

Homeopathy is invaluable in treating not only the wound, but treating the emotional state of your patient. There
are some remedies that every technician should be familiar with, and their common uses:

Ledum: Punctures, penetrating tears, draining tracts
Hypericum: Wounds that have nerve pain or nerve involvement
Arnica: Wounds that have significant soft tissue trauma, painful with the slightest touch, wounds with indurations

and swelling.
Silicea: Wounds that have foreign body, drainage or need to drain. Also known as the homeopathic knife as it

brings foreign bodies and infection to the surface and expels it from the body.
Calendula; Soothes and acts as a natural anti-bacterial.
Bryonia: Wounds near or on bone- helps with deep bone pain and bruising. Excellent for osteosarcoma pain and

the lesions associated with them. These wounds are painful with the slightest touch/movement.
Lachesis: Wounds from animal bites, tears and punctures. Snake and scorpion bites.

Ozone 

Ozone can be used as a lavage during the initial cleaning and treating of a wound. Infuse a 1 liter bag of NaCl 9%
with ozone at a concentration of 70 and use to clean and flush the wound. I especially like to use this to clean drains.
Place a 20 g plastic iv cath on a syringe filled with ozone and place up inside a penrose drain. Lavage freely for 3-4
minutes. Cleans and disinfects while promoting healthy tissue growth from the inside out. Chronic wounds may
respond to a combination of daily wound lavage, limb/body bagging, and either SQ or rectal insufflation of ozone.

Cold Laser Therapy

  Cold Laser Therapy can be used for either acute or chronic wounds. It uses infared light to penetrate tissues. The
therapy promotes healing, helps with analgesia, and acts as an anti-inflammatory. It can be done in a sweeping motion
over the entire area, or it can be done in a method called “point to point” where the area to be treated is divided into
12 points at least 2 cm apart. The total treatment time is divided equally among the points.
  Wounds can be treated daily. Be sure to wrap the probe in a piece of plastic bag to prevent contamination.

Topical Wound Balms and Powders

Calendula: This comes in either a gel or thick ointment. The gel is soothing for burns and scrapes. The ointment
is useful for packing in deeper wounds to encourage healing and to keep wound moist and clean. 

HyperCal: This is a combination of Hypericum and Calendula ointment. It is perfect for painful, dirty wounds as
it provides analgesia and deep anti-bacterial action.

Yarrow Powder: This acts as an anti-bacterial and help dry wounds that are moist and weeping.
Colloidal Silver Ointment: Deep penetrating antibiotic like action. Can be used under bandages. May be rotated

with Caendula ointment ( one day Colloidal Silver, the next Calendula).
***Caution: Never use Arnica ointment in an open wound 
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Bandaging Tricks

In recent years there are some truly innovative products on the market that make bandaging easier. However, some
of the old tricks are still the best tricks when it comes to keeping wounds clean and dry.

New tricks: Bandaging material with a pad impregnated with colloidal silver for slow continuous release, elastic
bandage that tastes bitter to prevent chewing and licking, Plastic iv sleeves can be used over wounds on the leg to
prevent chewing of bandages, large soft e-collars that come in fun colors that owners are more comfortable keeping
on, flexible recovery collars for cats that are less upsetting.

Old Tricks: I keep a supply of baby pajamas, baby rompers, and footed pajamas on hand. Whenever our staff’s
children outgrow them they get washed and bleached for body wraps. Footed Pajamas are especially helpful as the
hard vinyl footcovering provides extra protection for feet and toes. Arms and legs can be cut off or openings enlarged
as needed. Snaps make bathroom openings easier. IV bags can be saved for foot coverings. Children’s/Ladies
turtleneck sweaters are great for wounds around the neck and shoulders and prevent collars and leashes from rubbing.
The fingers of stretchy gloves can be used to protect and pad the end of a tail ( just secure the top with elasticon).
Children’s mittens are great pads for the top of mason meta splints at the elbow.

Owner Compliance with Home Care

     There is nothing more frustrating than when an owner comes in 3 days late for a bandage change and the wound
is now wet, infected and festering.

A nurse discharge should accompany every patient that goes home with a bandage. Consider having wound
discharges print on carbon paper and have the owner sign at pick up. Keep one copy in the chart and send the other
home with the owner. It is very important to stress that proper wound management is vital for recovery, and that
failure to do so could have dire consequences. Make sure that the owner has everything they need to
clean/change/maintain the integrity of the dressing. Do not assume that they will go to the pharmacy to get supplies.
Send home foot covering/protection on the patient so that it is clear how to apply them. Deliver your patient to the
owner with the e-collar on. Make sure your patient has had time to adjust to the recovery collar so that the owner is
not afraid to use it. Be very specific about the expected use of the recovery collar (i.e., do not wait until Fluffy has
chewed his sutures out to place it on!). Keep a supply of old donated collars so that each patient goes home with the
collar properly fitted and adjusted. Once the patient manages to get the collar off, the chances of the owner putting
it back on goes down! All bandages should be dated with a sharpie. Be sure to write the date the bandage was applied,
and the date it needs to be changed. Some owners may be reluctant to return for bandage changes due to
re-bandaging/re-check fees. Consider having a wound management fee on the initial bill that covers all bandage
changes. This will encourage owners to return as they have already paid for the care.

Conclusion

As a technician in integrative practice you have an entire arsenal of tools available to you. By learning a few
tricks, you will soon be helping your patients to a speedy and comfortable recovery.
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INTRODUCTION TO TRULY HOLISTIC DENTISTRY—A NEW
PARADIGM OF THOUGHT

Heather K. Mack, VMD

This lecture is meant to stimulate anyone who is involved with the healing of horses to take a closer look at
dentistry. One does not necessarily need to perform the dentistry themselves but would benefit from evaluating their
patient to be certain they are receiving proper dental care. Most equine dentists do not even consider the
temporomandibular joint when they address a horse's mouth; instead they are concerned with sharp rims and hooks
and or waves in the molar tables. Often they go through extreme measures to get those rims, hooks or waves thinking
the horse will surely be more comfortable eating and unknowingly leave the horse in considerably more distress than
when they started. Many of these people are good folks and proud of their work and the education they received to
be qualified to float a horse's teeth. I used to be one of them. I used to be the attending veterinarian at a well known
dental academy and believed what I was taught there. I readily used advanced power instruments and heavy sedation
to get the job done. Now I know better.

What you pay attention to, you are conscious of! This is a basic law of the universe. When I was in veterinary
school we were told over and over that "90% of lameness comes from the knee and hock down!" I believed it and
began my career in equine sports medicine based on that concept. Now I would say it is more like 50%. I have
discovered much more lameness comes from elbows, shoulders, stifles, hips, and axial skeletal issues than I was
taught to look for in vet school. Now that I'm looking for them I see them. I would say ~ 75% of the horses'
asymmetric or unbalanced gaits come from TMJ dysfunction. 

I came to this knowing through my own experience with my own horses' and really by default. I am well versed
in acupuncture, chiropractic, network spinal analysis, feldenkrais, equine touch, Ttouch, equine bodywork,
micro-current therapy, cymatherapy, and telepathy. I have a plethora of tools in my kit to help a horse feel good. I
wondered why I would have to go back almost monthly and tune them up again or weekly when they were on a
rigorous show schedule. I finally started to consider the TMJ and now I am very conscious of it. It is the closest joint
with neuroreceptors to the brain and brainstem and is very involved with the body's proprioception and posture. I pray
you will be more conscious of the jaw after this lecture.

When evaluating the Whole horse and its relationship to the TMJ, take your time, slow down, observe the horse
in a pasture, paddock or stall, watch and listen to him chewing. Does he have a contented expression and manner
about him or is he anxious and tense? Is the molar contact creating a clean clear almost hollow sound? This is like
a lullaby to the nervous system. Many horses have little or no molar contact and you barely hear anything or maybe
some squeaks or pops. This is an unhappy horse, often anxious and tense with a somewhat compromised immune
system and asymmetric gaits. You can see so much just watching your patient. What about his posture? Does he stand
like a goat on a rock with all 4 feet bunched up underneath him, or is he all camped out dragging his hind legs? Head
high or low? Back hollow or roached? Pelvis tipped forward overstretching the hamstrings or tipped back
overstretching the long back muscles? You can actually assess all of this within 5 minutes of observation. 

Physical Exam 

1. Examine the head. Are the eyes, ears nostrils and facial crests symmetric? Palpate the mandible; many pull back
injuries damage the ramus of the mandible. Palpate the Atlas/Ramus space for asymmetry, and or soft tissue
swelling. Tighter space often accompanies difficulty flexing the poll or lack of anterior motion of the
mandible.(more about this later)

2. Stand the horse up square and look down his spine from the rear. More often than not there are pelvic and shoulder
asymmetries. Still square look from the front; does he hold his neck over to one side or the other, especially at
the base where it attaches to the shoulders. What about his pectoral muscles? Does he have one foot wider and
bigger than the other?

3. Palpate the TMJ: 1) start by feeling the energy field around it, then gently palpate the soft tissue, 21 muscles are
responsible for a horses' movable ears, The pterygoid, masseter, and temporalis muscles are the 3 most important
jaw moving muscles and the hyoid bone articulates with the temporal bone making the entire equine TMJ even
more complex than a humans. 2) Next palpate the joint space itself. Are both sides equal? Be sure you are either
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directly in front of the horse or coming from underneath in a balanced position. Is the space shallow or deep? Does
the joint give on resistance? Often I push upward from under the mandible to check for this. 

4. Check for Anterior/Posterior motion of the mandible. This may be the single most important indicator of proper
TMJ biomechanics! First run your fingers along the incisor line and check if there is any change when you elevate
then lower the horses' head. Next part the lips and observe the incisors. There are so many kinds of incisor
pathology to see. Check the angle;8-12 degrees off of the lower bar is usually the right angle for a horse.(see
diagram) If the horse will allow it, check for A/P motion with his lips parted so you can actually see it.(video)
When a horse has good anterior motion in his mandible, he can easily lower his head, flex at the poll, the jaw
proprioceptors go into neutral, he can lift his lower cervicals, elevate his spine and engage his hind quarters easily
and naturally. No gimmicks or training devices needed.

Incisor Table Angle Should Be 8-12 Degrees

Incisors are in contact 24/7. They determine how the jaw rotates more than the molars which are in a state of
disclussion at rest and when being ridden. Only when they have a bolus of food and the masseter, temporalis
and pterygoid muscles engage do the molars touch. Of course imbalances in the molar arcades affecting the
wear of the teeth can impact the TMJ as well as incisor imbalances, each perpetuates the other.

5. Check for lateral excursion. Is there any at all? Equal on both sides?
6.  Challenge the TMJ: Hook the front of the coronoid process of the mandible and the caudal aspect of the

zygomatic process of the temporal bone. Apply GENTLE pressure.
7.  Check acupoints: ST7, TH17, Bao- sai, and medial pterygoid trigger point. You can learn to identify these

even if you are not an acupuncturist, and if you are check the meridians, often SI, TH, ST and/or GB will clear
once proper TMJ biomechanics are restored. Dr. Marvin Cain and his colleague Dr. J.D. Norris have named a
dental ahshi point located on the tendon between the atlas and the occiput at the posterior base of the ear.

8.   Feel for buccal rims or hooks on the upper 1st pre-molars or #6's.

If a horse exhibits discomfort when palpating TMJ diagnostic acupoints, or when the joint itself is challenged,
or does not have anterior motion of the mandible, chances are the TMJ mechanism is out of balance and cannot
function optimally. In humans the condition is called TMD (temporomandibular dysfunction) which covers all of
the myofascial pain, soft tissue damage and improper articulation of the TMJ joint itself. If you clear the TMD
before you proceed with any other modalities of treatment, especially chiropractic, you will much more likely
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achieve long lasting results. If the jaw and the feet are reasonably balanced, you can restore a horses' posture,
soundness, and it has an excellent chance of achieving self perpetuating wellness.

Additional Treatment

Acupuncture: L14, L16 luo connecting pt, LI11, ST42, ST45, TH10, TH12, BL10, GB29, GB30, GB43 are
some often used points

Micro-current therapy: Therascope or Equi-stim Leg Saver (www.equistimlegsaver.com)
Cymatherapy (www.cymatherapyinternational.com)
Chrondro-protectives: Adequan, Legend
Cranial-Sacral therapy
NSAIDS
Alternative anti-inflammatory: White Willow, CMO, Arnica, Ruta Graveolens
Perfegesic (www.perfegesic.com)
Chiropractic
Laser
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POWER FLOATS WERE MADE FOR HUMANS NOT HORSES
Heather K. Mack, VMD

     I want to start this lecture by acknowledging that there are some extremely skilled power floaters out there.
They sculpt the teeth with ease and precision. I myself used to use them consistently and I felt quite accurately. I
still have my short and long handled dremels and The "Power Float" from Canada. Once in a great while I come
across such extreme pathology that I use them judiciously. I always finish my work with hand instruments. I used
to be the attending veterinarian at a prominent dental academy and was taught how to use hand and power
instruments there. We spent a lot of time working on molar pathologies. I do not remember hearing much about
the TMJ. We were so focused on the teeth we did not consider the affected joint of the jaw. I believed what I was
taught and I have a 27 year old Stallion with no top line, skin and bones and heart keep him going and a great
deal of pelleted food. He barely has any molar occlusion. I was over zealous with the power floats when he was
in his early to late teens. He has hardly any clinical crown left. There is no lullaby pacifying his nervous system.
He is a daily reminder to me so I keep sharing the truth. Embarrassing as it is. 
     By the way I visited that same academy two summers ago and observed a dental class in action in the wet lab.
The energy was extremely high, there were at least 15 open air stalls with 1 instructor and 1-2 students per stall.
Each instructor had a rolling power tool table with a light, shop vac, dental halters to tie the horses' heads up, and
multiple power instruments. I walked around the entire lab and did not see a single hand instrument. I saw some
very nervous students with big power floats in the back of horses' mouths. One horse was so sedated he could
barely keep his hind legs underneath him and his head was tied up so that the nose and ears were at the same
level. Flinching just a bit with the approach of an apprehensive student the instructor called over the vet tech for
more sedation. This was administered without his head being lowered. Things had really changed in the decade
since I had been there..... a sign outside the school says "dedicated to the spirit of the horse". To me it looked and
felt like a living nightmare for a horse! Yet the people who go through their certification program are committed
to that type of dentistry and rarely ever look back. Many of your patients may have equine dentists trained in this
way. This is a very busy school with classes of all levels throughout the year.

Biggest Concerns with Power Instruments 

1) Over sedation and abnormal head positions vs. less sedation and horses head left in natural position.
2) Over floating of the clinical crown and flattening or leaving asymmetric molar table angles. Especially if right

handed person does the work we often find flattened 2/3 arcades and steep 1 / 4 arcades.
With molar table angles flattened or sometimes even reversed, the horse can no longer chew properly and chews

like a cow instead. 
3) No grinding surface or texture left on the surface of the tooth. Many times we see molar tables that have been

power tooled to feel slick as a pipe. To be sure all of the lingual and buccal rims are gone.
4) Often molar tables are over floated and incisors have not been touched. This leaves very little or no contact

between the molars, creating TMJ instability and severe myofascial pain as they are clenching down trying
desperately to get their teeth in contact. 

5) Thermal damage: The cementum absorbs heat like clay that gets fired and becomes ceramic. With the
chemical structure altered the tooth does not wear normally. The surface gets too hard. This prevents the
necessary vibration in the periodontal ligaments that allow proper eruption. When molars have little or no
occlusion, food boluses are not being cut and sheared properly. Instead the horse has to increase the size of the
bolus and try to crush or pulverize its food. Temporalis muscle often overdevelops, and a vertical mastication
pattern ensues. This causes extreme body soreness and TMD. The horses' are fighting minute by minute for
their balance. They have little time to be content and at rest allowing their bodies to recover and regenerate. 

Stand on two broomsticks maintaining your balance and chew gum. This is what over floated horses feel like,
disconcerted. 

6) Bit seats; another man made fallacy! Foals are born with their first three premolars only, no incisors for 2-3
days. With in 1 hour they are up, suckling and frolicking around. The #6's or first premolars are cornerstones
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in their balance and equilibrium. There is no reason to take cornerstones out of occlusion. The horse wants as
much surface contact as possible. The bit fits in front of the first premolar anyway.

Options 

Sharp hand instruments ergonomically correct to the anatomy of a horse, and willingness to get on your knees!
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TMJ AWARENESS, THE MASTER LINK
Heather K. Mack, V.M.D.

 Horses' rely on the proper function of the TMJ even more than humans. The ability to move the jaw properly;
side to side, forward and back, and up and down affects not only the ability to masticate, which is the very first
step in proper digestion, but also affects the body's balance and biomechanics. Proper function of the TMJ is vital
to a horses' health and yet far too often gets overlooked by veterinarians. I practice and teach a dental paradigm
based on the principle that the temporo-mandibular joint is the "master link" in equine biomechanics. In balanced
equine dentistry we work toward maintaining equilibrium or a balanced state of repose between two or more
antagonistic forces that exactly counter act each other. In doing so we adjust the angles and planes of the cheek
teeth and incisors. This maximizes the surface to surface contact between these biophysical planes and achieves
optimal biomechanics of the jaw. Ultimately we are looking to achieve 3 point harmony between incisors, molar
tables and TMJ.

Anatomy

The TMJ is a complex array of bones, muscles, ligaments, fascia, nerves and cartilage. It is a synovial joint
between the condyles of the mandible and the temporal bone. It is a very strong, tight encapsulated joint with an
articular disc which allows for the gliding movement of the condyle. It is considerably more complex than that of
a human because of three factors. First it is connected to the ears and horses' have movable ears with 20 or more
muscles that provide for that. Secondly, the hyoid bone articulates with the temporal bone, and lastly horses have
teeth erupting continuously throughout their lives.

Bones 
1) The Temporal bone is the most cranial bone in the TMJ mechanism it is part of the maxilla. It is also home of

the auditory tube or Eustachian tube. This is where balance and equilibrium are recorded through the
vestibulocochlear nerve. Even tightness in the muscles or TMD can adversely affect the horse's balance and
proprioception. Also, the trigeminal nerve rests on the inside of the temporal bone. One of the three branches
of the trigeminal nerve is the motor nerve to the muscles of mastication.

2) The Mandible at birth consists of left and right halves that have a cartilaginous joining at the center, much like
the pubic bone of the pelvis. These two halves fuse together and become a complete jawbone at 2 to 3 months
old. The mandible is considered to be one of the most important "pattern setters" in the body. A pattern setter
is a body part or condition that sets up patterns of habitual compensatory movement in other parts of the body.
The "right handedness" of a horse, for instance, can often be dissected back to TMJ Dysfunction. I believe this
is also why limited range of motion in the TMJ can cause limited or asymmetric pelvic movement. We will
discuss the jaw/pelvic relationship in more detail soon. 

3) The Hyoid apparatus is group of seven bones that cradles the larynx and pharynx, connects to the tongue and
articulates with the temporal bone. Excessive tongue pulling, cribbing, throat surgery, and even chronic cough
can create restriction in the hyoid apparatus and subsequently this can adversely affect the TMJ.

Muscles

Though there are several muscles that are responsible for the movement of the jaw I will briefly review the
three most influential and palpable. The masseter muscle is the largest. It can be easily observed while a horse is
chewing. It brings the upper and lower jaw together. The temporalis muscle is the next major muscle and also
easily observable. It works in conjunction with the masseter muscle. Its primary function is to close the mandible.
Lastly, the pterygoid muscles attach from the central bone of the cranium, or sphenoid bone and insert onto the
medial aspect of the mandible. The function of the pterygoid muscles is to pull the mandible from side to side.
Horses with TMJ problems often exhibit great discomfort when palpating the medial pterygoid muscle trigger
point. 

The horse by nature is a grazing animal, and if allowed will graze as much as 16 hours a day. With the head
dropped down, the mandible comes down and forward in the joint capsule and the atlantoaxial joint opens. This
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relaxes the muscles and connective tissue around the TMJ and upper and lower molars achieve proper contact.
Many performance horses are kept in stalls and fed in hay bags or elevated feeders. This does not promote 
ealthy TMJ's.

Symptoms of TMJ Problems

Low levels of performance, imbalanced gaits or lameness, uneven wear of teeth, head shaking, cribbing, teeth
grinding, signs of headaches or other behavioral signs such as spookiness, ADD, ear sensitivity, head shyness,
bitting difficulty, poor keeper, muscle wasting especially on the top line, difficulty flexing the poll and engaging
the hindquarters, and unwillingness to change leads.

The Right Handed Horse:

1) Incisor wedge sending maxilla to right, mandible to left

2)Atlas superior on left
3) Horse camps on left front leg, larger left foot, often more prominent shoulder muscles, often hollow behind

left shoulder.
4) Pelvis is most often in reciprocal relation with the jaw so this will create a right posterior ilium. In other words

pelvis is rotated forward and upward on the right.
75% of the horses I see have a reciprocal pelvis to the incisor wedge. 25% mirror the wedge. Dr. Judith

Shoemaker taught me almost 2 decades ago that horses have different levels of proproiceptive awareness.
Some try hard to correct their imbalances, others just adapt to leaning. 

5) Ribcage expanded on left, contracted on right. Already bending to right and very difficult to bend left.
6)Tail? Swishing? Often held to left.

Riding: Most riders use reins to communicate with their horses. We expect the horse to interpret our signal. If
there is pain or imbalance in the TMJ the signals are polluted. Any deviation from normal will alter our
communication. If we ask the horse to move to the left by picking up the rein and adjusting our body, and it
causes the horse pain, it is actually telling them not to go forward. The horse starts to breakdown millisecond
by millisecond. First he will perceive a physical inability and that soon turns into an emotional situation. He
will not feel good because he cannot do what you are asking. The balance of the teeth determines the
readiness of flexion which must be obtained and maintained to facilitate correct maneuvers. If a horse's jaw is
restricted in A/P anterior-posterior motion, it cannot drop its jaw into neutral, raise its withers allow the head
to go forward and down, lift the lower cervicals and engage its hindquarters. Pain in the jaw will likely kill the
desire for specific movements and sometimes for any movement at all. 
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Most Common Causes of Restricted A/p Motion

Incisor abnormalities, especially overjet or overbite
ATR's (accentuated transverse ridges
Hooks on lower 11's or upper 6's
Missing molars
Wave complexes
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SICK BUILDINGS AND SAD HOUSES—GEOPATHIC STRESS &
EARTH ACUPUNCTURE

Dr. Patrick MacManaway, MB. ChB. (Edinb, 1990)

This slide presentation will introduce the concept of landscape chi and earth meridians, and explore the effects
of energetic balance, and of stress and trauma held within a landscape, in the health of people, plants and animals
occupying or spending extended periods of time in any give environment.

Documented research over the last hundred years (and for the thousands of years of recorded and oral history
beforehand...) has shown a fundamental and direct relationship between what we might consider as the Spirit of Place
and the expressed spirit and personality of the plants, animals and people living therein.

Contemporary, leading-edge holistic medical practitioners are beginning to include a keen awareness of "geopathic
stress" - an environmental health stress sourced from unbalanced environmental energies, disturbed earth-chi or
dis-spirited qualities of atmosphere, as a key factor in health maintenance and recovery from disease, and typically
seek to have any geopathic stress removed from both a client's domestic and working environment as part of a
comprehensive therapeutic approach to healing and health.

In some parts of western Europe, these services are routinely recommended by conventional physicians and may
be recompensed by health insurance companies.

In the 1980's, Professor Otto Bergsmann led a government-funded geopathic stress research study at the University
of Vienna over a period of two years, finding that 21 out of 23 physiological parameters studied in a large sampling
of the general public, were significantly changed after less than fifteen minutes of exposure to geopathic stress,
including, and perhaps most significantly, both the absolute and relative blood levels of serotonin and melatonin, the
fundamental drivers of biological timing and regulating factors of almost every biological rhythm and process.

The World Health Organization declares 30% of modern buildings to be "sick buildings", where 20% or more of
the occupants are suffering health or comfort problems relating to the environment. Air quality, light and sound
quality, and increasingly the effects of "electro-smog" are all factors to be considered in creating optimum living and
working conditions, however geopathic stress is probably the largest single factor affecting the health of a site, and
if not considered and effectively addressed, both individuals and organizations that occupy the site will tend towards
poor vitality, diminished health and effectiveness, and an array of dysfunction in many areas of activity.

Traditional practices of "geomancy" - divination of the nature and subtle qualities of place - are being given fresh,
contemporary attention as we re-discover the arts of bringing optimum health and balance into both landscape and
the relationship that we hold with it. As the benefits of these practices are observed and experienced, a growing body
of public interest and professional services are emerging. 

Observation and studies on germinating seeds and commercial crops, as well as into animal husbandry have
consistently shown significant and sometimes dramatic benefit when the site energies are optimally attuned and
matched to the plant and animal life it hosts.

Improved health in domestic and farm animals and increased milk yield on organic dairy farms has been observed,
30% increases in germinated seed mass over ten days, overall yield increases of up to 300% in native corn species
and reductions in germination to harvest time of up to two weeks have all been recorded.

Increasingly, the megalithic structures of Old Europe are being seen and re-explored as a technology of landscape
enhancement that yielded direct benefit to the early agrarian communities that created them, an expressed example
of the primacy given to the subtle qualities of place by those who live closely within it, and a fundamental part of the
human experience underlying our sense of and relationship with the world until only relatively recently in the
post-mediaeval period.

Much wisdom and lore regarding the siting of farms, towns and individual buildings in right relationship to the
landscape and the Spirit of Place was held in European culture at large and in local communities until the period of
the Reformation, since when it has slipped more into local folklore and tradition.

There is a varying degree of world-wide awareness of earth energies and geopathic stress, with research, wisdom
and public knowledge differing quite markedly between countries and cultures. International Symposia on geopathic
stress have arisen in the last five years.
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In domestic environments, recurring patterns of general energy and health, sleep quality and communication are
sensitive indicators of the status of the chi present.

In commercial environments staff health and performance, communication and creativity are good indicators, as
is the overall health of the business entity itself.

Many animals are significantly affected by geopathic stress, and will be most affected with prolonged, repeated
exposure that they are unable to avoid or move away from. Stables and barns when affected will typically have a
pattern of illness, underperformance or injury recurring in the same locations regardless of which animals are using
a stressed space or area.

Pineal disturbance seems central to many effects of geopathic stress, and disorders of biological rhythms including
diminished fertility, compromised pregnancy and problems in the early post-natal period are often observed both in
animals and people.

Remedies for geopathic stress ideally start with careful and correct location of habitable structures in the
landscape, avoiding adverse effects at the point of planning and design. Post - construction remedy is generally
successful and can generally be achieved using a variety of techniques, whose selection depends on the nature and
source of geopathic stress present, and also on the available access to key features in the surrounding landscape.

While techniques applied vary with circumstance and application, they are generally considered under the
category of "earth acupuncture", translating core understanding of chi balancing techniques from a human to a
landscape scale.

During this outdoor demonstration identifying and correcting geopathic stress with earth acupuncture techniques,
participants will have an opportunity to find earth meridians using dowsing rods, and directly perceive both healthy
and unhealthy landscape chi before and after treatment.

There are two basic categories of geopathic stress.
In the first category, stress occurs due to excessive exposure to an elemental quality which predisposes toward

either an excess or depletional state of core yin or yang chi.
Underground water and other features including caves and cavities create pathways of earth chi that are yin by

nature. Whilst a natural pathway of distribution within the landscape itself, people sleeping or working over strong
yin chi patterns, and horses, cows, pigs and sheep kept over similar, will progressively develop depletional states,
which may include degenerative conditions, reduced metabolic rate and function, heavy but un-refreshing sleep,
difficulty in concentration and diminished task performance and stamina.

Excessive exposure to pathways or areas of relatively yang chi will conversely lead to hyper-metabolic conditions,
auto-immune disorders, and a tense, over anxious constitutional state.

Earth chi is literally everywhere, and can be assessed in terms of background quality and balance as well as by
identifying specific pathways or earth meridians that will significantly characterize more local areas along their
pathway of flow and distribution.

While various techniques can be used to identify the presence and character of chi and chi pathways, dowsing
using either rods or pendulum is currently the most accessible strategy, and one which is fairly easy to learn and
apply.

Dowsers find chi pathways and patterns associated with underground water, fractures and fissures in rock layers,
crystal and mineral seams and deposits, local topographical features, and in the flux of the terrestrial polar magnetic
field.

Names used to describe and categorize these vary between country and culture, and include "song lines" "ley
lines" and a number of grid-like capillary matrices including the Curry grid and the Hartmann net.

In the second category of geopathic stress, the concern is related less to an excess of exposure to one elemental
form of earth chi, but to a disturbance in the natural flow of chi itself as it moves through an area. Earth chi may
become stagnant or wiry, incoherent in its wave form, or patterned with toxicity in two basic ways: firstly by
topographical change in the landscape, including mining, quarrying and construction at any scale,. and secondly by
intensely disturbing human activity including that found at old or recent battlefields and sites that have been the scene
of rape, murder or suicide.

In this category of geopathic stress, the pathology may be on site directly, or it may be that the pathology has
arisen "upstream" of the site of concern.

In these cases some remedial work is often needed in the wider landscape as well as directly on the client site, with
differing approaches applied to "passive" pathology where the trauma has occurred in the past and can be healed and
resolved, such as battlefields or accident sites, than to "active" pathology where stress is currently being created and
polluting the earth meridians, such as that from prisons, psychiatric hospitals and slaughterhouses.
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A site can be assessed by careful history taking, sequential generations of residents or home occupiers typically
following similar patterns of health and fortune, and sequential businesses following repeating patterns of health and
fortune relating primarily to the energy and atmosphere of the location itself.

Close observation of the health of different plant species may be revealing, with some species being excellent
indicators of geopathic stress, including beech, spruce and many of the fruiting trees. Observation of patterns of
movement and habitation of both domestic and wild animals is also revealing, some species being actively attracted
to energies that are hostile to others - bees and cats thrive where dogs and children will fail for example.

Structural elements may yield valuable information when analyzing a site, with increased corrosion to metals and
fracturing in concrete and cement work occurring above water-sourced geopathic stress, with molds and wood rot
often accelerated over similar features. 

Atmospheric electromagnetism finds a natural pathway to ground through underground water and other underlying
geomagnetic anomalies, and so geopathic stress is often also associated with local variations in radio reception and
cell-phone performance.

Having assessed a site by history taking, and observation of both living and structural elements present, further
information can be gathered by close observation of one's own feelings and response to the site, particularly if one
has trained a discerning level of personal sensitivity, and then definitive and specific analysis can be conducted by
the use of dowsing.

Depending on the integrated analysis of findings, a remedial plan can then be created, with earth acupuncture or
related intervention being applied followed by a period of observation and review, repeating or progressing the
treatment until the issues of concern have been satisfactorily resolved.

Some parts of the earth's subtle energies are very mercurial and respond immediately to healing work, other
elements of the matrix move relatively slowly and follow a basically lunar or solar period in their waxing and waning.
For this reason review periods need to be realistic, and a site should generally be tracked for at least three months
before either declaring problems solved or identifying the next layer of pathology to be addressed, either at a deeper
level or from an unresolved source of stress arising actively from either on or off - site activities.

While the achievement of a dowsing response is easily within almost everyone's ability with little or no
instruction, the use of dowsing as a tool for analyzing and guiding geopathic stress work requires careful and patient
application, and instruction and guidance ideally through formal training and apprenticeship.

There are many traditions and pathways to working with subtle qualities of spirit and consciousness in landscape,
and while specific practices relate to different indigenous traditions and different periods of culture and history, the
awareness that we have to place and to the subtle communications and creative potential that exists between us and
our landscape is now and has been ever present to all species sharing the planet.

In lecture and discussion format, research and case studies in geopathic stress will be presented, exploring the
range of impact and effect in both personal, business and professional practice, and also the range of treatment and
remediation options as applied in different circumstances.

Geopathic stress can be removed in the majority of cases using simple, unobtrusive techniques on the site and
surrounding landscape, with benefit to homes, businesses, schools and farms. Current experience in both commercial
and public environments has shown significant benefits including:

• Calmer, more productive atmosphere
• Improved performance
• Improved interactive behavior
• Reduced staff illness, absence and turnover
• Greater ease of communication and management
• Enhanced project achievement inside projected budget
A scale of assessment is helpful both in gauging likely impact of site conditions on the occupants, and also in

following the success of a therapeutic strategy.

A Guide to Geopathic Stress Assessment

Extreme
Site energies extremely challenging for occupants and community members relating to the site. Extremely adverse
to physical health, emotional stability, mental focus and communication. High levels of sick leave & absenteeism,
poor performance and anti-social behavior are typical. Staff unlikely to fulfill potential in any category of endeavor.
Site likely to have poor reputation and to provoke acute and unreasonable reaction, attitude and behavior of local and
extended community. Staff will feel dis-spirited, undervalued, unappreciated and discouraged - "nothing ever works
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here, however hard we try". New construction and refurbishment projects will meet with delay, poor co-ordination,
budget over-runs and unsatisfactory outcomes. Accidental injury is also often encountered.

Severe
As with extreme, however very strong minded and robust individuals will be able to overcome the challenges of

the environment, although often at high personal cost in terms of fatigue, exhaustion and burnout, typically with
adverse consequences on their families and support networks.

Moderate
Well centered and motivated individuals able to perform well, individuals who enjoy rising to challenging

circumstances likely to shine relative to peer group. Most occupants will experience both good and bad days
depending on season and other factors in their lives affecting personal levels of health, energy and vitality. Vulnerable
individuals will typically fail to thrive even in the presence of good support and encouragement.

Mild
Most occupants able to perform reasonably well with normal levels of support and encouragement. Vulnerable

individuals primarily affected. Challenges and difficulties most likely to become critical and exaggerated during
winter season and at times of peak stress.

Clear
Site energies ideal for supporting all aspects of current human activity, including clear communication, high levels

of creativity and sustained health of occupants.
Financial goals are easily met and budgets are straightforward to manage.

Geopathic stress as a single term covers a range of pathologies that relate closely to each other, any of which may
be present to a greater or lesser degree site by site.

Disturbances of the patterns and pathways of earth chi are often associated with disturbances of nature spirits and
elemental consciousness which is vulnerable to dislocation trauma through human activity. Disturbance of a psychic
nature including hauntings are also closely related to geopathic stress, and may be associated in as many as 50% of
cases. Also, the patterns of accumulated "place memory" are often strong in cases of geopathic stress, and so multiple
layers of patterning from physical to subtle-energetic need to be considered and addressed to achieve a comprehensive
healing of all elements of the Spirit of Place, with clear benefits arising in both the material and intangible qualities
there.
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EQUINE PROTOZOAN MYELITIS ACCORDING TO TCM 
DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT

Mieke Maelfait, DVM

Equine Protozoal Myeloencephalitis is caused by Sarcocystis neurona. Horses are infected by ingestion of S.
neurona sporocyst in contaminated feed or water. The organism is assumed to undergo early asexual multiplication
in extraneural tissues before parasitizing the CNS.

All Sarcocystis spp have an obligate predator-prey life cycle. The definitive host is believed to be the opossum.
Opossums are infected by eating sarcocyst containing muscle tissue from an infected intermediate host. The identity
of the natural intermediate hosts is not clear, although several bird species have been implicated. It was proven in
France that the cat can be considered as a definitive host. In Europe are NO opossums.

Type of disease outbreak
-New contraction : sick immediately after attack by external pathogen, is an exterior attack, symptoms are

short and relatively mild.
-Latent Pathogen : external pathogen does not cause immediate disease but hides deep in the body to appear

later, creating heat, emerge from the interior, is more severe and has a longer duration

Sensitivity of the Points – Diagnostic Points

Every organism, every disease has his own specific frequency. It is this specific expression that we can pick up
in certain points or locations of the body. The symptoms start to appear when we see a weakness of the immune
system.

Immune points on the thorax: BL47, GB25, LIV13, GB22 (armpit )
EPM points: KI27 – front EPM point

BL54 – gluteal EPM point
Pathognomonic point lies below GB31 between upper and middle bellies of biceps femoris, over path of tibialis

nerve.
Depending on the stage of the disease CV17 and SHEN SHU can be sensitive. (see later)

Difference Between Acute and Long Standing EPM

Acute = Shao Yang Level (According to the Liu Jing Bing)
Diagnosis

-Body sores: more sensitivity over the lateral sides, neck, thighs, chest
-Alternating chills and fever, hair standing up
-slight dehydration
- swollen hind legs
-movement blocked: improvement with warming up because of the stagnation.
-bringing hind feet under
-shorter stride right hind
-blurred vision, spookiness
-mental restlessness, more difficult to ride, protests with force
-less appetite, eat slower
-dryness of the throat, might give a cough from time to time.
-points are very reactive, excess type, CV17 very reactive
-stumbling

Treatment
-treat the immune points: BL47, GB25, LIV13.  You can also use LIV3, KI3, SP3
-treat EPM related points with autogenous blood because schizonts, in various stages of maturation, or free

merozoites are commonly seen in the cytoplasm of mononuclear phagocytes. Also parasitized are
intravascular neutrophils and eosinophils. In re-injecting the blood, cells burst and the content will alarm
the immune system.
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-using specific herbal extracts for this stage of the disease.

Acute = Heat or Toxic Heat in the Wei Level (According to the Wen Bing)
Diagnosis

-acute onset of complaints
-simultaneous mild fever and chills or shivering
-normal appetite, eat slower
-dry, sore throat
-normal energy level, body sore

Treatment
-same 

Herbal explanation in this acute stage
-formula is based on YIN QIAO SAN

Flos Lonicera : clear toxic heat
Fructus Forsythiae : clear toxic heat
Radix Platycodi : disperse phlegm stagnation, relieves pain in the thorax
Fructus Arctii : eliminates heat and toxic heat in the Wei level, regulates the throat
Herba Schizonepeta : stops bleeding, used for ST fire, ST Yang deficiency
Semen Sojae Preparatum : treat irritability and restlessness
Herba Lophatheri : treat irritability, replenish fluids, treat heat in the Qi level (ST)
Rhizoma Phragmitis : replenish ST fluids
Medulla Tetrapanacis : drains damp edema
Semen Coicis : regulates the channels, treat stiffness and pain in hock and stifle
Artemesia Argii : activates the Liv. Blood function
Artemisia Annuae : treat blood parasites

Long Standing EPM = Shao Yin Level (According to the Liu Jing Bing)
Diagnosis

-you might consider the parasitic pathogenic factor as a Heat factor which consumes the fundamental
substances, especially Qi and Blood, as well as Yin and Yang of the Kidney.

-This is a deficiency syndrome.
-Same point sensitivity for the immune points and the EPM related points but the sensitivity is deep and needs

more pressure to the point to be picked up.
-weakness of the rear end
-sore in the lumbo -sacral region, Shen Shu is sensitive.
-weak in hocks and stifles
-because of the Kidney deficiency we see Central Nervous System pathology (KI = responsible for nerve

system, spinal cord and bone marrow)
-diminished energy level
-diminished appetite
-lethargic, listlessness
-muscle atrophy, ataxia, paresis,instability

Treatment
-treat the immune related points BL47, GB25, LIV13
-Treat EPM related points with autogenous blood
-treat sacral points : Shen Peng, Shen Shu, Shen Jiao. These points are closer to the dorsal midline than BL25,

BL26, BL27. These TCVM points are related to the Kidney and are used for pain in lumbar and sacral
region, arthritis and Qi deficiency.

-look for blocked meridians because the Qi and Blood deficiency in the Channels will create stagnation and
pain in the extremities.
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Herbal explanation in this Long Standing EPM
-formula based on LIU WEI DI HUANG WAN
-Radix Rehmanniae Preparatae : replenish Blood and Yin; activates the JING-MARROW and BRAIN governing
-Fructus Corni : KI YIN builder; treats chronic soreness and weakness in the lower back and the lower end
-Rhizoma Dioscorea : build Qi; activates the SP function; treats exhaustion
-Poria Cocos : drains dampness in Middle Jiao; treats diminished appetite and heaviness and edema
-Cortex Moutan Radicis : disperses Blood stasis, relieves pain, replenish Yin
-Rhizoma Anemarrhena : replenish YIN, cools deficient heat
-Artemesia Argyi : activates LIV Blood function
-Artemesia Annuae : treats blood parasites
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HERPES SYNDROME
Mieke Maelfait, DVM

This virus affects the throat and the Lungs, all mucous membranes of the respiratory tract. In earlier stages of
HERPES small vesicles or blisters will appear under the upper lip (not unlike the herpes related “cold sores” or “fever
blisters” in humans.

It may predispose to bleeding.
After staying in the body as a latent pathogen and creating toxic heat, the symptoms change and other parts of the

body become involved.

Sensitivity of the Points – Diagnostic Points

-front  HERPES ASHI point: located dorsal to the pectoral muscles and medial to ST10
-LI16 in the impression between both parts of the m.bracheo cephalicus
-marked sensitivity on BL13 and often BL14 (emotion or stress related)
-marked reaction along the outer path of the BL meridian from BL42 through BL46 (LU line)
-Immune points on the thorax: BL47, GB25, LIV13, GB22(armpit)
-A pathogonomic point found on a line from GB27(point of tuber coxae) directed toward the tuber sacrale. A

muscle depression will be felt in the middle gluteal muscle about 2/3 of the way from GB27 to the tuber
sacrale.

-BL25 shu point of LI
-BL53 and BL54
-Very often the diagnostic points for Stifle will show.

Different Stages of Herpes

-Taiyang stage: pharingitis, upper airway infection, nasal discharge, watery eyes. As soon as the bronchi or
bronchioli get involved we start to see LU pathology.

-Shaoyang stage: body sore, more sensitivity over the lateral sides. The left side is much more involved in Herpes.
Alternating chills and fever, mental restlessness, more difficult to ride. Very painful reaction to pressure at the
origin of the sciatic nerve on the left side. Pain through lower back, gluteal and sacral areas (similar to
SHINGLES in humans)

-Shaoyin stage: weakness, deficiency appears, weak in stifles and hocks, diminished energy level. Also with
Herpes we can see ataxia and paresis. (neurologic Herpes)

Treatment

-treat the immune points BL47,GB25,LIV13 
-open the blocked LU meridian LU11
-Inject autogenous blood in front and back HERPES ASHI point

 
Herbal immune stimulating formula--VET-IMUN+

Radix Rehmanniae preparata shu di huang
Fructus Corni shan zhu yu
Rhizoma Dioscoreae shan yao
Poria Cocos fu ling
Cortes Moutan Radicis mu dan pi
Rhizoma Alismatis ze xie
Radix Ophiopogonis mai men dong
Radix Ginseng ren shen

Fructus Jujube da zao
Radix Glycyrrhizae gan cao
Rhizoma Pinelliae ban xia
Rhizoma Coptidis huang lian
Radix Scutellariae huang qin
Radix Isatidis ban lang gen
Artemisia Argii ai ye
Artemisia Annuae qing hao

Follow up Therapy

L-LYSINE: 2 tablespoons morning and evening to help prevent recurrence. The Herpes Virus requires Arginine to
replicate. The virus takes up the L-LYSINE blocking Arginine thereby inhibiting reproduction.-
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RESPIRATORY PROBLEMS IN THE EQUINE ATHLETE
Mieke Maelfait,  DVM

Dyspnea

It is a sense of tightness, congestion, breathlessness or constriction in the chest with difficult inspiration.
It is a major cause of chronic poor performance and exercise problems in athletic horses
Dyspnea is due to a failure of the LU QI to descend

-excess type: LU QI is obstructed by an external pathogen most frequently wind cold or wind heat
Internally generated pathogen like phlegm, heat or toxic heat,or 

 Qi stagnation.
-deficiency type: weak LU QI

KI QI not grasping LU QI.

Wind Cold attacking the Lung
-Clinical Manifestation: Sudden onset, symptoms which come and go and are triggered and worsened by exposure

to wind and cold weather conditions. Normal energy level.
Treatment Principle

Dispel Wind and Cold
Warm the Lung
Redirect LU QI downwards

-Acupuncture: LU11, LU7,BL13,BL12,LU5
-Prescription: Ma Huang Tang

Wind Cold Formula for Horses
-Folium Perillae zi su ye
-Rhizoma Cynanchi Stautoni bai qian
-Radix Peucedani qian hu
-Rhizoma Belamcandae she gan
-Cortex Mori sang bai pi
-Semen Armeniacae xing ren
-Pericarpium Citri Reticulatae chen pi
-Poria Cocos fu ling

Wind Heat Attacking the Lung
Clinical Manifestation

Sudden onset,  symptoms come and go, symptoms are triggered and worsened by exposure to wind and heat
or dryness,  often inflammation of the throat. Normal energy level.

Treatment Principle
Expel Wind
Clear Lung heat
Redirect LU QI downward
-Acupuncture: LU11, LU1, BL13, LI11, BL12, LU5
-Prescription: Sang  Ju Yin modified

Folium Mori Sang ye
Flos Chrysanthemum huang ju hua
Fructus Forsythiae lian qiao
Herba Menthae bo he
Radix Platycodi jie geng
Semen Armeniacae xing ren
Rhizoma Phragmitis lu gen
Radix Glycyrrhizae gan cao

+
Flos Lonicera jin yin hua
Radix Isatidis ban lan gen
Radix Scutellariae huang qin
Cortex Mori Radicis sang bai pi
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Phlegm Damp in the Lung
This is excess phlegm and deficiency of SP and LU QI

Clinical Manifestation
Is a more chronic pattern.  Phlegm in the upper respiratory tract, loud breathing
Symptoms are worsened by damp weather conditions and unhealthy food especially sweet foods

Treatment Principle
Transform Phlegm
Dry damp
Direct LU QI downward
Strengthen SP QI
-Acupuncture: BL13, BL20, LU7, LU9, LIV13, SP6, LU11,LU5
-Prescription: San Zi Yang Qing Tang

Semen Sinapsis bai jie zi
Semen Raphani lai fu zi
Fructus Perillae zi su zi
+  Er Chen Tang
Rhizoma Pinelliae ban xia
Pericarpium Citri Reticulatae chen pi
Rhizoma Zingiberis sheng jiang
Poria Cocos fu ling
Fructus Jujubae da zao
Radix Glycyrrhizae gan cao

With SP QI deficiency use Liu Jun Zi Tang
Radix Ginseng ren shen
Rhizoma Atractylodes bai zhu
Poria Cocos fu ling
Radix Glycyrrhizae Praeparata zhi gan cao
Pericarpium Citri Reticulata chen pi
Rhizoma Pinelliae ban xia
+
Rhizoma Zingiberis gan jiang
Herba Asari xi xin
Fructus Schisandrae wu wei zi

Phlegm Fire in the Lung
Invasion by Wind Heat congeals LU Fluids
Clinical Manifestation

Yellow sputum in the upper respiratory tract, symptoms are worsened by damp heat weather conditions, sweet
foods. Dry mouth, sore throat. Sometimes epistaxis. Very common seen in race horses.

Treatment Principle
Expel Phlegm
Clear Heat
Redirect LU QI downward
-Acupuncture: LU11, LI11, BL13, 
-Prescription: Qing Qi Hua Tan Wan (modified is LU-formula)

Arisaema cum Bile dan nan xing
Rhizoma Pinelliae ban xia
Fructus Trichosanthis gua lou
Radix Scutellariae huang qin
Pericarpium Citri Reticulatae chen pi
Semen Armeniacae xing ren
Fructus Aurantii immaturus zhi shi
Poria Cocos fu ling
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Lung Qi and Yin Deficiency
Clinical Manifestation: chronic complaints, exertional dyspnea, poor vitality, reduced energy level, listlessness,

lethargy
Treatment Principle

Tonify and nourish LU QI and YIN
Redirect LU QI downward
Acupuncture: Bl13, LU7, LU9
Prescription:
 Bu Fei Tang

Radix Ginseng ren shen
Radix Astragali huang qi
Radix Rehmannia preparata shu di huang
Fructus Schizandrae wu wei zi
Radix Asteris zi wan
Cortex Mori sang bai pi

Ren Shen Ge Jie San (LU QI and YIN deficiency, LU phlegm fire)
Gecko ge jie
Radix Ginseng ren shen
Poria Cocos fu ling
Cortex Mori sang bai pi
Bulbus Fritillariae chuan bei mu
Semen Armenicae xing ren
Rhizoma Anemarrhenae zhi mu
Radix Glycyrrhizae preparata zhi gan cao

Bai He Gu Jin Tang (modified Lili combination)with KI Yin deficiency
Bulbus Lilii bai he
Radix Ophiopogonis mai men dong
Radix Scrophulariae xuan shen
Radix Rehmanniae sheng di huang
Radix Rehmanniae preparata shu di huang
Bulbus Fritilariae bei mu
Radix Platycodi jie geng
Radix Angelica Sinensis dang gui
Radix Paeonia bai shao
Radix Glycyrrhizae gan cao

Exercice Induced Pulmonary Hemorrhage

The horse will suddenly stop during the race. Blood can be seen in one or both nostrils. Quantity may vary from
a trace to massive bleeding.

Bleeding from the Lung can be differentiated in:
-Excess: Heat in LU, ST, LIV    

bleeding is copious and acute; Heat damages the blood vessels in the Lung, Heat pushes the Blood out of
the vessels.

-Deficiency:
 -LIV and KI Yin deficiency
-SP QI deficiency
-LU Yin deficiency
Bleeding is mild and recurrent; Deficiency is often caused by over exercise, Qi fails to hold the lood in the

vessels.
Treatment: To stop acute bleeding, Use Yunnan Pai Yao: 

The main ingredient is Radix Notoginseng san qi fen
If you look at the complete picture, we deal with heat. Or it is real heat or Yin deficiency heat. 
The main treatment principle is to cool the Blood, stop bleeding and nourish Yin.
-Acupuncture: According to the underlying problem choose your points
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-Herbal Bleeder Formula
-Rhizoma Coptidis huang lian
-Radix Scutellariae huang qin
-Cortex Pellodendri huang bai
-Fructus Gardeniae zhi zi
-Bulbus Lilii bai he
-Radix Rehmanniae sheng di huang
-Radix Rehmanniae preparatae shu di huang
-Radix Ophiopogonis mai men dong
-Radix Scrophulariae xuan shen
-Bulbus Fritillariae chuan bei mu
-Radix Platycodi jie geng
-Radix Angelica Sinensis dang gui
-Radix Paeoniae Albae bai shao
-Radix Glycyrrhizae gan cao
-Fructus Forsytiae lian qiao
-Radix Isatidis ban lan gen
-Flos Lonicera jin yin hua
-Radix Notoginseng san qi
-Radix Rheum da huang
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CHINESE HERBAL TREATMENT OF SOME SMALL ANIMAL
ENDOCRINE DISORDERS

Steve Marsden, DVM, ND, MSOM, LAc, Dipl.CH, RH(AHG)

Endocrine disorders are some of the most common and challenging conditions confronting the small animal
practitioner. Chinese medicine has shown enormous potential in making these difficult conditions much easier to
manage and resolve. Whereas Chinese medicine can basically be simply extrapolated from humans to animals in the
treatment of many canine and feline disorders, endocrine diseases are an exception. Frequently, the protocols
typically advocated for humans with disorders like diabetes mellitus and hypoadrenocorticism fail to produce any
benefits in most small animal cases of the same disease. A fresh perspective needs to be taken to produce the results
that most pet owners are seeking when they consult a veterinary Chinese medical practitioner. The following paper
describes the author’s strategies and perspectives that allow most endocrine disorders to be managed safely and
effectively.

Diabetes Mellitus

While Chinese herbal formulas still cannot be considered a substitute for insulin in the management of diabetes
mellitus, the properly chosen formula commonly reduces or eliminates insulin resistance and minimizes the required
dose of insulin.

One combination that may aid is a mixture of Gymnema sylvestre (Gymnema) and Zea mays (Cornsilk). While
the latter is used in western herbal medicine for cystitis, its main use in Chinese medicine is the treatment of diabetes.
Its action on both fronts may be caused by beta-sitosterol, which has both a dilating effect on the urethra as well as
a weak androgenic effect. Gymnema has been shown in two separate studies to promote the regeneration of beta islet
cells of the pancreas in animal models of diabetes mellitus. Use of the two together allows stabilization of any case
of diabetes, regardless whether it is type I or type II.

Another herb for Type I diabetes is Cordyceps. This plant, which is really a type of fungus that grows on
caterpillars, prolongs the ‘honeymoon’ phase post-diagnosis of type I DM in humans. It extends the period of time
that minimal insulin doses suffice, from several months to several years, and may prove of benefit in animals.

Yin Deficiency
When choosing a formula from a traditional perspective, the most effective formulas touted for humans often do

not work that well in animals. The prevailing human perspective is that diabetes mellitus is a Yin deficiency
syndrome that leads to an empty Fire and consumptive heat. Clinical results using the Yin tonification approach to
diabetes in animals are frequently very poor, however, except in the most advanced cases such as with diabetic
neuropathy. Formulas that have been used to successfully address the late stage Yin deficiency of diabetes in cats
include:

Xiao Ke Fang (Wasting Thirst Formula) clears heat, strongly nourishes Yin, and relieves thirst in patients with
excessive thirst, dry mouth, frequent urination, excessive hunger, and a rapid pulse.

Tian Hua Fen Trichosanthes root
Huang Lian Coptis root
Sheng Di Huang Fresh Rehmannia root
Xian Ou Zhi Lotus root juice
Feng Mi Honey
Ren Ru Zhi Milk
Ge Gen Pueraria root
Mai Men Dog Ophiopogon root
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Zhi Bai Di Huang Wan (Anemarrhena, Phellodendron and Rehmannia Pill) is used in cases of Kidney Yin
deficiency where there is more symptomatic evidence of heat and inflammation. Common symptoms include
insomnia, thirst, nocturnal restlessness, heat intolerance, itch, colitis, cystitis, emaciation, and redness of the sclera
and mucous membranes. This formula is consistently effective at reducing diabetic neuropathy causing hind end
weakness in small animals, particularly cats.

Shu Di Huang Cooked Rehmannia root
Shan Zhu Yu Cornus fruit
Shan Yao Dioscorea root
Ze Xie Alisma tuber
Fu Ling Poria
Mu Dan Pi Peony bark
Zhi Mu Anemorrhena
Huang Bai Phellodendron

For chilly animals where Kidney Yin deficiency has resulted in a decline of Kidney Yang, consider Ba Wei Di
Huang Wan (Rehmannia Eight Combination). The patient that benefits exhibits cold intolerance, profuse urination,
a purplish tongue, weak pulses, hind limb weakness, and deafness.

Shu Di Huang Prepared Rehmannia root

Shan Yao Chinese Yam rhizome

Shan Zhu Yu Cornus fruit

Fu Ling Poria

Ze Xie Alisma tuber

Mu Dan Pi Moutan bark

Rou Gui Cinnamon bark

Fu Zi Prepared Aconite root

Spleen Deficiency and Damp Heat Accumulation

Interpretation of the history and symptoms of diabetic animals in light of their pulse and tongue findings often
suggests diabetes mellitus is a Damp Heat condition, not a Yin deficiency condition. This theory is in complete
accord with earliest theories surrounding diabetes recorded in the Nei Jing Su Wen (Inner Canon Simple Questions)
about two millennia ago. 

The Nei Jing, which is the seminal classic of Chinese medicine, consistently describes diabetes mellitus as arising
from a Spleen deficiency caused by the excessive intake of fatty and sweet foods. Damp Heat in animals resembles
closely the signs and symptoms described in the Nei Jing for diabetes. While the Nei Jing describes dietary overload
leading to ‘digestive heat’, ‘internal heat’, and chest and abdominal fullness, the main symptoms in animals include
thirst, increased appetite, polyuria, polydipsia, heat intolerance, gas, abdominal distention, food over-consumption.
One of the few references the Nei Jing makes at all to herbal medicine is in the recommendation of Euphorbia for
this condition. Euphorbia, in stark contrast to the action of the formulas discussed above, strongly drains Dampness
and is a purgative. It has no Yin tonifying effects whatsoever. 

Recent research supporting the effectiveness of bitter melon (Momordica) in diabetes is consistent with the theory
that diabetes is a Damp Heat disorder. Bitter melon is consumed in sub-tropical regions of China at the end of meals
during the summer months, to prevent the generation of Damp Heat by the other richer foods that have been
consumed. The role of Spleen deficiency in generating the Dampness is suggested by the general tendency of Spleen
Qi tonics to enhance the efficiency of insulin in promoting glucose absorption. Wu Ling San (Powder of Five Drugs
with Poria), a diuretic Dampness draining and Spleen Qi tonifying formula, was also advocated for use in diabetes
in early Chinese medical works, although this use has largely been forgotten:

Fu Ling Poria
Zhu Ling Polyporus
Ze Xie Alisma
Gui Zhi Cinnamon twig
Bai Zhu White Atractylodes

In this formula, the bland diuretic herbs Fu Ling, Zhu Ling, and Ze Xie are activated by the warming action of
Cinnamon. White Atractylodes dries Dampness and tonifies the Spleen. Biochemically, all of the herbs (even
Cinnamon) have a reputation for lowering blood sugar by enhancing glucose transport. Animals that may benefit from
Wu Ling San have any or all of greasy hair coats, pale tongues, soft pulses, tendencies to weight gains, an alternating
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preference for warmth and cold, lassitude, soft stools or diarrhea, undigested food in the stool, increased thirst and
decreased appetite, or increased appetite and decreased thirst. Wu Ling San is a component of Wei Ling Tang
(Harmonize the Stomach with Five Herbs and Poria Combination), which has added anti-diabetic effects given its
content of Black Atractylodes.

Another formula that has Spleen tonifying, Dampness draining and heat clearing properties is Shen Ling Bai Zhu
San (Ginseng, Poria, and Atractylodes Formula):

Ren Shen Panax Ginseng root
Fu Ling Poria
Bai Zhu White Atractyldoes
Gan Cao Licourice
Lian Zi Nelumbo
Yi Yi Ren Coix
Shan Yao Dioscorea
Bai Bian Dou Dolichos
Jie Geng Platycodon
Sha Ren Cardamon

The first four herbs comprise the Si Jun Zi Tang (Four Gentlemen; Four Major Herbs Combination), the classic
Spleen Qi tonic. Yi Yi Ren, Bian Dou and Sha Ren leech out Damp Heat and dry the middle burner. Lian Zi, Jie
Geng, and Shan Yao consolidate and raise the Qi of the middle burner. Most of these herbs have documented ability
to lower blood sugar by enhancing glucose uptake. Patients that benefit have Spleen deficiency with secondary
Dampness accumulation, leading to diarrhea, fatigue, a soft or slippery pulse, increased thirst, and an appetite that
is either elevated or depressed.

For diabetes prevention in cats, consider Si Miao San (Four Marvels Powder):
Cang Zhu Atractylodes rhizome

Huai Niu Xi Achryanthes root

Yi Yi Ren Coix seed

Huang Bai Phellodendron bark

Cang Zhu (Red Atractylodes) warms and dries the Spleen, and dispels Damp. Huang Bai (Phellodendron) dries
Damp and Clears Heat from the lower burner. Yi Yi Ren (Coix) leeches Damp and clears Heat while providing mild
support to the Spleen. pleen 

Huai Niu Xi relaxes the sinews of the low back and moves Blood .
Research on Cang Zhu and Phellodendron has shown both herbs to have a blood glucose lowering effect.

Unfortunately, sometimes Si Miao San doesn’t always work as well as we think it should in the treatment of diabetes,
especially in dogs. This may be due to the fact that insulin resistance is not as important a factor in dogs in generating
diabetes. Instead of helping by countering these tendencies, Phellodendron may actually interfere with blood glucose
control by stimulating glycolysis, suppressing adipogenesis, and activating AMPK to increase ATP production
through fatty acid and glucose oxidation. It thus fosters a catabolic state that counteracts tendencies to weight gain
and insulinemia, which may be useful in cats (type II cases), but detrimental in dogs (type I cases). Cang Zhu and
Phellodendron are both helpful in reducing pancreatitis, however, suggesting Si Miao San may be applicable in
canine diabetes secondary to pancreatitis. Patients that benefit from Si Miao San are significantly hotter than those
more deficient patients receiving Wu Ling San and Shen Ling Bai Zhu San.

To each of these formulas, consideration may be given to adding two herbs, Da Ji (Euphorbia) and Yu Mi Xu (Zea
Mays). Yu Mi Xu is a mild herb, and may be used in large amounts in all diabetic cases. It is made from the stamen
of Corn Silk, and is credited with diuretic and hypoglycemic properties. Da Ji is a very strong purgative; Corn Silk
is much safer and gentler. Both herbs are credited with Damp Heat draining properties. These two herbs were the
original prescriptions recorded in the Nei Jing for diabetes mellitus.

The Damp Heat theory of pathogenesis of diabetes mellitus in animals is in accord with the benefits usually seen
of eliminating carbohydrates from the diets of affected animals. Carbohydrates are credited with a ‘sweet’ taste, and
excessive carbohydrate intake can injure the Spleen. The definition of what is considered ‘excessive’ carbohydrates
probably varies with the species under consideration. Dogs and especially cats appear to be adapted to diets with low
or absent levels of pure carbohydrates.

Response can be so dramatic in animals placed on a diet with a low glycemic index or carbohydrate content as
to suggest diabetes mellitus may well be considered a manifestation of carbohydrate sensitivity in many animals. The
lowest glycemic index diets by far are raw meat diets. Hill’s M/D is likely superior to Purina CNM because of its
much lower carbohydrate content. Orijen, made by Champion Pet Foods in Canada, contains therapeutic levels of
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various herbs to help reduce its glycemic index and stabilize blood sugar. For the committed owner, home-cooked
diets are also an option.

A final Spleen formula that has helped stabilize diabetic dogs is Bu Zhong Yi Qi Tang (Ginseng and Astragalus
Combination). It contains:

Ren Shen Ginseng root

Dang Gui Shen Chinese Angelica root

Huang Qi Astragalus root

Bai Zhu White Atractylodes rhizome

Chai Hu Bupleurum root

Chen Pi Citrus peel

Gan Cao Licorice root

Sheng Ma Cimicifuga rhizome

Research supporting the efficacy of Ginseng in diabetes is abundant, although the mechanisms by which it
exerts this effect are still under investigation. Possibilities include an increased secretion of insulin; reduced
glucose absorption from the GI lumen; and hindrances in phosphorylation of glucose to its active forms.

Symptom indications for Bu Zhong Yi Qi Tang include constipation or refractory diarrhea, inappetance,
dyspnea, lassitude, bloat and an unthrifty appearance. Its content of phytosterols from Black Cohosh, Astragalus
and Dang Gui, along with the bolstering effect of Ginseng on cognition, makes the formula of significant benefit
in hormonally responsive urinary incontinence. 

In Chinese medicine, the formula is a candidate for any condition characterized by Spleen Qi deficiency,
Blood deficiency, and Liver Qi stagnation.

Feline Hyperthyroidism

The current approach in the treatment of hyperthyroidism in humans focuses on quenching a Liver Fire, the
blazing of which acts to dry up Yin. Another feature of human formulas for hyperthyroidism is their content of
iodine, through inclusions of shells or seaweeds. Likewise, iodine supplementation to suppress metabolism of the
thyroid gland was one of the original conventional treatments for hyperthyroidism in humans. Unfortunately,
long-term efficacy of iodine supplementation is poor, and ‘thyroid storms’ have been triggered by such practices.

Fortunately, another approach to feline hyperthyroidism exists that appears effective, but does not require the
administration of iodine containing herbs. This approach assumes hyperthyroidism arises as a result of
Phlegm-Fire. This unusual ability of Phlegm, a Dampness pathogen, to induce a pathological Fire materializes
following its accumulation in the San Jiao, or Triple Burner. The congesting effect of Phlegm in a corridor
through which Yang and Qi movement are abundant causes the release of a massive amount of Heat in the same
way that grabbing onto a rope generates a "rope-burn". The Phlegm-Fire theory fits well with the progression of
symptoms in hyperthyroid cats, which can be divided into four distinct stages.

Phase I - Accumulation of Dampness and Phlegm
Feline Hyperthyroidism starts with the insidious accumulation of Dampness. Dampness arises from

impairment of the Spleen's ability to completely transform food into Qi and usable body fluids. Dampness is a
non-usable form of fluid, and its accumulation impairs Spleen function further, resulting in a potential vicious
cycle. Signs and symptoms of this stage include abdominal distension, vomiting after meals, a slimy consistency
to the vomitus, minimal thirst, poor appetite, excessive appetite (from Damp Heat), weight gain, lethargy,
worsening of symptoms in damp or humid weather, mucous in the stool, profuse watery urine and straining to
pass urine or stool. The tongue is swollen and wet and scalloped from teeth imprints. There are strings of saliva
in the mouth. The pulse is slippery or, in an obese cat, thin.

Any formula that addresses inflammatory bowel disease and improves digestion in cats will likely be of
benefit in this stage, but perhaps the most commonly used formula is Wei Ling Tang (Harmonize the Stomach
with Five Herbs and Poria). Use of this formula frequently halts progression of the disease into the next three
stages, and will help reduce recurrence of thyroid tumors following surgical excision. At this stage, a thyroid
tumor is only barely palpable and is usually an incidental finding in a cat brought in for chronic vomiting.
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Bai Zhu White Atractylodes rhizome

Cang Zhu Atractylodes rhizome

Chen Pi Citrus peel

Fu Ling Poria

Hou Po Magnolia bark

Ze Xie Alisma tuber

Tong Cao Rice Paper pith

Gan Cao Licorice root

Sheng Jiang Ginger rhizome

Da Zao Jujube

Rou Gui Cinnamon bark

Wei Ling Tang is a composite of two smaller formulas, Ping Wei San (Harmonize the Stomach Powder) and
Wu Ling San (Five Herbs with Poria). The former stops vomiting and improves stomach function while the latter
drains Dampness accumulated secondary to Spleen deficiency. The formula is mild tasting and is tolerated well
by most cats. This formula is appropriate for cases with signs of Spleen deficiency and Damp accumulation,
including a greasy hair coat, vomiting of watery foam or saliva, appetite depression, a desire to seek heat, loose
stools diarrhea, and either weight gain or weight loss. Another formula, Er Chen Tang (Two Cured (Herbs)
Decoction) is more appropriate for cats with minimal signs of liquid Dampness, and instead more congealed
phlegm, such as the vomiting of opaque mucous either alone or with recently eaten food.

Ban Xia Pinellia
Chen Pi Citrus peel
Fu Ling Poria
Gan Cao Licourice root
Sheng Jiang Ginger root
Da Zao Jujube

Given the efficacy of two similar but different stomach formulas in early hyperthyroidism, the main goal at
this stage may simply be to improve stomach function using either formula using whatever formula is well
tolerated. If thyroid problems are routine caught early, the efficacy of Wei Ling Tang and Er Chen Tang are
sufficient that most latent hyperthyroid cats can be permanently prevented from becoming clinically affected.

Rather than waiting until the cat becomes more clinical, then initiating more toxic therapies, veterinarians
acting early using Wei Ling Tang can actually reverse the disease process. Hyperthyroidism appears to start as a
by-product of inflammatory bowel disease. Increased exposure of the gut-associated lymphoid tissue to bowel
flora through breaches in the gut mucosa results in the formation of antibodies that cross react with TSH
receptors on thyroid glands in both cats and humans. These antibodies abound in the serum of affected cats,
providing a strong exogenous stimulus to the growth of thyroid tissue. T4 levels begin to rise while increased
ALT levels indicate the inflammatory changes present in the gut. Wei Ling Tang possesses significant
anti-inflammatory, anti-oxidant and anti-spasmodic properties that stop vomiting, promote normal appetite and
seal back up the gut wall. Anti-thyroid antibody levels appear to subsequently rapidly decline over the space of a
few weeks, allowing T4 and T3 levels to gradually normalize. Improvements are accelerated and maintained by
changing the diet to one that does not cause gut inflammation. In cats, this is usually a low or no-grain diet that is
high in animal protein and fat.

If cats are not identified at this early stage of the disease, the thyroid tumors eventually become autogenously
functioning, and no longer dependent upon exogenous stimuli like anti-thyroid antibody stimulation. The tumor
has grown and thyroid hormone is being produced in abundance, resulting in the classic signs of hyperthyroidism,
including emaciation, thirst, excessive appetite, agitation, irritability, restless sleep, excessive dreaming, and dry
hair coat and skin. The tongue is often red and dry.

At this point, resolution of the disorder is impossible without conventional therapy (i.e. surgical excision or
I131 infusion), but most cats can still be stabilized without use of methimazole.

Phase II - Accumulation of Phlegm-Heat in the San Jiao
In this phase, Dampness has begun to accumulate and congeal in the Qi-rich Triple Burner, obstructing the

flow of Qi and generating heat. Thyroid tumors are clinically evident, thyroid levels are elevated, and there are
persistent signs of Dampness. In addition, signs of Heat and Qi stagnation are appearing including irritability,
increased heart rate, heat intolerance, increased appetite, and increased thirst. The pulse is slippery, wiry, and
rapid. The tongue is swollen and wet, red or lavender, and scalloped. Strings of saliva are present.
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The formula to treat this phase by clearing Heat, moving Blood, dissolving Phlegm, draining Damp, and
moving the Qi is Wen Dan Tang (Warm the Gallbladder Decoction):

Ban Xia Pinellia
Chen Pi Citrus peel
Fu Ling Poria
Gan Cao Licourice root
Sheng Jiang Ginger root
Da Zao Jujube
Zhi Ke Citrus
Zhu Ru Bamboo

This formula contains Er Chen Tang, as well as Zhi Ke to further regulate the Qi of the middle burner, and Zhu
Ru to clear Heat arising from Phlegm accumulation. To this base formula, several additions are made including:

Huang Lian Coptis

Zhi Zi Gardenia

Lian Qiao Forsythia

Tao Ren Persica

Hong Hua Carthamus

Gua Lou Trichosanthes

Zhe Bei Mu Fritillaria

Jiang Can Bombyx

Mu Li Oyster shell

Huang Lian and Zhi Zi help slow down tachycardia by cooling Heart Fire. Lian Qiao is also cooling, but has a
reputation for dissolving masses, and has an affinity for regions of the neck where thyroid tumors occur. Tao Ren
and Hong Hua move Blood that has arisen secondary to the Phlegm accumulation ‘ Tao Ren is a source of laetrile,
which may have some anti-tumor activity. Gua Lou and Jiang Can transform these Phlegm accumulations. Zhe Bei
Mu and Mu Li are paired in another small formula used to treat human hyperthyroidism known as Xiao Luo Wan
(Reduce Scrofula Pill). Mu Li contains significant quantities of iodine, given its marine origins. The use of
iodine-containing herbs to suppress thyroid activity is a main initial strategy in human hyperthyroidism, but is
ineffective as a long-term solution. Emphasis of iodine-containing herbs as part of a "pharmacological" approach is
similarly unrewarding in the long-term treatment of feline hyperthyroidism. 

Phase III - Consumption of Kidney Yin, Leading to Empty Heat and Fire
Any prolonged Heat condition in the body will eventually injure the Yin. Depletion of Yin stores in the Kidney

aggravates Heat tendencies further by leading to the development of Empty Heat. Dampness is now almost
completely congealed into Phlegm by the abundance of Heat in advanced hyperthyroidism, while Phlegm itself
becomes parched into a scanty tough residue. At this stage, the role of Dampness, Phlegm, and Qi stagnation in the
pathogenesis of the condition is thus less obvious, obscured by overwhelming signs of Heat and Dryness. Signs and
symptoms of this stage include emaciation, thirst, excessive appetite, agitation, irritability, restless sleep, excessive
dreaming, and dry hair coat and skin. The pulse is rapid, flooding, and wiry, although some slipperiness may still be
detected. The tongue is red, dry, and coarse. It may even be small in appearance

Therapeutic intervention at this stage must be aimed at stabilization by clearing Heat and nourishing Yin. An ideal
formula for this stage is Zhi Bai Di Huang Wan (Anemarrhena, Phellodendron, and Rehmannia Pill). The ingredients
are:

Huang Bai Phellodendron

Zhi Mu Anemarrhena

Sheng Di Huang Fresh Rehmannia

Shan Yao Dioscorea

Shan Zhu Yu Cornus

Mu Dan Pi Moutan

Ze Xie Alisma

Fu Ling Poria

The base formula Liu Wei Di Huang Wan (Rehmannia Six Combination) consists of the last six ingredients. It is a
relatively balanced formula for nourishing Yin. Sheng Di Huang nourishes Yin of the lower burner and cools Blood
agitated by empty Heat. Ze Xie avoids Sheng Di Huang becoming too dampening. Shan Yao nourishes the middle
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jiao while Fu Ling avoids it being too cloying. Shan Zhu Yu tonifies Liver Yin while Mu Dan Pi cools and moves
Liver Blood. Zhi Mu nourishes Yin and clears empty heat. Huang Bai cools empty Fire.
Once Empty Heat and Fire have been cleared and adequate Yin restored, Phlegm-Heat signs should once again be
detectable such as a slippery pulse and a red, wet swollen tongue. At this point, the practitioner can resort to use of
modified Wen Dan Tang (see above).

Phase IV - Kidney Yin and Yang Deficiency with Empty Heat and Fire
As Yin continues to get depleted, Yang energy begins to move out from the body core, gathering on the body

surface. Any further decline in the animal’s condition, and the Yang energy will move out from the body entirely ‘
at this point, the patient dies. Prior to this point, however, Yang deficiency and empty Fire occur together, presenting
a contradictory clinical picture of heat signs and cold intolerance. Signs and symptoms include progressive
emaciation, excessive thirst, excessive hunger, excessive urination, irritability, extreme chilliness, restlessness,
exhaustion, excessive appetite, and weakness. The pulse is flooding, rapid, and wiry. It may be minute in the very
late stages. The tongue is red, dry, and small. It may be pale and small in the very late stages. Often, the animal has
recurrent cystitis. This appears due to the increased Heart Fire as the body’s Yang rises to the surface and upper
burner. The Heart Fire is transmitted to the Bladder to create cystitis while the body core remains cold.

At this point in the development of feline hyperthyroidism, chronic renal insufficiency or failure is usually
demonstrable on serum chemistry panels. Even at this late stage, however, Chinese herbs can be used to stabilize
patients and reverse both azotemia and impaired urinary concentrating ability. Perhaps the most useful formula is Gui
Zhi Jia Long Gu Mu Li Tang (Cinnamon Decoction with Dragon Bone and Oyster Shell Decoction):

Gui Zhi Cinnamon twig

Bai Shao Peony

Sheng Jiang Ginger root

Da Zao Jujube

Gan Cao Licourice root

Long Gu Fossilized bone

Mu Li Oyster shell

In this formula, Bai Shao astringes the Yang to prevent it from escaping the body while Long Gu and Mu Li
descend it back into the interior. Gui Zhi warms the Yang of the body interior. Ginger, Jujube, and Licourice improve
Spleen and Stomach Qi to restore appetite.

Dietary Support of Chinese Herbal Treatment
The high occurrence of hyperthyroidism in cats exhibiting chronic vomiting, and the efficacy of formulas in

hyperthyroidism that reduce the formation of Phlegm in the body by increasing the efficiency of Spleen function
firmly imply feline hyperthyroidism is a digestive disorder at its inception. It commonly arises in animals with
inflammatory bowel disease; when IBD is successfully controlled through dietary intervention, signs of
hyperthyroidism often spontaneously regress, to the point that Chinese herbal treatment may be at least temporarily
discontinued. Dietary approaches include avoidance of known food allergens. Carbohydrate avoidance may also
prove to be a key factor in preventing feline hyperthyroidism.

The link between hyperthyroidism and inflammatory bowel disease is strong in humans as well. Patients with
ulcerative colitis are four times more likely to suffer hyperthyroidism, with ulcerative colitis always occurring first,
implying a causal relationship. The mechanism of this association is speculative, but presumed to arise from increased
exposure of the immune system to bowel flora following breaches in the gut mucosa. As in many autoimmune
disorders, antibodies formed against bowel flora species commonly cross react with host tissues. These gut flora
antibodies have a stimulating effect on the thyroid in humans, causing the eventual development of toxic nodular
goitre, which is the closest disease model for hyperthyroidism in cats.

Veterinary researchers have asserted recently that the similarities between human and feline hyperthyroidism are
superficial, and that feline hyperthyroidism is not mediated by antibodies ‘ despite the fact that several studies have
identified abundant circulating anti-thyroid antibodies in hyperthyroid cats which, as in humans, have a profound
stimulating effect on thyroid tissue. The reason why these latter studies are being ignored is that feline thyroid
tumours remain functional even when they are transplanted to where thyroid antibodies are absent, such as into gel
or into rat hosts. 

Indirect evidence that hyperthyroidism in cats is mediated by anti-thyroid antibodies comes from the observed
efficacy of Lemon Balm (Melissa Officinalis) in hyperthyroidism in cats. Lemon Balm has been demonstrated to
exert its effect by blocking the binding of antithyroid antibodies to TSH receptors. Large doses of standardly prepared
tinctures slow the heart rate and increase weight gains in hyperthyroid cats.
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The same autogenous behaviour of thyroid glands noted in cat thyroid transplant studies is observed in humans,
once thyroid follicles hyper-responsive to thyroid hormone eventually grow big enough to dominate the gland and
eclipse slower reacting follicles. At the same time, these hyper-responsive follicles also lose their dependence on
outside stimulation by hormones and become autogenous. If feline thyroid transplant experiments were conducted
on thyroid tumours early in the course of disease, a dependence on stimulation by anti-thyroid antibodies might be
more evident, and the link between feline hyperthyroidism and antibodies to gut flora confirmed.  

Hypothyroidism

Hypothyroidism is considered in humans in Chinese medicine to arise from Kidney Yang deficiency. The
mainstay of treatment is Shen Qi Wan (Kidney Qi Pill; Rehmannia 8; Ba Wei Di Huang Wan), and it has likewise
been adapted for use in animals:

Rou Gui Cinnamon bark

Fu Zi Prepared Aconite

Sheng Di Huang Fresh Rehmannia

Shan Yao Dioscorea

Shan Zhu Yu Cornus

Mu Dan Pi Moutan

Ze Xie Alisma

Fu Ling Poria

This formula shares a similar structure to Zhi Bai Di Huang Wan, discussed above in Phase III Feline
Hyperthyroidism. Zhi Mu and Huang Bai are not present. Instead, hot pungent herbs such as Rou Gui and Fu Zi are
added. This formula is designed according to the principle that Qi is produced when Yang and Yin are combined and
interact. The combination of Rou Gui and Fu Zi to warm Yang with six herbs designed to replenish Yin results in
the generation of Kidney Qi that powers the body. Patients that are considered to benefit most are fatigued, chilly,
have difficulty rising in the morning, and have a dry scaly coat. They may have some water retention or edema, a pale
tongue with white coating, and a thready weak pulse.

Not all hypothyroid patients manifest the classical clinical picture of coldness, lethargy, hair loss, inexplicable
weight gains and bradycardia. Such symptoms are frequently poorly developed or absent, and the diagnosis is made
simply on the basis of low circulating thyroid hormone levels. Such a diagnosis should always be confirmed, if
possible, with more extensive testing. For example, a simultaneously low TSH level (but not zero ‘ this would suggest
a problem with TSH secretion) would naturally suggest the low T4 levels are, in effect, an ‘adaptive’ response to a
co-existing ailment. Such a reaction may be considered tantamount to taking one’s foot off the gas pedal when a rattle
is heard in the car. That is, reduction of metabolic rates by a reduction of circulating thyroid hormone levels in a
disease state may help minimize cellular damage until the disorder is resolved. Such a self-preservation effort by the
body should probably be honored and assumed to be present if low thyroxine levels are accompanied by low TSH
levels. In such a case, underlying disorders should be sought out and addressed.

Even if an underlying conventional disorder cannot be identified in cases of ‘adaptive hypothyroidism’, an
alternative medical diagnosis can often be identified. The most common underlying disorder identified in such cases
appears to be Liver Blood Deficiency, in all its various forms. Manifestations include chronic active hepatitis, allergic
dermatitis, hyperlipidemia, recurrent mast cell tumors, and inflammatory conditions of the gastric mucosa, just to
name a few. Spontaneous reversals of T4 deficiencies are frequently observed as Liver Blood deficiencies are
correctly identified and treated with the appropriate herbal formula (see other modules). Often, such animals that are
already receiving thyroid hormone supplementation must have their thyroxine dose radically reduced or even
discontinued in such instances. The biochemical mechanisms behind this observation are not yet known. 

Even cases of mild “true hypothyroidism” may respond well to Blood tonics. One reason why may be their general
impact on increasing peripheral circulation. In the case of a chronic smoldering inflammatory response, such as is
typical in lymphocytic thyroiditis in dogs, the effect of an increased blood supply may be that of flushing out
inflammatory mediators and free radicals from the gland at the same time that the blood supply is forced to
reorganize, and a fresh influx of nutrients is delivered to support tissue repair.
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A generally safe Liver Blood tonic formula for the treatment of hypothyroidism is Dang Gui Shao Yao San
(Angelica and Peony Powder):

Dang Gui Angelica root

Bai Shao Peony

Chuan Xiong Ligusticum

Ze Xie Alisma

Fu Ling Poria

Bai Zhu White Atractylodes

The formula is relatively safe because while Dang Gui, Bai Shao and Chuan Xiong tonify Blood, the latter three
ingredients help ensure the Blood tonics are easy to digest and do not end up causing Dampness.

Not all Blood deficient hypothyroid cases will experience a return to normal of their thyroid hormone levels, and
for these animals thyroid hormone supplementation must be continued at some level. Consideration should be given
to discontinuing vaccination in these animals, as links are increasingly made between the use of polyvalent vaccines
and autoimmune inflammation of the thyroid gland.

Hypoadrenocorticism (Addison’s Disease)

Possibly due to the fluid-responsiveness of Addison’s patients during a crisis, Yin tonics have been typically
recommended for the treatment of Addison’s disease in humans. Once again, however, formulas of a different nature
appear to be more appropriate, given the typical signs and symptoms of a purplish tongue, a wiry pulse, tremors,
vomiting, agitation and hyper-excitability in patients prone to collapse. These signs are more consistent with Shao
Yang syndrome than Yin deficiency.
Shao Yang syndrome is an obstruction of the Triple Heater and Gall Bladder that interferes with the descent of Yang
Qi from the Heart to warm the Kidney Yin, and the movement of Yang Qi externally through the Gall Bladder
channel to mobilize the limbs. When this obstruction occurs, Yang gets trapped in the Heart (upper body), and the
mingling of Yang with Yin to create Qi (life force) begins to suffer. Qi deficiency ensues, marked by sudden collapse.
Other common signs and symptoms of Shao Yang syndrome include:

• Trembling
• Fasciculations
• Agitation
• Pain along the costal arch
• Tension
• Nausea
• Restlessness
• Wiry rapid pulse
• Eye redness
• Purplish tongue

All of these symptoms are frequently seen in Addison’s patients. The standard treatment for Shao Yang disharmony
is Xiao Chai Hu Tang (Minor Bupleurum Combination):

Chai Hu Bupleurum root

Huang Qin Scutellaria root

Ban Xia Pinellia rhizome

Gan Cao Licorice root

Sheng Jiang Ginger rhizome

Da Zao Jujube

Ren Shen Ginseng root

Bupleurum releases the Shao Yang and disperses its stagnant Qi while Huang Qin (Scutellaria) cools the upper
jiao, which has become heated by the entrapment of Yang energy. Ban Xia (Pinellia) and Sheng Jiang (Fresh Ginger)
both harmonize the Stomach to stop vomiting while Ren Shen (Panax Ginseng) protects and tonifies the Qi, which
has become deficient due to the prolonged failure of Yin and Yang to mingle. Da Zao (Jujube) and Gan Cao
(Licourice root) also support the Spleen and Stomach Qi to a mild degree, but Gan Cao plays a key role in the formula
from an Addisonian perspective. Glycyrrhizin in licourice prolongs the half-life of cortisol, and has mineralocorticoid
effects that increase sodium resorption from the renal tubules. It is this mineralocorticoid activity that has made the
consumption of licourice root of concern in patients diagnosed with hypertension.
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Ren Shen (Ginseng) has direct physiological benefits to Addison’s patients as well. Research into the
pharmacological benefits of Ginseng has identified a group of active ingredients, known as Ginsenosides, which
greatly enhance adrenal function and optimize cortisol secretion. Thus Licourice, which prolongs cortisol half-life,
and Ginseng, which optimizes cortisol output, together create one of the most powerful drug synergies that can be
imagined for the Addisonian patient. To increase stability in a stubborn patient that has partially responded to Minor
Bupleurum Combination, the first step is to increase the Ginseng and Licourice component. As patients respond, use
of prednisone and mineralocorticoids can often be reduced and in some cases eliminated.

Alternatively, Si Miao San can be tried for Addisonian patients.

Chai Hu Bupleurum root

Huang Qin Scutellaria root

Ban Xia Pinellia rhizome

Gan Cao Licorice root

Sheng Jiang Ginger rhizome

Da Zao Jujube

Ren Shen Ginseng root

Si Miao San contains no Ginseng and Licourice, and supports adrenal function through a different mechanism.
Huang Bai is rich in beta-sitosterol, an adrenal-sparing plant sterol that avoids the exhaustion of cortisol stores during
times of stress by limiting their rate of secretion. Corn Silk (Yu Mi Xu) can be added to the formula to enhance these
effects.

Animals that do best with the use of Si Miao San often have Damp Heat symptoms such as urge incontinence,
cystitis, vaginitis, and colitis. As these signs resolve, other Ginseng based formulas may become better choices.

Hyperadrenocorticism (Cushing’s Disease; Cushing’s Syndrome)
Consistent results seem to be able to be achieved in hyperadrenocorticism using Chinese herbal medicine, often

to the point that improvement in symptoms and laboratory values can be obtained without using pharmaceuticals. A
small number of cases may even experience a normalization of cortisol output demonstrable in ACTH stimulation
and dexamethasone suppression tests. Whereas Hypoadrenocorticism seems to represent difficulty in accessing Yang
energy, Hyperadrenocorticism seems to represent an overabundance of Yang energy, albeit of pathogenic origin. 

The Yang pathogen, as in diabetes mellitus and hyperthyroidism, appears to be Damp Heat. Since Damp Heat
accumulation arises in small animals from Spleen deficiency due to an inappropriate diet, nutritional problems are
firmly implied to underlie hyperadrenocorticism. Ample research now exists to suggest that functional pituitary and
probably even adrenal tumors are intimately associated in humans, small animals, and equines with insulin resistance,
a nutritional disorder. Consequently, success in hyperadrenocorticism depends on introduction of a low glycemic
index diet, such as those described in the section on diabetes above.

Even animals that appear Cushingoid with high liver enzyme elevations, but are not able to be confirmed as such
using low dose dexamethasone and ACTH stimulation tests, will also benefit from use of this formula. The formula
is especially indicated in patients that appear heat intolerant, weak but agitated, restless, and thirsty. They have an
increased appetite and increased urine production. Their pulses may vary from thin and weak to rapid and forceful.
The tongue often is red or purple-red on the underside. It is not necessary for Cushing’s disease to fully develop
before the animal can be treated. 

The main formula for consideration in the treatment of Damp Heat Cushing’s patients is Si Miao San (Four
Marvels Powder):

Cang Zhu Atractylodes rhizome

Huai Niu Xi Achryanthes root

Yi Yi Ren Coix seed

Huang Bai Phellodendron bark

Cang Zhu (Red Atractylodes) warms and dries the Spleen, and dispels Damp. Huang Bai (Phellodendron) dries
Damp and Clears Heat from the lower burner. Yi Yi Ren (Coix) leeches Damp and clears Heat while providing mild
support to the Spleen.

This formula is used in Cushingoid animals with a clear Spleen deficiency underlying the accumulation of Damp
Heat. Carbohydrates appear to be the chief dampening influence in small animal diets, and must absolutely be
restricted for great success in Cushing’s disease. The reason for the efficacy of Si Miao San is not known, although
the berberine in Phellodendron promotes insulin sensitivity while its content of beta-sitosterol can help normalize
adrenal cortisol output. 
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MANAGEMENT OF INFLAMMATION USING CHINESE HERBS
AND DIET: SYNTHESIZING SCIENCE AND TRADITION

Steve Marsden, DVM, ND, MSOM  Lac Dipl.,CH, RH(AHG), CVA

Introduction

Chinese medicine counts its age not in centuries but millennia. Some marvel at its endurance over the ages,
accepting it as indirect evidence of potent efficacy. Others, perhaps put off by Chinese medicine’s arcane lexicon and
esoteric notions, question its ability to contribute much in a modern medical world reliant on computerized
technology. The latter opinion reigns in the conventional medical community, even as controlled studies and
meta-analyses slowly accumulate supporting Chinese medicine’s claims of benefit. 

In reality, Chinese medicine is a technology in its own right. Its increasing use in North America appears to follow
closely the typical S-shaped technology adoption curve that characterizes other important advents, such as the desk
top computer, the internet, and the cell phone. These other technologies evolved as a highly creative answer to a
pressing need, and the situation was no different for Chinese medicine. When it was first developed, the big challenge
facing Chinese medicine was how to effectively treat and prevent disease in a time when dissection and study of the
interior of the body was considered taboo.

To work around this encumbrance, the pioneers of Chinese medicine resorted to a technique publicly endorsed
by Albert Einstein and Isaac Newton to overcome limitations in knowledge. Chinese medicine was fortunate enough
to have at its inception access to people who, like these greats, knew how to exploit the power of the metaphor.

Using metaphors or abstract models to fill in deficits in knowledge amounts to “thinking outside the box”. It is
the ascendance out of an apparently limited situation to a lofty viewpoint where one can see over any barriers to
progress. It is a blueprint of a solution rather than the solution itself, providing the main parameters that the answer
to the problem must possess. 

Today we have no restrictions on detailed study of the body. In fact, if anything, we are hampered by the opposite
problem--an extremely complex understanding of the immune system and the inflammatory processes that it drives.
Apart from using “low level” anti-inflammatory and immune suppressing medications that stifle inflammation on a
broad scale while incurring sweeping side effects, this complexity defies sophisticated treatment leading to the myriad
inflammatory problems frustrating veterinarians and clients today. The situation is ripe once more for the application
of metaphoric thinking in the hopes of defining a blueprint of a solution.

Spleen Deficiency and Damp Heat - the Chinese Medical Metaphor for Inflammation

Spleen Deficiency
When we examine patients with inflammation from a Chinese medical perspective, the Spleen immediately

becomes implicated. This might make some sense to the western practitioner until we clarify that the Spleen is
attributed the function of digestion, and particularly assimilation, in Chinese medicine. The mistaking of the Spleen
as a digestive organ in Chinese medicine can be easily understood due to its prominence in the mid-abdomen of
humans where digestion was literally felt to occur. The ancient Chinese can be forgiven for ignoring the pancreas,
given the taboos against dissection and the consequent difficulty of seeing it easily in its retroperitoneal location in
humans. Although the error is now understood, it is simpler to remain consistent with the error than correct two
thousand years of literature.

The actual presence or absence of the spleen is immaterial, of course, to Spleen function from a Chinese medical
perspective. The Spleen encompasses the endocrine cells of the pancreas and the intestinal microvilli, and facilitates
the assimilation of digested nutrients. The Stomach, in turn, is about digestion, specifically gastric acid secretion,
peristalsis, and exocrine pancreatic function. An uneasy tension thus exists between the two organs, where Stomach
function equates with aboral transit but assimilation by the Spleen is fostered by a slower bowel transit time.

Damp, Damp Heat Accumulation, and Blood Stasis
Despite the state of dynamic tension that exists between them, the Spleen and Stomach are considered to function

together as a pair to generate the vital substances of the body “ blood, joint fluid, cerebro-spinal fluid, breast milk,
etc. When functioning improperly, they are considered to manufacture a pathological fluid known as Dampness.
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Dampness is considered a non-usable and therefore non-useful body substance or fluid. It has many different
manifestations, including seborrhea oleosa, exudates, discharges, adipose tissue, edema, and benign growths. As
Damp accumulates, it takes up space and begins to restrict the movement of blood, leading to a condition known as
Blood stasis. In addition, limitation of blood’s movement is viewed to release a sort of heat of friction, creating a
condition known as Damp Heat.  

As might be imagined, Damp Heat symptoms equate to those that commonly attend inflammation “ redness,
swelling, pain, heat, odors, mucous and exudates. Virtually any acute or subacute inflammatory disorder in small
animal medicine arises from this process, including:

• Pemphigus foliaceous
• Immune thrombocytopenia
• Acute or recurrent pancreatitis
• Acute or recurrent colitis
• Inflammatory bowel disease
• Osteoarthritis
• Allergic dermatitis
• Yeast otitis externa
• Suppurative otitis media and interna
• Ulcerative conjunctivitis
• Cystitis
• Pyelonephritis
• Vaginitis
• Pyoderma

Ultimately, if the Damp Heat process continues unabated, severe disruptions of circulation are produced. Chinese
medicine calls this Blood stasis. In western medicine we likewise recognize a disordered blood supply as being
typical of chronic unresolved inflammation.

Other signs may also be present, in addition to those of fat deposition and inflammation, including a red tongue
and heat intolerance. Others include:

• Increased thirst
• Increased appetite
• Polyuria
• Abdominal rounding and distention
• Loss or withering of muscle mass

Note how these symptoms are consistent not just with inflammation, but endocrine disorders like
hyperadrenocorticism and type II diabetes mellitus. 

Using this pathophysiologic notion of Damp Heat, Chinese medicine elaborated several effective dietary strategies
and herbal formulas to successfully address scores of inflammatory and endocrine disorders. In so doing, it confirmed
apparent links between inflammation, endocrine disorders, digestion, and diet. Certainly in veterinary medicine, we
recognize some inflammatory problems as being driven by food sensitivities, and diabetes as being greatly influenced
by food. The Damp Heat model is so sweeping in its scope, however, that we’re surprised a similar grand
pathophysiologic scheme linking diet, inflammation, and endocrine problems hasn’t been identified in western
medicine, assuming we accept for a moment the Chinese medical treatments as effective. It turns out that such a
unifying link has been discovered, has been extensively researched for the last forty years, yet is scarcely
acknowledged in the veterinary literature. This pathophysiologic scheme is detailed in hundreds of thousands of
research articles and is known as Metabolic Syndrome.

Metabolic Syndrome
Metabolic syndrome, labeled Syndrome X when first elucidated by Stanford University researchers in the 1960's,

refers to the recognized link that exists between diet and numerous disparate disorders including insulin resistance,
hypertension, and atherosclerosis. It is commonly thought of as a human disorder, although its mechanisms are
ironically and almost without exception elucidated using animal models, making it as much an animal disorder as
a human one. It is the main cause of hyperadrenocorticism in humans and equines, the main cause of diabetes mellitus
in humans and felines, and one of the leading causes of hypertension, high cholesterol, and heart attacks in humans.

Perhaps these cardiovascular implications are responsible for the general impression that Metabolic Syndrome
is largely a human condition. Recently, though, another element has been added to the syndrome that makes it
dramatically more interesting to veterinarians and lending a healthy dose of credibility to the Chinese medical model
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of Damp Heat. Metabolic Syndrome now acknowledges a strong link between diet and virtually all types of
inflammatory disorders. This relationship is summarized in Figure 1. 

Despite the different forms Metabolic Syndrome can take, it always starts with diet - in particular, factors that
increase body fat. Increased body fat can be achieved rather easily in dogs simply by feeding a diet moderately high
in fat. Body fat is also increased by diets that have a substantial glycemic index and load. Insulin released in response
to these diets promotes the deposition of the ingested calories as fat and suppresses their immediate metabolism
through the citric acid cycle. High glycemic index diets are those that are highly processed, especially when they
contain a substantial quantity of carbohydrates.

While Metabolic Syndrome begins with diet, and is commonly associated with heart disease in humans, in small
animals it commonly ends with the development of cancer. Reactive oxygen species are increased in response to
insulin resistance, leading to an increase in the rates of nucleic acid damage beyond what can be effectively repaired,
resulting potentially in tumor development. Meanwhile, inflammation is also increased, fostering the potential spread
of any malignant tumors through the increased blood supply that attends acute inflammation. Areas of chronic
inflammation, on the other hand, may be so poorly perfused as to allow tumor cells that prefer anaerobic glycolysis
to quietly grow without being detected by the immune system.

Figure 1 - the role of diet in inflammation, as detailed in numerous studies of Metabolic Syndrome in 
animals and humans

Lying between the two events “ the feeding of an inappropriate diet and the eventual development of a tumor “
are two dangerous self-propagating cycles by which insulin resistance propagates itself and inflammation has the
ability to run dangerously out of control. These deserve a closer look not just because of their potential to generate
a crisis, but because of their rather bizarre mechanisms. The association of inflammation with weight gain is
particularly odd since research is consistently showing that adipose tissue, previously considered largely inert, is in
fact the major source of the inflammatory cytokines. 
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The evolutionary advantage behind adipose tissue generating significant amounts of inflammatory mediators is
not clear, but it is able to be demonstrated consistently in a variety of species. These cytokines are highly active and
include compounds such as interleukin-6 (IL-6) as well as adipokines that have a significant influence on lipid and
insulin metabolism1. While fat cells secrete adipokines, macrophages in adipose tissue secrete the cytokines. If fat
stores are large, the release of cytokines is large2. Not surprisingly, Weight loss is associated with a reversal of these
tendencies toward accumulation of inflammatory mediators3.

Once elaborated, the cytokines do not just produce inflammation, but also promote the generation of reactive
oxygen species. C reactive protein (CRP) is one example. It is a phylogenetically old and non-specific defense
molecule utilized by many animal species to help increase the inflammatory response. CRP synthesis is induced in
the liver by cytokines released from abdominal fat. It then ramps up inflammation through complement fixation and
opsonization of any adjacent antigens4. So consistent is this reaction that obesity has recently been described as “’a
sub-clinical inflammatory condition that promotes the production of pro-inflammatory factors’3. What could have
been a mild inflammatory response suddenly becomes more incendiary and destructive in the obese animal or human.

The inflammatory response sparked by abdominal fat and fueled by reactive oxygen species has one more
dangerous component “ its ability to self-propagate. Inflammatory mediators don’t just spark inflammation and
generate free radicals. They also further propagate insulin resistance by interfering with normal insulin signaling5.
Meanwhile, levels of adiponectin, an insulin-sensitizing adipokyne secreted by abdominal fat, are much reduced in
the obese animal while levels of leptin, an adipokyne that promotes insulin resistance, go up14. The net effect is a
propagation of the obese state and its inflammatory sequelae.

Metabolic Syndrome is not just present in humans, but also in animals. Endocrine mechanisms in dogs and cats
associated with obesity and metabolic syndrome are believed to be fundamentally identical to those observed in
humans. Insulin resistance is acknowledged to occur in both cats and dogs8 and the link between increased body fat,
diabetes, and neoplasia in companion animals is widely known13. While physiological differences exist, Metabolic
Syndrome in dogs and cats is close enough to the form occurring in humans for dogs and cats to have frequently been
used as an animal model for the human form. In the dog, Metabolic Syndrome can be easily created with even
moderately high fat levels in the diet. The resultant increase in IL-6 can fuel inflammation in a variety of tissues
including the joints, accounting perhaps for the well-known link between high energy diets, inflammation of the
round head of the ligament, and subsequent development of hip dysplasia7. 

Although Metabolic Syndrome occurs widely in dogs and cats, its prevalence has not yet been defined. In all
likelihood, however, it is as common as the increased accumulation of abdominal fat “ in other words, it is most likely
epidemic. Obesity is the most common nutritional disorder in small animal practice9, and the association between
obesity and Metabolic Syndrome is very tight. Even minimal disturbances in glucose tolerance are associated with
a chronic, generalized inflammatory reaction10. The inflammatory effect of fat is highly pronounced in dogs, with
all dog fat reserves strongly releasing inflammatory adipokines from fat stores. This response exhibits a dangerous
positive feedback tendency, with resultant inflammatory mediators, in turn, releasing more adipokines11. Renal
damage is a common sequela of Metabolic Syndrome, and is seen even in the very early stages of obesity in dogs12.

Before we leave discussion of Metabolic Syndrome, it is worth noting its close correlation with the Chinese
medical diagnosis of Damp Heat. The metaphor, developed millennia ago, is quite accurate in associating the “heat”
signs of inflammation with the tendency to increased body fat. The Chinese medical classics were also correct in
describing Damp Heat or Metabolic Syndrome as being due to over-nutrition, in particular an excess consumption
of “the sweet taste’. 

Figure 1 also echoes the assertion implicit in Chinese medicine that chronic disease (such as inflammation) is a
self-propagating dynamic. It is for this reason that we can expect chronic inflammation to be practically impossible
to satisfactorily resolve, unless we are intervening at all the various stepping stones propagating the problem “
inflammation, oxidative stress, and diet.

Dietary Control of Obesity, Metabolic Syndrome and Inflammation

As in animals, Metabolic Syndrome in humans is now occurring at an epidemic rate, both in developed and
developing countries. Causes are numerous and include lack of exercise, increased urbanization, an increased intake
of refined processed foods, and an increased food intake overall. This shift in lifestyle undoubtedly is spilling over
from owners onto their pets, since the growing problem of obesity in dogs and cats is likewise attributed to excessive
energy intake, reduced physical activity, and generally inadequate energy utilization due at least in part to
insulinaemia13. Insulin sensitivity, fat distribution, and adipocytokine response to different diets has been explored
in both lean and obese cats and both before and after weight loss14. Certain trends were evident: fat loss is reduced
in cats on a high carbohydrate diet while higher protein diets facilitated weight loss and maintained normal insulin
sensitivity. Other studies have likewise shown a clear link in cats between increased carbohydrate intake, type II
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diabetes mellitus, and Metabolic Syndrome15; and between low carbohydrate high protein diets and the ability to
prevent diabetes mellitus in cats16. 

The same dietary approach that is successful in preventing Metabolic Syndrome in cats proves fruitful in dogs.
Indeed, obese dogs can easily be shown to gain weight while eating less than their caloric requirement, disproving
the general veterinary nutritional assertion that “a calorie is a calorie is a calorie’. Researchers advocate that these
dogs will only lose weight when fed a higher protein diet, not a typical commercial high fiber low fat high
carbohydrate diet17.

Food processing also plays a major role in the tendency of a diet to produce Metabolic Syndrome. Gastrointestinal
motility is increased in obese animals and humans, as might be expected from a diet that “damages the Spleen’. Less
processed diets promote longer bowel transit times18, resulting in them having a lower glycemic index and a reduced
tendency to promote insulinemia and insulin resistance. This effect of lack of processing resulting in slower
absorption is exemplified in one study of liver failure in humans, where processed low protein diets created a
significantly greater post-prandial burden on the liver than minimally processed diets that contained much higher
protein levels19. Other studies show a clear reduction in body weight following the feeding of minimally processed
foods to animals. Interestingly, the enzyme capacity of the pancreas in subject animals increases in response to a
minimally processed diet, suggesting they could make an animal less prone to pancreatitis or enteritis following
dietary indiscretion20.

Minimizing processing thus represents an effective way to reduce inflammation, body fat, oxidative stress and
insulin resistance, particularly where carbohydrate levels are reduced and protein levels increased. In retrospect, it
is probably this simple fact that is driving the development of the now multi-billion dollar raw and fresh pet food
industry in North America. 

Studies of raw pet foods to date have been strikingly unimaginative. Apart from an informal survey of the effects
of raw pet foods on the complete blood count and serum chemistry of dogs21, research into raw meat diets has almost
exclusively and repetitively focused on their potential as a source of bacterial exposure, despite this largely being
common knowledge among veterinarians and consumers.

While outbreaks of food borne illness have not been identified despite the abundant use of these diets, there is
no question that some risk exists. No attempt has been made, however, to hypothesize what kinds of benefits the diets
might provide that, in owners” minds, justifies assuming this risk. The treatment and prevention of Metabolic
Syndrome is a likely explanation. 

Raw diets have a significantly lower glycemic index, making raw diets of significant benefit in reducing insulin
resistance22. Raw diets could thus be easily recognized as beneficial by a consumer, given their potential as an
anti-inflammatory weight loss diet that promotes insulin sensitivity and reduces the risk of Metabolic Syndrome
endocrine disorders like hyperadrenocorticism and type II diabetes mellitus. This potential for sweeping benefits
would surely be evident and rapid enough in onset, given the metabolic pathways involved, for the owner to
appreciate their presence, and to therefore tolerate or even dismiss the usual skepticism veterinary practitioners
exhibit toward the benefits of raw food. It would also likely justify in the owner’s mind risking food borne pathogen
exposure, a risk that can be minimized using principles of basic food hygiene (e.g. freezing meats before feeding
them; disposing of uneaten portions immediately; and avoiding prolonged thawing times). At the same time, this
hypothesized mechanism of action of raw rood remains “below the radar” of most veterinary practitioners and raw
food researchers, leading to a continuing dearth of research supporting raw food health claims, or even any idea as
to how those benefits might possibly accrue. There simply do not appear to be enough veterinarians cognizant of
Metabolic Syndrome to drive the research. 

Research supporting the benefits of raw diets on Metabolic Syndrome is not lacking, however. Surprisingly, one
of the most compelling studies was conducted on humans. An un-blinded cross-over study was performed on two
groups of New Zealanders, where one group of overweight hypertensive patients was asked to consume 62% of their
caloric intake in the form of raw food, and the rest as prepared or cooked. After about six months, the control group
was switched to raw, and the raw group switched to the control diet of normally cooked or processed food. While
on the raw diet, participants experienced a dramatic decline in Metabolic Syndrome markers. On average, mean
weight loss was about 8 pounds and mean diastolic blood pressure reduction was an impressive 18mm Hg. Even more
remarkably, 80% of people consuming the raw diets spontaneously abstained from smoking and drinking23. 

Other studies and references (including USDS Nutritional Composition Data) note the increased content of
antioxidants in raw diets, allowing them to prove of additional benefit to the treatment of inflammation and Metabolic
Syndrome24. This multi-faceted potential for health benefits suggests raw diets should not be dismissed as hazardous,
but be further researched to explore their potential benefit in Metabolic Syndrome and inflammation. In the event
these benefits can be demonstrated, ways should be found to render raw and fresh food diets as safe as possible
without compromising these benefits.
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Treatment of Inflammation with Formulas for Dampness and Damp Heat
Highly efficacious drugs are defined as those intervening effectively at multiple sites, and thus covering multiple

“stepping stones” by which a chronic pathology might be propagated. Ironically, then, this definition includes herbal
formulas, making them an excellent first choice for the management of inflammation27. The formulas that follow
possess multiple biomedical effects, including the ability to foster insulin sensitivity, quench free radicals and reduce
inflammation. Rather than suppressing the immune system in a sweeping fashion, the anti-inflammatory effects are
targeted at select tissues, making the formulas better tolerated than corticosteroids and non-steroidal
anti-inflammatory drugs. 

The formulas target the Chinese medical pathology of Damp accumulation or Damp Heat. Continuing to think
in terms of a Chinese medical diagnosis might not seem to be relevant now that we are armed with the understanding
that Damp Heat correlates to Metabolic Syndrome. We might expect that any herb or supplement known for its
anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, or insulin sensitizing effects would be a candidate to treat the patient with Metabolic
Syndrome. In reality, however, studies have shown that efficacy is enhanced when herbal formulas are still used, first
and foremost, according to their traditional Chinese medical indications, and only then according to their biomedical
indications28.

Wei Ling Tang (Harmonize the Stomach with Five Herbs and Poria)
When Damp first accumulates, the patient is not yet necessarily Hot, and the inflammatory process is just

beginning. Some chronically chilly animals never do experience Heat symptoms. For all these patients, the formula
of choice is Wei Ling Tang (Harmonize the Stomach with Five Herbs and Poria).

Bai Zhu White Atractylodes rhizome

Cang Zhu Atractylodes rhizome

Chen Pi Citrus peel

Fu Ling Poria

Hou Po Magnolia bark

Ze Xie Alisma tuber

Tong Cao Rice Paper pith

Gan Cao Licorice root

Sheng Jiang Ginger rhizome

Da Zao Jujube

Rou Gui Cinnamon bark

Despite being a warming formula, Wei Ling Tang has a strong anti-inflammatory action, making it useful in
pancreatitis and vomiting from inflammatory bowel disease. This anti-inflammatory effect is conferred in part by its
content of Atractylodes. Atractylodes inhibits inflammation through suppression of both COX-2 and nitric oxide
synthase enzymes29,30, and particularly exerts its effects in the liver, pancreas and digestive tract. Not surprisingly,
then, the formula finds use in the treatment of pancreatitis, fatty liver syndrome, and inflammatory bowel disease,
particularly in cats and small breed dogs. 

Other symptoms and signs suggesting Wei Ling Tang may be of benefit include an aggravation of digestive tract
symptoms in the past when given antibiotics, and the tendency of the tongue color of animals that benefit toward pale
or pale-lavender. These animals usually seek warmth, and when sick, may pass mucoid material in their vomit or
stool. Coprophagy is common, as is the eating of grass and the vomition of slimy looking material. 

Aside from its anti-inflammatory effect, Wei Ling Tang has an important effect on regulating peristalsis, making
it useful in the treatment of ileus, small bowel diarrhea, very chronic cases of low-grade colitis, and loss of appetite
Several herbs in the formula have a regulating and antispasmodic effect on gastrointestinal smooth muscle including
Magnolia bark, Ginger root, Citrus peel, and the two Atractylodes rhizomes31,32,33,34.

Avoid use of Wei Ling Tang in animals that have significant Heat signs such as a red tongue, restlessness,
increased thirst, and heat intolerance. The inflammatory response is building in these patients, and requires use of
more aggressive formulas like Si Miao San (Four Marvels Powder) and San Ren Tang (Three Seeds Decoction).

San Ren Tang (Three Seeds Decoction) and Si Miao San (Four Marvels Powder)
San Ren Tang (Three Seeds Decoction) and Si Miao San (Four Marvels Powder) are both Damp Heat formulas

and thus share many indications. The presence of Coix means both formulas are anti-inflammatory35. These
anti-inflammatory effects stem from Coix’s ability to inhibit nitric oxide synthesis as well as superoxide production
and release by macrophages. Coix also contributes to insulin sensitization. It has been shown to reduce adipose tissue
weight, leptin, and insulin levels in rat models of Metabolic Syndrome26.
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Xing Ren Apricot seed

Yi Yi Ren Coix seed

Hua Shi Talc

Ban Xia Pinellia rhizome

Bai Dou Kou Round Cardamon

Dan Zhu Ye Lopatherum

Hou Po Magnolia bark

Tong Cao Rice Paper pith

Si Miao San is an even more potent anti-inflammatory, insulin-sensitizing formula, and anti-oxidant, give not only
its Coix content, but also its content of Phellodendron. Phellodendron has demonstrated antioxidant activity in
numerous studies36 and also has an anti-inflammatory effect through inhibition of the production of inflammatory
cytokines and nitric oxide. It also inhibits expression of the gene for iNOS, as well as tumor necrosis factor
(TNF-alpha) 37. 

Cang Zhu Atractylodes rhizome

Huai Niu Xi Achryanthes root

Yi Yi Ren Coix seed

Huang Bai Phellodendron bark

Phellodendron is rich in a compound known as berberine, which exerts multiple effects on insulin resistance by
stimulating glycolysis, suppressing adipogenesis, and activating AMPK to increase ATP production through fatty
acid and glucose oxidation. It thus fosters a catabolic state that counteracts tendencies to weight gain and
insulinemia25. Meanwhile, Phellodendron generally benefits hepatic lipidosis by reducing fatty degenerative change
and necrosis in liver cells38. Lastly, Phellodendron additively or synergistically enhances efficacy of antimicrobials,
making Si Miao San a potentially better choice when inflammation due to Damp Heat is complicated by secondary
bacterial infection39. Its effectiveness in hepatic lipidosis explains the common effectiveness of Si Miao San in the
treatment of pituitary-dependent hyperadrenocorticism, a common sequela of Metabolic Syndrome.

Both Si Miao San and San Ren Tang are strongly indicated for the classical signs of Damp Heat, namely weight
gains, a rounded abdomen, seborrhea oleosa, food allergy dermatitis, excitability, increased appetite or thirst,
nocturnal restlessness, and heat intolerance. As a result, there is a degree of interchangeability between the formulas,
although each possesses certain “talents”.

San Ren Tang, like Wei Ling Tang, has a significant ability to regulate peristalsis through its content of Magnolia
bark. Its content of natural oils from Apricot seed gives it the ability to remedy constipation, while the
anti-inflammatory and anti-spasmodic effects of San Ren Tang give it its ability to address colitis, making San Ren
Tang the superior choice for general normalization of Large Intestine motility and function. It’s also a better choice
for Damp Heat animals that nonetheless seem to need more warmth and support, but aren’t quite chilly enough to
warrant use of Wei Ling Tang. 

Another way to distinguish which Damp Heat formula is a superior choice is to examine the tongues of the
animals. Si Miao San animals will commonly have a red, dark red or even purple red tongue, showing that
inflammation is the dominant concern. San Ren Tang animals will often have a swollen lavender moist tongue,
showing that regulation of peristalsis (known as the movement of Qi in Chinese medicine) is the dominant concern.
In addition, because San Ren Tang animals are not quite as Hot, their discharges are more fluid, showing up as watery
conjunctivitis; pharyngeal swelling causing reverse sneezing; and increased expectoration and saliva, causing
exaggerated swallowing or loud purring. Lastly, San Ren Tang animals are more likely to exhibit dyspepsia,
manifesting as a tendency to eructation, a reduced appetite despite a stable body weight, and a rounded abdomen.

Summary

Ample evidence suggests that Metabolic Syndrome commonly occurs in small animals and has been recognized,
although by a different name, by Chinese medicine for centuries. The Chinese medical syndrome of Damp Heat
includes the essential features of Metabolic Syndrome, namely the association of over-nutrition and weight gain with
typical signs of inflammation and insulin resistance. Chinese medicine also appears well-suited to the safe and
efficacious treatment of Metabolic Syndrome through formulas that address Damp Heat, thanks to the anti-oxidant,
anti-inflammatory and insulin sensitizing effects of their constituent herbs. As with conventional treatment, however,
an enduring and complete resolution of the problem is unlikely without addressing contributing dietary factors.  More
research is needed to confirm the high incidence of Metabolic Syndrome in small animals and the effectiveness of
Chinese herbal medicine and minimally processed diets in its treatment.
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THE SIX HEAVENLY INFLUENCES: THE CORNERSTONE OF
ACUPUNCTURE AND HERBAL EFFICACY

Steve Marsden, DVM, ND, MSOM, Lac Dipl., CH RH(AHG), CVA

Introduction
      Within the world of alternative medicine in North America, Chinese medicine, as a discipline, has risen to a
position of prominence, even dominance, relative to other disciplines. There are far more Chinese medical clinics
than there are homeopathic, naturopathic, and western herbal clinics combined, despite the fact that Chinese medicine
is culturally alien, having only been recently imported into the North American economy about forty years ago.
      What are the reasons for this dominance? In all likelihood, there are many, including immediate empirically
observable effects of acupuncture, such as when used in analgesia; a tremendous accumulation of clinical experience
concerning its application; and an undeniable enchantment of the west with all things oriental that dates back to at
least the 19th century. Definitely among these reasons, however, we’d have to include a distinct advantage that
Chinese medicine has over all other western alternative medical systems – a clear and simple basis for integrating
a wide variety of modalities, all in the service of resolving a particular clinical problem or symptom. 
      There’s no question that homeopathy, western herbal medicine, and osteopathy, for instance, can all be integrated
synergistically as well, but the means for doing so is not yet common knowledge and is based more on scientific
reasoning than any overarching unifying, intricate and time-tested holistic schema to which all subscribe. On the
contrary, the development of herbal medicine, osteopathy, chiropractic and homeopathy in the west is a history
pockmarked by the attempts of one of these disciplines often to usurp the others, or at least claim superiority.
Self-promotion and proprietary interest was the order of the day when these tools were developed and advanced
publicly. There was a lot of capitalism driving the development of what would become the tools of holism. Even
naturopathic physicians, who define themselves today as integrators of these various disciplines together with western
medicine in the interests of promoting health, don’t have a clear understanding of how they integrate at a molecular
level, and instead view them more as distinct tools within a black bag, to be applied simultaneously where they appear
appropriate, all the time hoping they don’t end up interfering with each other, but with no way of determining whether
those hopes are realistic.
      In contrast to the above, we have Chinese medical theory, which is an overarching time-tested and detailed
schema to which all branches of Chinese medical therapy subscribe. Although metaphoric, it serves the purpose well
of providing a solid foundation for practitioners to proceed in the integration of different modalities, such as
acupuncture and herbal medicine. Adherence to such a schema would seem to be the best chance of creating synergies
among therapies, which in turn expedite improvement and reduce the chances of side effects or error, especially when
one of the modalities has been applied successfully to the patient already, thus confirming their Chinese medical
diagnosis.
      It wasn’t always this way, however. The Shang Han Lun (Treatise on Cold Febrile Disease), published at the end
of the Han dynasty, is noted for being the first text to integrate herbal medicine into the practice of acupuncture,
which was published in texts around the beginning of the Han dynasty. Before 250 A.D., when the Shang Han Lun
was published, the only way to ‘release the exterior’ to expel a Wind Cold pathogen was through the use of
acupuncture points such as BL 40, LU 7, LI 4 and GB 20. 
      After its publication, people could now interpret their success from using the above point protocol to imply that
hot spicy herbal formulas would also be beneficial in the same patient – formulas like Gui Zhi Tang (Cinnamon
Decoction), or even Ma Huang Tang (Ephedra Decoction). The era of looking at acupuncture and herbal medicine
as separate undertakings ended with the Shang Han Lun. 
      Unfortunately, with the promise of being able to combine herbal medicine and acupuncture in a single framework
comes a new frustration. It’s one thing to know you need a Spleen tonic formula for an acupuncture patient, and quite
another to pick one that works. There is some additional level of knowledge needed to make the right choice, since
all Spleen formulas don’t work equally well for a given Spleen patient. Somehow another level of knowledge is
required to choose the optimal formula, one that Zhang Zhong Jing clearly possessed, but did not impart in the tersely
worded passages of his text. The problem has reached an acute level, since even in its countries of origin in East Asia,
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Chinese medicine is now regarded by much of the populace as too slow to be practical as a form of medicine for
emergent problems. The necessary skill to achieve rapid results does not seem to exist. Chinese herbs are beginning
to be seen as nothing more than an interesting but vague sort of way for improving quality of life or longevity far off
in the future. The promise of the Shang Han Lun that critical life-threatening emergencies in the here and now can
be effectively and rapidly treated seems lost.
      It is the thesis of this article, however, that the key to integrating and practising Chinese medicine with maximum
efficacy in even crucial diseases processes has not been lost. It is instead speckled through several chapters of the
Nei Jing (Inner Canon), and in a visceral or sensory understanding of herbs and their properties. The collation of these
two, the theoretical and the empirical, seems to explain many of the choices of Zhang Zhong Jing in the Shang Han
Lun, and to put consistent efficacy in the hands of the majority of practitioners once more. In the process, we will
more fully incorporate into our practice of Chinese medicine some of the classical ideas that have been down-played
to the point of mere lip service in Traditional Chinese Medicine – the six Yin and Yang, and their affinity with the
Six Heavenly Influences.

The Six Heavenly Influences

      Despite the integration herbal medicine and acupuncture enjoy today, acupuncture reached a higher level of
sophistication much earlier in history than did herbal medicine. Part of the reason for that may be philosophical. The
ancients held that dietetics and herbal medicine are of Earth origin, while acupuncture exerts the power of Heaven
on the body. In the game of life, the power of Heaven always trumps Earth in the short term at least, explaining in
the mind of the ancients why the effects of acupuncture could be so rapid, compared to the slow power of herbal
medicine and, in particular, lifestyle. There was no doubt that lifestyle was ultimately more important in the end, with
the opening paragraphs of the Nei Jing (the oldest medical textbook in the world) explaining the declining longevity
of humans as being due to how they ate, slept, worked and drank. In the short term, however, the most rapid way of
restoring balance in the body was through acupuncture, and the rest of the text devotes itself to that topic.
      Even acupuncture, in itself, was not inherently powerful – it was what it worked with: the Six Heavenly
Influences. These can be summed up as powerful climatologic forces external to the body, but very much dominant
in dictating human affairs. A lack of Heat at the wrong time of year could destroy the growth prospects of a crop, just
as could excesses of Cold. Likewise these forces could not just act upon plant bodies, but those of humans and
animals as well, to create fevers; cause people to catch colds; and create conditions of both Damp and Dryness.
Acupuncture, in a nutshell, served to control the entry of these forces as they muscled their way, wanted or not, into
the body to influence its affairs. Each is attracted to a particular facet of the body’s topography, and begins its ingress
there, ultimately homing to the organ whose channel runs through that portion of the body’s exterior. Once inside
the body, they bolster or hinder the organ they resonate with, creating a change in function that then dissipates
through the entire system according to the rules of interaction of the Five Elements. In Chinese medicine, it is the
control these Six Influences exert on the Five Elements that accounts for the immediate effects that acupuncture
exerts on the body.
      Forming the bridge between the Six Heavenly Influences and the Five Elements are three Yin and three Yang
channels. By virtue of where they run on the body surface, each of these Yin and Yang becomes, in effect, a lightning
rod for a particular Heavenly Influence. 
      Often, this Influence is positive, providing a source of power for the internal organs that allows them to conserve
bodily resources for a later time. Indeed, in this sense, learning how to use and benefit from the Heavenly Influences
constituted the secrets to longevity. The habits, traits and characteristics of these Influences dictated what constituted
the ideal lifestyle – when to sleep, when to wake, what to eat, when to be active and when to rest, in order to avail
yourself of these external energies as they waxed and waned over time in the environment.
      Occasionally, however, it was pathological versions of these Six Influences that entered the body and manipulated
the interior of the body through the rules of Five Element interaction. A healthy lifestyle, then, was just as much
about avoiding exposure to these unhealthy forms of the Heavenly Influences as it was about making best use of their
healthy forms. Knowing these Influences in intimate detail is crucial to understanding how successful acupuncture
treatments can tell us in very precise terms just what exactly the patient needs in the way of an herbal formula.
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Wind

Wind gets things moving from a state of inertia. It is a passive form of movement down a pressure gradient, as
opposed to a deliberate form of movement arising from intention. It is associated with the East and the onset of
spring. It is the initial movement of Yang Qi within the seed, even though this level of Yang expression is still muted.
Indeed, even the expression of Yin, which will later reach full flower in the form of luxuriant growth, is as yet
modest.

Wind promotes integration, harmonization, and dispersal in its healthy forms. When pathological, it can disperse
excessively, create instability, and even kill. Wind has an affinity for Jue Yin, which can likewise be translated as
‘compressed’ or ‘pressurized’ Yin. This Yin energy, in turn, has an affinity for the Liver, which oversees circulation
in the body not in an active way like the Heart, but passively. Whereas the Heart actively pumps Blood through the
body, the action of Wind, Jue Yin, and the Liver is manifest in vessel wall compliance – the elasticity that stretches
to accommodate a fresh new surge of Blood into the system, and then passively continues Blood’s forward movement
by squeezing back down around it to create the blood pressure gradient. Indeed, we can measure the strength of this
Wind, Jue Yin or Liver energy in the body just by how much vessel wall tone we feel in the pulse. The more vascular
tone we feel, the more there is an excess of Liver energy. The less tone we feel, the more introduction of vascular
tone to promote healthy flow would be a good idea. To do that, we could tonify points on the Liver channel,
effectively pumping in more Wind energy to pressurize the system. When we sedate Liver points, we depressurize
the system, removing Wind in the process.

Heat

Heat sets the stage for an increase in activity. It is not an active fiery sort of energy, but the gentle warmth of
incubation. Examples include reptiles sunning themselves on rocks in the morning, or the energy of activation in
chemical reactions. It is not the activity that will arise later in that reptile, or the reaction that will take place, but
rather the gentle warmth that precipitates it.

Heat is associated with the South and early summer; it promotes development and is essential for growth. At this
point, both Yang and Yin are building in the system. Growth of the body, or Yin, is occurring, although not yet
luxuriantly. Warmth is present in the system, but it is thoroughly and gently infused. It isn’t a burning form of Yang.
Because Heat is a blended form of Yin and Yang, in which both are just developing and somewhat fragile, problems
with Heat can go in two directions. We can have not enough, and end up with an internal Cold state. Or its Yang
component can become dominant, leading to a burning of Yin, leading to exhaustion. 

Heat is an integrated form of Yin and Yang that serves as a foundation for development. Yin and Yang, fully and
gently mingled, is the recipe for the formation of Qi and life force. This Qi is generated and gently coddled through
the merging of Yin and Yang in the Kidney and Heart. These two organs thus have an affinity for Heat, which is
conducted to them through the channels of the Shao Yin (Lesser Yin).

Damp

Damp or moisture is the Heavenly Influence that promotes fullness of growth. It is the humidity of full summer,
when we witness the maximum extent and spread of vegetation for that year. It is strongly Yin and promotes growth,
lubrication, and calm. It is associated with the Spleen and Lung, the organs that manufacture the various forms of
fluid that together make up the substance of the body. 

As the ultimate expression of Yin, it is guided to the Lungs and Spleen via the Tai Yin (Extreme Yin) channels
of the body. Pathological forms of Damp obstruct movement, create Phlegm and promote the growth of pathological
masses in the body. Excess Damp energy in the environment creates rainstorms, downpours, and floods.

Fire

Fire marks the most vibrant stage of development. Growth has culminated and is in full flower at the time when
Fire is dominant, which is shortly after the summer solstice. Fire is associated with the South direction. When Fire
is peaking, Yang has finally become the dominant feature of the environment and is on its surface. Yin, while
prominent, has moved internally, yet the two are still integrated in the production of Qi. Organs that integrate Yang
into Yin to generate Qi are the Gall Bladder and the Triple Burner. The channels that conduct this half Yin half Yang
energy into the interior are on the Shao Yang or Lesser yang body surfaces. In excess, Fire scorches, exhausts, and
burns.

Dryness

Dryness is a clean, bold energy that promotes mellowing, firming, and ripening. It is associated with the West,
and the dry golden days of early fall, when crops are in the final stages of maturation before harvest. It is the time
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when sugars within crops are developing and hard unripe fruits are being replaced by deeply colored more resilient
flesh. In excess, Dryness goes on to create shrivelling, wilting, contracture and, in extreme states, hardening.

In the body, Dryness is associated with the Yang digestive organs, the Stomach and Large Intestine. The
Stomach is described in the classics as the place of rotting and ripening, where nutrients are liberated for the
assimilative actions of the Spleen. If the Stomach becomes too dry, we see gastric ulceration and extreme thirst.
Meanwhile, the Large Intestine is using Dryness to extract moisture from the stool. If the Large Intestine becomes
too dry, we see the stool becoming hard, dry and difficult to pass.

Cold

Cold is associated with the North. It inspires in the organism a reflexive tensing upon exposure to it. This is the
benefit of Cold – the creation of a hard Yang shell that can resist any and all invasion, like the shell of a turtle. It
inspires the development of a Yang sufficient to overcome Yin, and which can likewise be used internally by the
Bladder and Small Intestine to concentrate or ‘harden’ the water they contain. Under the influence of this Yang,
valuable pure water is retained with which to cool the body, while the rest of the urine is voided as dross. 

Cold aggregates on the Tai Yang (Extreme Yang) surface of the body. The protective response it inspires includes
a closing of the pores to resist pathogen invasion. Too much Cold can overpower this response, however, and create
damage to the organism in the manner of a snowstorm or freezing cold. When Heat is abundant, however, the pores
are opened to allow body cooling. 

Looking back over this discussion of the Heavenly Influences, we see they present a kind of sequence. First, as
the year begins in spring, we have a sequence when Yin is more dominant or obvious, represented by the ‘climates’
of Wind, Heat, and Damp. Then as the year progresses further, we get a sequence when Yang is more overt,
represented by the climates of Fire, Dryness, and Cold.

Each of these six Influences also has an affinity for a different facet of the body’s surface, which functions sort
of like an antenna to conduct the Influence inward toward the internal organs, where the Influence is put to work
supporting organ function. These affinities are listed in the table below and will be discussed in detail next. But note
first how the translations indicate a gradual building process of both Yin and Yang. Yang proceeds from Lesser to
Extreme; Yin proceeds from a highly Compressed state to an Extreme effulgent state. We get the idea, then, that these
Yin and Yang are more than just body surfaces – they are phases in an overarching sequence of Yin and Yang,
embodied in a particular type of climate or Influence, that permeate all of existence; quite naturally, then, these three
Yin and Yang also have a place in and on the body.

Influence Season of Occurrence Yin or Yang Equivalent Translation
Wind Late Winter/Early Spring Jue Yin Compressed Yin
Heat Spring/Early Summer Shao Yin Lesser Yin
Damp Full Summer Tai Yin Extreme Yin
Fire Late Summer Shao Yang Lesser Yang
Dryness Fall Yang Ming Bright Yang; Moderate Yang
Cold Winter Tai Yang Extreme Yang
Table 1 - Correlations of the Six Influences with the three types of Yin and Yang

The Three Yin and the Three Yang

As mentioned earlier, the Six Heavenly Influences have affinities for various body surfaces. These surfaces
essentially form small microclimates that resonate with these larger ambient Influences, and come about for two
reasons: whether the body surface is Yin or Yang in nature, and how animals and people tend to orient themselves
in space.

Yang Yin
Upper body Lower body
Dorsum Ventrum
Exterior Interior
Lateral Medial
Periphery Center

Table 2 - Locations of Yin and Yang on body surfaces

As implied in the discussion of the Yang and Yin above, hardness correlates with a progressively greater amount of Yang, such that the
function of Tai Yang (Extreme Yang) is to create a solid impervious barrier on the body surface. Thus, the harder portions of the body are Yang,
and the softer surfaces are Yin. Thus, the dorsum and lateral aspects of the limbs are more Yang, while the ventrum and medial aspects of the
limbs are more Yin.

Regarding their orientation in space, animals and humans tend to stand with the back or Yang surfaces facing inclement weather, such that
Cold accumulates on the dorsal or Tai Yang surface. At the same time, their faces (and ventrum, if they are human) face the sun, gathering its
warmth the way a lizard gathers warmth on its ventrum while sunning itself on a rock.
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To understand how these two factors, orientation and Yin Yang classification of body surfaces, create microclimates, consider the simplified
cross-section of a limb in the diagram below. The logical extension of the foregoing is that the most Yang (Tai Yang; Extreme Yang) location
on the limb will be the caudal lateral aspect, since the surfaces directed caudally towards the Cold wind are more Yang, as are the lateral aspects
of the limb. Following this, the medial aspect of the limb that faces the warmth of the sun must therefore be the most Yin location, or Tai Yin
(Extreme Yin).

Figure 3 - Where to find the three Yin and three Yang on the limbs

Two other quadrants are then created. A cranial lateral surface that is Yang but facing the sun, and a caudo-medial surface that is Yin but
facing the Cold wind. The former is thus a more moderate form of Yang, labelled Yang Ming (Yang Brightness; Moderate Yang) after this sun
exposure. The latter is known as Shao Yin (Lesser Yin). Its medial location is Yin in nature, but the proximity of a strong form of Yang (Tai
Yang; Extreme Yang) confers warmth, resulting in Shao Yin being a blend of Yin and Yang. The Nei Jing describes this location as Yin within
Yang, to reflect this thermal blending and orientation. Yang Ming is the opposite, a form of Yang on the sheltered cranial surface, which is
contiguous with the body’s ventral Yin surfaces. This sunny lateral yet sheltered exposure is known as Yang within Yin.

Lastly, we have one other form of Yin and Yang, which are located along the axis of the limb. We can imagine them as two bones, like a
radius and an ulna, one of which is more lateral and Yang, and one of which is more medial and Yin. The rest of the Yin surface is hung fore
and aft upon this Yin ‘bone’ or scaffold, just as Yang is hung fore and aft upon the Yang ‘bone’ or scaffold. As you might have guessed, these
two are foundational in their role – without Jue Yin (Compressed Yin), the other two can’t function or exist; likewise, without Shao Yang
(Lesser Yang), Yang Ming and Tai Yang can’t function or exist.

These axial locations and foundational roles are entirely in keeping with the positions of Jue Yin and Shao Yang in Figure 1 above. Jue
Yin is first in the sequence of Yin development. If it did not occur, the Shao Yin and Tai Yin sequences would not follow. Likewise Shao Yang
is the first in the sequence of Yang. If it did not occur, Yang Ming and Tai Yang would not follow.

Looking at these microclimates, we understand perfectly how they are the logical choices for the various Heavenly Influences to enter the
body. Wind, which is the manifestation of a passive form of activity arising purely out of concentration gradients, initiates the entire sequence
of activity, Yin in particular. It quite naturally enters the body via Jue Yin, given its axial location on the Yin surface of the body. Heat, which
is a quiet blended form of Yin (moisture) and Yang (heat) quite naturally enters the Yin surface where Yin is “within Yang”, namely the zone
we call Shao Yin. Damp, as an extreme manifestation of Yin in the form of luxuriant growth, quite naturally enters the body at its most Yin
location, namely the cranio-medial quadrant which has no Yang aspect to it except the gentle warmth of the sun shining on it. 

Fire is about the peaking of growth and nature at its showiest. It is the pivot point between Yin and Yang. Before this point, there was soft
luxuriant growth. After this point there will be hardening, drying and consolidation. As the first and essential step in the Yang sequence, it has
an affinity for the axial or foundational location on the lateral Yang surface. Dryness quite naturally would be produced on the sun exposed
Yang surface, and thus gathers in the Yang Ming quadrant. Cold quite naturally gathers on the Tai Yang surface that is directed against it. It
is the only form of Yang strong enough to rebuff its penetrating nature.

Tonification and Sedation

Now that we know the various climates the Six Heavenly Influences represent and where they enter the body, we
can ask how acupuncture assists their entry (in the event they are supportive and helpful) or exit (in the event that
pathological forms have gained entry). To facilitate ingress of an Influence, use Tonification. To facilitate egress,
use Sedation. The difference between tonification and sedation is surprisingly small, amounting to slightly different
hand movements in the manipulation of an acupuncture needle. It is nothing short of astonishing that the nervous
systems of our patients can respond so radically differently to such subtle differences in needle manipulation. While
various methods of tonification and sedation have been advocated in the literature, they can be reliably created by
the methods described below.

Whether tonification or sedation is achieved by an acupuncture needle depends upon its:
• Direction of insertion (proximally or distally)
• How the needle is lifted out and thrust back in
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• How the needle is rotated
• How long the needle is retained
• The frequency of any electrical stimulation delivered to the needle

To ensure Tonification (Reinforcement):
• Direct the needle proximally

o If you’re using acupressure instead of acupuncture, push proximally to tonify using the points of the limbs,
applying a gentle steady pressure

o For points on the torso, gentle press inward and also ‘superiorly’ or toward the head 
• Emphasize thrust

o Thrust in slowly and lift rapidly
• Emphasize clockwise rotation using small arcs
• Retain the needle for a short term only, generally a maximum of ten to fifteen minutes
• If possible, withdraw at end-inspiration, sealing the hole with your finger tip as you do so
• Use 10 to 12 Hz as the frequency of electrical stimulation

Sedation
• Direct the needle distally

o If you’re using acupressure instead of acupuncture, push distally to sedate using the points of the limbs,
applying a steady strong pressure

o For points on the torso, press inward and also ‘inferiorly or toward the tail, using a strong pressure 
• Emphasize lift

o Thrust in rapidly and lift slowly
• Emphasize counter clockwise rotation using large arcs
• Retain the needle for at least fifteen minutes. Longer needle retention times are associated with a greater release

of endogenous opiates, accounting for the occasional fatiguing effect of long acupuncture treatments on
already tired patients

• Withdraw at end exhalation, leave the hole open
• Electro-acupuncture stimulation generally employs frequencies of 60 Hz or higher. Indeed, frequencies of 80

to 100 Hz are commonly employed. Check patient’s pulse to find optimal setting (more on this later)
• Even methods of stimulation using electro-acupuncture employ frequencies of about 40 Hz
At this point, then, we have our Heavenly Influences, the techniques used to drive them inward, and the locations

they enter. The next question is what points in these zones are most useful in moving these influences in or out? Are
they all created equal? As you might have guessed, they are not. The most powerful points impacting the egress and
ingress of the Heavenly Influences are the Transporting Points of the four extremities.

Beneficial Acupuncture Points and Their Role in Formula Design 
Within each of the zones described above (Tai Yin, Tai Yang and so on), the Influences are considered to begin

working their way in, at least in part, via the digits. They then follow the channel proximally, which increases in
diameter and volume as we move toward the body core. Undoubtedly, this concept of acupuncture channels was
inspired by the vascular tree, which is characterized by superficial small vessels (capillaries) at the periphery, and
deeper and larger arteries centrally. The strength of flow of the ingress of the Influences is thus considered to build
as it moves toward the body core, but the malleability of this flow is considered to decrease. These Influences are
thus easy to access, but weakly developed, at the level of the digits, and much more substantial, but harder to
manipulate by the time they reaches the elbows and knees. Proximal to the elbows and knees, the Influences dive deep
into the interior of the body.

The points along this path between the digits and the elbows or knees are called Transporting points, because of
this carriage of the Heavenly Influences from a peripheral Yang location to the body’s more Yin core. Transporting
points have different labels, to reflect the strength of flow of as the Influence moves interiorly. Not surprisingly, water
bodies were used to best express the flow dynamics at each point. From distal to proximal, the Transporting points
are also known as Jing-Well, Ying-Spring, Shu-Stream, Jing-River, and He-Sea. Well points are thus on the tips of
the extremities and Sea points are at the elbow or popliteal creases.
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Point Arm Yang Location Arm Yin Channel
Location

Leg Yang Location Leg Yin Location

Jing-Well Tip of digit Tip of digit Tip of digit Tip of digit

Shu-
Stream

Metacarpal-phalangeal
joint

Wrist crease Metatarsal-phalangeal
joint

Ankle

He-Sea Elbow Elbow crease Knee Popliteal crease

Table 4 -Some Key Transporting Point Locations

The flow dynamics attached to the names are somewhat intuitive. At the Well points, Influences are just being
drawn into the body (the body is tapping into the well of energy that surrounds it). At the Spring and Stream points,
the flow is more well developed and beginning to move more quickly, but can still be easily manipulated. At Sea
points, it is beginning to aggregate and move deeper to the internal reaches of the body, becoming harder to influence.

While other point categories of Transporting Points exist, the distal-most and proximal-most tend to be the most
heavily used by far. Distal points govern initial entry and final departure of a Heavenly Influence. Proximal points
govern final penetration and initial departure of a Heavenly Influence. The points in between are primarily there to
facilitate circulation and movement of the Influence along channel, and are located along the shafts of the radius,
ulna, tibia, and fibula. The Transporting Points are summarized in table 5.

Organ Jing-Well Ying-Spring Shu-Stream Jing-River He-Sea

Lung 11 10 9 8 5

Large Intestine 1 2 3 5 11

Stomach 45 44 43 41 36

Spleen 1 2 3 5 9

Heart 9 8 7 4 3

Small Intestine 1 2 3 5 8

Bladder 67 66 65 60 40

Kidney 1 2 3 7 10

Pericardium 9 8 7 5 3

Triple Burner 1 2 3 6 10

Gall Bladder 44 43 41 38 34

Liver 1 2 3 4 8

Table 5 - The Transporting Points

Using this simple schema, we can interpret the improvement of a patient by the sedation of Spleen 9 as indicating
we are reaching into the body core and starting the removal of a pathogenic form of Damp that is afflicting the
Spleen, and would look for herbs to support that effort. If another patient improves through tonification of Kidney
3, we know they are Kidney deficient in general, but need a formula that combines warmth and moisture, Yin and
Yang, to complement the Heat we are moving into the channel. 

Other points can certainly assist in helping define what is needed of a complementary herbal formula for an
acupuncture patient. For example, the response of the patient to Shu Points, which likewise translates as
‘Transporting’ Points, but which more commonly are referred to as ‘Association’ points, can provide valuable
information. Each organ has an internal organ or Shu point located on the Bladder channel on either side of the
Governing Vessel. Tonifying the Shu point for a particular organ is akin to giving it a surge of power by directing
or Transporting some of the Yang energy of the body’s defensive shields back inside to the Yin interior. The merging
of Yang with Yin generates Qi at that level of the body and the organ, substance or structure that corresponds to it.
Whatever the function of that organ is, it is now being done better. So, when you tonify Bladder 23, you are tonifying
the Qi of the Kidneys and their ability to help the Bladder concentrate urine and act as a store of Qi and Essence for
the body.

Draining points on the Bladder channel draws Yang energy from their respective organs to the surface, weakening
their Qi, and has a cooling effect on that organ. For example, if the pulse moderates after draining Bladder 15, a Heart
cooling herb is called for. The herb will have to have a bitter taste.

Draining points on the Bladder channel may also simply draw out a pathogen that has invaded the Tai Yang layer
at that site. To expel pathogens from the back as a whole, drain Bladder 40 or 58. If this moderates the pulse, the
Bladder channel and dorsum of the back as a whole have been invaded by a pathogenic wind. Herbs that expel
pathogens are thus called for. These invariably taste pungent.
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The Shu point effects can largely be explained by their association with the sympathetic chain. Bladder 27 and
28 most likely work through the sacral plexus and the parasympathetic nervous system. The points are as follows:

Organ Bladder point Common Uses

Lung BL 13 Often used to expel Wind pathogens

Pericardium BL 14 Tonifies the Pericardium’s role in regulating Qi flow in the three
burners, especially the upper burner

Heart BL 15 Usually used to drain Heart Yang

Liver BL 18 Can tonify the Liver, or be drained to ease Qi stagnation

Gall Bladder BL 19 Drain it to improve flow of Qi in GB and TB channels

Spleen BL 20 Can drain Damp; usually tonified to improve digestion and
assimilation

Stomach BL 21 Can drain Heat out of the Stomach or tonify Stomach Qi

Triple Burner BL 22 Sedate to drain Damp from Triple Burner

Kidney BL 23 Tonify to improve Kidney function and treat azotemia

Large Intestine BL 25 Drain to remove Damp Heat accumulations

Small Intestine BL 27 Drain to remove Heat from the Bladder

Bladder BL 28 Drain to remove Heat from the Bladder

Table 6: Bladder shu points and their organ associations

In addition, there are some additional points that strengthen the Fundamental Substances and the endocrine
function of the pancreas:

Bladder Point Association Common Use

16 Pancreas Wasting thirst (diabetes mellitus); Yin deficiency

17 Blood; Diaphragm Sedate to move Blood; tonify to increase Blood

24 Sea of Qi Source Qi deficiency in renal failure

26 Source or Essence Renal failure; potentially less stable cases

Table 7:- Special shu points and their uses

Governing Vessel points can be interpreted in a similar fashion to Shu points, but with a significant difference.
When GV points are tonified, Yang is still being pushed to the interior of wherever the point is located. Tonification
of GV 3 thus increases the Yang of the lower burner. If both GV 3 and 14 are tonified, then the Yang of the patient
in general is being increased. 

When GV points are sedated Yang energy is being removed, rather than the Qi of any one particular organ
decreased. For example, if GV 14 or GV 11 is sedated, Yang is being removed from the upper burner. Lastly, we can
combine tonification and sedation of the GV to reposition Yang within the body. For example, if GV 14 or 20 is
sedated, and GV 3 is tonified, the effect is to descend Yang to the lower burner from the upper burner.

Alarm points, also called Mu points, are conceptually easy to understand. Almost without exception, they overlie
the internal organ they are associated with, and are thus all located on the ventral surface of the body, usually the
Conception Vessel. When pain is felt or can be elicited by pressure at a specific alarm point, it is an indicator that
the associated internal organ is damaged in some way.

The sensation of pain at alarm points is a little difficult to understand neurologically, since many of them have
no obvious neural connections with the organs they are associated with. Inflammation spreading from the organ to
the abdominal wall seems to explain why they become painful when there is organ damage, but doesn’t explain why
they are so therapeutically useful.

From a Chinese medical perspective, their association with inflammation and congestion makes perfect sense. Yin
gravitates inwards, downwards and toward the ventrum, making Alarm points on the ventrum useful for dealing with
local Yin accumulations. The most common example of a pathological Yin accumulation is Qi or Blood stasis, which
essentially is tantamount to inflammation. This notion of Alarm points acting as points of accumulation is also
reflected in the Chinese character for Mu. The symbols or pictures that make up the character can basically be thought
as sun glinting off the blade of a large sword on a field of battle. The word means to muster or gather, in common
use, and would seem to refer to a warrior signalling the need to attack or converge upon the enemy.
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Organ Alarm Point Common Uses

Lung LU 1 Asthma; lung inflammation

Pericardium CV 17 Qi and Blood stasis in the chest; CHF

Heart CV 14

Stomach CV 12 Digestive disorders

Triple Burner CV 5 Cystitis

Small Intestine CV 4 Cystitis

Bladder CV 3 Cystitis

Large Intestine ST 25 Constipation

Spleen LV 13 Abdominal pain and inflammation; Damp accumulation; LV
– SP disharmony

Liver LV 14

Gall Bladder GB 24

Kidney GB 25 Renal inflammation; nephritis

Table 8: Alarm points and their organ associations

The first diagnosis that should be entertained when sedation of an alarm point improves circulation is therefore
an excessive mustering or accumulation in the associated organ, most often of Qi or Blood. Moderation of the pulse
after draining Liver 13 therefore suggests Qi stagnation of the Spleen, usually caused by Liver Qi Stagnation.
Improvement of the pulse after sedation of GB 25 implies renal inflammation.

One other possible differential exists for an improvement in the pulse following sedation of Liver 13. Instead of
moving Qi, the point may have drained another form of pathological Yin, known as Damp. Lung 1 may also have this
effect when it is sedated. Because of their Tai Yin (Extreme Yin) nature, the Lung and the Spleen are the organs most
prone to accumulating Damp.

Alarm points can be tonified as well as sedated. This has the same effect as tonifying the Shu point, only Yin is
pushed toward Yang, instead of Yang toward Yin. The net effect is the same, however – the generation of Qi in the
associated organ. Tonifying other points on the Conception Vessel has the same effect. Conception Vessel 6 tonifies
the Qi of the body in general, and the Spleen and Stomach in particular. Conception Vessel 12 tonifies the Qi of the
Fu organs, the Stomach, and the middle burner.

Choosing Points

Most Chinese acupuncture training programs espouse the same four-step patient approach utilized in western
medicine. The sequence of events in tackling a problem is the same, namely the (1) taking a history and (2)
performance of a physical examination to (3) pronounce a diagnosis. Based on this diagnosis, (4) a prescription is
formulated and administered. If points are painful (‘reactive’), they may be included as ‘local’ points. This is an
entirely acceptable method for choosing which points to use, provided that as they are inserted, the pulse of the
patient is checked for improvement (see below for a simplified method of pulse diagnosis and assessment).
Otherwise, the patient must be followed for several visits to determine which acupuncture points and treatment
methods are optimal for the patient, and can therefore be used to guide the choice of a herbal formula.

To avoid delays in formula prescription, and expedite improvement in the patient, consider adopting a more
Japanese style to the choice of which acupuncture protocol to use. Japanese styles of acupuncture place great
significance on points that vary in temperature and texture relative to the surrounding region; these often form the
centerpiece of an acupuncture treatment prescription for the patient, even before a Chinese medical diagnosis has
been rendered. We can refer to this as ‘treating first and diagnosing later’.

The tactile differences between points and their surrounding tissues have a basis in histology. Acupuncture points
are relatively rich in muco-polysaccharides, collagen fibers, and nerve endings, relative to surrounding tissues. In
addition, the points considered most effective clinically exhibited a well-developed capillary network that studies
have suggested is engorged in a patient prior to that point being needled. It’s the engorgement that Japanese
acupuncturists partially cue in on when including the point in their protocol. Most likely the engorgement is
reflexively mediated by pathology in internal structures or body regions affected by the point.

Thermography is another method of detecting locally increased cutaneous blood flow, revealing it as an increase
in infra-red radiation. Thermography has advanced enough in sensitivity and resolution over the past several years
to now allow it to be used in point detection and selection. In one study of sixty cases of facial hemi-paralysis, those
points showing a one half Celsius degree difference between one side of the face and the other were needled on the
affected side, with re-evaluation at each treatment. Comparison of treatment outcomes with 120 controls, whose point
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prescription was derived through the four-step method outlined above, showed a significantly higher cure rate (over
68%) from treatment of those points selected by thermographic imaging, compared to those points used in the control
group (46%).

Even more dramatic were the differences in speed of recovery. The average treatment duration for the
thermography group was 6 weeks (25 sessions), compared with 24 weeks (79 sessions) for the control group.

Thermography is not yet cost-effective for every practice, but fortunately the human hand excels at detecting
differences in infra-red radiation from one region to another. Jean-Pierre Barral reviews the utilization of touch as
a detector of infra-red radiation in his unique work, Manual of Thermal Diagnosis (Eastland Press, Seattle, 1996).
He discusses the typical ability of most people to detect increases in infra-red radiation as a three dimensional cloud
of warmth, due in part to the central processing of thermoreceptor data with the same centers and neurons as
mechanoreceptor data, resulting in the detection of differences in infra-red radiation as a three-dimensional graduated
cloud above the surface of the skin. In addition, the skin will often feel warm to the touch, and the surrounding tissues
swollen and turgid (if the point is located in a muscle mass).

Compiling the Blueprint for Success

Despite the useful information that responses to the Shu and Mu points provide, the Transporting Points provide
a valuable insight that can quickly help narrowly define exactly what traits a successful formula must possess. I call
this the Blueprint for Success.

For example, if a geriatric animal was experiencing heat signs in the evening along with weight loss, Yin
deficiency with Empty Heat might be diagnosed. Improvement of the patient with tonification of Bladder 23 and CV
4 might corroborate the diagnosis, but the practitioner would still be unsure which Yin tonic formula to utilize.
Should it be Yi Guan Jian (One Linking Decoction), something that drains Damp with Bland herbs like Rehmannia
Six, or something more aggressively Bitter and cooling like Zhi Bai Di Huang Wan (Anemarrhena, Phellodendron
and Rehmannia Combination)? This is where the information provided by the Transporting Points can be useful. If
it turned out that draining or sedating Stomach 36 also aided, we are effectively removing the energy of sunlight (Heat
and Dryness) from the patient to improve them. A formula that is more aggressively cooling (i.e. bitter) and
moistening (e.g. sweet) would be a better choice, resulting in a firm vote being cast for Zhi Bai Di Huang Wan. 

How about an itchy dog with Damp Heat dermatitis? The temptation might be to use a formula that is anti-itch,
drying and cooling using Damp or Bitter herbs. But what if tonification of Stomach 36 improved the pulse? This
would be a firm indication that something warming and drying is needed, at least to support the digestive tract to
prevent further Damp formation. The flavour called for here is thus something warm and Pungent, which might have
the added benefit of expelling the Wind Damp Heat from the body’s surface.

In this way, the data obtained from the Transporting Points gives us a tremendous amount of detail about what
exactly we are looking for in a formula. The Mu points and Shu points may go a long way to telling us what general
effect we need – Spleen tonification or the dispersal of stagnant Blood, for instance – but the Transporting Points tell
us the exact ‘climate’ or flavour needed to achieve that. The tables below correlate the different Influences with
various herb tastes, making the refining of an herbal Blueprint for Success, and the subsequent choice of the most
optimal formula, much more clear.

Influence Taste

Wind Sour increases the pressurization of the system

Heat Warm Sweet and/or Sour herbs; Warm Pungent herbs only if used with Sweet or
Sour herbs; Salty warm herbs with Bitter herbs to preserve Yin and integrate Yang

Damp Sweet herbs

Fire Pungent herbs that move Yang to the surface, combined with Bitter herbs that move
Yin to the interior

Dryness Warm Pungent herbs

Cold Warm or Hot Pungent herbs that bolster Yang; Salty or Sour herbs that close the
pores

Taable 9: the Six Heavenly Influences and the herb tastes that support them

Note how, in general, the tastes of warmth and pungency (acridity; aromaticity) embody Yang, and the sweet
and sour tastes embody Yin. The sweet and sour tastes respectively add substance to the system or make best use
of what the body already has. The tastes of warmth and pungency that dry, mobilize, and warm belong to Yang.
Tastes and flavours to counteract the action of each of these influences are more complicated, but still logical.
Depending on the exact clinical features of your patient, it should be clear what flavours your formula should
emphasize
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Influence Taste

Wind Salty herbs to descend and address associated moisture deficiencies ; Bitter herbs to cool and
down bear; Pungent and cool to disperse or vent accumulated pressure

Heat Bitter cold herbs to cool and dry

Damp Bland or faintly Sweet herbs to leech Damp while supporting the any endogenous Damp
contributed by the Spleen; Bitter herbs to dry Damp and clear associated Heat; Pungent to dry
Damp and expel any invading Damp pathogens

Fire Bitter cold herbs

Dryness Bitter cold herbs to clear associated Fire; consider Sweet, Sour, and especially Salty herbs to
moisturize

Cold Hot Pungent herbs to dispel Cold

Table 10: herb flavours that reduce the Six Heavenly Influences

To further simplify the interpretation of what flavours are needed for a patient, we need to take a look at a
simplified version of pulse diagnosis.

Pulse Diagnosis as a Guide to Herb Flavours Needed for a Formula

The emphasis of Chinese medicine on the pulse as a diagnostic tool is well known and is entirely consistent
with the recent emphasis in medical research on blood flow and its role in the genesis and treatment of disease. In
general, there are only two ways blood flow can contribute to disease – either an organ or tissue receives too
little, or it receives too much. The latter is true of acute inflammation, while the former is true of degenerative
processes and chronic inflammation. Improving blood flow is essential in areas of chronic inflammation in order
to initiate tissue repair, reorganize vasculature, and flush away residual inflammatory mediators and reactive
oxygen species.

Through the autonomic nervous system, there are two major ways redistribution of blood is affected. Either
there is peripheral vasoconstriction, moving blood to the interior; or there is peripheral vasodilation, moving
blood to the exterior. In the former instance, then, any acute to subacute inflammatory conditions of the body
interior (e.g. hepatitis, renal inflammation) would be aggravated, regardless what was causing the peripheral
vasoconstriction to begin with. In the latter instance, any acute inflammation of any mucosal surface could
potentially be aggravated, including allergic dermatitis or inflammatory bowel disease. When blood is
centralized, chronic inflammatory conditions of the surface of the body (e.g. hip dysplasia) are perpetuated or
worsened. When blood is de-centralized to the epithelial surfaces, degenerative or chronic inflammatory
conditions of the interior worsen from the reduced blood supply.

Using this framework of hemodynamics, pulse diagnosis becomes relatively simple. Either the blood supply is
moved to the interior, creating a deeper pulse with increased vessel wall tone; or the blood supply is moved to the
exterior, creating a superficial ‘slippery’ or ‘rolling’ pulse that lacks vessel wall tone and associated ‘finger lift’,
despite being able to find the pulse easily. Where blood is centralized, this is sometimes because the patient is
‘down a quart’ or ‘Blood deficient’, creating a secondary vasoconstriction. The pulse thus does not only feel
toned and deep in this instance, but probably also a little attenuated and weak, as a result of the reduced cardiac
output and circulating blood volume.

`Herb tastes correlate very well to the impact they have on hemodynamics. In general, to move blood inward
from the epithelial surfaces, use Bland, Bitter or Sour herbs. To move blood outward, use Pungent herbs. To
improve blood volume in order to favour increased peripheral perfusion, use Sweet herbs. 

These vascular effects are entirely consistent with the impact of the tastes on the Heavenly Influences. For
example, a patient with Damp Heat dermatitis that called for the use, in part, of warm aromatic or Pungent herbs
would invariably have a deep toned pulse. The response to Stomach 36 indicating a need for Pungent herbs
would be a lifting of the pulse to a more superficial location, with a reduction in its tone. Similarly, a ‘slippery’
superficial pulse in a patient with microvascular liver shunts would suggest the need for a sour herb to move
blood away from the mucosal surfaces more centrally to the liver. Given that the hemodynamic effect being
called for is never at odds with the impact on Heavenly Influences that is desirable, they provide a useful
cross-reference for each other to ensure the formula tastes maximally appropriate. Data on how herbs in various
formulas taste is easy to find through a large number of texts, making the comparison and analysis of candidate
formulas for appropriateness a relatively easy task.

The Hierarchy of Prescription 
As might be assumed from the amount of emphasis we have given it, how a plant tastes is the single most

overarching determinant of its effect, both from a Chinese medical (Heavenly Influences) perspective and a
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hemodynamic effect. Taste also impacts the types of signs and symptoms a formula can be expected to deal with.
Looking at the taste of a herb or a formula first, before anything else, offers the greatest assurance of efficacy and
the least risk of creating adverse effects. These are summarized in the table below in Figure 11 below. Only once
the appropriate taste has been determined is the clinical reputation of the formula in resolving certain symptoms
or having a particular biomedical effect then considered.

Taste Heavenly Influence
Effect (Summary)

General Physiological Effect Hemodynamic Effect

Sour Pressurizes, supports
Wind; counters dispersal

Antispasmodic; astringes fluid
loss from epithelial surfaces

Increases vessel wall tone and
moves blood inward

Bitter Drying, cooling,
descending; counters Heat
and Fire

Promotes peristalsis; sedative;
drying; anti-febrile;
antimicrobial

Anti-inflammatory; blood-
moving; vasoconstriction in
epithelia, skin and muscles;
moves blood inward

Pungent Disperses; dries; often
warming; supports Yang
Influences

Antispasmodic (smooth
muscle); stimulant

Increases blood flow to
epithelia, skin and muscles;
moves blood outward

Salt Preserves moisture (Yin);
descends Yang; net effect
is a generation of Qi;
supports Heat

Sedative; astringes moisture Internalizes blood supply

Sweet Adds to the system;
supports Yin influences;
supports Damp; some
mildly Sweet (Bland) herbs
drain Damp

Strengthening; nourishing;
additive; moistening

Externalizes blood supply
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BACKYARD POULTRY, COMMON HEALTH AND MANAGEMENT
ISSUES!

Jeff Mattocks

Major Contributing Factors

Air Quality
– Freshness – air in confined spaces should be exchanged 4-6 times daily regardless of temperature.

• Avoid drafts and air inflow at ground level.
– Ammonia – Poultry’s threshold for ammonia content of the air cannot be detected by a human’s sense of

smell. (25 ppm)
– Humidity – excess humidity in confined spaces will promote infectious respiratory diseases.

Water Quality

• Clean
– Water should be supplied by a clean potable source- not ponds and puddles
– Watering devices should be cleaned daily or as necessary to remove bacteria and algae growth.

• Cool
– Water should be no hotter than body temperature of 105° F. 
– Optimum water temperature for mature birds is 70° - 80° F.

• In the Shade
– Water should always be available in the commonly used shade areas.

Feed Quality

• Freshness-feed is best used within 14 days of processing not to exceed 30 days old.
• Balanced-the feed being fed should align with age and production level of the birds.
• Mold and Toxin free – the feed should be free of molds and toxins.
• Texture – Feed should be processed to the correct size for the poultry being fed.
• Grit – is important for all stages and ages of poultry.  Proper gut health is very dependent on the gizzard

muscle grinding action.

Feed Related Health Problems

• Riboflavin deficiency causes curly toes at 7-10 day of life.   -->
• Manganese deficiency causes slipped joint tendon also known as spraddle leg -->
• Rickets – Calcium deficiency tied to lack of vitamin D.

– Feeding milk will help this condition otherwise supplement diet with additional calcium and Vitamin D3

Necrotic Enteritis and Coccidiosis

Other common illnesses 
• Ascites – a.k.a. Water belly-plasma will build up in he abdomen from blood flow back pressure from the

liver to the heart.
– Usually associated to a hyperthermia like condition from exposure to cold and damp condition

• Infectious Coryza – symptoms similar to the human common cold.  Sneezing, snitting, water or pasty eyes,
swollen wattles.  A bacterium infection that is easily spread. 
– Improving air quality and increasing vitamins particularly vitamin E, normally helps.

• Viral Arthritis – Mycoplasma synoviae arthritis 
– A viral infection entering the body from poorly managed litter or ground.
– The virus erodes the metatarsal tendon rendering the chicken    --> immobile. Severe case with the

tendon ruptured.     
– Very common to see live birds resting on their Hocks or sitting all the way back on their butts.
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